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FOREWORD 

To recognize its 50th Anniversary, the SSRC has organized a special conference 
for 20-22 June 1994 with the theme, ·SSRC - Link Bt'w~~n R~sl!arch and Praclicl!-, It 
is appropriate to hold this conference at Lehigh University, which has been the SSRC 
Headquarters since 1966. The meeting is intended to review the complete scope of SSRC 
activities and to use the expertise of the entire SSRC membership to develop a vision of 
stability related research and design in the future. These Proceedings contain the 
viewpoints of a group of invited speakers on topics that are considered by the SSRC Task 
Groups and Task Reporters. A volume of post-conference Proceedings will contain the 
current research papers presented al Task Group meetings, with summary statements from 
the Workshop sessions at the end of the conference, which will renee! the input rrom all 
participants, recorded in a special report. 

When the Column Research Council (eRC) was organized in 1944, one or the 
primary motivations was the need to establish unirormity in column design on the part or 
all building authorities in the U.S. The CRC was successrul in this errort, and in the 
succeeding years the scope or ItS activity expanded to include many other stability related 
problems. As a result of the expanded scope, the name of the organization was changed 
in 1976 to the Structural Stability Research Council (SSRC) to beuer reOectlts activities. 
Another change that has evolved over the years, is the international character of the 
organization. All continents of the world in which the stability of metal structures is both 
examined and is a feature of design are represented in the current membership. 

Considerable change and expansion in both research and design practice has taken 
place since the inceptIon or the Council and particularly in the last two decades. Much 
of this has been piecemeal, so that it is not easy to determine overall trends . Problems in 
applying existing stability design criteria have been created by the use of higher strength 
materials used in more open rramed structures, unique architectural layout, analytical 
computing capabilities and an information explosion in stability related publications. 
Present criteria emphasize the design of individual members, but it has become 
increasingly evident that the member must be considered as pan of the total structure. 
One of the major current difficulties is the trend for increasingly diverse methods of design 
for stability rather than unification. SpecificatIon writing groups have different 
philosophies of design and are exposed to dirferent literature and data bases in various 
parts of the world. With an increasingly global construction environment, difficulLies are 
encountered when the design/constructIon team IS international. The structural engineering 
proression will benefit from the meaningful discussion and attempt to focus the future of 
stability related research and design that is the intent of this conference. 
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Numerous people could be recognized for the influence they have had in bringing 
this conference into fnntion . We could go back to Jonathan Jones of Bethlehem Steel and 
Shortridge Hardesty . the first Chairman of the Council , for their vision in creating an 
organization devoted to considenng StfUcturaJ stability problems. There is a long list of 
other leaders over the years who have left their imprint, such as Lynn Beedle who served 
as Director for 23 years and was a strong influence in bringing about the international 
character. However, directly related to the conference, a special thanks is due to Clarence 
Miller and the Program Committee as well as the authors who have given their time and 
effort in the preparation of the papers for these and the post-conference proceedings. 
Special recognition is also due to the Headquarters staff for the eXira effort they had to put 
forth in the organizational details . For this we thank: Jim Ricles, Director; Lesleigh 
Federinic, Administrative Assistant; and Diana Walsh, Secretarial Assistant. Finally, we 
acknowledge and express appreciatJon to the co-sponsoring organizations: 

The Aluminum Association 
A TLSS Engineenng Research Center 

Aluminum Company of America 
American Institute of Steel Construction 

American Society of Civil Engineers 
FederaJ Highway Administration 

National Science Foundation 

HOpefully these Proceedings will become an imponant part of structural 
engineering literature and will be a force in the development of future stability related 
research and design criteria . 
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Donald R. Sherman 
Chairman 



C IVIL L''FRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS & STRUCTURAL STABILITY RESEARC H 
by 

K. P. Chong and S. C. Uu 
National Science Foundation 

Summary 

Civil mfrastructure Systems (CIS) are those Structures and hfelmes by wh ich SOCiety transports 
goods , provides clean air and water. controls disease. and conducts commerce. CIS span all 
these CWlt systems - their operations. management . and policies which mteraCI With sodetal 
demand and the phYSical v.orld . In the last Century the Unlled States has Invested heavily In 

buildmg us Infrastructure but It has rapidly degraded due to neglect , m iSUse and c:<cessi\'c 
ckmand. Many studies conclude that the collapSing Infrastructure In U.S. conlnbutes 
slg01ftcanily 10 the current decline in the natlOn 's productivity aod Its Increasing deflClI . 
Intelligent renewal IS required 10 usmg the limited resources available 10 renew and retrofit the 
1"0 trllllOn dollars of mfrastructure in the most cost-effecllve manorr . A research mlilatlve IS 
therefore proposed to underpin this effon . This mlilalive builds on NSF's past and current 
research efforts (which have focused on component performance) and will address the s«mlngly 
tntBCtable Issues of system behavtor. deterioration. assessment . renewal , InstitutIOnal 
effectiveness and productivllY. Structural stability research IS an Important component of the 
CIS . Examples of NSF grants on stability research are discussed . 

INTROD UCTION 

The cost of construction of physical facilities , including structural and geotechnical englTleenng 
facllil les , constlluted about 7.3 % of the 1991 GNP employing six millon persons , thus qualifYing 
the coostrucllon Industry to be one of the largest U.S. mdustnes . 1lle rise and fall of a 
clvlllzauon IS uilimately hnked 10 liS product ivity , global competitiVeneSS , and international 
cooperallon . These m turn are dependent on the life-cycle of Its Infrastructure which IS the 
underlymg, almost mvislble base on which the wealth and quality of life a society deptnd As 
the Infrastructure deteriorates . CIVilizatIOn unravels and eventually collapse bemg paralyzed by 
Its Inability to transport food, provide clean air and water. control disease . and conduct 
commerce. In the last century , the Untted States has in\'ested heaVily In bUilding Its 
Infrastructure from canals to fiber optIC systems , from fresh water to Interstate hlgh"ays aoo 
rapid mass tranSit systems. But the system has rapidly degraded due to age , neglect . misuse aoo 
excessive demand . In the U.S. for example . It IS reported that 40~ of the bndges are 
slnIClurally defICient and are tn need of repalt and rehabllitallon . More than half of the eXlsung 
school bUildings are over 50 )'ear old and are tn poor condHion . Corrosion . a common 
deterIOrating physical phenomenon of CIS . COSt this country over 5250 billion annually (4 f( of 
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the nation's GNP). The 1992 occurrences of the Chicago nood and Hurricane Andrew, and 
the 1993 Mississippi Flood illusualed the fragility of these systems and the staggering losses 
lheir failures can incur. Many studies conclude that the current decline In the nadon's 
productivity and its increasing deficit are largely the resuh of a collapsing infrastructure . There 
is therefore an urgent need 10 ~rebulld America- but the cost is prohibitive and the added burden 
of the particular debt could cause the total collapse of the US economy. 

Instead. imelligenl renewal and retTofit is required which will use the limited resources thai are 
available in the most cost-effective manner. The key to this strategy is a research initiative 
which addresses to paraJlel issues of implementing existing knowledge and developing 
appropriate new scientific and engineering knowledge base . 

The nation's infrastruclUre comprises several hundred large complex engineering systems which 
interact with each other in the ways that are not well understood . Past research has concentrated 
on the performance and operation of individual components within separate systems. The result 
has been incremental improvements in selected areas but system performance has not been 
measurably affected. This "band-aid" approach has been largely ineffective in the overall effort 
to arrest the decline in the infrastructure. 

A new strategy IS required that approaches the issue from a systems perspective . In fact the real 
challenge today is to study the optimal performance of systems rather than individual 
components. It is time to build on the successful NSF research programs of the past (which 
have been component-focused) and to address the seemingly intractable issues of system 
behavior, deterioration, assessment, renewal. institutional effectiveness and productivity . 

This iniuative therefore has the following goals: 

'" To stimulate infrastructure renewal (including retrofit) in the U.S. and regain 
international competitiveness through research excellence and accelerated knowledge transfer . 

'" To mitigate the barriers to knowledge transfer through improved insight into the 
information utilization process and the development of innovative strategies that overcome 
technical. institutIonal, social and legal impediments . 

To con' Ibute to the increased productivity and industrial competitiveness of the nation 
by developing new knowledge which will permit the renewal of the U.S . infrastructure such thaI 
it will last longer, reach further and provide for increased capacity . while being reliable. safe. 
cost-effective and environmentally sensitive. 

To achieve these goals , this initiative has the following priorities : 

'" Perform knowledge utilization research through multIdisciplinary programs involving 
engineering. social and SCIentific disciplines . 

'" Iniuate research programs to address the intellectual challenges associated with 
implementing eXisting knowledge and the development of new scientific and engineering 
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knowledge . 

Develop mdustry partnerships through proo(-of-concept research : suppon eduC3i10n and 
research II uOIversilles ; develop (including fe-train) the human resources necessary 10 
renew and maintain current and fUlUre mfrastructure systems. 

BACKGROUND 

Civil mfrastructure IS the phYSical structure or underlYing foundauon to a soc.ety's .. ealth and 
quality of life . Largely hidden and frequently taken for granted. It mcludes the basIC 
installations and facilities necessary for modern eXIstence and growth. CiVil mfrastructure 
therefore Includes certain public buildmgs (such as schools. post offlCeS, polICe: statiOns , 
munICipal and government omus) and almosl all (he lifelines . Llfelmes are those Installallons 
and facilities that lranspon people . dlstnbute goods aod transmit energy and informauon from 
place to place. Eumples of the major hfcllOes mclude electric power systems. gas and liqUid 
fuel systems . telecommunICation systems . transportation systems . water and sewage systems 
CIVil Infrastructure systems are usually composed of nodes. components and Interconnecting 
links. For example IntersectK)OS. bndge and roads make up a highway system. Almost all such 
systems have been designed component-by<omponent even though they operate as a system. 

NSF has ttadltlOnally supported research In infrastructure -related ISSUt1 . but these effons have 
concentrated on component rather than system performance . Current major NSF programs In 
thiS area Include : Structures , Geomechanics and Building Systems: Mechanics and Matenals : 
Tribology , Earthquake Hazard Mitigation : Natural and Man-made Hazard Miligatlon ; FluKl . 
PartICulate and Hydraulic Systems; EnVironmental and Ocean Systems: Electncal and 
Communications Systems; Socaal . BehaVIOral and EconomIC Scltnces . and Computer and 
Information Science and Englneenng: PhysICS , Chemistry. Biology , Geosctences. Education and 
Other programs . 

PROGRAM DESCRll'TlON 

The proposed Initiative has two basiC components: a Research Program and a Knowledge 
Transfer Program. 11te Research Program IS in turn composed of four cnucaJ Elements which 
directly address Ihe Infrastructure problem. These Elements are: 

Ot>cerioratlon Science: A fundamental ISsue In understanding why constructed facllttlts decay 
IS to understand better the SCltnct of deterIOratIOn . A map component of this research Will 
be malenals science and mechaniCS. Other components are studies In failure processes : stability: 
progreSSive collapse : rISk and reliabllllY: materials processing . fabrlcallon , manufacturing and 
assembly ; corrOSlOn. fatigue and environmental hazards : performance criteria : exteoslon of 
service !tfe: strength and durability . 
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Assessment Technologies: A major problem in repairing and upgrading infrastructure is an 
inability to assess accurately the state of health of a constructed facility. Current methods for 
assessing COll.\tructed facilities arc relatively primitive and unreliable . prompting conservative . 
often costly decisions. Research in this area will focus on nondestructive evaluation, smart 
materials , damage processes. advanced instrumentation, evaluation of service under extreme 
events : acceprn.ble risk : interdependence of infrastructure systems: geographical information 
systems: and social and economic effects. 

Renewa l Engineering: Constructed facilities · the nation's largest tangible resource - include 
facilities for transportation. energy. waste collection and treatment, water supply and protection. 
and for living. working. playing and performing functions of education and government. These 
physical underpinnings of society need renewal . retrofit, modification. and upgrading. and 
research will emphasize new design and construction methods. Other important studies include 
the use of new or modified materials. trench less technology (e.g . . micro-tunneling), batch 
manufactUring techniques in construction, simulation. innovative repair and modified 
constrUCtIon techniques suited to robotics applications . Innovative electrical and communication 
systems could playa role in intelligent highways . Other research topics include performance 
criteria and repair strategies: demolition , disposal, and recycling; preservation of national 
resources: information theory, expert systems. and mificial inlelligence: and integraung 
structural design , processing. and fabrication . Recent Northridge Earthquake demonstrated the 
effectiveness of relrofitling transportation infrastructure in mitigating damages . 

Ins titutional Effect iveness and Productivity: Currently several significant bamers exist which 
Impede the implementation of research results into practice. The CIS initiative will include a 
research program to identify the public policy issues and the social . legal and financial 
constraints which inhibit implementation of new concepts. The program will also promote 
research to develop innovation methods for linking users and researchers for an effective 
Implementation of new ideas into practice and also to provide a mechanism for a constructive 
feedback to keep the research program aware of the critical research issues. 

Each research element is seen to comprise several subelements selected from various cross· 
cuning research programs such as : materials science. mechanics . social sciences. structural and 
geotechn1cal engineering. fluid mechanics and waler resources . environmental engineering. 
computer and information sciences. Common themes within these subelements include the basic 
functioning of an advanced society. mitigation of hazards and risk engineering. The proposed 
initiative is consistent with the traditional role of NSF and seeks excellence. quality and 
innovation 10 the development and application of knowledge to infrastructure systems. 

The Knowledge Transfer Program is intended to use both traditional and nontraditional methods 
for accelerating the transfer of research results into practice. Because of the necessity (0 

emphasize system integration and performance of very large scale systems. creative approaches 
must be developed for sustained knowledge transfer efforts. Examples of nontraditional 
techniques include the placement of end·users on research teams , the co.sponsorship of proof-of
concept research and demonstration projects . and the development of electronic information 
services and expert systems. This program will provide a major link between researchers and 
the practicing community. It will therefore also provide a mechanism for feedback from the 
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communll)' to the researchers and serve 10 keep the Research Program aware of lhe most 
ental ISSues facing the natIOn . 

It IS mltres!!ng 10 note thai . shortly after the complellon of the NSF developmcm of CIS 
10111I1I\.C, President Clinton said In his message on Amerlca's teChnology for cconomK: &ro\lolth . 
Cl.1I~ for Investment in estabhshln& an IntegfJ.ted research program designed to enhance the 
performance and longevity of the nallon 's C~lstlOg mfrastructure . SpeclfK:ally II was menllontei 
• .thls program woold systematK:ally address ISSues of assessmtm technology and renewal 
enl"'leermg .• 

STRUCTURAL ST BII.ITY RESEA RCII 

Structural slabillty research IS an important component of the C''o'il Infrastructure S)' terns 
Inltlltlve smet II IS closely related to assessment technologies. renewal engmetnng and 
espectally deterioratIOn SCtenct . Over the last couple of decades considerable research ha5 betn 
made In the U, S. and abroad on variouS aspects of structural Stabllll)' research ll\e (ollowl", 
examples are some recenl and ongoing projeClS funded by NSF. 

• DynamiC Buckle Propagation In Submarme Pipes; J Carney. Vanderbilt University 

• Second Order lnelasuc AnalYSIS of Frames: W. F. Chen. Purdue UnIVersity . 

• Local -global AnalYSIS for PIMIK: Collapse of Shell!; P Goold. Washington Unwerslty 

• Space Truss Structural Imegmy; E. Munha-Smnh. Umverslty of Connecucu!. 

.. Transverse Matenal Propc:mes Effects on Puhruded Fiber Rienforced Plasllc Structures; L. 
Bank. Catholic University of America. 

• Earthquake Stability Problems In wlern North America; L. Beedle. G. Fmc lehigh 
University. 

• Corrugated Webs and Panels; M. Elgu.ly . Drexel University 

• Ultimate Testing of a Shell Bridge Model : F. Fanous. F Klaiber . Iowa State UnI'iersny. 

• Dynamic tabillty of Cable Domes; 0 Gasparini. P Perdlkans. Case Western UnI'iersuy . 

.. Lateral Confinement of Concrete USing High-Strength Fiber Reinforcement: A. Nanni. 
Pennsylvania State University . 

• Post Buckling Bc:ha'ilOl" and Imperfecuon Senslllvity of Space Trusses With Multiple 
Eigenmodes; R. Peek. N. Tnantafylhdls. University of ~'hchlgan · Ann Arbor. 
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• Dynamic Behavior of Innatable Dams; R. Plaut. J. Reddy . D. Walker. Vlrgmla PolytechnIC 
Institute and State University. 

• Residual Strength and Repair of Damaged Offshore Structural Steel Platform Members: 1.M. 
Rides (PYJ). lehigh Umverslty. 

• Plasllc InstabilllY Phenomena with Aspects of Chaos of Fixed-Edge Structures Subjected to 
Short Pulse Loading; P. Symonds. H . Kolsky. Brown Umversity. 

• De:lailed Three-Dmlt_ns)()naJ Simulalion of Steel Frame SubAssembJedges: D. While. Purdue 
UniverslIY· 

• Dynamic Stability of Structural Degradauon; K. Willam . University ofCoJorado at Boulder . 

• SlfUClural InstabilllY 8ehavtOr and Malertal Failure of J-Stiffened Composite Panels ; H. Y. 
Yeh . V. Chen . California State University-long Beach Foundation . 

• NSF/ DITAC Workshop on Cold-Formed Steel StruCtures ; W,W Yu, UmversllY of Mlssouri
Rolla. 

BENEFIT 

The U.S. has passed through the up-cycle of civilization-buildmg. The spread of railroads . 
canals . highways, electriC power and communical1on systems across the country served as 
underpmnmgs for rapid development and industrialization. The resulting infrastructure served 
both as the lubricant that sped development of American clvihzallon and as the glue that bound 
the regions and the Cltllens of the country together . Now thiS mfrastruclUre IS decaying because 
of age, deterioration, miSuse , and lack of repair, or because II was OOt designed for current 
demands . 

The total U,S. Investment m this mfrastructure IS estimate to be about $2 trillion. By 
companson thiS IOHlatlve IS very modest m view of the size , compleXity and urgency of the 
mfrastructure renewal problem . If the cost of renewtng the infrastructure IS reduced by only I ~ 
as a result of thiS 100tlatlve, thiS research program will have paid for IlStlf 100 limes over. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

AcademIC and Industrial research over the last decade has spurred vanous advances in new 
materials, structural systems. SlfUClural stability. automated construction. ground enhancement. 
prefabricated assemblies. electrokinetic geotechnolgy. corrosion mhlbltlon. electro-optical 
communicauon, understanding of public deciSions , management, location and siting, and public 
finance, and others Yet barners still exist 10 transfernng thiS basiC knowledge 1010 civil 
mfrastruclUre practices. Today. It generally takes S to 20 years to move such knowledge from 
research InslllUIlOns to the marketplace. 
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BasiC research and the develop,"g of research resullS. have great potential for prolonging the life 
and enhancmg lhe capacity of our CIvil mfrastructure systtms and for Improving our economK: 
productiVity and quality of life 15 well. 

nlll paper renecu the personaJ vtc!ws of the authors. not necessarily those of the Nauonal 
Science Foundallon. 
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FIFTY YEARS OF RESEARCH ON STRUCTURAL STABILITI' 

WHAT HAS IT ACCO~fPLlSm:D? 

Theodore V. Galambos 

Department ofCivlt Engineenng 

University of Mmnesota 

SUMMARY 

9 

The purpose 0/ this paper is to place ,ht orht"r contributions ill Ihif volume in an Itfstorlcal 
perspective by e:ramining tht state ofslTUcrvral slability lrom 1944 . ..... hen the Council (first .. 
Column Ru~rch Council (eRe)", then "Structural Stability Reseorch Council (SSRC)") war 
jouflde(/. to the present time (/994). For I//wlrative purposts Iht cllanges in lht reseorcll 
philosophy on the bellavior o/individual structural members (columns. brolPU and 
beam-co/u,",uj and structural systems will be discu.ssed 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All structural failures are due 10 some form of instability The main purpose of the Council II 
to pcrfonn research on instablhty due to compressive forces .cting on met.l (steel or aluminum) 
structures for the benefit of structural design engineers and writers of structural design 
specifications. As Professor Bruce Johnlton, one of the founders of the Council and its 
chronicler (Johnston. 1981), fondly used to tell (CRC. 1954). re5W'ch on the stability of 
structures started In early biblica1 rimes when Samson applied a lateral load to two heavily 
loaded columns To quote from Judges 1629-30: ~ And Samson grasped the two middle pillars 
upon which the house rested and he leaned his weight upon them ." Then he bowed with all his 
might, and the house fell upon the lords and upon all the people that were in it." Column 
research was directed to more peaceful purposes in Greek antiqwty. as described by the Roman 
engineer Vitruvius and recounted by Professor Nicholas Hoff, another early member of the 
Council (Hoff. 1954). Vitruvlus classified colwnns as being proportioned according to the 
dimensions of the hwnan leg. distinguishing three column strength categories: The column 
modeled by the leg of a mature male (Doric), of I mature female (Ionic) and of a young girl 
(Corinthian). For three thousand yean countless columns were constructed by trial and error and 
by knowledge brina passed down from father to son in trade guilds and construction 

organizations. Understanding or strength was mainly empirical . Leonard Euler (1759) and 
Engesser and Considere in the last decade of the 19-th Century provided some excellent 
theoretical insights into, respectively, elastic and inc:lashC buckling, but by the late 1930-, there 
really was not much change; columns were being still designed by empirical rules using either 
the RAnkine-Gordon formula 

Oct _ or 
, +c, (Ur)' 
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the Tetmaier straight line fannula 

or the Johnson parabolic fannula 

where the coefficients C" C, and C) wert empirically determined from lests of specific t)'pCs of 
colwnns. Contemporary specifications abounded in examples of such column fannulas 

This statc of affairs was judged to be highly unsatisfactory to Jonathan Jones, Chief engineer 
of the Fabricated steel Construction Division of the Bethlehem steel Corporation, who wrote in 
1941 (Johnston, 1981): 

..... I urged and do urge that it is a national necessity that as many as possible of the bodies 
who are interested in writing rannulas for steel colunms get together in some kind of a 
central group and carry on the research and analyze the results in a way that is satisfactory 
to aiL" 

Thus was born the Column Research COWlcii from the desperate cry of a practicing engineer 
calling for solution to a national problem: how to design steel COIWMS rationa11y TIus paper 
will high-light some of the research outoornea in the past SO years since 1944. These results are, 
indeed, "satisfactory to all" . 

2 TIlE CEl'ITRALL Y LOADED COLUMN 

The history of the cenrrally loaded column is discussed by Professor Johnston (1983) . Since 
1944 much of this history was made by researchers associated with the Council. Following is a 
briefrecounring of the evolution of the column design philosophy during the past SO years. 
When the Council was formed there was already a considerable body of Imowledge on the 
subject of centrally loaded columns., but little of that was applied by design engineers. The 
modes of failure and the f.ctors influencing column strength were well understood 
(Beedle, 195 I). The proceedings of the Fourth T ethnical Session of the Council (CRC,1954). 
appropriately named 'ibe Philosophy of Column Design", include the genesis of most ofthe 
developments of the next 40 years. What were the major intellectual problems of the early days? 
Following are two of the issues that Jonathan Jones. Lynn Beedle, Robert Ketter, Thomas 
Kavanagh, Harry Hill, John Clark, Ted Higgins and others struggled with in 1954: 

a) HoW complex should. design sps;cifiCjAripD bc;? After a lot of arguments for "extreme 
simplicity" versus enough complexity to require at least an MS degree to design steel structures. 
the panicipants came up with a compromise which still dominates the Council's thinking today: 
present the results of research in the most helpful manner for U5C by designers and specification 
writers. and 10 let the latter concern themselves with levels of safety and degrees of 
simplification 
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bl WhAt shpuld be the ~baslc column strcm:lb"" The dISCUS ions were sirongly affected by 
the recent (194S) resolution of the "column parado:(", (i .e. which is the "true" strength of It 
centrally loaded column failing in the inelastic range, the tangenl modulus or the reduced 
modulus strength) by F R Shanley (Shanley, I941). As a result the Council came down sirongly 
on the side of the angent modulus approach Professor Johnston Slales thll (eRC, 1954)" 

.. Oul of the confusion ema-ges the clear fact that the tangent modulus prediction of the 
column strength ., the logical common denominator by which such strength should be: 
predicted and ,II other factors tending to lower the strength of an actual column may be 
thought of as doing 50 wuh respect to the tangent modulus estimate 15 an upper bound" 

nus statement was. reaffirmatJon of eRe Technical Memorandum 0.1 (i sued May, IQS2) 
The tangent modulUl theory takes very good account of non-hnear matenal beh,vlor, the shape 
of the cross-section, the residual stresses and the end restraints, but as to the Inconvement 
"accidental eccentricities. CUTV.ture or latcralloads... it would seem possible to allow for these 
as causing an unavoidable scatterband in actual strength with lower limns of such. scancrband 
to be safely out of range of design loads by vlnue of a suitable fador of safety." (Johnston. In 

CRC, 1954) 
H.vmg made a strong argument • .:ainsl the "secant fonnula" as being "totally empirical", the 
Council fell into the trap of deemphasizing a crucial portion of the rea1 column strength, namely, 
the initial imperfections 

However, the tangent modulus theory Wil.5. rational solution for a part of the problem, and Its 
adoption spurred on a lot ofver)' useful activity· 

Residual streS5eS were carefully measured in many typeS of rolled and welded shapes by 
researchers at Lehigh university (Huber, Fujita, Tall, Estuar, Nitta and many others) and. 
solid understanding residual stress effects on column strength emerged 
TIle Council standardized the testing of compression coupons, stub columns and colwnns 
(Techmcal Memoranda 2. 3 and 4), as well., the measurement of residual streues (TM No. 
6) and tension testing (TM No.7) . 
Many column were carefully tested at Lehigh University, With the relevant data well 
documented. so th.t a reliable data base wu generated against which future theones could be 
calibrated 
A Simple ".verage" colwnn fonnula was proposed which has served many structural 
specificatIOns for 40 years 
The study of the tangent modulus behavior showed that different types of cro,", sectIOns and 
manufactunng processes resulted in different strength CW"\lCS (Beedle, 1960). and out of thIs 
came the Idea of the milltiplt colllMn OlTVt. 

While the tangent modulUl concept pre5dlted • rational framework for defimng the behavior 
of the ideal system, rescarchen began to rum away from such perfect structures and began to 
work on structures which were not perfect. By the 1960-s computers had advanced to the POlRt 
where column With lRitial crookedness and/or eccentric loads could be efficiently analyzed 
Research thu.s began to repudiate Technica1 Memorandum No .1. Two key studlCl, those by 
Batterman and Johnston at the UnIversity of Michigan (Batterman, 1967) and BJorhovde at 
Lehigh University (Bjorhovde. 1972) demonstrated clearly thai 
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full knowledge of the material. cross-seclional and geometrical Impafcclion parameters, when 
used In proper non-linear analysis. can predict column strength .. ery accurately, lMial 
imperfections indeed do appreciably reduce the strength of a metal column. 

These two seminal studies led e ... entually 10 the evolution of the SSRC and the European 
column curves which are used in many modem structuBI specifications of the mid-90-s. 

Research thus made the Council's TM NO.1 totally inadequate by the early 1970-5 and 
therefore TM No.S was issued in 1981 to come up with a philosophy which was In tune with 
actual developments. The essence oflhis memorandum can be summarized by the following 
quotation from It: 

"Maximum strength, determined by evaluation of those effects that inf1uence 
significantly the maximum load resisting capacity of a frame, member or element, is the 
proper bam for the establishment of strength enlena," 

This statement has stood Ihe test of the last IS years, and is likely 10 continue 10 be the 
research philosophy of the Council 

On Ihe subject area of centrally loaded columns Ihe CWTC1lt situation is that the basic 
intellectual problems have been conceptually solved. and that many oflhe technical problems 
have been conquered, including eccentrically loaded initially crooked end-restrained columns, 
thin walled columns failing by combined lateral-tofSional and local buckling. and many others, 
The theories, the computabOna' methodologies and tools and the lest methods exist for Ihe 
solution of any new type of material combination, cross-sectional shape, manufacturing process 
and end condition. The new areas of research which suggest themselves are in the use of IhlS 
advanced methodology for the solution of columns made from wood or from modem composite 
materials. Another arCl of research is a more rourine but still very necessary task : expanding the 
experimental and computed data for use in reliability studies of many types of columns. 
especially concrete-metal composite members. 

Thanks mainly to the SSRC-inspired research during the past half century. most aspectS of the 
centrally loaded column problem are for all practical purposes solved. The research has 
developed the necessary analytical and experimental information so thai specification writing 
groups can select column strength curves of a greal enouih variety and reliability for most 
column types used in a design office. 

3. THE BEAM-COLUMN 

Much of what has been discussed in the previous section of this paper applies equally well to 
the developments in beams and beam-c:olumns: In 1944 when the Council was founded, there 
was sufficient theoretical work available for an understanding of the elastic lateral-torsional 
buckling of beams and of the elastic limit solutions for ,"-plane beam-colwnns (Timoshenko. 
1936). There were also srudies of the inelastic ultimate strength of beam -columns ( von Kannan. 
1910, Chwalla, 1934. Jezek, 1936). This information did nOl. however, affect the design of steel 
beams and beam-c:olumns in the US specifications in 1944. Lateral-torsional buckling was 



checked by a fonnula which was wrong. and the beam-column interaction equation in use was 
unacceptably unconservati ve in the practical slenderness ratio range (eRC, 19S4). The situallOn 
for these types of members was worse than for centrally loaded columns because there was 
scarcely any experimental base for burtressing the empirical relations used in design A 1947 
survey paper "Steel Columns. a Survey and Appraisal of Past Works~ (Jakkula and Stephenson, 
1947) lists only two references reporting tests on beam-columns. 

These shortcomings of beam and beam-oolumn design were extensively and brilliantly 
discussed in '"The Philosophy of Column Design" (CRe, 1954) where substantive 
recommendations were made for the rationalization of beam and beam...c;oiumn design formulas. 
In the succeeding 40 years both beam strength and beam-column stren~'1h has been extensively 
studied both under the guidance of the Council and in many other organizations SO that in 1994 it 
can be Slid that there is hardly a problem which has not been examined many times from 
different theoretical, numerical and experimental aspects. The beam research is summarized in 
chap. 5 of the 4th edition of the SSRC "Guide~ and the beam...c;olumn work is described in Chap. 
8 of the same reference (Galambos, 1988). The extent of the literature is truly gigantic, and 
proven methods exist for solving any new problem which may have been missed previously 

What benefits have resulttd from all of this work to the practicing design engineer? The 
motivarion of much of the research was to provide justification for beam-column interaction 
equations which are .. simple and safe", This philosophy still dominates the design criteria for 
these types of members in almost all of the world's design specifications. On the other hand, the 
design of beams against lateral-torsional and local buckling is cWTefltly ( 1994) much more in 
tune with the advanced research results. 

Beam...c;olumns are universally designed by "interaction formulas" which connect the centrally 
loaded column strength at One: extreme and the beam strength at the other e1ttm:ne with a simple 
empirical relationship. An example is shown in Fig, I of the interaction equation in the 1994 
specificarion of the American Insritute of Steel Construcrion (AISC. 1994). Similar equations arc 
used in all the: other steel design sr&ndardJ of the world, 

Following is a brief description of the evolution of the beam...c;olumn interaction equarions in 
order to illustrate that the problem ofbeam...column behavlor is just too diverse to be able to be 
represented by one simple set of fonnulas, Figure 2 is the representation of interaction equations 
for in-plane behavior, The top equation is the original linear interaction equation which was 
shown to be unconservative in 1954 in the Council's "Philosophy of Column Design". The ne1tt 
two equations show modifications to include the in-plane deformatIOns ( P-6 effect) and the 
plastic strength, The third equarion is actually a very accurate representation of experimental 
results for compact wide-flange bcam...c;olumns which are restrained against out-of-plane lateral 
buckling. The last two equations in Fig. 2 contain modificarions for moment gradient ; two 
equarions arc needed because of the artifice of the moment-gradient factor C., leading to the 
necessity of a dual chock for member and cross-section strength. When the member is subjected 
to reverse: curvature bending this method is ver)' conservarive. The equarions in Fig. 3 contain 
the adjustments to account for lateral-torsional buckling and for biaxial bending. respecrively 
These: equations are generally very conservative. 



The interaction equations have been compared innumerable times to experimental results and 
to numerical predictions for wide·nange members so that their conservatism is appreciated by 
specification writers as the price 10 pay for simplicity. However, the use ofthesc equations for 
singly symmenic sections (e.g. double angle and Tee sections), composite steel--concrete 
beam--columns and unsymmetrical shapes (e.g. unequal·leg angles) is not justified by either 
e:tperimenlal or theoretical evidence. Different types of beam--colwnns are just too diverse to be 
characterized by one simple relationship. Through the SO years of this Council's work enough 
tabulated and charted information has been ama~d so that the actual strength of almost any 
practical metal or composite beam or beam--column can readily obtained. Why not use this data 
directly in the design office, as is done for the proportioning of beam --columns in reinforced 
concrete codes? 

4. THE FRAME 

Research on individual structuraJ elements and members has resulted, as we have seen. in well 
substantiated analytical models so that the accuracy of the simplified design rules can be 
accounted for in the thinking of specification writers. Specification criteria were originally 
formulated under the slogan "extreme simplicity with assured safety" (George Winter in CRe, 
1954). Considering the availability of modem computers, the same slogan applies today as it did 
in 1954.Current design specifications are still based on simplified methods. These are much 
more complex, to be sure, than the standards in 1944, but then we have much more than a 
slide·rule to work with! 

The evaluation of the design of a frame. which is an assembly consisting of structural 
elements and members. is much more problematical since the behavior models cannot be 
checked experimentaJly except for the most simple structures. Following is a discussion of the 
evolution of ideas about frame behavior and design in the last 50 years within the Council . 

Professor Winter, in the article ·Compreuion Members in Trusses and Frames" (CRC 1954), 
summarized the status of fnme stability and frame strength criteria in US building design 
specifications of the time: 

"Present colwnn specifications are usually written either in terms oflhe actual length. L. 
regardless of the end conditions. or as in some bridge sp«ifications for nuss members. 
in terms of an effective length, kL. where k depends only on the type of end connection. 
This procedure is unsafe in some cases and uneconomical in others." 

Professor T. C. Kavanagh wrote a few years later (CRC, 1957) in reference to the frame 
stability problem that 

" ... It is a matter of awe that a subject having so fundamental an effect on both the safety and 
economy of the structure has been 50 blandly ignored in specifications of the past." 

The solution that was put forth by Professor Winter was a modification of the beam·column 
interaction equation by incorporating the effective length factor in the formulas for p .. and P p 

(Fig.2). This scheme. when it was proposed in 1954, was already in use in the German 
specification DIN41 14 (CRe. 1954). and it was adopted by the AlSC in its 1961 specification. 
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This illustrates the lime Illalces for changes In design standards E\lC1lloday there is conSiderable 
opposition to the use afme effective: length factor In the beamo(;olumn interaction equations 

An monnous amount of Ike Council's research effort and creallvc thinking was expended on 
the many aspecu of the calculatIOn oflhe effective length factors, and thiS work continues still 
today In 1994 With the exception aCme Canadian and the South Afnean steel specifications the 
effective length concept IS used in all other modem specifications In the Interaction equations 
The 1994 AlSC specifications have a set of interaction equations which are very broad In Iheu 
applicability: they can account for frame Instability (elastic or melastic), second-order bendini 
due to lateral story displacements (p.,6, effect) and due to member bending (P-6 efreel), 
out-of·plane member instabi lity. in-plane member strength and local instability for forces 
determined by a first order ela.stlc analYSIS These equations have been sucte fully tested 
against expcnmenls and analytical models for small and modestly SiZed structw'es Can we, 
however, JustIfy the leap of faith of elltrapolallng. say. to a building of the type of the Hancock 
Tower in Chicago? Can we do better than using empirical Interaction equahons" 

At the same lime as the Council's researchers worked on the improvement oflhe Simplified 
design methods. work progrused very rapidly on the determinal10n of the .ctua.l strength of 
frames USIng ratlonaJ models During the 19SO-s and 1960-s this work was abo pan of the 
COI1CUlTcnt rese.vch of developing plasric analysis methods for the design of muhi-Slory 
buildings. mainly at Lehigh University but also elsewhere ( e.g. Manchesler, Alberta and 
Washington (51 Louis) Universities). Many landmark cltperimenlJ were performed and many 
kinds of analytical model. were explored, This was a very creative lime for the CouncIl. A 
concise summary of this work is given in Sec::. 16,2 of the 4th edition of the SSRC Guide 
(Galambos. 1988), Rec::C1ltly. since the beginning of the 9O-s. a major campaign has been 
mounted by SSRC under the leadership of Task Group 29. "Second-Order Inelastic AnalYSIS for 
Frame Design" 

The earlier research on frame ~h,vlor had as one of its major objectives the generation of 
data from phySlW and analytical-numerical experiments so that empirical design methods could 
be checked for accuracy and appropriateness, This means that some of the research was focussed 
on the development of empirical strategies 10 thai forces from a Simple first order. or a 
rudimentary second order. elastic 1M.lysis could be safely used in interaction equatlOnSIM the 
task of member checking, Force analysis and member checking were thus rwo separate design 
steps This way of design II still the predominant scheme used in modem stccl desien 
specifications. 

The official position of the Council is stated in Technical Memorandum No S (published in 
Feb, 1981 and reprinted in Appendix B of the SSRC Guide (Galambos. 1988». from which the 
following quote is taken: 

"Although the maximum strength of frames and the maximum strength of the components are 
interdependent ... .. it is recognized that in many suucrures it is not practlca.l to take thiS 
Interdependence Into account rigorously .. "Therefore. SSRC recommends that. In design 
practice, the two aspects. stability of individual members and elements of the structure and 
the stability of the structure u. whole. be considered Independently, The proper basIS for 
member desIgn is the nWlImum strength of the restrained imperfect member Where 
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appropriate. second-order effects (such as P·!1cfT«ts in frames) detennined with due regard 
for non-linear and non-roexistent response, should be included with the fi rst-order effects 
among the actions for which the member is to be designed." 

This statement essentially reflects the situation as it exists in most ofthc world's sleel design 
specifications in 1994. but it is nOl the stltc-of-research as It exim In 1994. The statement does 
nOI appreciate what can be done today. Thus SSRC Technical Memorandum No.S need5 to be 
brought up-to-date. 

The current state-of-the-art is assessed in a book published by the Council (White and Chen. 
1993) entitled "Plastic Hinge Methods for Advanced Analysis and Design ofSleel Frames", The 
work leading up to this publication is the culmination or many years of research (mainly at 
Cornell and Purdue, but also at many other Universities such as Sydney and Minnesota) which 
was motivated by the conviction that the time is here when advanced designers need no longer 
rely on empiricism but they e&n use computer tools to determine the entire load-deformation 
history of the frame. The preface of this book states this as follows: 

" .... improvemenu in methods of non-linear analysis and in the power of personal computers 
and workstations have placed the comprehensive modeling of primary strength limit states 
within practical reach. Advanced analysis of large laterally restrained rwo-dimensional 
frames has b«ome a practical reality ... " 

Work is currently in full swing to refine the methods and to produce software for use in design 
office practice. Research on frames with 5emi-rigid connections has also advanced 10 a stage 
where practical tools exist for application in design. These advances benefit mostly structural 
configurations where planar behavior is a valid assumption. Research is underway, and needs to 
be accelerated. on the advanced analysis of three-dimensional frames. frames where lateral 
instability may be a limit state and frames with steel-concrete composite beam-columns and 
beams. 

One new motivation to this extensive research activity is that for the first time several of the 
world's structural steel design specifications permit, as an alternate to elastic analysis and 
member-by-member design wing interaction equations, the application of "advanced analysis" 
The following quotation is from Appendix 0 Qf the Australian Standard 4100-1990 (Standards 
AssociatiQn of AustraJil, 1990): 

"For a fTame comprising members of compact section with fulliaferal restraint, an advanced 
analysis may be carried out, provided the analysis can be shown to accurately model the actual 
behaviour of that class of frame. The analysis shaH take into account the relevant material 
properties. residuaJ stresseI, geometrical imperfections. second-order effects, erection 
procedures and interaction with the foundations .... For the strength limit state, it shall be 
sufficient to satisfy the section capacity requirements ... • 

Other codes have. or will have, similar provisions pennitting under certain conditions the 
performance of an advanced analysis that bypasses the member stability checks. It is possible. 
for the first time in the history of this Council, to foresee a practical path which allows the 
designers 10 break away from the empirical artifacts of the effective length factor and the 
interaction equation. Credit must here be given to Professor McGuire of Cornell. who inspired 
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his students and colleagues by his beliefthallhere is surely a better way to design a steel framed 
structure! 

I. CONCLUSIONS 

The Structural Stability Research Council was rounded because Jonathan Jones cried out in 
1941 : " ... get together in some kind of a central group and carry on the research and analyze the 
results in a way that is satisfactory to all". I believe we have done just that in the past 50 years 
and we have been very successful at what we did. It was a good thing to have formed this 
council separate from the larger organizations such as ASCE and the more promotion oriented 
groups such as AlSC because 

• ours is a small intimate group within which communication can be efficient; 
• we all know each other not only through our research work but also personally; 
• new research findings can be quickly communicated; 
• we keep abreast of each other's work in the Annual Technical Sessions; 
• there is continuity among the members. some serving a full professional lifetime (e.g. 

Lynn Beedle. Bruce Johnston, George WintCf, Bob Ketter, Geoge Lee and many others 
that could be named); 

• there is an excitement and a camaraderie in our annual Task Committee meetings that 
cannot be matched in any other technical group. 

The impact of the Council has been extensive. The following points can be mentioned: 
• Many researchers have drawn inspiration, advice and financial assistance from the CounCil 

throughout the SO years of its existence. 
• A remarkable network of international contaCts have been established and maintamed 

through the many international conferences sponsored by the Council. 
• Structural engineering practice has been enriched by the various major publications. 

notably the four editions of the SSRC Guide, the "World View", and the proceedings of 
the Annual Technical Sessions. 

• The impact of the Council's work on the world's structural design specifications has been 
rruly phenomenal. I believe that this success is far beyond anything that Jonathan Jones 
could have imagined. 

• Many of the researchers associated with SSRC are University professors, and naturally 
their knowledge is being transferred to their students. 

• Finally, rIWly of the members of the Council have contributed to the philosophical and 
intellcc:tual underpinnings of modem structural mechanics. 

In this paper it was attempted to illustrate the exciting developments of the first SO years of 
SSRC. by using as an example the tracing of the evolution of our understanding of the behavior 
of framed sted structures. Other examples could have been used just as well, such as the 
research on 

• plate and box girders 
• cold formed structures 
• tubes and shells 

In any of these endeavors we can say to Jonathan Jones, "the ~ults are satisfactory to aU" 
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What of the future? I have anempted to relate the developments now taking place in the aIea 
of frame design, where it will be possible to rationally design compielt frames with semi·rigid 
joints and geometric initial imperfections in the near future. Following are some other directions 
that should be explored: 

• siability of nonmetallic and metal·nonmetal composite structures; 
• stability of thin-walled and/or laniced structures in applications such as structures in outer 

space, containers, transponation vehicles, etc.; 
• dynamic instability of slender structures in unusual settings; 
• reliability of complex structural systems which are subject to failure by instability; 
• exploring the interactions between instability by compressive phenomena and by tension 

phenomena (buckling-venus-fracture); 
• instability of structural members in contact with soil or rock foundations (piles, cofferdams 

etc.); 

r am sure many additional possibilities could be added. The exciting aspect of all of this is that 
we now have the theories and the tools to solve any problem that can be formulated. How much 
more fortunate we are than the founders of this Council who had not many aids in their search 
for truth! But, they had a belief that the problems in technology posed by instability can be 
solved and they led the way. May we the same foresight to forge ahead to the next set of 
problems, thus keeping the Structural Stability Research Council in the forefront for the coming 
era of technological development. 
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ORIGINAL INTERACTION EOUATION 

MODIFICATION TO INCLUDE IN·PLANE DEFLECTIONS 
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INTERACTION EQUATIONS FOR X-AXIS BENDING 
AND LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING 
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Fig J Interaction Equations for Lateral-torsional Buckling and Biaxial Bending 
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Perhaps for 00 other structural member than a column. a cenlral loaded column. an 
axially loaded compression member. has the lTansition from theory and research to pracuce 
been SO slow and so difficult. One cou ld argue. with considerable justification, that it has not 
yet completely taken place . 

Progress seems to have been in spurts separated by sigmficant time mtervals as i 
deduced from the historical summary in Bleich (1952) . Bleich's treatise was promOled by the 
Column Research Council. Euler in 1744, 250 years ago, established the concept of an elasuc 
buckling load . The next step was one hundred and five years ago when Engesser in 1889 
introduced the tangent-modulus theory for inelastic buckling . Forty seven years ago Shanley 
(1947) established that for perfecLly straight members the tangent-modulus was the appropriate 
measure of the inelastic buckling load and that the double-modulus load. which had been 10 

vogue for 40 years or so, was a load that was approached only with relatively large lateral 
deflections . 

Under the auspices of the Column Research Council. the Lehigh Group (Beedle and 
Tan 1960) made a most significant step by demonstrating that the inelastic behaviour. for so 
long attributed incorrectly to out-of-straightness or inevitable testing eccentricities. was In 
substantial measure due to the gradual reduction in the effective flexural stiffness. £I. due to 
the presence of residual stresses . As the effective flexural niffness depends on the cross 
sectional shape. the axis of buckling and the residual st~ss pattern there could exist more 
inelastic buckling curves than there are structural shapes . One approach is to group shapes 
with similar inelastic curves together . 

What other approaches are the~ and how best can we take IOto account lhe 
contribution of out-of-straightness as well? Do limll stales design principles help us here" 
What are possible future developments in the humble column curve or do we have to wail 
another half century from 1960 or from now? 

EARLY CONTRIBUTIONS 

No doubt early constructors realized thal there was an upper limil to the strength of 
compression members . Wood crushed; cast iron. marvelous in compression was rent asunder 
(probably with some tensile bending stresses) and. somewhal later in lime , some steel 
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members failed in compression at Py, the yield load . But this limit. as depicted in Figure 1, 
scarcely described the behaviour of columns. 

p 
p. 

1.0 

l 
Fig. I A primitive column curve 

Caught up In the concept of stresses, allowable stresses at that. to ensure the safety of 
the structures pre-Eulerian engineers did not appreciate the nuances of the buckling problem, 
the investigation of potential unstable equilibrium between the external loading and the internal 
response of the structure. Limit Slates design. were it In vogue, would have at least directed 
the designers anemion 10 the question : What load docs the column have to carry and can it 
carry thai load? Empirical designs were , in fact , the order of the day . 

In 1744. Euler pointed to the problem as being one of stability and fifteen years later 
gave the critical buckling load (or a flag -pole column , uSing loday 's terminology. as 

(II 

In general form for other end conditions then 

121 

where KL IS an effective length defining a ponion of the length between points of zero 
curvature and having the: same relative shape as the: enlire pin-ended column, and EI IS the: 
nexural stiffness 
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With thiS advance. if she: wert 10 design in steel, the engmeer had a two-part column cun'c, 
the Euler curve With a cap It Pyas shown in Figure 2. But many real columns didn't attalO 
either Py or PE. as shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 2 Post·Eulerian column CUr'\lC 
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Fig.) An e1asto-plastic column CUJ"\o'C with 

lest results (from Tall 1964) 

In 1889. Engenscr dealt With mclastK: boelling by introdUCing the tangent modulu In 

Euler' , equation 

(3( 
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to descnbe the bifurcation load for an irutially straight column buckling IOcla tally TIus 
incidentally. is given a equation (I) \0 BeedJe and Tall (1960). It IS noted thai the tangent
modulus curve shown In Figure 4 IS not really a contmuous curve but represents countless 
conllguous pomts each one of whK:h IS on an Euler type curve with Its own tangent modulus of 
elast icity and represents the combmation of effective length and lIlelasllc buck.ling load 
consiSlent with that tangent modulus 

;, 
1.0 

1.0 

Fia. 4 An elutic~inela.stic bucklin, curve 

Two problems arose which hindered further development and lead to a long hiatus 
The tirst was thai the IIlclasttC buckling load was more properly dc:fined as the double-modulus 
or reduced modulus load not me tangent-modulus load lIowever. It was nol until 1947 that 
Shanley established thai . for perfectly straight members, the tanaent-modulu load was the 
appropriate measure or the Inelastic buck1ing load and that the: double-modulus load was only 
approached With relatively large lateral deflections . 

11lese discussions probably obscured the more fundamental problems as to why steel 
columns. coupom from whK:h displayed essentially elHlo-plastic behaviour. failed m the 
inelastic region at loads Ie s than those given by the yield load. Py• and only reached the Euler 
load . PE, at large slenderncs ratios Even a tangent-modulus load did not descnbe the test 
results adequately It appears that these divergenctes betv.-'een test and theory wert nllOnaJtzed 
prUlClpally on the basi of (i) IOIIIJ.I crooledness or OUI-of-5lnlghtne s of the columns. 
(ii) milia! end eccentricities If the lest results were too low and (IIi) mllial unforeseen end 
restramts if the test results were too high - what rationallzallons l Gcomelnc ImperfectiOns 
were considered 10 be the cause of the di\'ergence. EmplrK:LSm reigned supreme Slnlght 
lines. parabolas and other curves were used to fit test results thaI vaned considerably. 
Unfonunately. the behaviour of columns could be modelled , at least over some range of 
slenderness ratios. by Simply selecting an appropriate end eccemrlclly or aJtemall\'ely an out
of-straightness 
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The secant ronnul •. 
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an example of the: former with In assumed Inilial end ecccmrK:lty c . 11«'1 sumes that the 
modulus of elastJClty remams constant up 10 the Yield pomt Flgure!5 show some secant 
curves . BleICh (l9S2) wrote . 
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-the high regard In whK:h the engineenrlg profession has held lhe .secant formula 
has Its origin In the fact that. for small values of the eccentricity. IhlS formula lead to 
a column curve for &Xlally loaded columns wtuch complies fairly .. ell With values of 
PIA derived from column tests provided that an -equlvaJent ecccntnclty- e In (4) is 
sUitably but arbltranly selected to agree: WIth these tests-

Although he sialed thiS may have been a happy coincidence. Bleich realized thiS did nol 
bear any relallon 10 the fundamenlal aspect of the problem as one of stability _ In my vicw il 
was an unfortunate COincidence as the fundamental cause of the problem remamcd obscured 

RES IDUAL STRESSES 

Galambos (1968) slates that the Klta thai residual stresses could be the cause of the 
lower than C"peeled strength of steel columns of Intermediate length WlS put forward In 1888 
(See Salmon 1921) mil thiS was 110{ demonstrated uOlll1951 by Osgood 

Order truly emerged from chaos when research work: , It !hI llme, at Lehigh 
Umver,my. (See Beedle and TaJl 1960 for a summary) under the IUtdancc: of Research 
COmmJuee A of the Column Research COUncil. howed quanmallvely that the strength of 
columns was a function of the residual stresses present As IS now well known. when the sum 
of the applied stress at any POlRt on the: cross section plus the reSidual compressive stress 
equals the yield strength at that point Lhe stiffne S there approaches zero . Thus. the effective 
moment of mcrtlD deternuned from the area that has not yielded decreases . thiS can be 
coruidered to be equivalent to a decreased (tangent) modulus of elasllelty over the entire area . 
Obv\ously oov..ever the effCCllve moment of men,a (or any stress \e'fel depends on wtucb 
portiOns of the cross section have ytelded and therefore on the pattern of residual stresses and 
on the UIS of buckling In general then 

lSI 

for. straight pm-ended column where Ie IS the: effective moment of mcrtla for the a;cis of 
buckling . II follows urune<hately that there could be a host of Inelastic buckhng curves 
dependmg on the: strucwnl shapes, the: ytc:ld strengths. the: maxunum residual stresses. the 
resKiuaJ stress patterns ,nd axes of buckhog As ""ell . the: effects of vanatlons m the YJeld 
strengths over the cross 5CCtlon and the effects of cold lralghlenlRg procedures may need to be 
assessed 

Yet. with Lhese new insights. when the gradual reduction of stiffness is taken as the 
predictive 1001, good correlallon is obtained between the teSt results on central loaded columns 
and the: predictIOns. u shown in Figure 6 for weak axis and strong a;cis buckling of a W Shape 
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and also for two tests on annealed columns . The latter two faU near the hne PIPy - 1.0. as 
wouJd be expected when the cooling resIdual stresses are removed by annealing. 

1.0 

P 

P, 

o 
o 

• weak axis 

a strong axis 

• annealed 

1.0 

Fig. 6 Test results and buckling curves for a W shape 
(from BeedleandT.n 1960) 

Beedle and Tall also show that the ·CRe curvc- (Jolwton 1976) initially published in 
1960. fiued their data reasonably well in the: inelastic region This curve, simplified design 
procedures by ehmlnatmg coruilderatlon of the nexural axis, and is used in the AlSC allowable 
stress SpecirlCalions (AISC. 1978) wilh a variable factor of safety . 
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In summing up the research on the effects of residual stresses. Beedle and Tall (1960) 
sUlIe thai any assumption of -the magnitude of lhe accidental eccemricity or Inillal curvature 
must necessarily have been arbitnry since a considerable portion of ,ht reductIon in column 
strength is now known to be due to the presence of residual stresses rather than eccentricities 
and design curves for column strength based on !he tangent modulus method modified by the 
presence of residual Stresses. reflect actual conditions rather than a reliance on assumed 
irregularities· . 

We do not argue, nor did the Lehigh group. with statements such as those just quoted. 
that initial curvalUre. crookedness or oul-(J(·srraighmess play no role in che buckling of 
columns but there is no doubt that residual stresses play the predominant role and that the 
work on residual stresses cleared up decades. if not two centuries. of confusion about the 
inelastic buckling of columns. The work, under the guidance of the Column Research 
Council, was instrumental in bnngmg reason to the scene and bringmg order from chaos . 

INITIAL OUT-OF-STRAIGI ITNESS 

Galambos (1986) qUOles from Techntcal Memorandum No. S of the Siructural Stabihty 
Research Council 10 show that Its position is thai the: proper column strength model IS one thai 
incorporates both the effects of residual Slress and the mitial out-of·straightness Thus, both 
these effects are to be considered as was done by BJorhovde (1972) in developmg selS of 
column curves as discussed subsequently . 

In most cases the initial oUl-of·straightrlCss is set at 0 .001 of the length. i.e . at about 
the maximum mill tolerance. although Bjorhovde also used an irutial out-of·stra ightncss of the 

I 
mean value he established of 1470 or 0 .00068. 

MULTIPLE COLUMN CURVES 

The broad dispersion of test results. particularly in the: inelastic range, led to the 
development of multiple column curves. In 1959. German Standard DIN 4114 introduced one 
curve for tubes and another for all other shapes . The European Convention for Construction 
Steelwork recommendations (See Sfintesco 1970, 1976 for example) led to code adoptions in 
several countries . In the ECCS recommendations as shown in Figure 7, structural shapes are 
assigned to one of five column curves , as appropnate. dependmg on factors such as cross 
sectional shape. the proportions of the cross section. the forming process, the weight of the 
cross section and axis of bud:.ling . The highest curve, aO. is for annealed shapes of high 
strength steels and the: lowest curve, d, is for rolled heavy W and welded heavy H shapes 
made from universal mill plates. 

Bjorhovde (1972) proposed two sets of 3 column curves each. to which various 
structural shapes could be assigned . The first set based on an irullai out-of·stralghtness of 
0 .001 of the length are Imown as SSRC curves 1.2.3 and the second set with an initial out-of· 
straighlness of 111470 are k.nown as SSRC Curves IP, 2P and 3P. 
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Fja. 7 EeeS Multiple column CUl'YU 

(from Galambos 1986) 

BJorhovde comparal the rc UllS of computer numen,.1 analyscs of maXimum Irengms 
to dati from column tests to establish the validity of the former and then den .. 'C\J 112 column 
curves for members for which the residual·slress distribution are k.nown and assummg a 
sinusoidal 1001Ial out-of-stralghlne of one of (he two pre nbcd value 

RESEA RCII INTO PRACTICE 

Some cumplc of the apphcat lon 10 practice of the research results of the SSRC and liS 
forerunner the CRe and of others have already been &I ... cn For \ Iruclural cnglnecrmg. lhlS 
apphcatlon frequently takes the: form of the adoption of theoretical and experimental rescarch 
(and !heIr more useful COmbINllons) In codes, standards and specifICat iOns 

No Iccl speclfK:llJOn In the world is Without the Euler CUf\'C All column curve\. \I.e 
SUliCSt. have been mfluenced by the work of the effect of resK:tual stresses on lOelast lc 
buclhng 

The AISC allowable stress design column curves IS the eRC cur~e of Johnston 

In Europe (Beer .nd Schultz 1970) the five ECeS muillpic column curves have been 
adO!'led broadly 
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The LRFD specifICation of the AISC (1986) uses • Single curve fillllll SSRC curve 2P 

In Canada, the 1994 c<illlOn of eSA Slandard SI61 -M94 -Limn States design of steel 
trucrures- will usc all lhree SSRC curves. Using first order second moment techniques, 

Kennedy and Gad Air (1970) showed that. for a reliability mdex of 3 .0. a reSistance factor of 
0.90 was appropnate for use With SSRC Curve I for Class H (hot rolled or cold rolled SlteSS 

relieved) hollow structural sectiOns and they were assigned to thai curve in the 1974 edition of 
lIle standard. Other shapes. including welded H shapes with flame-cul edges were assigned to 
SSRC curve 2. 

Subsequent work (Chcrnenko and Kennedy 1991) has resulted 10 welded H shapes 
made from flame-cuI plale being raised to SSRC curve I This results from bOlh the favorable 
residual tress paucrn and the measured out-of-straightness In (hi work: some: 50 computer 
simulallons. corrobonted by documented lest resuhs of Mcfall and Till (1969) were used to 
determme maximum column loads for a range of residual stres pauems. and 
out-of-Slnlghtnes and for several values of the slenderne parameter. A. A procedure was 
developed to assess the stlustical varialion of out-of-slnighmes and re Idual stresses 
scquentl1l1y an order thai resl lance factors .•. appropriate to some: design equauon could be 
evaluated from 

[6[ 

where PR IS the bias coefficient of the resistance, VR is Its associated coeffic ient variation. ~ is 
the deSired reliability Index. taken as 3.0 in the Canadian steel design standard for member 
behaviour. and Cl • 055 is a coc:mcient of separation as proposed by Galambos 

In addition to assessing the effect of material and geometrical variatIons on the bias 
coc:ffic~nt. p. and the coefficient of variation YR. Chernenko and Kennedy expre sed its other 
constituent part. the testlpre(hcted ratio. Pp, as 

[7) pp·ps·Pn·Pex 

In (7) PI IS the ratio of the computer simulated strength to that given by the .ppropriate 
deSign equation. evaluated at the mean ... alUe of oul-of·$Iraightness and average compressive 
residual stress for a alVen value of A.. The term Pn account for the Yariallon due to different 
residual stre paltems and other minor factors and Pex IS the: mean .... Iue of the ratio of the 
expenmental strength to that detemuned by computer Simulation 

Of course With each of the bias coefficients there is an associated coefficient of 
variation whteh can be combined. assuming statistical mdepc:ndence. a the square root of the 
sum of the square In faet there are four separate coc:fflCtcnts of ... anatlOn to be detenmned • 
tWO associated With PI one ariSing each from the out-of-slraightness and residual s"tress effects 



and as~sed sequentially and the: other two associated With Pn .nd Pex Chc:meoko and 
Kennedy (1991) descnbe: the procedures used. 

Figure 8 shows the variation of the tesllpredicted ratio for three different values of the 
slendemes parameter A. as a function of t.hc: out-of·straightne5S and the average compressive 
residual stress 
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Fig. 8 Test/predicted raLio vs compressive residual stre.",s 

and out--of-straightness 
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In the 1994 «htlon of the Canadian Standard (CSA. 1994) .• ner some years of soul 
searching. SSRC euf\le 3 for Rheavy R shapes has been added There was no rational basis for 
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nol doing so. Thus the limit states design standard to be published soon will give all three 
SSRC curves. 

1bere is no doubt that the Canadian approach has been markedly influenced by the 
move to limit states design first adopted in the National Building Code of Canada (ACNBe 
1975) in 1975. Moreover, since 1990 omy limit states design provisions are referenced in the 
National Building Code and designers are therefore required to use limit Siales design 
procedures for the design of steel structures. (This also applies to the design of highway 
bridges (OI-IBOe 1991) and fixed offshore structures (CSA 1992). The overriding criteria in 
establishing load and resistance factors has been to maintain economy and provide as uniform 
a level of safety as possible without undue complexity and with the desired small probability of 
failure. In some cases. loads (e.g. snow drifts on stepped roofs) have become greater and in 
other cases resislaoces have increased or decreased. The net effect has been structures with 
more unifonn and adequate safety and with increased economy of construction. 

The limit slates design or LRFD approach does emphasize that no longer is it necessary 
or desirable to use lower bound curves or to develop curves based on the maximum out-()f
straightness or maximum residual compressive stress. What is of concern is the likely or 
probable combinations of the two . The realistic approach. therefore. is to combine the relative 
parameters statistically based on their bias coefficients and coefficients of variation to 
detennine resistance factors to give the desired probability against failure as may be measured 
for example by the reliability index . In fact, Monte Carlo simulations can be used (Kennedy 
and Baker 1984) to combine probability density functions that have different characteristics. 

It follows directly then that by treating more restricted populations. for example welded 
wide flange shapes made from flame-cut plates as done by Chernenko and Kennedy, the 
dispersion of the sample as measured by the coefficient of variation is reduced and more 
favourable resistance factors are obtained for the same degree of reliability . 

It is concluded. therefore. that the results of SSRC research, with contributions from 
others as well. has had a profound effect on the design of columns around the world and 
apparently. somewhat surprisingly. a greater effect in countries other than the USA. Of 
course. the use of these column curves has a direct effect on the design of beam-columns as 
well. 

FlITURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Where do we go from here? For me. forced to relire as an academician in a few days . 
I might wish to just remain with a piece of paper. my pencil and my slide rule. or perhaps. 
make that my pocket calculator . But the extremely powerful desktop computer is here . II is 
no more difficult 10 access a column strength for a particular number based on one column 
curve and which. therefore, by definition must accommodate all the dispersion or scatter we 
have discussed and. therefore. be more conservative. than it is to have the strength based on 
one of a number of curves. The data for a particular member could even be customized. Each 
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refinement reduces scauer and leads to a better assessment of the strength. more unifonn 
safety. and morc structure for the dollar. 

Funher statistical analyses are, at the very least. required to maximize safety and 
economy. These must be based on the statistical measures of the relevant parameters such as 
compressive residual stresses, residual stress pauems, OUI-of-slraightness, axes of bending and 
weight of the cross-seclion and the effects of these combined in the proper statistical way . By 
treating more restricted populations (not all columns are created equal) safety and economy 
result. 

BUI perhaps the Australians (SAA 1990) are already ahead of us . They have proposed 
procedures where. in the analysis of the structure, it is not necessary to assess the behaviour of 
members under a set of end forces and moments. but the member behaviour. liS lo..1d
deflection response, is determined as part of the structure (atleasl. so far. for in-plane effects) . 

Currently in Canada computer programs are being developed, operational on 486's, 
that will assess the lateral torsional buckling strength (if that is the mode of failure) of beam 
columns under arbitrary loading. and lateral and torsional restraint conditions and that take 
into aCCOUnt distonion of the cross-section if, in fact, thai occurs . Different residual stress 
patterns as appropriate to the section under consideration can be considered . 

In my view, with the splendid impetus given by the research work under the aegis of 
the SSRC there is no reason at all to use ~one design curve fits aU- Rather. the question 
is : Should we have multiple column curves with cross-sections assigned 10 the -nearest 
appropriate one or is the eventual step that we take to have no curves at all? 
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The European trends in perfonmng global analysis of steel frames is the best reflected by the 
relevant chapler of Eurocode 3 - Part 1.1. [I}. 

While structural frameworks are basically 3D structures, it is moSt often allowed to identify a 
series of - usually parallel· primary bearing frames. thaI are connc(;ted 10 each other by 
secondary structural elements in the transverse direction Thus the frame action de\.elop~ 
mainly in the primary direc.:tion 

To the author's knowledge. no existlng code or slalldard in Europe gIves provi ions regarding 
the design of fBmc:wort IS real 3D structures. 1bc design prat.:ut.:e still con I IS in con icknng 
the: primary frames and analy ing each of them as a plane frame. Then. each structural element 
of a specified frame i3 checked for its own (bending, compression, compression Ind benchng, ... ). 
Should I stnJCtural element belong to two plane frame, II shan be checkro for biaxial bending 
and possible compression 

Traditionally the a~pects of anelastic material behaviour and second-order effC(.:ts due to t:hanie\ 
In geometry have been accountro for sole ly in specification provision for member de~ign; flr.1 
order elastic global analysi has been used predominantly to estimate the dlSlflOOlion of internal 
forces.. 

In European standard), and tJpet'iaUy in Eurocode 31 J J, .,ttmplJ have httn rtctnlJy made with 
a view to allow for more k,urate and realistic estimates of the carrying capacity of frames. 
Thu~. plastic global analysis can be contemplatro and whatevcr the type of global analY\1 , 
~ond-order effe<::lS may be accounted for. In addition. fnmeworks are Imperfect by nature; 
they hall Ihus be analyud IS Imperfect structure . 

Any method of second-order inelastiC global analysis involve the direct con ideratlon of both 
member strength and stablhty. Provided the signifICant behavioural effC(.:u be a,counted for 
properly In the global analy i . separate checks of member design equations are Impllfied or 
e'o'en unnecessary. In (21, the wnters express the idea that "AS 4100 (AISC. 1990) is the only 
design _ pecificltion at presenl ""htch explicitC'ly allows the de igner to disregard membcr 
capacity checks If an ad'o'lnced inelastic analysis is employed" n.e luthor is willing to tre 
Wt Eurocode 3 {II allow imilarly. though he IgrttS that such In allowance rt ults moch more 
from a ca.rt.ful readmg Ind interpretation than from I limpid writing It should be \lieU 
under tood that if IU the ignif"lnl in-plane behavioral effa:u art properly modelled In the 
global anaIy i and if the frame is proportioned 10 preve.nt out-of· plane buckling. the 
con'o'entional mteraction equations for member strength need not to be ch«ked. 

A a consequence, the more refined the method of global analy is. the less complu the 
'o'erification of the struCtural elementS. 
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Pre~nt paper is aimed It explaining the whole range of facilities offered by Eurocode 3 for 
",hat regards the methods of global analysis and the relevant method of verification of the 
slrUCtural elemenlS. 

2. METHOJ)S OF GLORAL ANALYSIS: GENERALS. 

A given combination of actions of any nalUre induces a distribution of internal forces and 
momenlS, that complies with equilibrium and compatibility conditions. On how to perfonn the 
global analysis depends on the assumptions which are made regarding respectiyely : i) the 
malerial stress-strain response and the capacity to stress redistribution, tither within the cross
section or between cross-sections, and ii) the effects of the in-plane displacements on the frame 
response. 

Thus, idealisations bear on Ihe rheological bthaviour - with the result of an ~/aJtic or a plastic 
global analysis ", on the one hand. and, on the geometrical behaviour - with the con~uellCe 
of a first ord~r or a second ord~r global analysis -. on the other hand . 

2. 1. Rheological bf h!l\iour. 

For an ~/astic analysiS. the sun -strain behaviour of the steel material is assumed indefinitely 
linear elastic: the bending-curvature relloponse is similarly linear. 

For a plastic analysis, the stress- train relationship is either close to reality - with a knee 
connecting the yield plateau to the range of linear elastic behaviour " or ideali'le<l according to 
either a bilinear diagram or a model where elastic strains are fully disregarded with regard to 
the plastic ones. The corresponding bending-curvature respon~ is the one relevant to the 
modelling of the a - t constitutive law . One has thus to distinguish between i) the ~Jastic
p~ifeclly plastic response. advocating the concept of "concentrated" pla\tic hinge with due 
account taken of elastic strains. ii) the f'lastoplasric response, inyolving the concept of plastic 
wnes (in conua~t to notional plastic hinges), and ii} the rigid-plollic response, wt\c:re elastic 
stTains are fully disregarded and plastiC strains are concentrated into plastic.: hinges. 

2. 1.1. Elast ic global a nalysis 

Elastic global analysis may be used in all cases, for roth first order and \(tond -order elallotic 
analysis. 

Because the SlTess-strain behaviour of the steel material is assumed linear whatever the stress 
level. the global analysis doc nOt give any consideration to the resistance of cross-sections; the 
lauer mUSt thus be checked separately. The elastic analysis may still be adopted where the 
resistance of a cross-sc:ction is based on plastic resistance. 

It is allowed to modify the distribution of bending momenlS calculated based on a fU"iI-order 
clastic analysis by shedding up to IS ~ of lhe peak caJculated moment in any member provided 

i) the member concerned has aass I (plastic) or Oass 2 (compact) eros - ~tion, ii) the 
internal forces and moments in the frame after redisuibution remain in equilibrium with the 
applied loads. and iii) the member concerned is not prone to either in-plane or oUI-of-plane 
buckhng. Proceed to such a redistribution is equivalent to a pia tic analy is whert: only a 
limned plastic redistribution would be allowed and where plastic rotations would be restricted 
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to the rotation capacity of a. 2 sections. 

2.1.2. Plastic globa l analysi 

Plastic global Qno/ysis may bt used only where: i) the nuncrial hOI Ufli(ICnI ductility. ii) the 
crOSS-SoeCuons where plastic hinges occur are capable of rC4K:hing their rc\pectivc pla'ilk 
resi tan~c and exhibiting an available rotation capacity which Illow for the fonnalion of the 
cXpei.:ted collap<;e pla,!ic me(;hani'im. and iii) the loading i~ predominantly 'ilalic. 

Accordmg to Ee3 II J. the conditions for material ductility bear on the uhimalc-Io-yicld stress 
ratio (f,.lf, ,. 1.2), on the elongation of failure (E, ~ IS ttl and on the UItIOlalc-tO'-yicld 'train 
raljo (£Jr., 2: 20). 51«1 grades 5235 and 5355 mlly be acctpted u complying with thc'ie 
requircffi(nIS; also grades S420N and S460N. ~ubJ«1 to \J)e\:lrication'l in compliom;c with 
Annex 0 of EeJ (31. do~, 

At pre~nt tnne, .ny rrcmber having Class I ero!. ·~tion and made ",uh iI \teel grade 
\3tisf)'ina .bo ... e CTItt:ri. i; con idered a appropriate for pla\tlt: global IInal)'\I\ An e~pli~it 
I.:~k of the .vailable rotation capacity is thus not required. SOflY rec.:ent rt~n:h "'ork\ hne 
ho"'e\.er demonstrated thai the available rotation cal*=lty I iOHmed by more fitl.:t01"'l than 
abo ... e one~ Rel.'ently It wa\ attempted to express the o\'oi/ahtf' rot,uinn cufJtlC'/~' a\. fuoction 
of a .... hole <;et of ba\IC parameters 14,51; this approach i oo~d on the rtsull\ of some 
e:"pcmne:nt and numerou~ numerical imulation Bec:au~ the laner are rather difhcull to 
pcrfonn It I~ mdeed na:e\~ry to accOUnt for ~train hardening and to de"",ibe the beam 
behaVIour be)'ond the rotation "'here the maximum bending re"I\lam:e 1\ re3(:hed ., on the one 
hand. and bttau~ of the few available le\1 results. on the olher hand. thl\ item· the it\lailabk 
rOlatlon capacuy doe!; undoubtfully require a(khtional inve\ugation\. \orne of Ihem are II 

present in progre\s at RWTI-{ Aachen, Germany, 

Of COUI'\(. (he available rotation capacity may allemati .... 'ely be a\~Ii\ed by le<i!; , In \ul.:h 
circumstanl.:e . Ihe que\tion may arise of how much the panlal safely foctor to be applied on the 
mea ... ure:d value. 

Above requirement of predommantly static loading is Justified by the fkl that EC3 doe\ not 
give any provision regarding !ihake-.down. also termed altematmg pIa tKlly, Thl\ phenomenon. 
\\.hich mvol\le both Yielding and repeated loadmgs up to the ela\IOplil\ll~ range . .,houJd be 
expre\\Cd In terms appropriale to codes or tandard for steel boildtnJ:\ .Ild bndge\ 

When pia tM.: global anal), 1\ 1\ u"oCd. lateral resU'alOt shall be: provickd at each cro\\·o;cctlon 
where a plulW;: hinge may ()t;~ur, 

Ba~ on many compantJ\le computer Simulation cof'doctrd on calibrating fnme, (6.7.RI. 
there i~ wrne cvldcO(;e lhat elasIic-perfectly pla<;tic .naly,i I mo\t often qUlle DCceplable. 
though it reliull.! in a very sli~ht increa~e of the structural stiffnc\\. compared 10 an ela\IOpl3\lIc 
an.I)'\i', Such In analysis provides indeed a by far sufficiently accurate e\Ilmate of the ultimate 
load\. whether second order effects be or not accounted for 

Rigid plante global anal)'~i'i should understandably not be u~ed for ')C'(:ond·order analysj ; 
IOdeC'd the P·6 effa.;ts are igOlficantly conlributed by the e!a\tn; deformauons whll.:h are fully 
disregarded In uc.:h an analysi . 
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.1. CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES. 

Depending on their ability to horizontal displacements, structures are cia sified as : 
br(JC'~d or ullbrocrd 
sway or non sway. 

Sway resi lance may be provided by either i) the frame action of the strUClUre properly so 
called. or Ii) by a bracing system. 

A plane frame is termed as broced when the sway stiffness in its plane is provided by a bracing 
system. whose rigidity to horizontal loads is such that these arc predominantly resisted by the 
bracing .. ystem. (Such I ~finilion applies to multi-storey frames with a bracing sy (em at each 
storey). For practice purpolit:s. wrc i a Ilttd for the bra ing system to reduce horizonlal 
displacements by at least 80 % II each storey. 11lc: bracina Sf tern may. as for il. be either 
sway or non sway. 

A plane frame i termed I non ~17y if its response to in-plane horizontal force i suffiCiently 
tiff for 11 to be acceptably accurate to neglect any additional mternal forc~ or moments ari.sing 

from horizontal displacements of its storeys. This assumption may be accepted as complied 
With when. for a given load case. the nonnalittd load ratio VsJV.,. i not greatc:r than 0.1. where 
Vu 1\ the design value of the total \lenicalload and Vn' the ela tiC critical value for failure in 
a sway mode_ For multl-Slorey frames with beams connecting each column at each storey level. 
this cnterion writes simply: (SIlt) (v/H) S; 0.1, where V and H are the total veTllcal and 
horizontal reaction respectl .... ely lithe bottom of each storey of depth h. and 5 is the horizontal 
displacement in thi storey due to both horizontal and venical de~ign load and equl .... alent 
horizontal forces subsljluled for the initial sway imperfection. (5 i computed accordmg to II first 
order theory). 

Above impJe criterion for non sway frames is of course established based on the l'isumption 
of vertical columns and horizontal beams. It does not apply as such 10 most single-stoTeY 
indu'ilTial building because of the usual slope of the rafters . Therefore. limits should be given 
to the laller where this crnerion would still be usable, 

4. EFFECTS OF OEFORMATIONS. 

Internal fortes and moments on a plane frame may be detemuned using either: 
a) jirll-.orrkr theory 
b) Jrcond-order theory. 

At.:cording to thejirJl·orclt>r IMory. the internal forces and moments are m equilibrium With the 
external loads when reference i made 10 the non..deformed 'ihape of the structure. 

In contrast, when uo;e i made: of the sttolld-order I~ry. account is taken of the inn~nce of 
the ddonnation of the structure and the internal force are dt"lermmed accordingly Because 
the denected shape is the consequence of the internal forc~s distributIOn. while the latter 
depends on the deformed configurl:ltion of the SlrUClure. the proces cannot be straightforward 
and rc:quiret; an itc:ralive procc:dure. 

Second-order theory may of COUI"ie be used in all cases. Should it not be necessarily required. 
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then • firsH)nkr theory will be uliCd In order to ."out any iterauve time and money con ummg 
process. Thai i ~Io .. ~ w~n tither i} the influence of the deformation on the mtemal forces 
disaibution- ie the 5«ond order ((feelS -I negligible. or ii) In mcbrec:l atlow.Ott for second
order effect can be contemplated. Without. significaovc 10 s of accuracy compared to dU"eC't 
account of these effects 

Accordml 10 EO. second-order d(eca can be fully disregarded when the frame can be: termed 
as braced or non- way in accordance with the relevant classification criteria On when indirect 
allowance for second-order efrecti: is pennitted depends on several (actors thai are cltlmined 
further more in detail. 

5. EffECTS Of Gt:OMF.TRIC IMPERfECTIONS. 

Accordmg to ECJ (11.gcometric imperfections must be accounted for II one and the ame time: 
i) In the global frame analysIs. ii) in the analysis of the bracing s)' u~m. and iii) in the de~ian 
of the structural clement. The magnitudes adopted for these imperfection are shghtly different 
from those uGiested by ECCS 191 

FrrIIM j~rf~ctlon.J mu ( be understood as unavoidable out-of-plumbs of the column.. The 
out-of-plumb corresponds to an IOllial sway. = k, t, + •. +. is a basi~ refe.reoce sway (+. -
lnoo). while (actOI"\ t and.t, depend res~tively on the number of columns per torey and on 
the number o( storey .. ; both fiaure are specified in uch a way that they are roughly in the 
ranj;e 10.7. II for.t and 10.45. I) for kr An increase in the number of column (resp. of 
torey ) re ulls 10 I dct:reasc of t, (resp. of t,); that mean that the larger the number of 

columns (resp. of storey). the ca'iicr the correction of frame imperfa:tions during erection 
Some guidance is gi\Oen on how to compute. when columns do not extend to all the tore),s 
or when floor levels Ire not conna.:ted to III the columns. 

E.J&:ternalloads - mainly honzonlal and \Omica! - shall thus be applied to a frame fined ",ilh the 
appropriate 100tiai 5"'1)'. Performing computation" accordingly is not e'ipecially t::on\OeOlent 
Therefore EO aUows to replace the initial sway impcr(ection b)' a s),stem of equi\'alcnt 
horizontal forte. thai hall be applied at each floor level and be propomonalc to the venit::al 
loath applied to the tnkture It that ~vel. 1l1ese tquivalent horizontal fon.:~ shall be 
accounted (or in all the load comblOatlons. 

In the analyus of the b,.oClng S)'stmf that prOVIdes lateral slability. the Crra.:l~ o( Imperfcctlon 
shall be allowed (or by mean of an equivalent geometric Imperfection of the member to be 
rcsuained. In the form of an Initial bow (!~ = t, U500. where U500 1 the ba"it:: reference 
Imperfection and k. a f8(;tor thai depends on the number of membe~ 10 be reslnlOed. llu 
initial bow ma)' III 0 be replaced. for sake of conveniency. b)' an ~Ulvalent 'itabiliz.ing forte. 

Membe,. lmlwrf(!ction t::onsists in an initial bow imperfection of magnitude e •. that includes not 
onl), the initial una\Ooidable geometric out-o(-slraightness but also the dfet:ls of residual \lrC\.;e 
and of material heterogeneuy. ormally member imperfection need nOI be accounted for In the 
global frame anal), 1. It doc onl)' for any compression element o( sway frames that III i) end 
restrallled. and Ii) ubJc(1 to an axial (orce exceedlOg 25 <J: of the cntical butkling load of Ihi 
element in pin-cnded conciltion'l (The laller condition re~ult5 in a reduced .. Icoderne'is larger than 
0.5 (A.//N!'); then a 'itCond·ordc.r global frame anal),sis must be performed. Thu'l. mo\( of len. 
the global frame .nal),si may be performed with the sole frame Impcrfa.:tlons and the 



compres ion elements have to be check~ afterwards \Io'ith respecl 10 buckling. To do so. of 
course a second-order Inaly is of the member fitted with the member imperfection may be 
carried out: preJe.rably. the effects of imperfections on member design shall be implicilely 
incorporated by using the appropriate buckling formulae. Should the member imperfection be 
explicitely accounted for in II second-order analysis. its magnitude depends on many factors. 
(slenderness, buckling axis, section type, class of section. relevant buck.ling curve and method 
of global analysis). 

In current frames. rare are the circumstances where element imperfections must be explicitely 
accounted for In the global analysis. 

6. SEI.ECfION Ot' TilE METHOD OF ANAL YSIS. 

Any stnk;ture with. bracing system uch that the criterion of a bractd stnk:ture i fulfilled 
may be analyzed according to a first order elastic or plastic method . The stability of the frame 
is controlled by cheding the capacity of the structural elements \Io'hich are subject to 
compression or to compression and bending. and using in thi rtSpecl the system lengths as 
buckling lengths. 

The braCing system properly ha to be considered as a structure and analyzed by either a fin.t 
or a second order theory, according as the frame is sway or non sway; due allention shall be 
paid to initial imperfection or to the equivalent horizontal forces.. 

A non S't't'Oy unbraced Mructure may be Sludied as a bractd structure. i.e. by USing a lSi order 
method of analy i. Initial imperfections must be accoUnled for. for Instance. the eqUivalent 
horizontal forces ~hall be ~uperimpo..ed to the external lateral loads 

For a Sk'Oy unbraced lItr"U1.:ture. the global analysi must be conducted according to a S(l.:ond 
orckr theory. which may be either elastic or plastic. 

How to account indirectly for second order effects is examined he-rebelow. The major rtle-vanl 
backgrouoo is an ECCS publication (9). from which most of the EC3 provisions for global 
analysis are msplred . 

The suggested method of analysis are summarized in figure 1 

6. 1. Fl. ~Ii nol i 

Without any re~rv.tion. second orde-r effects may be accounte-d for by performing II second 
order anaIYlli'i. Unles~ the latter be conducted not only with frame imperfection but al~ with 
element Imperfection~. the tabllity check for the compre sion membC':rs is required; it is 
coooocted by using the buckling lengths deduced from the non-rw'Oy mocil!: indeed the 
amplification due to second order effe-Cls is yet accounted for in the detenntnauon of the internal 
forces and has nOI 10 affec.;t the resistance funhermore. 

A an alternative. 8 first order analy"is can be performed bul the sway moments. i.e. those due 
to both external and equivalent horizontal loads mUSt be amplified by a specified factor. 
according to the prox.imity of the bifurcation critical vertical resultant : 
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a) if VsJVn • 1I«r,. S 0.25. the amplification factor is (/ . (Vs/Vr.))' and the buckling 
lengths are taken .s those corresponding to a non·S'!I.'UY mode ; 

or· 

b) in any case. the amplification factor may be taken equal to 1.2 for the verifICation of the 
beams and of the beam-to-column connections. provided the buckling lengths are those 
corresponding to a sway mod~. 

The value of Ou for mu lri-slorey bui ldings is given as the minimum of the va lues (HISHhlV) 
computed respectively for each 5lOrey. where the symbols have the same meaning as in Section 
3. 

When an elastic global analySis is perfonned. checks in addition 10 those relevant for the 
slrUctural elements are required they are dealing with the resistance of the cross-sections and 
the possible oUI-of-plane bu kling of the framework. 

6.2. Pla~tic global ana.lvsi . 

When plashc global analysis is used. allowance shall be made for the second-order (ffeus in 
the sway mode by pt-rfonning a second order elastic-plastic analysi . 

HO'o\ever a first-order rigid-plastic analysis witll indirect allowance for Sttond-order eJfet:ls (by 
amplifying the sway moments) can be used in tlle following ca~es provided a... < 0.2 : 

a) frames with one or twO storeys where either no hinge develops 10 the column or the 

columns where plastic hinges occur are such that r s 0.32 (Aft INu)o~ : the laller 

condi tion is equivalent to £. I JNu lEI S I . where I is the Il'lCmber length 

b) frame~ with fixed ba~~. in which the sway failure mode involves pla\tic.: hinges 
location in the column\ at Ihe fixed bases only. 

The in-plane buckling lengths used for member design are those relevant for the lIoll-sway 
mode: due allowance shall be made for tlle effects of plaslk hinges. 

It is usually necessary to check the resistance of the section ; indeed the analysi is generally 
condocted without accounllng for the interaction between compression. bending and .. hear. 

Out-of-plane buckling of the membef') shall be verified 100. 

7. STRlCfURAL MO IlELLING OF CONNECTIONS. 

With a ... iew to penonn a struclUral analysis. It is of primary importance to model the behtwiour 
of the connections. That mean\ the a\~umptions mac\(: regarding Ihe struclUral respon\e of the 
connections ~hall be con .. islenl wilh the expectable behaviour of Ihe latter U .. ually 
conventional analysis and design of ~tcel frames are carried OUI undtr the a""umption that the 
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beam-tCH:olumn connccuon are either fully rigid or ideally pinned Of course such 
idealisations simplify drastically the analysis and the design procedures; however they require 
appropriate constructional detailing 10 ensure either full slope continuity between the adjoining 
members or no uansfer of gravity moments from beams to columns. The validity of these 
assumptions may be questionable when the real connection response is Intermediate between 
the fully rigid and ideally pinned cases. 

The influence of so<alled semi-rigid connections on the structural re ponse results not only in 
innuencing the distribution of internal forces but also in an increase of the frame drift and 
accordingly of the second-order effects. 

Considering that a nearly pinned connection is more than a real hinge. some benefit can be 
drawn from the effects of practical restraint on a more economical beam design. on the one 
hand. and on the stability of the columns. on the other hand. In conltast. to make a Joint fully 
rigid requires complex Joint detailing. involving the use of thick end plates and of web column 
stiffeners. At present it is a paramount importance to save money and accordingly to simplify 
the Joint detailing. with the result of possibly no more rigKi joints. Last. some connection 
arrangements are such that the Joints have really a semi-rigid behaviour. 

Eurocode 3 has introduced provisions to allow designers for con idering the behaviour of any 
type of connection in the design of structural frames. Connection are respectively claSSified 
i) by strtngill. and ii) by rigidity. 

Regarding the rigidity. the connection i considered either as nomiM/ly pinned. as rigid or as 
umi-rigid 

Regarding the resistance. It is distinguished between the/ufl strtngth eonMerion and the paniaJ 
strengrh connection according as the design resistance of the connection does or not ex(;ccd the 
design strength of the member connected. 

Classification by rotational stiffness is governed by the rol!uion stiffness Sj of the connection. 
which shall be taken a the .secant stiffness associated to the maximum design moment 
resistance of the connection. 

The distinction between rigid and semi-rigid Joints is first a matter of connection rotational 
stiffness. In thi respect the classification boundaries are at present different according as the 
frame is braced or unbraced. PoSSibly there could be no obJCC1.lVc reason to maintalR such a 
distinction; some: research work is in progress on thi querry. 

The connection behavioural response. in terms of moment - relative rotation. is actually 
nonlinear To account for such a real behaviour in the global analy i 1\ not convement at ,II 
Therefore. thi response i idealised a elastic-perfectly plastic ... imilarly to what i done for 
member response. It i thus characterized by an initial rotational stiffne - that IS , secant 
stiffness with respect to the real M-. curve· and by a design bending resi'itance. 

How to a~s both characteristics of the connection hehavioural response is depicted in Annex 
J IIOJ of Eurocode 3. Presently a revised Annex J [11). commonly tenned Annex JJ. is being 
drafted based on the experimental and theoretical re ults obtained during the last dc(;ade: it 
should hopefully be substituted for Annex J. On base of this very valuable document. some 



actions have yet been undenaken - in which the depanment of the author is deeply involved -
with a view to prepare design guidelines and design aids devoted to the designers. The laller 
will allow ror • simple estimate or both Joint stiffness and resistance on base or the sole 
geometric characteristics or the joint and or the mechanical properties of the material. f'\;ot only 
design procedures will be offered ror most of the connection types. that will be applicable to 
any Joint of this type, but also design tables will provide the designers with calculated values 
of Joint rigidity and strength ror a series or specified combinations or joint data and shapes. 

Annex JJ and the subsequent documents especially aimed at practice purposes. will con<;titute, 
to the author's knowledge, the more extended and updated inronnation on the subject. 
However, there are still items which are nOt yet ruHy or satisractori ly understood because of the 
lack of infonnation. One or them is the rotation capacity or joints, which is or paramoum 
imponance for plastic analysis or when the rrame has to resist seismic action ... To improve the 
design provisions in this respect requires experimental and theoretical inve<;ligalion .. , which 
could reasonably be expected to start soon. 

R. I ~TERAcrION EOUATIONS FOR BEAM-COLUMNS. 

As far as the global analysis is performed in such a way that stability is not directly and rully 
accounted ror. it is necessary to check the members using the interaction equations in beam
column deSign. These equations provide a convenient means by which members subjeCt to 
combined axial rorce and bending can be designed. In this procesli, the framework i .. first 
analyzed and the diagrams of internal forces in the members are drawn. The axial force and 
bending moments acting on a specified member are checked against the capacity or this member 
using interaction equations. The design is satisractory when the interaction equation is -;;1tlsfied. 

Because most beam-columns do no exist as isolated members but as an integral pan of a frame. 
the design of beam-columns in rrames must accoum for the interdction amongst adJacem 
framing members. That is done by means of an effective length factor. Annex E 112) of 
Eurocode 3 provides practical methods of determining the effective buckling length factor for 
a compression member: these are based on Wood's charts. where the distribution factors are 
computed based on the response of a subassemblage composed of the continuous column - i.e. 
the specified compression member fitted with its respective extends to the adjacent upper and 
lower storeys - and the beams adjoining both co,ppression member ends. According to 1121. 
above chans may be substituted by analytical expressions (obtained from curve fitting) which 
provide slightly conservative estimates of the effective length factor. There is one chart for 
braced rrames and another one ror unbraced rrames. 

Account ror P-6 effect requires a second-order analysis which entails an IteratIon process 
Aimed at design practice. simplified approaches have been developed. 

The member insrubilil)' effect i .. currently accounted ror by using the relevant European buckling 
curves ror the assessment of the buckling resistance involved in the axial force component of 
the interaction equations. 

Regarding the frame instabiliry effect. three situations may ari'\C when checking the beam
column design: 

a) This erfect may be accepted as negligible and the bending moment .. are tho'\C obt'lIlled 
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from the lsi order global analysis. The buckling length is the one relevant for the non
sway mode (braced). 

b) The sway moment are factored by means of a single moment muhiplyer - for instance:. 
1.2 -. Because of thi rough approach. the buckling length shall be taken a the onc 
relevant fot the sway mode (unbraccd): that means that the frame instability effects is 
reflected through both bending and axial force components of the interaction equations. 

c) The sway moments are factored by a moment amplification factor (I - VsJVr,)' which 
characteriz.es the proximity of instability according to a sway mode. Accordingly the 
buckling length is taken as the one for the non-sway mode (braced); thai means that the 
frame instability effect is brought on the bending component solely. 

According 10 Eurocode 3 (31. the check of beam-columns with Class 4 cross-sections is .. lightly 
different from that of members with Class I. 2 or 3. as a result of the effective cross· section 
to be considered for Class 4 sections. Then attention shall be paid to addilionlll bendmg 
moments which are due to the axial force acting eccentrically because of the shift of the 
relevant cenuoidal axis when Class 4 section is subject to uniform compresc;ion; 

The maximum bending morne", in (he member does generally no( occur a( midspan. fnscead 
of determining the exact location and magnitude of the maximum moment. use is made of the 
concept of equi\'a/~nllHfldi"g mom~"'. The latter allows to base the design of a beam-column 
subject to any combmatlOn of end moments (and possible moments due to lateral loads) on an 
equivalent be.am-<:olumn subjeCt to a pair of equal and opposite end moments. 

In the more general fonnat. the interaction equations for beam-columns atx:ording to EeJ (II 
write: 

kv (M~" ... Nu t",) 

X(.( MoJ" 

A, (Ms,o ... Nu e",) 

M .... 
S I 

min (N....,. N".) 

k, (Mu., ... Nu e,J ... _k.:., _(_M':'''::',.,...+_N..;U::...-'c.'':...) S I 
M .. , M ..... 

They apply when lateral torsional buckling is respectively likely or not likely to appear. The 
numerators involve the design values of the axial Nu and of the peak bending moments Mu .• 
and MUJ about both principal axes of the section. The denomin:nors invol ... e the design values 
of the buckling resistance N., or N ... . for flexural buck.ling about y-y or 1'1 respectively - and 
of the bending resistances M ..... and M.."... about the relevant axes. Effects of additional moments 
due to shift tfi of the rele ... ant centro',dal axis ha ... e. as said above, to be accounted for when 
Class 4 sections only. The reduction factor Xu for lateral torsional buckling should basically 
be different fTom the one X for column buckling. However it has been demon trated (13) that 
i) the analytical expression of Xu can be taken. with a Quite sufficient accuracy. similar to the 
one for X. ii) values of Xu are deduced from European column buckling curves u and c 
according as lhe sectIOn is respectively rolled or welded. 
The moment amplification factors At and A, are obtained through expressions that are more 
complex than the current ones used in AISC·LRFD standard and in most European national 
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ctXks. They still depend on the moment distribution along the rt'I(mber but also on the member 
sleock:me s, on the shape factor of the cross-section and on the magmlude of the de5ign axial 
force normalised with respect to the ultimate buckling load . The amplification fac,;lor is 
computed according to a process which involves the computation of secondary factorll. which 
may be either posili\'e or negati\le. and can be therefore source of misuses 800 errors; besides 
the physical background is. to the author's opinion. hidden by formal mathematical aspect. 

The moment amplification factor kLT for !tHeral torsional buckling is obtained in a way similar 
but nOI identical to k, and A" That means the distribution of bending moments does not 
influence in a very same way both the loading and the resistance. In the past. European practice 
was generally to make this effect of moment diSiribution only rene<:ted either on the rt:si"tance 
or . as most often· on the load ing. 

In Eurocode 3. the formulae are written for the general case of alliial omprt:\sion and blaJual 
bending. When combined compression and uniaxial bending. while lateral torsional budding 
being not a potential failure mode. EC3 requires to use the minimum value x.. irre\~ti"e1y 
of ",hether or not the member i~ bent in the same plane as the critica l column buckling plane 
In contnst. the Gt.nn.an code (14). though refening to the S3me formulae 3S EC3. specifies thaI 
x.. l>hall reduce to the redu(;(ion faclor for column buckling in the plane where the Ill('mber is 
bent This German pl1lclice • which. to the author's opinion. is by far more consistent · means 
that the interaction formula to be applied (when lateral buckling is prevented) controls the 
failure due to an excess of yielding in the plane of bending. 

It has been shown IISlthat. despite their higher sophistication. the EC3 interaction equations 
for beam-columns. compared to other standard. do not provide a significantly better agreement 
with bench mark obtained. for instance. from numerical simulations. Somellmes they can even 
lead to unduly conservative results. In this respect. the author feels allowed to regret that ECCS 
work 116) has not more in"pired the drafting panel of Eurocode 3. Indeed the ECCS approach 
is le\s complex in its formal. renects the physical phenomena in a more compre hensive way aod 
does not provide less accurate results than the provisions of Eurocode 3. 

9. CONCI.USIONS. 

The moSt updated European approach for frame analysis is the one described in Eurocode 3 . 
Pan 1.1 Allowance is made as well for plastic as for elastic global analysis_ This \Iandard 
offers a wide range of possible methods going from the full second-order global analysis to 
simplified approaches for br",ed and unbraced frames; of cour~ the applicability of each of 
them i subordinated to the compliance with some criteria The higher the level of 
sophisti(;ation of the method for global analysis. the more simple the subsequent checks to be 
made. The designer can thus balance the complexity either on the analysis or on the member 
(and section) che<:k . according to the available computational tools and mean. 

TIle presentation of Eurocode 3 should still be improved in some respects : 

a) By presentlOg the available methods of analysis in a more perceivable way than the 
present written specifications. For instance. a layout. similar to the one of figure I of 
present paper, would be very useful to designers. 

b) Without it be always clearly stated. some approximatCl suggested in EC3 are only valid 
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for frames having horizontal beams. They are undoubcfully valid when slightly sloped 
rafle,... but there i no statement regarding the range of applicability. 

c) Interaclion formulae are established for members of uniform section; there is an urgenl 
need for extending such Connulae to fabricated tapered members. the use of which 
spreads OUI, mainly in industrial buildings. 

d) Interaction formulae of EeJ shou ld come back to a more simple and practicable formal 

e) As rar as plastic design is concerned. the rotation capacity is of primary imponancc: 
there is much work to be undertaken with a view to get a better knowledge in this field. 
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TUBULAR MEMBERS - LARGE AND SMALL 

GeofITey L Kulak 
Department of Ci .. i) Engineering. University of Alberta 

Edmonton, Canada T6G 2G7 

ABSTRACT 

SI 

Members of circular, hollow cross-section have • long history of use and wide application 
in civil engineering structures In the smaller sizes, usually called hollow structural sections. 
improvements in connection design have greatly increased their use Design methods for these 
members are reasonably well-defined Design rules for manufactured or fabricated pipe of the kind 
used for transmission of fluids such as water, gas. or oil are not qUite so well established.. 
however Likewise. there are stili areas in the design of fabricated steel tubes of the large 
diameters used for stacks. masts, conveyor galleries. or in offshore structures that need further 
study A O'lle1Vlew of the state-of-lhe art in these sevenJ areas IS presented 

I INTRODUCTION 

Members of tubular cross-sectKMi have been used for • very long time in civil engineering 

appliCiltons The Forth Road Bridge in Scotland (Figure I) and the Eads Bridge In SI Loui, 
USA are examples of landnwic structures that WeI"C fabricated usmg lubular membcn in IUCh 
c:xampies, the tubular members were very large They were. therefore.. plated JtJ\tCtures and ttus 
means that they reqUired. great deal of labor to fabricate Moreover, even when smaller IlZ.C:S 

were used in this era, connection of the tubular members usually presented difficultIes With the 

Figure I Forth Bridge 

enlr)' of hot·rolled steel l·shlpeJ Into the market, the use of tubular members went Into decline 
More recently, however, tubular members have regained popularity In the case of what we caU 
hollow structural shapes. efficient manufacturing processes and development of better connection 
details have led to • great increuc: in their use They are aesthetically IttractJVe. reduce the 
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amount of surface exposed to corrosion, and in some instances offer advantages in structural 
capacity 

When large diameter tubes with relatively small wall thicknesses are required, the modem
day equivalent of the Forth Bridge. for example, fabrication is now by welding, not riveting, as 
wu the case in the early structures These members offer good structural capacity for their size 
and their wwlar shape is often aerodynamically advantageous in such applications as mats and 
offshore platforms In the sizes required for such large tubes, ring stiffeners are almost always 
present and longitudinal stiffeners may also be required 

Intennediate between the relatively small sizes of the hollow structural shapes and the size 
of the members that are seen in offshore structures is the size rangc that is suitable for pipelines 
Pipelines are not usually considered to be a structural element because they are not used in civil 
engineering applications such as buildings and bridges However, the problems associated with 
their structural capacity are fundamentally the same as those for members in the other categories 
mcnttoned Structural engineering research has the potential to contribute significantly 10 the 
resolution of the problems faced by the engineer responsible foc the design of. p;pdine 

The descriptions necessary for identifying the structural capacity of a tubular member 
should be independent of the arbitrary divisions that have been given above However, they must 
necessarily reflect such important parameters as the residual stress pattern. level of imperfections, 
presence of stiffeners, and 10 on Inevitably, the research in each area has tended to be done by 
specialists in that specific application, and the amount of continuity between the areas, while 
improving. is still weak 

The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the stability problems associated 
with each of the tubular products described, give indications of the level of understanding of the 
structural behavior, and to identify panicular areas of weakness and where structural engineering 
researchers can make a contribution. 

2 HOLLOW STRUCTIIRAL SHAPES 

Hollow strucIural shapes, otherwise called structural Reel lUbes, are manufactured as 
circular, square. or rectangular Circular tubes are usually denoted as CH5 and rectangular or 
square tubes as HS5 In each category manufacturing can be done in different ways, the overall 
distinction being hot-forming versus cold-forming. There are further manufacturing differences 
within each category Hot-fonned tubes can be seamless or formed with a continuous longitudinal 
seam that is groovc-.welded in the manufacturing process A variation is to cold-form a sheet and 
seam weld it lon8l1udmally with an automatic continuous welding process Cold-formed tubes are 
manufaccured with similar vanations 

The manufacturina process affects the suuctur>l performance principally through the 
resultant residual stress characteristics, straightness, and Variations in thickness A 800d 
description of these and other features of hollow structural shapes IS given in Reference I 

In common with most structural members. the designer of a hollow structural shape must 
consider its member capacity in tension or in compression, local buckJing strength of the cross.
section, design of COnned ions, and, when necessary, its fatigue characteristics Tension member 



capacity IS u.Wly str&Jghtforward If the type of connection employed does not connect all of the 
cross-section, then the pnncipal complication IS to properly identify the effect of shear lag 
Capacity as a compression member likewise follows the conventional rules for column design and 
principally is affected by the residual stress pattCJn for the particular method of manufacturing 
used The design rules for compression members in most specifications distinguish between hot
fonned and cold-fanned hollow structural members It is considered that the design rules as 
presently constituted adequately reOect the member capacity in compresSIon. particularly when 
two column curves are used, so that the cold-formed and hot-fanned hollow structural shapes can 
be differenlJated 

Connection deaign is an important feature of any successful desagn, but II probably 
requires more attention when dealing whh hollow structural shapes The connection details must 
deal with other tube-to-tube connections or tube to I-shaped (or other) JOCHOM A great deal of 
investigatOf)' work In these areas has been done in the past several decades The exten5lVC; 

research work reported In techrucal papers and articles is now being f~lowcd by handbooks and 
other sources of Information more suitable for designers [2, 31 Presentation of Infonnatlon 
conceming fatigue of hollow Rructural membcn (controlled by the connectJon details In VlJ1ually 
III cues) IS .10" beconun& .... er fOf designer> 10 .... [2. 4J 

Local buckhng of hollow structural sections generally follows the same philosophy as for 
local buckhng of other cross-sections, that is., the axiaJJy compressed section muse not fIJI by local 
buckltng before it reaches iu )"Ield load capacity This is obviously very conservative SInce the vast 
majonty of columns are governed by buckling in either the inelastic or elastiC range 

Consider the case of circular hollow structural sections In North American practice, lhe 
basis of the lirrut for cross-section proportions (D1t) comes from an auessment of IntemallorW 
lest data done by the American lron and Steellnstitute In 1953 [5] USing the non-dunenSlOrW 
parameter a = (E/Fy)/(D / I) . il was proposed by A1Sllhal. for values ofa ~ 223. the cnllcal 
local buckJing stress be BIven by 

O. = (0 0379 a + 0667) 0v (I) 

tn Equation I, the value ora that will allow Ocr to reach Oy is 8 79 USIng thiS value and 

setting the modulus of elastICity at 29,000 ksi gives the limiting cross-section parameter 
DIt S 33001Fy that IS used m orth American specifiCitlOnJ (Using 51 uruts., the number 3300 
becomes 23 000) It IS Ulterestlnl to note that the material constant used In dUJ local bucklUl8 
rule, Fy , IS In contrast to that used for most other structural sections. namely, Fy More WIll 
be said about tlus later 

Simslar bnuts on Will slenderness are required for square and rectangular hollow structural 
sections In this case, most specification rules for local buckJing of !ISS S«:tions denve from an 
investigation of local buckling bued on the concept of effective width [I] The clHStcal elastiC 
plate buckling equal Ions are used as the starting point, but modifications for inelutic behavtor, 
residual stress patterns and levels, and imperfections must be U'lcluded As summarized by 
Shennan [I I. lhe ..... 11 " 

b,/I S 19IJE/F_ [1 - 0 l8IJE/F_ / (b/ I)] (2) 



in which b, is the effective plate width and F max is the stress under the applied load If the 

effective plate width, b, • is set equal to the physical width of the plate, b, and F max is set equal to 
the yield stress, Fy , the result is 

bI t < 1 40JElFv (3) 

If Equation 3 is used, the criterion again is that local buckling must oot occur prior to 
attainment of the yield capacity of the cross..-section Substitution of the appropriate value of E in 
either the 51 or US Customary units systems gives values for the bit limit close to those currently 
given in North American specifications 

It is clear from a review of the background material (see Referen<:e I, for example), that 
the local buckling rules for both circular and rectangular or square hollow structural shapes could 
be improVed However, it is unlikely that such a review would result in significant changes to 
those limits already in force., and the effon may not be cost-effective Overriding what is likely to 
be marginal improvements to the limits on cross-sectional slenderness is the decision by 
specification writers that buckling must not take place before the overall capacity of the member 
is reached If this should change and local buckling and overall member strength are linked, then 
further examination of the data is probably warranted 

3. PIPE 

An area of continuing research interest is that of the flexural capacity of members of 
circular hollow cross-section Since a member of circular cross-seelion is seldom used as a 
flexural member in building construction., the main area of application is in their role as pipe, or, as 
the size increases, as stacks, masts, conveyor galleries, and so on In this section, the flexural 
behavior of pipe will be discussed flfst An extension into cases where the pipe is under combined 
loading---bending plus axial load plus internal pressure-will also be included 

There are extensive test data describing the bending strength of pipes The majority of this 
data is from relatively stocky pipe, such as would be used for water mains, but some is frorn 
fabricated steel pipe of much larger 
size A1so, the data come from a 
variety of manufacturing 
styles-electric resistance welded, 
hot-rolled seamless. and fabricated "'u 
Thus. the residual stress patterns M y 

and level of initial imperfections 
will be different 

Figure 2 shows the results 
of 42 tests from five different 
!IOUrccs [6, 7, 8, 9, 10J In thi, 
figure, the non-dimension moment, 
Mu I My, is plotted against the 
same non-dimensional material and 
geometry parameter used in the 
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Figure 2 Pipe Benchng Tests Parameter a 



devdopment of the local buckling nolle for hollow structural sectIOns. namely. 
a = (E / Fy) / (O / I) Also shown ,n lhe figure" lhe equalion proposed by herman [I) 10 
descnbe the maximum bending moment that can be carried by a pipe before it stans to unload by 
local buckling Given that the shape (.Clor for these pipes is very close to I 30 for all cases, II can 
be observed thai many of the stocky pipes can reach the plastic moment capaclt)' (1n lhis figure 
and an Figure 3, wroth wiD be discussed following. the stocky pIpe are tho5e that plot to the right 
and slender pipe are those thai plot to the left ) 

The equatKmS proposed by Sherman (which are given in lenns of the pJlSlic moment 
capatlty rathef \han the yldd moment capacity) are u follows 

M./Mp = 1 

M./Mp = (0775+0016 a) 

M./ Mp = 0 331 a / (Z S) 

for a. ~ 14 

for32 S a .s 14 

for229 < a S 32 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4<:) 

Notice that these equattonJ do not cover the region a < 2 29. which IS the regaon of 
slender q-Imdcn Thus, the three test 5pCtimertS shown It the extreme left·hand Side of dati an 
Figure 2 are not covered by Equation 4 The plate buckling paameter Dlt is much rusher for 
these spec:omen. than for lhe OIher dall (The5e three cylmden had valu .. of a of I 8, I 5 and 
08, had di ......... of 153, I 53, and I 76 m, and lhe yield strengths were 376 MPa, 306 MPa, 
and 706 MPa) Appropriately, EquatK>n 4 docs not purpon to c:over the region where these lest 
data he, but the dCSlgn equation does cover a fairly large region where there are no test dati In 
the wnter's opinion. designers should not use Equation 4(c), and should onty use Equation 4(b) 
for va.lues of a. > 5 

A local buckling limit for cylinders in flexure can be developed from Equation 4 For 
example, for a cylinder to just reach My , use of Equation 4(c) gives a vaJue of a J 02 for this 
case, and I corresponding local buckling limit 0lt s 9600/Fy (using US Customary Units) For 
example, the Load and ResiSlanc.e Factor Design Specification of the American Institute of Sted 
Construct,on [II) COles 0/1 < 89701 Fy for thi. cue 

The same data as used in Figure 2 are shown again in Figure J, e'l(ccpt that this time the moment 

"P""Y" p10tled 19ao ..... paromet ... y . (E/FyjOJ (t/RjU A I .... -squor .. curve 61""8 shows 
a proposed design equation that uses this panmeter (12) Both the design curve shown m 
Figure 2 and that shown In Figure J fit the data about equally well for stocky cyhnders (ngh,·hand 
regwn of the plots) However, the design equation shown in Figure J captures the data for the 
three slender cyhnders whereas the design curve in Figure 2 does not It is antICipated that use of 
thas design parameter will also give better results in the regKlR where there presently are no test 
dall 
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Both the _or a = (E / Fy) / (D / t) and the _or y=(E/Fy)'J (t/R)u have 
some justification in theory The former derives from the classical plate buckJing equations The 
Ia"or was developed by Edlund [l3J and is based on I panel "np theory for pl .. o buckltng For 
the user of. specification or design rules, it really doesn't matter which is used &S long as it is an 
adequate representation of the ultimate lunit state being described There does not seem to be any 
significant difference between the two models for the case of stocky cylinders. but the y-form 
seems to pnw;de better results for slender cylinders and for steeb with high yield strengths 

When • pipe is used to carry fluids under pressure. such IS is the case for pipelines 
canying oil or naturaJ gas, for example, more information than just the moment capacity hued on 
local buckling is required In this case, regulatory agencies typically place a limit on the maximum 
pennis.sible circumferentiaJ stress For example, the eSA specification [14] for design of pipelines 
requires that the maximum circumferential 
stress be limited to 80';' of the specified 
nunimum yield strength of the pipe material 
and the maximum longitudinal tensile strain be 
limited to 0 SO"/e The latter requirement is 
intended to protect against tensile fracture 

Work on the pipeline problem is going 
on It several locations lhroughout the world 
A prOS"'" being conducted by Mumy [I S] 
and Ius co-workers is typical Both analytical 
studies and physical to"lOg have b<cn canied 
out Test conditions arc much morc 
challenging than those for flexural testing of 
pipe. as described earlier The pipeline tests 
must be able to ac:c:ommodatc axial load (both Figure 4 Tcsu of Twelve lncb Dwneter Lmc Pipe 
active and passive), bending, and internal 
pressure 
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Figure 4 shows three 12-inch diameter pipe oro 2S Inc.h wall thickness These were tested 
under conditions of constant axial load, variable uniform moment, and different cases of constant 
internal pressure From right to left in the figure, these were zero internal pressure, one·half of the 
maximum design pressure, and maximum design pressure (In this case, the maximum design 
pressure corresponded to that needed to produce a circumferential stress in the pipe of 72% of the 
specified minimum yield stress) The zero pressure and maximum pressure cases refer, 
respectively. to conditions immediately upstream or immediately downstream of a pump'"8 
station The figure also shows that a ginh weld was located at mid-length of the test specimens 

In the unpressurized test, the local buckle fonns in I diamond shape and no other wave or 
local distonion is observed at other locations In the case of the pressurized tests, examination 
during the test reveals that several wives form, but, as the tesl progresses, one becomes dominant 
and the others damp out because the moment decreases after wrinkJing starts 

In the tests described, the strain at which wrinkling first started was about 0 66~_, which IS 
SIgnificantly greater than the limit of 0 SO% now used A companion series., to wruch the test 
segment did not contain a girth weid, showed that strains can be as large as I 1-;_ before wrinkling 
takes place The limit identified is associated with the onset of wrinkling, and it appears that once 
wrinkling starts, it acts as a lcind of -fuse- Significantly, this means that, after wrinkling. stl'lJns 
on the tension side Increase only slightly with increasing curvature If this hypothesis is borne out 
by the physical testing and the analytical studies that are pan of the contmulRg program. It means 
that the design Iirrut rrught simply be the wnnkle size that hrruts the passage of the Inspection 
equipment that pipeline operators move through the pipe periodically 

Analysis of the physical tests and parametric studies associated with the tests described (a 
total of 12 pipes of both 20 inch and 12 inch diameter have been tested) are now underway The 
analysis is giving good results as compared with the physical tests., but the effort required to 
adequately predict the strength and deformation of a given pipe is considerable 

Work on this topic is continuing, both at the University of Alberta and elsewhere It is 
illustrative of the class of problem to which structural engineers can make a contribution 

4 LARGE DIAMETER FABRICATED STEEL TUBES 

Large diameter fabricated steel tubes are made by passing plate through rollers to form a 
circular shape and then making a longitudinal seam weld Reiatively short lengths result, and it is 
then necessary to take these -cans-and join them end-to-end ullng groove welds The resulung 
tube (Figure S) is used for conveyor galleries, stacks., masts, and so on Ring stiffeners are almost 
always present, and longitudinal sllffeners may be present If the loading is axial, the longitudinal 
stiffeners would be placed unifonnly around the circumference, of course If the loading is 
primarily ftexural. the longitudinal stiffeners would be placed only In the compression zone When 
used u a beam. typical dWneterJ are in the order of I S to 4 m and spans can range up to about 
60 m. The issues are Similar to those encountered in plate girder design4ending strength. shear 
strength. strength under combined bending and shear, and capacity of details need to be 
investigated 

The axial compressive strength of large diameter lUbeS, with or without longitudinal 
stiffeners has been investigated at a number of locations in recent years Much of this work has 
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been associated with the need to design structures for the offshore oil induslr)' Because of the 
large volume of work in this area., it will not be reviewed herein lnterested readers are directed to 
the summary paper by Harding and Dowling {161, where there is a good review orlhe topic and 
an extensive reference list 

Figure 5 Large-Diameter Fabricated Steel Cylinder Used as a Conveyor Gallery 

The problems associated with flexural capacity and shear capacity of large diameter lUbes, 

including, as a benchmark, compressive capacity of largc diameter fabricated unstiffened steel 
cylinders, are currently under investigation [12, 17, 18, 19, 20J There arc strong similarities 
between the elements required for plate girder design and those required for a largc diameter 
fabriCAted steel cylinder In each case, the designer needs information concerning the flexural 
strength, shear strength. interaction between shear and flexure, design of transverse and 
longitudinal stiffeners, and local problems such as reaction or load details 

The buckling strength of longitudinally unstitfened, fabricated steel tubes that are loaded 
axially is affected by dimensional parameters (length, radius. and thickness), material properties 
(modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio), and materia) and geometric nonlinearities Current 
North American practice is to use the rules provided by the ASME code [211, which are a 
modification ofbuclding strength statements proposed by Miller [22J. They represent the classical 
buckling stress statement modified empirically by factors to account for imperfections and 
material nonlinearity In the ASME code, no distinction is made between axially loaded and 
flexurally loaded members. that is. the capacity of a longitudinally unstiffened cylinder is taken as 
the same in compression and in bending 

A European source, ECCS (23] goes beyond this simplified approach and, in their manual 
on shell stability. higher buckling stresses are permitted in bending than in compre5Sion This 
recommendation is supported by a substantia) data base for small·scale cylinders failing elastically 
in either compression or flexure The basis of the ECCS approach is the application of an 
empirical capacity reduction factor to the classical buckling equation followed by a further 
empirically·based reduction to account for inelastic behavior and residual stress effects should the 
elastic buckling stress exceed the assumed proportional limit of 5(1/. Oy , The equations given in 
the ECCS document make a distinction between aerospace.quality tubes and fabricated tubes, and 
place an upper lirrut on the geometrical imperfections that can be present 



The work of Kulak et aI ( 12 J 
shows that the test dati on axially loaded 
cylinden from I wide vatlety of sources 
can be well represented by the function 
y = (E/ays)"' (I/R)u, _ was used 

earlier (Figure 3) In the representation of 
local buckling of tubes In flexure The 
result is shown in Figure 6 Details of the 
test dati can be obtained from Reference 
12, but they come from Wilson 1937 (0), 
W~"'" and ewmark 1933 (O~ 

Ostapenlco et aI 1976, 1977, 1980 (O~ 

and g'eph<nJ et aI 1983 ( . .. 0) The 
predictor curve shown In Figure 6 is u 
follows (where 0u and 0YS are the 

u1tima'e and SIalIC yield strengths. 
respectively) 
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F",,", 6 p~ Local BuddU1Jl S,"""", Cu<vc and 
Test Data AxIal CompressIOn 

for y s O 0036 5(a) 

for 0 0036 < Y < 0.0527 S(b) 

for y 2: 0 0527 5(c) 

The flexural capacity of large diameter thin·walled fabricated steel cylinders that do not 
have longitudinal stiffeners is not much different from the corresponding axiallOid case The first 
two parts of Equauon S cover the region of slender cylinders However, stocky cylinders can have 
considerably more capacity in flexure than they do in axial compression As a consequence, Kulak 
et aI [12J suggested thai Equations 5(1) and 5(b) be used for both IXlaI compression and flexure, 
but that Equation 5(c) be replaced by Equation 6 for the bending case (In fact, the predictor 
curve shown in Figure ) is 1 three-part curve consisting of Equations 5(a) and 5(b) and 
Equation 6) Equation 6 IS 

~= 1497+0 389 logy 
ayS 

for y > 0 0527 (6) 

Some tescJ of large diameter thin-walled fabricated steet cylinders that have longitudinal 
stlffcnen have been done al the UlUvenlty of Alberta (17) Failure can be by sheil buc.khng. in 
wtuch shell plating buckles like an unstdfened cylinder between stdfeners In ttus case, the 
longitudinal stiffeners renwn es5enllaUy straight A second possible failure mode IS that of general 
buckling. in which case ,he shell and Iongitudmal stitfenen buckle ,ogether Th. happens when 
the stiffeners are closely spaced Lastly. failure may be tNUaled by buckhng of the stiffeners 
themselves The latter can easily be avoided by providing stiffeners With tuab tOfSlOnal resistance 
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Altogether, the problem is • complex one, although rules suitable for design are now being 
formulated [17] 

Studies done on large diameter- fabriClted steel tubes that use only ring stiffeners show 
that shear force is carried an I manner very similar 10 that seen in thin·web plate girders Before 
buckling, behavior is linearly elastic up to • proportional load level Following this, the response 
then becomes gradually nonlinear until buckling takes place The ultimate load can be reasonably 
estimated by an interaction equation proposed by GalIet1y and Blachut [24] or by • predictive 
formula provided by Obaia et aI [19J The finite element method can also be used to provide I 

good estimate of the failure load and to simulate the deformed shape {19J 

After buckling, the carrying capacity of the two large-scale specimens tested by Obail 
et aI dropped about 20'1., .fter which it remained stable [18] This suggests a significant 
secondary po,,·buckJing capacity The stability can be ascribed to the development of the tension 
field that develops in the direction of the diagonal budde. that form in the region between ring 
stiffeners 

In .11 C83eS examined, both from experimental data and from numerical analyses, the load 
versus deflection curves indicate that the post~buckling behavior is stable and that it occurs at a 
load level that is not gready less than the uhimate strength Furthermore, as shown by Roman and 
Elwi [25], although the ultimate strength is not much affected by the level of irutial imperfections 
it is significantly influmced by the fabrication residual stresses Those researchers also found that 
the postbuckhng behav;or IS not affected by either initial imperfectiOns or residual stresses 
~efore.. it seems reasonable to use the postbuckling load, nther than the ultimate load, as a 
reliab~ and conservative basis for deSIgn This has led to the development of a truss model for 
predicting the shear<Qf1')"ng capacity offabricated steel cylinders stiffened only by nng stiffeners 

The K~truss model developed in Reference 20 showed that the shear capacity is not very 
dependent upon the material parameter, E/ay , but is significantly afTe<;ted by the spacing of the 
circumferentIal stiffeners relative to 
the radius of the cyI,nder (RILl 
Consequently, a practical value of 
E/Oy = 600 was sele<;ted as the basis 
of the nomograph shown In Figure 7 
The figure shows values of V« / Vy 
versus RJL for various values of RIt 
The shear capacity curves are 
bounded by the shear y,eld capacity 
(Ie . V~/Vy : IOl and by I 

prediction of fadure of the cylinder by 
buckling due to bending The Jatter, 
which has been calculated according 
to Equation 5, occurs for sma.l1 values 
ofRll.. 

'i..rL "1~t-+-U.&~7""71-"""" 
V, 

t.l 

RIL 

Figure 7 Nomograph for Shear Capacity of Large 
Diameter Tubes with Ring Stiffeners 
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When exanurung the results deptCted in Figure 7, It sboukl also be noted that fatlure by 

shear buckling IS tiastio-pla5hC in all cases Purely elastic failure would only take place at values 
of RIl.. less than tho5e necessary to cause failure of the cylinder by buclcJing due to bendIng. 
Exanunation of eWtK: buckling was found to be nccc:ssary only for R/t ratlOS larger than 400 

S SUMMARY 

Tubular members encompass a broad range of manufactured and fabncated element! 
They may be square, rectangular, or circular In crou-scction in the smaller stl.eJ, and are usually 
made as • manufactured product in these cases In the larger sizes., they arc a fabricated product 
that is made using plate whIch tw been rolled to the required size and shape These sections are 
almost always circular in crosi-section 

There IS hkewlSt • broad range of loading COnditIOns Similar to the standard strucCural 
sections, tubular members can be used as beams and columns or as the component members In 

trusses They are also used for the storage of liquids (tanks) and for the transmission of OUlds 
(pIpelines) In these cases, the dt$gn process must mclude recogruuon orlhe internal pressure 

The design rules for the class of tubular members we call hollow structural shapes are 
well-established for their apphcation as beams. columns, beam~lumns, or as tension members 
The rules for local buckhng appear to offer the opporturuty for refinement, but It IS antiCIpated 
that the economy to be gained from more exact rules will be relaLively small 

Pipe that is used for bending or is used to transmit fluids under relallvely low pre JUrcs 
can be designed with confidence using the Information that is currently available llere 181m, 
there is scope for Improvement tn the local budding rules, hoWC\ler The behavior of pipe thai is 
under relatively high preuure in addition to other loadlQg conditions IS not nearly SO .... ell 
understood Availability of the modem methods of analYSIs (e g , non-linear numttical 
fonnulations) In combination With physicaltesls of relatively large diameter pipe is improving the 
situation. but INS is an area In .... hich more work needs to be done 

Large diameter fabricated steel cylinders having relatively Ihln walls are used in a variCly 
of applications In the case of the type of member used In offshore platforms. which means that 
both Circumferential and longitudinal stiffeners are usually present, there is a great deal of research 
information available While more research is alWlYS helpful, It appears that assm1llal10n and 
synthesis of the data Into design rules IS the most advantageous direction at the present time 

one of this work has been rCV\e .... ed in this paper 

The same type of product, that is, thin-walled large diameter fabricated Sled cylinders. IS 

seetn3 more use In indUstrial applicatIOns (stacks, masts. conveyor gallenes., ClC) The flexural 
and shear suength of a cylinder that contains only ring suffeners can be detenmned With a 
reasonable degree of Jc:CUracy The interaction of these two has not been exanuned, howevCt", nor 
has the dtslgn of the nng stiffeners themselves been adequately explored The same problems IR 

cyhnders that use both ring stiffeners and lonsitudinal stiffeners (over a pan ofloor croSS-secllon) 
are currently under investigation 
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Most specifications define rules for unsupported beams with simple supports. Both assump
tions art very rart in practical design, Different types of constuclional details are discussed 
wuh regard to the load carrying capacity of beams. 

I. Genera l 

Beam design is affected significantly if lateral torsional buckling can occur and must be 
taken into accounl. For an easy treatment the beam is usually assumed as an unsupported 
beam with simple supports. This meaRS, that the beam is considtred as an isolated member 
which can rotate freely about its longitudinal axis. AI the supports lateral denection and twist 
are prevented but no resistance is pro\'ided against ehher lateral bending or warping. 
Most specifications define rules for unsupponed beams. Thest. rules vary in a wide range [1). 
As examples the rules in the new Gennan stability code DIN 18 800 pan 2 (2) and ror 
Eurocode 3 (3) are specified by eq. (1). 

M. I (r M,. ) < I 

where 

M. 
M~ 
r 

maximum bending moment about Slfong axis under factored loads, 
full plastic moment, 
reduction factor. 

This reduction factor in defined differently in both codes. In DIN 18800 [2}: 

Ail > 0,4 

nondimensional slenderness 

M.. elastic critical lateral toBional buckling moment 

(I) 

(2) 

n = system fac tor, for distributed loads or moment gradient, = 2.,S rolled sections, 
= 2.,0 welded sections· additional factor 0,8 for constant moment dLStribution 

In EC 3 131 : 
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reduclion factor (instcad of K"J, flexural budding curve a for rolled sections, 
flexural buckling curve c for welded sections - using X"h called Xu 

Different statical systems like single span beams, continuous beams or cantilever can be 
laken inlo accoun t by determination of Ihe proper correspond ina elastic critical moment MOf' 
For the time being very lillie information is available whether the design curve depends also 
significantly on the slItical system or other constructional detail which can affecllhe 5t1ppon 
conditions. Therefore in all specifications the same design curve IS used [or different sta tical 
systems. 

Actual conditiOns in constructions do nOI fulfil in any case these assumptions and must 
therefore be. accounted for. 

2. I""ucnee or ~trolnt hy adjacent memM" 

In reality unsupponed Ixams as assumed in codes are very rare in practical design . AJI loads 
are Introduced by neighbounng sepcrate members and their stiffness can be taken into 
account In much situations. 

Adjacent members art nonnall), present as individual members like cross beams or as noor 
elemenlS like sheeting. The reslraining effect of cross beams is mainl), caused b)' ilS bending 
stiff~s and 10 some exlen! by the JOints. Contrary 10 this (or sheeting commonly two 
restraining effects are present: 
i) the horzontal deflection of the upper cord of the beam is prevented b)' the shear 

stiffness R of the shcctlng, if fasleners between sheeting and beam are present. 
ii) the bendmg resistance of the sheeting in combmation With local defonnations panl)' 

prevenlS the twisting of the beam. 

£JJeCl of horizomol rtstromlS 

If the entire compression flange of an I-beam is laterally fixed no lateral torsional buc1dini 
tan occur. But in COntinUOUS beams the moment distribution i "uch that negative moments 
It the supports can lead to 
lateral torsional buckling al
thou&h the slrenith of such a 
beam is much higher lhan for a 
laterally unsupported heam. 
This effeci can also be seen by 
fig. I, where values for the 
lateral torsional buckling para
meter k are shown whICh were 
calculated b)' a computer pro
gra m. The elastic crilicallateral 
torsional buckling: moment is 
then calculated by eq. (3). 

~~ 
I rrmO 

2Or-qlZQ{~ 17.2 
~ l -J. WIthout 

1C- ~ OJ til 

I 
__ 3 __ 5.4 

o )" ---- , I Cl 

(lOI. 0.06 Qae (ltO 0,12 

Fig. I Lateral tors Iona l buckling parameter k 
for beams wi th and wi thout h('tfizontal restraint 



where 

i, 
i, 

07 

(3) 

torsion constant, 
moment of incrtlll weak axis. 

If floor elements are peesent the condition should be known if the upper flan.:c of. bam 
can be assumed as horizontally fixed or not. In (2) a value for the necussary shear stiffness 
R is given by eq. (4). 

where 

i. 
h 
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warping constant, 
c:kpth of the beam, 
medium value for different types of moment dlslribution. 

(4) 

The effective sllear stiffnc:ss R. of lrapezoidally corrugated sheetmg can be calculated by the 
method of Bryan and must thtn be compared to cq. (4). 

Effect of torSIonal reSlrOIf/t.s 

A simplified slabillty check r~ulres • minimum stiffness of the torsional rtslraint coeffiCient 
Co by .q. (5). 

Table 1 Factor kt for different moment distributions 

top flang. 

fr.. I 

restraint r 

Q7 
M 

4.0 

o 

moment distribution 

M~ r:, tI 
M\J7M 

M M 

3.5 3.5 

0.12 0.23 

(5) 

M <I'M r----- ~ M 
'l',-Q3 

1.6 1.0 

1.0 0.7 

The factor Ie., deperKb on the moment distribution and lhe faci whether Ihe upper flan.:e of 
the beam is horizontally restraint or 001. Design values (or ~ can be seen (rom laNe 1.(2). 
'The Yllues for C. were determmed With regard to the demand that the klad carrying capaCity 
should reach 95 % of M ... if c. IS taken into cooslderatlon. A (urther extension of the load 
carrying capacity would need an extensive enlargement of c. which seems not 10 be necces
sa'Y. 
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The effective torsional reslminl coefficient c, depends on the rigidity of Ihe joint between 
Ihc. beam which should be stabilized and the structural element which acts as an adjacent 
member. For trapczoidally sheeting three deformation components should be laken into 
account as shown by eq. (6). For cross beams as adjacent members the influence of CeA may 
be negligable. 

[kNm/ .. j (6) 

where 
Cow theoretical value with regard to the stiffness of Ihe adjacent member only = 4 E I. IL. 

for continuous sheeting. I •• L. effective moment of Inertia, span of the adjacent mem
ber, 

etA rigidity of connection, dependent on no. of screws, position of sheeting (inverted or 
nOI). sheet thick.ness, diameter of washers. thermal insulation. 

c.. dlstorsion of Ihe beam investigated = 5770/(dlt.1 + 0.5 bltt'). dimensions in [em1. 

The rigidity of conneclion is mOSI importanl especially for lrapezoldally sheeling. To account 
for different width of beams, il is useful 10 calculate the effective value by eq. (7). 

if b,.s: 125 mm (7.) 

(7b) 

Values for ct" can be obtained by tests only. It was shown that a segment of a realistic 
constructed roof section may be used in tests for different types of loading and constructional 
details. Test configuralion and conducling of the (eslS were described earlier. [S). [6J. 
lmportanl paramelers which influence the resullS significantly are ([4). [S). [6)): 

type of the roofing skin (e.g. depth and width of the trapezoidally sheeting, plale 
thickness), 
location and distance of the fasteners (ridge. trough. fasteners in every (b=b,) or 
alternrlte (e=2b.) ridge/lrough), 
type of fasteners (normally self tapping screws diameter 6.3 mm), 
roofing construction (with or without intervening thennal insulation, type of thennal 
insulalion), 
type of loading (applied live load, uplift loading by windload), 
magnitude of loading. 

An example for one type of ronslruelion which was investigated in tests is shown in fig.2, 
an example for a momenHwist curve measured during the test is shown in fig. 3. From fig. 
3 it can be seen that the stiffness related to a small value () can be much higher Ihan for the 
value t) = 0.1 which was taken as an unfavourable reference value. All design values given 
in [2] and (4) are based on this unfavourable assumplion of () = 0.1. 

Design values are given in DIN 18800 (2) and in liu~rature. e.g. [4). Values in [SJ are not 
yel evaluated on the basis of eq. (7). Pari 1.3 (Appendix A) to Eurocode 3 [3] mentions the 
torsional restraint coefficient too but offers a sligthly different test configuration and gives 



the same design values. Some values from [2] and [4] are given in table 2 . 

If'IYtrtid p1)filid hardboard 

~ .. 
selftuppng W't'ofS 

PlSUn 1PE 160 

Fig. 2. Example for con· 
structions investigated in tests 

• t;: IloullftI 

INSUJlTlON, STYItCIOuII T-1l1O "" 

f]IIN:i' fA5T[~ IN 
£YfItT T~ 

.. 

.. 
Fig. 3. MomenHwiSI curve from test 
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If the simplifted stability check: of eq. (5) is not used, the positive innuence of the torsional 
restraInt can be accounted for in anothtr way too. In thiS situation the elastic critical moment 
M. can be calculated tak.ing into account Co by calculating. torslonal constant I,' instead of 
1, using eq. (8). 

I ; • I, 'i' c. LIt (G nl) (8) 

This value I,' must then be introduced in a suitable formula, e.g eq. (3), or in a computer 
program. 

T a ble 2. Torsional restraint coefficients for trapezoidally corrugated invened sheeting. 
fasteners selftapping screws diameter 6.3 mm, applied live load 

type of connection etA 

WIthout thermal insulation: 
bottom chord, e. b,. 
bottom chord, e:= 2b,. 
lOp chord, e = b, I 

lOp chord, e = 2b" 

diam. 22 washer 
diam. 22 washer 

with thermal insulation 60 mm Slyrodur 3000S: 
bottom chord. e = b" diam. 22 washer 
bollom chord, e = 2b" diam. 22 washer 
lOp chord, e = b,. 
lOp chord, e = 2h" 

3.1 
2.0 
10.0 
5.2 

4.7 
2.9 
5.0 
3.2 
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A roof is investigated with purlins of 
IPE 240 section as continuous beams, 
span L = II m, loaded by uniformly 

--- Itne of deflection dislribuled load. The trapezoidally shee· 
ling 40x183xO.7S mm (lof = 21.6 cm·' m) is fastened at the bollam chord, e=b .. 

R • (21000 . 0.0003739 .'/11' + 8100 . 0.00129 + 
21000 . 0.0284.' 0.25 . 0.24'111') 70/0.24' • 14300 kN 

II must be shown additionally that the effective value R. is efeller than R. 

c .. = 4 ·21000 ·0.00216/3.0 = 6O.S kNm/m 

c., = 57701(2410.62' + 0.5 . 12/0.98') .. 53.9 kNmJm 

from table 2: CeA: .. 3.1 kNm/m 

cq. (7.), C.A = 3.1 (1201100)' = 4.46 kNm/m 

l ICe = 1/60.S + 1/53.9 + 1/4.46 c. .. 3.86 kNm/m 

eq. (5) and table I: 

Co' (88.0' ~21000 . 0.0284» 0.23 = 2.99 kNm/m 

Because the minimum hfrness requirement is fulfilled no further check with regard to latera l 
torsional buckling is neccessary. 

Parameter 3ludu!s 

A coniinOOUS beam is Investigated subjected 10 uniformly distribulted load, [1]. In order 10 

0.8 

~ ,.,.1.,7kNmfftl calculate: the moment capa. city the design 
1'Hx TR twsx:nat I'I'ltrolnt J. 
"px HR ~ t'lstrulnt r curw from DIN 18800 IS used [2]. For 

lD 3 comparison the design curve of the Bri· 
.. WifhflrWlIh HR tlsh specification BS 5400 IS taken into 
2 ~th TR. Vlthcut ~ considerallOn, using the same elastic 

__ DIN.800 cntical lateral torsional buckling Moment 
--- as 5400 M .. The results Ire shown in fig. 4. 

t "lg. 4. Innuence of restrainlS 
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From this fig. the following conclusions may be d .... wn: 

i) compared 10 the beam without restraints (curve I) the moment capacity increases 
significantly jf the tOfflional restraint (curve 2) is laken inlO accounI, 

ii} if additionally the horizontal restraint of the lOp flange is taken lR\O consideration 
(curve 3) the moment capacity reaches the full plaslic mornenl, 

iii) the dependency of the moment capacity from the beam length becomes nearly un. 
important if restraints art taken into account (cu rves 2 and 3), 

iv) the differences between design curves of different SpeCifiC8lion.o; (curves 3 and 4, I 
and S) decrease when restraints are taken into considenuion. 

3. Innuencc or end plDt~ 

3.1 General 

In calculating the critical moment Met as shown before il is usually assumed thai the end 
conditions correspond 10 simple suppon in the lateral plan. Thus lateral <kneelions and Iwist 
.re prevented but no resistance is provided whh (teart! 10 cilhcr talcral bending or wuping. 
But pr3clical conslructional details frequenlly produce. stabilizing cffcct 10 Ihc beam due to 
real support condillons. 
End platc conncctions. oftcn used in practicc, sce fig. S, give an elastic warping reslraint, 
which depend mainly on the thickness of the weldcd end plalc. 

I'l'====,"=d~- ptofu --;;;;;;;;;;2==rn~I======1 

f1g S. End plate connectKm 

TIle effcct of the_end plate is takcn into account by calculating the corresponding elastic 
cntical momcnt M .... see cq. (9). In addition 10 the solution already known Ihe warping 
constant I .. 15 replaced by 1 .. 1 bO

l
, see eq. (10). 

C' • 1 .. /~~+ O,039 IT Ll 

J, 

(9) 

(\0) 
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From fig. 6 the influence 
of different end pla it 
thicknesses can be seen, 
concerning the elastic 
critical moment. It may 
be recognized. that in the 
region of small non-di
mensionaJ slendemesses 
~ the web buckling of 
the profile governs. The
refore an addi tional check 
must be made with regard 
to the shear capacity of 
the web. 
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Other results are given by fig. 7, which may directly be used for design. The factor eM Is 
given which is a mulllplltr for the elastic crilical moment M. given e.g. by eq. (3). The 
factor eM is related to the elastIC critical moment M. ({'Ir constant momeDI dislnbuhon Fig. 6 
illustrates the following: 

the jX)Sitive effect increases with increasing plale thicknesses, 
the positive effect is greater for the smaller profiles as IPE 140 than for higher 
profiles like JPE 600, 
the p::I5itlve effect has a maximum In the region between ~ = SO and >... • 100. 

I-t\.J'1'\I 
1.~--~---+--~~-------r-

• 
o 

Jest evalualioousina Mer 
iDduchq .... rp'" r~ralnt 
test eonlualioft IlIlnl Ma 
trithoul waJPina rei1rainl 

fig. 8. Test results 

J.2 Example 

.r-"-'rTl-'rT' ,.-r. <-r q~ ~ 
,f;, Ji\;.' 
~4,OOm---+ 

tPE 200, end-plates t,. 25 mm 

I •• 142 em·: II = 7,02 em·; I. = 12990 em' 

C • • 8100'2,5"10(20 - 0,85 )/3 . 8,OUN,. ' 

Po ' 1- 0,5/(1'2'2,1 1,299/(8,08-4,0)) · O,5n 

From fig. 4.3-3: I., = 40012.27. 179; lw = 1,27 

In .ddition ulllrni lc tOld 
calculations were done. 
There results fit qUlle 

well the assumt.d lateral 
torsional buckllna curve 
of DIN 18 800 and EC 3. 
Funhermore tests Wefe 
ca rried oul. The: results 
can be secn from fig. 8 
and they fit surncienlly 
the ultimate load curve. 
lllerefore the same proce
dure as for sImple suppor
ted beams may be used 
for beams with end plates. 
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M" - 1,27 4:0 J2 1000 ·0,0142 ·8100 ·0,000702 . 41 ,1 kNm 

M" •• • 52,6 kNm 

Due 10 EC 3 [3), 

i'T - Js2,6/41,1 - 1,13 ILT • 0,5757 

M . ... - 0,.5757 '52,6/1,1 - 27,.5 kNm 

For comparison: without takln& end plates Into account: 

M.,u • 23,0 leN," A - 19 " 

4. End notched Manl'l: 

F'oor beams in sleel framed structure Ire often notched I' the ends. The load carrying 
capacity may be reduttd with regard to some effects: 

0.4 

0.2 

0 

the reduced cross ~C!lon in rhe notched area has to carry the shear force 8nd the 
corresponding bending moment, 
if lhe web In the notched area is slender local buckling may occur. 
if the notched area i long the elasllc lalenl torsional buckling moment is .ffecled by 
the reduced 51ifTntSs in this arel, 
normally an interaction between local buckling lind lateral torsional buckling is 

I. ,.,.If"';u , ' 

o.s 

0 

0 

Q]l 
~ 

rf! 0.2 
• 1 ... 

4' III 0 , 
{fIt 

Fig. 9. Elastic critical moments MG.. for end notched beams 
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Calculations on the basis of an energy solution show the great influence of the notched ends, 
see fig. 9. It can be seen thai the elastic critical moment Mo. for the notched beam can be 
significantly smaller than the usually used value M ... without taking the notched ends into 
accoul. 

Some tests show Ihi effect 100, sec fig. 10. 

A proposal for the design demands: 
check of the plastic capacity in the notched area, 
check for lateral torsional buckling taking inlo account the reduced clastic critical 
moment M ..... 

Other results were given by Cheng, Yura and Snell {I2l. [I3J . 

• portly notched (Stnt n 
.. fully notched tune A' 

o Q2 Q4 6 8 \0 
Fig. 10. Test results 

5. End plates with red uced depth 

.---r:,: 
~ITI 

GIAI 

In building structures, connections are commonly used which provide elise of design. fabrica· 
tion Bnd crcellon. In Europe end plate connections are widely used in beam to column 
altachment 

If the end plate have a reduced depth simple support as usually assumed for in calculating 
the elastic critical lateral tO~lonal buckling momeOi IS 001 pr~nt. 

Theoretical investigations wert carried out on the basis of an energy solution taking into 
account plate deformations In the support area. The elasHc crillcal moment bt then calculated 
by eq. (14~ (9). 

(14) 

whereby 

K, • I - mW (15.) 
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W - [EI. I (L' GI,) J"' 
(ISb) 

- (h I) K • 1.16 (1 - K,) t:. -"3 • K, 
(15<) 

Information about the notation and some factors can be seen from fig. II, The factor K, may 
be chosen as 1.0 if the actual value of W is smaller than the limiting value WL• 

-- end plole locailons 

'>IU1lr 
~b , 

~ h" h 

I, l >to 1 ~ h 

1 

lev!!l load application 

-t centre ':'r ii= 0 

1 m 1.0 ~, 0,25 

"'- 0,10 0, 14 0)0 

~ 
m 1.25 1,0 0,8 
W, q06 ~07 ~1O 

"-to T d; h 

1 
d; ~ \' '.25 1,0 

W, qlO q11 q12 

Fig. J I. Notation and faclors for calculation 

Additional test results showed the applicability of this method . 

6. Conclusion 

Some aspects of beam design with regard 10 lateral torsional buckling are discussed. Compa
red to the usual assumption of an isolated member with simple support some constructional 
de18ils may increase the load carrying capacity. others may decrease it In order 10 have a 
design close to riality the actual constructiona l detai ls should be taken into consideration. 
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A beam which is bent in its stitT principal plane may buckle out of Ihis plane by deflecting laterally 
and twisting, as shown In Fig I, especially when there are Insufficient laleraJ restraints While this 
subject has been studied for more than 100 yean and an «tensive body of literature hll developed, 
there still remalO many challenging problems that require solution ThIS paper makes a brief 
assessment of the present state of knowledge, and then outlines a number of areas where research 
IS IOcomplete 

The present state of knowledge of the imponant influences on the elastic bucklins of laterally 
unsupponed beams is first summarised, followed by theoretical and experimental research on the 
strengths of real beams, and then by methods of designing against laleral buckling 

The areas where knowledge is Incomplete are outlined under a number of headings, including 
cross·section types, materials, structural forms, combined loading. analysis, experiment, design, 
and education 

The purpose of. survey such as Ihis is not only to draw attention to areas which need fun her 
research. but also to provoke other researchers to draw attention to completed research work and 
to unexplored research areas thai have been omitted from this paper 

2. PRESENT TATE OF KNOWLEDGE 

1.1 ELASTIC DUCKLII\C 

1.1 1 C~n!'"1 

The elastic flexural-torsional buckling of beams has been extensively studied The first treatments 
were published by Michell (1899) and Prandtl (1899), who considered the lateral buckling of 
beams of narrow rectangular cross-section Their work was extended In 1905 by Timoshenko 
(19531, b) to IllClude the effects ofwarpmg torsion in J-section beams 

Subsequent work in 1929 by Wagner (1936) and later work by olhers led to the development ofa 
generallheory of flexural-torsional buckling, as staled by Timoshenko (1953c) and Vlasov (196 1), 
and incorporated in the textbooks ofTimoshenko and Gere (1961) and Bleich (1952) 
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Specific studies of OexuraJ.lorsionaJ budding were made by many researchers. but prior to the 
1960s, these were limlled by the necessity 10 make extensive calculations by hand Some of these 
are referred to in a survey by Lee (1960) 

This situation changed dramatically with the advent orlhe modem digital computer, and the 19605 
saw an explosion in the amount of published research As a result. the focus of research moved 
from the flexural·torsional buckling of isolated members under various loading conditions to the 
effects of end and intermediate restraints (Trahair and Nelhercol, 1974) exerted on a member ofa 
rigid-jointed frame as a result of its continuity with adjacent members and braces Many of these 
studies 8rc summarised in the survey orthe Column Research Commiltce of Japan (1971) and in a 
recent textbook by Trahair (1993a) 

The extension of lhe general finite element method of structural analysis (Zienkiew;cz and Taylor, 
1989, 1991) to flexural · torsional buckling problems by Barsoum and Gallagher (1970) saw a 
further change, in that it was no longer necessary to publish comprehensive results of elastic 
flexural-torsional buckling studies. since almost any particular situation could now be analysed 
using a general purpose computer program This development is similar to that which occurred for 
the in.plane analysis of plane rigid·jointed frames., in which the tabulations of solutions used in the 
1930s were replaced by general purpose plane frame computer analysis programs 

Many of the developments of the theory of flexural·torsional buckling have been made by 
extensions of the previously accepted theories, as expressed either by the differential equations of 
elastic bending and torsion or by the energy equation for buckling (Bazanl and Cedolin, 1991) 
Not all of Ihese extensions have received general acceptance, and so a number of attempts have 
been made through the 19805 to produce a generally acceptable Iheory of flexural·torsional 
buckling Such a general theory which is based on the use of the second·order relationships 
between the deformations and strains that take place during bending and torsion, the concept of the 
total potential, and the principles of virtual work and equilibrium, and of conservation of energy 
during buckling was published by Traha;r (1993a) 

It can now be said thai the influences of cross-section, length, moment distnbullon. load height, 
restraints and supports are well understood. and that the elastic buckling of any member and most 
frames can be accurately predicted, either by recourse to summaries of reported solutions, or by 
the use of general purpose computer programs 

1.1.2 Andn !! 

There have been many studies of the effects ofintermediale restraints on lateral buckling. and some 
of these are summarised by Trahair and Nethercot (1984) and Trahair (I 993a) These intermediate 
restraints are provided by bracing which may be elastic or effectively rigid, continuous or discrete, 
and may reslrain laleral deflections II. twist rotations ; , laleral rOlations u', or warping 
displacemems proponlonalto ,. as indicated in Fig 2 (Trahair. 1979) 

1. t.J lnll'rlclioo or tf)(a l and nClunl-tnnion:1II buckling 

Elastic local buckJing ofa very thin compression flange may significantly reduce the resistance of a 
beam to flexural-torsional buckling (Cherry, 1960) In the case of uniform bending, local buckles 
appear along the whole length of the compression flange, and even though local failure is 
postponed by the flange post-local buckling resistance. the flexural and torsional stiffnesses of the 
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flange are reduced. SO thai the effective oUI·of·plane rigidities FJ,. GJ, and ElOi of the beam arc 
also reduced along the whole length of the beam (Bradford and lIancoc:k. 1984) 1be reduced 
resistance of the beam to flexural-torsional buckling can be predicted by transforming It inlO a 
monosymmetric beam which has these reduced rigidities 

The interaction between local and flexural-torsional buckling for other than uniform bending has 
been studied (Wang. Yost. and Tien. 1977) Howeva", nange local buckling is then confined to the 
high moment regions, and its effect on flexural-torsional buckling is reduced 

When the elastic local buckling load of the compression flange is close to the elastic flexural
torsional buckling load, the strength may be reduced by imperfection sensitivity effects Some 
small reductions were reported by Menken, Groot. and Stellenberg (1991) for thin-flange beams in 

Uniform bending In practice, very thin flanges and unifonn bending rarely occur, and it is unlikely 
that significant strength reductions will occur 

However, it is not uncommon to use welded beams with flanges of intennediate slenderness, so 
that the local buckling strength is of the same order as the inelastic flexural·torsional buckling 
capacity An e."(~rimental study (Kubo and Fukumoto, 1988) of simply supponed stetl beams 
WIth central concentl1lted loads showed that their strengths could be closely predicted by 
substituting a reduced cross·section moment capacity for the full plastiC momenl capacity when 
dClennining the flexural-torsional buckling capacity, the reduced seclion moment capacity allowing 
for the effects of yielding and local buckling and being based on test results 

It is usually assumed in the analysis of flexural-torsional buckling Ihal there is no change In the 
shape of the cross-section dunna buckling Web distonion (Fig Jb) may significantly reduce the 
flexural-torsional buckling resistance FlexuraJ-torsional buckling With web distortion is often 
described as distortional buckling 

Web distortion allows larger deflections of the crilical flange than u.sual The resiSlance 10 
buckling is reduced through a corresponding reduction in the slrain energy stored during buckling 
caused by reduced flange twists, as is especially the case for hollow flange beams (Heldt and 
Mahendran, 1992) whose flanges have high torsional stiffness (Fig 4) . Web distonion may occur 
in beams with flexible webs. due either to their thinness or to holes It also occurs in beams whose 
compression flanges are unrestrained al the suppons (Bradford and Trahair, 1981) as shown in Fig 
Jd, near the supportS of conlLnuous composite beams (Johnson and Bradford, 1983) as shown in 
Fig Je, and in trough girders (Seah and Khans. 1990), as shown in Fig )f 

The distonional buckling of beams in uniform bending has bttn analysed (liancock. 1978) by using 
the finite strip method (Cheung. 1976) A simple approximate solution has bttn obtained for 1-
section beam-columns in unifonn bendmg by assuming that the web distorts in a cubiC shape 
(Hancock, Bradford, and Trahalr, 1980) This assumption has also been used to analyse beam
columns of gtntralthin-walled open cross-section under general loading conditions (Bradford and 
Trahair, 1981, 1982) This method has been applied to a wide range of situations and extended to 
inelastic buckling problems A recent study (Chin, AI-Bermani, and Kitipornchai, 1992) has used a 
super finite element to include the effects of local, distortional. and lateral buckling An extensive 
review is given by BTlIdford (1992) 
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2.1 !Pi Prr=burklint. drnN'liOlU 

The usual method of analysing flexural-torsional buckling negleccs the effects of the pre-buckling 
deflections in the plane of bending, which increase the buckling resistance For a simply supported 
beam in uniform bending, the increased elastic buckling resistance is given by 

Nf _,. ________ ----__ Nf-~~----~ __ --__,~ 
- ~[(I - £1, 1 £1,HI - (GJ 12EI,)(1 +"' £1. 1 GJL' ») 

in which 

is the classical resistance 

The pre-buckling deflections transform Ihe beam into a 'negative' arch The concave curvature of 
the deflected beam increases its buckling resislance, just as the convex curvature of an arch 
decreases its buckling resistance The resistance of the beam in unifonn bending increases with the 
ratio I, I Is. and theoretically becomes infinite when 1, = I,,> This is consistent with the common 
assumption that a beam with I, > I~ does not buckle, because it finds it easier to remain in the more 
flexible plane of bending than to buckle out-of-plane by deflecting in the stiffer plane (Note that 
this common assumption does not always hold true, as for example when loads are applied well 
above the shear centre axis, which may lead to buckling in a dominantly lorsional mode) 

Early work on the effects of pre-buckling deflections were reviewed by Trahair and Woolcock 
(1973) who considered simply supported beams in uniform bending. This was extended to a wide 
range of load, support, and restraint conditions by Vacharajitliphan, Woolcock, and Trahair 
(1974) Finite element methods of analysis have been developed by Roberts and Azizian (1983) 
and Pi and Trahair (l992a, b) 

2.1.6 Po t-hurklin, brhn'ioor 

Slender statically determinate beams which remain elastic have slowly rising load-deformation 
paths after flexural-torsional buckling (Woolcock and Trahair, 1974), as shown in Fig. 5. This 
behaviour is similar to that of the behaviour of slender columns after flexural buckling. The 
increased load carrying capacity over that predicted by the small deflection theory of elastic 
buckling is associated with disturbing effects at large deflections which are not as large as those 
predicted by the small deflection theory 

However, slender redundant beams (Masur and Milbradt 1957, and Woolcock and Trahair 1975, 
1976) may have significant increases in load capacity above those predicted by the small 
deformation theory of flexural-Iorsional buckling The twist rotations that occur after initial 
buckling reduce locally the effective bending rigidity in the plane of loading, wllicll causes a 
redistribution of tile bending moments. In continuous beams, the moments near the untwisted 
regions at the supports increase, and playa greater part in resisting the applied load 

The buckling resistance is generally affected by the bending moment distribution., and in this case 
the redistribution is favourable, and increases the buckling resistance. The buckling resistance may 



asymptote towards a limiting Vllue (Fig 5), but then may continue to Increase, but only slowly, U 
in the case of statically detenninate beams 

Significant Increases in strength after post-buckling are only realized m slender rectlngular beams 
or in very slender I-section beams Yielding effects usually cause practical beams to fail before any 
significant post-buckling reserve can be achieved (Woolcock and TraM.r, 1976) 

1.1 STRENGTII 

While Ihe historical development of knowledge of flexural-Ionlonal buckling undoubtedly was 
initialed by the need to prevent premature failure of steel structure In thIS mode, this is not well 
documented It semlS likely, however, that early design procedures for preventing the lateral 
buckling of steel beams followed and were closely related to those used for preventmg the nexural 
failure of columns 

The need to be able to de5lgn against flexural-torsional buckhng was the catalyst for lhe 
development of • theory for flexural-torsional buckling which would allow the successful 
prediction of failure Early theoretical research was into the elastic buckling of perfectly strIJght 
members.. some of which was Verified experimentally llowever. the very straight and slender 
members used for these experiments were unrepresentative of the real steel beam used m practice, 
tests of which showed that their strengths were reduced below those predicted solely by elastiC 
buckling theory 

Theoretical research therefore extended from the elastic buckling of straight members to study the 
innuences of crookedness., yieldmg, and residual stresses on the strengths of real steel beams, and 
to determine how to incorporate these into the procedures used m design These dt\ielopmenu 
tmded to follow behind the corresponding dt\ielopments from the elastiC flexural buckhng theory 
to the strengths of real steel columns 

Experiments on the I.teral buckling of re.1 steel beams were reviewed by Fukumoto and Kubo 
(19771, b, c) who produced a data base of the experimental studies prior to 1977 

At present, realistic models have been developed of the stress-stram behaviour. residual stresses. 
and Iftitial crookednesses and twists in real members (Bild. Chen. and Trahair 1992, PI and TraMlr 
1993a) and are being applied to an increasing range of problems (PI and TraMir, 1993b, 1(94) to 
predict theoretically the strengthJ of real beamJ There have been reasonably extensive series of 
tests on the strengths of hot-rolled and welded steell·bcams 

1.J OESIGS 

Early rules for dCSlgrung sted beams agAlnst lateral buckhng were gcnenJty transpositions of rules 
foc desigrung columns against fle.lCUral buckhng, with perhaps the first proposal based on nC1(\IraJ
torsional buckling being made by Timoshenko (1924). and the first modern treatment by Kerensky, 
Flint and Brown (1956) More recently, most countries have or are transfonning thor de~gn 
standards into the limit stites fonnat (Ravindra and Galambos, 1978) 
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Modem design codes such as SA (J 990) give increased guidance designing against lateral 
buckling, including methods of assessing the effectiveness of bracing and the forces that braces 
transmit. Current design criteria for sted beams (AiSC 1986, AISI 1991, aSI 1990, CEe 1990, 
CSA 1989, SA 1990) have been reviewed by Galambos (1988), Beedle (1991), Trohair and 
Bradford (1991). and Trahair (19938) 

3. RESEARCH NEEDS 

J.I CROSS-SECTION TYPES 

While the effects of different cross-section types on elastic buckling are well understood. most 
studies on inelastic buckling and the effects of residual stresses and initial crookedness and twist on 
the strengths of real beams have been limited to steel members of equal flange I-section. 

There is a need to extend this research 10 other cross-sections, such as hollow rectangles. hollow 
flange beams, channels. angles. and unequal flange I-sections (Fig 4) These different sections 
may well have different residual stresses and initial crookednesses and twists, and so different 
strength formulations may be required, leading to the development of multiple beam curves to 
complement the multiple column curves already in use Already a study (Pi and Trahair, 1994) has 
been made of cold-formed rectangular hollow section beams, and a different strength formulation 
proposed 

3.2 MATERIALS 

Similarly, research on inelastic buckling and the effects of residual stresses and initial crookedness 
and twist on the strengths of hot-rolled steel beams needs to be extended to other materials such as 
cold-formed sleel, slainless steel, and aluminium These have differem s!ress-sfta;n curves, and 
different residual stresses and initial crookednesses and twists arising from their different methods 
of manufacture. and can be expected to require different strength formulations A recent survey of 
research on the lateral buckling strengths of cold-formed beams (Trahair. 1994) found that design 
formulations are based on those of hot-rolled columns and that there are very few theoretical or 
experimental data that can be used to assess the adequacy oflhese 

3.3 STRUCTURAL FORMS 

While there has been extensive research into the elastic buckling of simple, continuous, and braced 
beams, cantilevers, and beam-columns (Trahair, 1993a), there has been less work done on some 
other forms, including pitched roof ponal frames, multi-storey multi-bay frames, and arches (Fig. 
6). 

The multiplicity of variables makes research into specific frame arrangements somewhat daunting 
and perhaps purposeless More attractive is the development of computer programs capable of 
predicting flexural-torsional buckling in frames, but difficuhies arise in determining the warping 
continuity conditions at joints (Fig 1 and Vacharajiniphan and Trahair, 1974) Another possibility 
is to develop approximate methods of predicting frame buckling by assessing the restraining 
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actions of adjacent members on the most critically loaded member, possibly by extending the 
method of Ncthercot and Trahair (1976) for braced and continuous beams 

Recent research on arches (Yang and Kuo 1986, Trahair and Papangelis 1987, Papangelis and 
Trahair 19878. b, C, 1988, 1991, Kuo and Yang 1991, and Yang, Kuo, and Van 1991) has 
concentrated on the theoretical prediction and test verification of elastic buckling There appears 
to have been very little research inlo the effects of residual stresses and initial crookedness and 
twist on the strengths of real arches, and appropriate design methods have been lacking or largely 
speculative (Papangelis and Trahair, 1993) 

Similarly. research work on bracing has concentrated on its effects on the elastic buckling of the 
beam it restrains, but there is little infonnation available on the forces developed in the bracing 
itself due to its connection to real beams with initial crookednesses and twists Current research on 
bracing includes extensive studies of the bracing effects of roof sheeting on purlins under wind 
uplift conditions (Rousch et ai, 1993) 

J.4 COMBIN£D LOADING 

In many cases, beams are subjected to out-of-plane loadings in combination with their in-plane 
loadings Examples include the eccentric loading of channel-section beams (Fig 8) and angles 
which induces primary torsion actions, and the biaxial bending of Zed-section beams (Fig 9) or 
angles by loading acting in the plane of the web or leg 

The biaxial bending of hOHolled I-section beam-columns has been extensively investigated 
(Lindner 1 914a, Chen and Atsuta 1977). but most studie have been concerned with biaxial 
bending produced by eccentric compression, and only in a few cases has the biaxial bending of 
beams caused by inclined transverse loading been considered (Lindner 1971, Pi and Trabair 
1993b) Each component of an inclined load will produce a transverse deflection which combines 
with the other component to induce a secondary torque First yield strength formulations based on 
second-order elastic analyses of residual stress free beams (Roik, Jurgen, and Linder, 1972) 
significantly underestimate the inelastic strength, and so theoretical analyses need to include the 
effects of residual stresses and yielding as well as second-order effects There appears to be very 
little reliable expenmental evidence with which to test theoretical predictions 

Beams with transverse loads acting eccentrically have small to moderate primary torsion actions in 
addition to the primary bending actions There is surprisingly little knowledge of the torsional 
strengths of real steel beams, apart from the work of Farwell and Galambos (1969) who showed 
experimentally that very large rotations could occur before failure occurred by tensile fracture at 
the flange tips initiated by Wagner stresses Recently, Pi and Trahair (1993c) extended the 
Merchant approximation for torsional plastic collapse (Dinno and Merchant, 1965), and proposed 
the use of this as a ·strength limit based on the onset of significant rotations· 

For a beam under et:centric loading, the torsion action will produce a twist rotation which 
combines with the primary bending action to produce a secondary bending action Again, first 
yield formulations significantly underestimate the inelastic strength Lindner ( 197 1, 1974b) and Pi 
and Trahair (1993d) have made theoretical studies of the strengths of steel I-beams under 
combined bending and torsion caused by eccentric loading by making analyses which include the 
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effects of material and geometric non-linearities. Again, there appears to be very little reliable 
experimental evidence with which to test theoretical predictions. 

Other examples of beams subjected to combined loading include beams curved in plan (Galambos, 
1988). For these beams, the curvature of the beam causes vertical loads to induce large primary 
torsion actions in addition to Ihe primary bending BCliens. The curvature of the beam causes added 
complications for the elastic analyst, as there are curvature lerms in the bending and torsion 
equations which arc additional to those of Ihe straight beam These additional lerms are not easy 
to formulale correctly. as recent experience (Papangelis and Trahair, 19878) with formulations for 
the elastic latera) buckling of arches has shown 

It can be expected that the prediction of the elastic defonnations of curved beams will require 
careful analysis which includes geometrical non-linearities and the effects of large twist rotations 
The theoretical predictions of the inelastic strengths of curved beams will be even more difficult, 
while the development of design approximations is likely to be delayed unlil experimental 
confinnation can be obtained for the theoretical predictions 

l.S ANALYSIS 

While there are user-friendly computer programs available (Papangelis, Trahair, and Hancock. 
1993) for analysing the elastic buckling of simple and continuous beams, cantilevers, and beam· 
columns, there is a need to extend the application of these. Extensions might allow their 
application to frames, arches (papangelis and Trahair 1987b, 1991), and tapered members 
(Nethercot 1973, Kitipomchai and Trahair 1972, 1975, Bradford and Cuk 1988, and Bradford 
1988&, b. 1989), in which case existing research programs (Hancock and Trahair, 1978) might be 
easily adapted The most difficult problem associated with these extensions is the question of 
warping and distonion continuity at joints between members (Fig 7 and Vacharajittiphan and 
Trahair, 1974) Some different approaches to this have been summarised by Trahair (1993a). 

For research purposes, computer programs have been developed (Pi and Trahair. 1993a, b) for the 
inelastic strength analysis of steel beam--columns with elastic-plastic-strain hardening stress-strain 
curves, residual stresses and initial crookedness and twist These programs tend to consume both 
storage space and time, even for simple structures. and are usually quite unfriendly As more 
powerful computers become more economically viable for practising engineers, there will be a need 
to conven these into user.friendly formalS These programs will then be able to be used for the 
advanced analysis of laterally unbraced compact members in steel structures, in the same way as is 
now permitted for laterally braced compact members (SA, 1990) When advanced analysis is used, 
it is only necessary thai the structure be able to maintain an equilibrium position under its design 
loads. This method removes all the complications of the lateral buckling rules of present design 
codes. 

For members which are not compact, local buckling reduces the section capacity Current research 
on the interaction between local and in-plane buckling (Hancock et al 1990. Rasmussen and 
Hancock 1991 , and Key and Hancock 1993) aims to extend the method of design by advanced 
analysis from structures with laterally braced compact members to structures with other laterally 
braced members Future research on the interaction between local and lateral buckling will aim to 
funher extend advanced analysis from structures with laterally unbraced compact members to 
other laterally unbraced members (White. Liew, and Chen, 1993) 
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J.6 [XPERll'oI[NT 

While there have been many experiments made to verify elastic f1exural~lorsional buckling 
predictions, and reasonably extensive series or tests on the strengths arhot-rolled and welded steel 
I-beams, there are a nllmber of other areas where lest data is sparse There is generally a need to 
carry out experiments on real beams of other materials than hot-rolled steel and of other than 1-
section Experiments 8re also needed on tapered beams and arches, and on Ihe biaxial bending and 
torsion of beams with inclined or eccentric loading and of curved beams 

Experimental reports need to document the test conditions carefully Information is needed which 
defines the stress-strain curves. residual stresses., initial crookedness and lwist of the test specimen, 
Ihe load eccentricity Bnd inclination. and any restraints induced by the supports and braces, as well 
as the geometry of the test specimen and the maximum load reached and the failure mode 

1.7 DESIGN 

While methods are available for the design of a wide range of unbraced beams against laleral 
buckling. some of thest: are nuher primitiveJy based on extensions of design methods for the 
flexural buckling of hot-rolled steel I-seclion columns, and may require modification as analytical 
and experimental evidence becomes available It seems likely that multiple beam design curves will 
need to be developed to deal with the many different situations that occur 

Notable applications for which there are virtually no satisfactory design methods include arches 
(Galambos 1988, and Beedle 1991) and all those with primary torsion actions such as eccentrically 
loaded or curved beams In addition, methods for designing haunched and tapered members 
(AlSC 1986, Lee, Morell, and Ketter 1972, and Morell and Lee 1974) require extension beyond 
their present comparatively simplistic approaches 

While computer methods are available for the implementation of code rules for designing against 
lateral buckling (Trahair and Papangelis, 1992), and general purpose elastic buckling programs 
exist (papangelis, Trahair, and Hancock, 1993), these latter have yet to be extended to design, 
even though some codes (SA, 1990) have general rules which allow this through the method of 
design by buckling analysis 

Finally, advanced analysiS methods similar 10 those for designing against the in-plane collapse of 
compact members and frames have yet to be developed for lateral buckling When they are, design 
will be g reatly simplified, as it will only need to be demonstrated by the analysis that the struclUre 
can reach an equilibrium position under the strength design loads 

l .8 EDUCATION 

The process of educating structural engineers undergoes continual changes at undergraduate, 
postgraduate. and professional levels. as more and more information on beam lateral buckling 
becomes available and is incorporated into design codes The supporting material also undergoes 
continual changes, whether it be in the form of source textbooks (Timoshenko and Gere 1961 , 
Vlasov 1961, Bleich 1952. Galambos 1988, and Trahair 1993a), design codes and commentaries, 
design textbooks (Dowling. Knowles. and Owens 1988. Johnston et al 1986. Trahair and Bradford 
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1991, Nethercot 1991), explanatory papers (Trahair. Hogan. and Syam 1993. Trahair 1993b) or 
worked examples (Bradford. Bridge, and Trahair, 1992) User·friendly computer programs 
(Trahair and Papangelis 1992. and Papangelis. Trahair, and Hancock 1993) can also assist in the 
education process. 

Expert system computer programs (Rychener, 1988) have considerable polcnlial to assist in the 
education process, bul while their application to beam lateral buckling has been considered (Lai et 
ai, 1991), they have yet to be fully developed for this purpose 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper provides a survey of the present stale of knowledge of the important influences on the 
elastic lateral buckling and strengths of laterally unsupported beams, and of methods of design It 
then outlines a number of areas where knowledge is incomplete under the headings of cross-section 
types, materials, structural forms, combined loading, analysis, experiment, design, and education 

Extensive research on elastic lateral buckling has led to a well-developed theory, and it can be said 
that the influences of cross-seclion, length, moment distribution. load height. restraints and 
supports are well understood The effects of bracing, local buckling, web distortion, pre-buckling 
deflections and post-buckling behaviour have also been studied. but further work needs to be done 
on the computer analysis of frames. and the development of user-friendly programs for frames. 
arches, and tapered members 

Studies of the strengths of real beams have been largely limited to hot-rolled steel I-beams, and 
there is a need to extend these to beams of other materials and cross-sections It is anticipated that 
this will lead to the development of multiple beam design curves There is also a need to extend 
these strength studies to frames. arches. and tapered members, and to develop corresponding 
design methods. ultimately providing the basis for the extension of design by advanced analysis 
from frames which fail in-plane to include out-of-plane failure 

Current research on the strengths of beams under combined actions, such as those due to eccentric 
or inclined loads. is incomplete. and there is much to be done before the strengths of curved beams 
can be predicted with confidence 

Design codes are being continually updated to incorporate more guidance to designers on lateral 
buckling. as are supporting design aids such as textbooks, commentaries. explanatory papers, and 
worked examples The potential of expert systems for this purpose has not been fully explored 

In summary, although there have been many research studies made of the lateral buckling of 
unsupported beams and structures over the past 100 years, there are still many challenging 
extensions waiting to fascinate the researcher of the future 
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fIG LATERAL BUCKLING Qf A SIMPLY SUPPQRTED BEAM 
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Curved Girde rs Are Special 
By Dann H. Han ' 
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HOrizontally curved girders may be thought of as aben-anL straight girders. 
At urnes dUB may be the case when a straight girder 18 designed and it is brought 
into the world curved. However, it is possible 8]80 to think In the conver lense-

straight girders are aberrant curved girders, that is. a curved girder With an 
infinite radius. 

Curved girdcn arc special in appearance, fabrication and structural 
behavior. The first curved girders were probably made from rolled shapes which 
were cold bent about theIr weak axis. However, when girder welding became 
accepted. curved girders rrew in popularity. 

Applications of curved girders include building structure such 85 balcomes 
However, the most WIdespread use of horizontally curved girders IS In hIghway 
bndges where high .peed. reqwre smooth changes of direction. 

The earhelt laboratory teslS of steel curved girders were performed In the 
UOlted Slates dunng the late 19605 and early 19708. A Federal Highway 
AdmlOistral1on project. ~onlOrtlum llniversity Research learn (CURT). financed 
much of tms work.( 1) In 1976. AASHTO adopted "GUide Specifications for 
Horizontally Curved Highway Bndges" (6) based on thiS work The e8rl~; 
provisions were Working Stress Design based. Later provisions based I)n Load 
Factor Design were developed.(3, l}) 

The Hanshm Expressway Corporation, Japan, adopted a speoficallon for 
honzontally cun'ed girder bndges in 1988.(5) These proviSIOns are based on 
Working tress DeSign. Other countries have not adopted speeal proVl810ns for 
curved girders but often design honzontally curved bridges With variations of their 
provisionJ for straight girders. 

In this paper. the behavior of curved girder structures wtll be discussed , 
Test results of component tests of single curved gtrders will be compared to 
several predictor equations. Finally. curved girder research underway in the 
Umted tales Will be diSCUSsed. Although both curved I ",rders (open) and box 
girders (clo ed) are utilized. this paper addresses only I girders 

11. lruc tural Sy tem 

Figures 1 and 2 each how a two·girder, Simple 16O·foot span lruc-ture. 
Girders in Figure 1 are straight while the girders in Figure 2 are curved to a 400 

·Pnnclpal. Bndgt Soflu'ar'p Dt,,·tlopmenllnttrnoIIOM1. Lid. 
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Span · 160 feel 

RadIus· Inllnlla 
GIrder SpacIng · 10 feel 

Girder Depth· 6 feel 

Fiqure 1 Straight two-gIrder structure 

Fiqura 2 CUrL'ed two-girder structure 

Fiqure 3 Kinked IU'o-glrder structure 

Cross Frame Spac ing · 20 leel 

Supports · Vertical al ends of girders 

fOOl radius, Figure 3 shows a structure similar to those tn Figures t and 2 except 
that the same offset from tangent as the curved girders is accomplished with 
kinks. These finite element models represent noncomposite, unsymmetrical 
girders. 

Table t giVCel selected analytical results due to a uniformly applied load of 
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one kIp. n. per glrder In the downward direction. This loading represents 8 
con erNe bndge deck Comparable reactions, nud-span deflectIons and verncal 
euder moment (or the three structures are presented. Vertical moments an the 
two straight girders are equal; however. the outsIde girder In the curved and 
kmked cases carnes lh enUre load. The total statlcsl moment 10 the two girders 
is nearly equal 10 each case. 

The Interaction between the three pairs of gtrders differs In slgmficant. 
ways. The bracing members in Figure 1 only stabilize the glrder'l. whereas they 
act as pnmary load carrying members in the curved and Ionked structure. 
However offset rather than the cun'sture IS the critienl structural effect 

Mode l Vertical l\lid-span Mid·spa n 
Girder Reactions De n . Moment 

(Kips) (lnc he.) (K .Ft) 

lmlght 
Girder 1 80 3.18 3292 
GIrder 2 80 3.18 3292 
Total 160 6584 

Curved 
Girder I -8 4.71 ·547 
Girder 2 170 12.77 7318 
Total 162 6771 

Kmked 
Girder 1 14 6.10 ·1114 
Clrder 2 148 6.63 7862 
Total 162 6748 

T a lli e , Itl'actlOw., LJellectlOns ana Moments 

Cros" frames Introduce restonng torques to the gmJers. resuiling in Inl.i'ral 
nange bendmg moment. . or bllnomcnts. lOCI rT....,.-.,-~-,-,-,---, 
The btmoments 10 top and bouom flanges .- lOG~· . 

are equal and OPPO~IlE' . FIgure 4 gtve:; I.. ... -..1, .... ~~, -" -: 
laleral flange bendmg m the flange of the ~.oo _... __ 
outside girder for the two non-l:ilraighL '7T~,-t.-:T:-j--!C--'t--::'';-i 

I- r .. 4 .. .. I . ~ " . '. structures. When the girder has a Z 
w ~ IOO +-1rf-..... ~;..<..~ 

urufonn curvature, lau>rnl nange bending ~ 
IS dlstnbuled along the girder in ~ lOG 

SPAN 

proportion to the vertical moment. When 
the offset is created by a kmk. the 
restonng forces and laternl flange bending 
are concentrated near the kmk Figure .. Boliom flangf' lateral {lanse 

bending momf'nU 
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Figure 5 shows the cross frame forces for the two offset structures. Note 
the extremely large cross frame forces at the kink. If the cross frame was moved 
from the kink , the lateral flange bending moments would be extremely large at 
the kmk while the cross frame forces would be mitigated substantially. 

If deflections arc small. an elastic analysis that considers the geometry, 
appropriate boundary conditions, 
bracing members, girder bending 
moments, shears and bimomcnts can 
predict structural behavior. Figure 6 
shows the exaggerated deflected shape 
of the curved model. Differential top 
and bOltom lateral deflections arc onen CURYlO 

significant 88 well as differential 
vcrticaJ deflections between girders. 

III. I Girde r Free Body Diagrams 

Figure 7 shows a free body 
diagram of a horizontally curved I 

• HI 

" ~, ,. 

Figure 5 Cross frome forces 

Figure 6 Deflected shape of curved I gm:iers 

.. ~ . 
. -. 

I 

girder between two torsional brace points. Vertical fortes (not shown) are applied 
at the torsional brace pomts by diagonal cross frame members. Load is 
transferred between girders in thiS manner. 

The vertical bending moments effectively create non-collinear axial forces in 
t.he flanges . 

Lateral bending moments, MI.' are a function of the curvature, bracing 
spacmg zmd girder depth . An approximate equation for the lateral bendmg 
moment at brace poInts, called the V-load Method (12), is orten used. 
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Figure 7 Free body of curved I gmier 

.~ 
.~ 

Figure 8 Free body diagram of 
compressIon {lange 

Figure 9 Free bod.v dIagram of tens/on 
flange 

Flanges 

MJ.' 
M - -_ 

.. IODR 

wher~ : 

M. - V"rt!cal mOIM'" 
L- UnbrQud length 
D- Girdtr cUprlr 
R-GirMr radius 

IDS 

r~igure 8 shows a compression 
flange free body ignonng web effects. 
The axial flange force tends to 
accentuate curvature while the lateral 
flange blffioments tend to reduce It 
However. the net effect IS a).. .. 'a\·5 to 
Increase curvature of the comp;esslon 
flange. FIgure 9 shows a tenSIOn 
flangE' free body. agam ignonng web 
effect:>. The axial force tends to reduce 
curvature and the latera l flange 
bendlllg moment tends to mcrease It. 
The net effect can be to either Increase 
or decrease the curva ture of the 
tensIOn flange. depend.lOg on flange 
stre~ses and &tlfTness. Dashed line!>; 
mdicme deflected shapes. 

Fib'llre 10 shows a free body diagram 
of the outside and inside hah·es of a 

Fil.'"Ure 10 Free body d/Ogram of spill 
compTY'SSlon {lange 
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compressIOn flange with web effects. 
The flange stress distnbutlon for a 
point near a torsional broce. The web 
exerts a force on the flange tending to 
restrain it from bowing. This force 
system may result m flange instability 
different from that of a straight girder 
fl ange. Not only does each plane warp. 
warpi ng of the cross section va ri es 
with respect to location of the to rsional 
braces. Ine lastic lateral torsional 
buckling of curved girder fl anges is not 
well understood at this time. 

Web 
Figure 11 shows a free body Figure 11 Free body of web In pure 

bendltlg diagram of an hOrizontally curved I 
girder unstlffened web. The 
compressive edge of the web IS being 

bowed by the compression flange and self-contained bending stresses. The tensile 
edge of the web may be either flattened or bowed depending on the tension flange 
behavior. The shear strength of the web restrains the relative position of the two 
flanges with respect to each other. 

The addition of transverse andlor longitudinal web stiffeners tends to 
reduce web bowing. Atlllching transverse stiffeners to the flanges has been found 
to increase ultimate bending strength of curved I girders.(9) 

IV. Stability 

Single girder 

Resistance to lat-eral torsional buckling of a straight girder can be thought 
of as the ability of the girder to resist a slight lateral deflection. As long as the 
lateral bending moment within the compression nange due to curvature is larger 
than the external moment created by the slight lateral deflection, the gmier has 
not reached its bifurcation (buckling) load. 

Torsional restraints as well as lateral and vertical restraints are required 
for a single curved girder to be stable. For example, when a curved I girder bridge 
is erected, a single girder is often lifted. During this time it must be torsionally 
restramed either by baJancmg its own weight or by external means. 

The need for external torsional restraint of a horizontally curved girder 
subjected to vel1ical loads has been understood and the equations expresslllg the 
stress functions have been available for 30 years.(2) However, the stability of a 
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cun'ed 1 glrder which IR braced only at intervals is not well undentood 

In the case of 8 hOrizontally curved girder, stability II dependent on 
phenomena similar to a straight girder but much more complex, A. compreS!'lon 
stress IncrealK"s. Its curvature Increases. This increased curvature ia resisted by 
the lau~ral bendlOg moments. 

As cun-ature increases. the restraining lateral momenta ,"crease. At some 
POint the Increase 10 the nppJied moment due to increAsed cunrature nnd axial 
force is greater than the margmalmcrease in the restraming blmoment and later
al deflection IS unrestrDlned. ThiS behavior is similar to bifurcation lond except 
that the curvature ia intentional. 

Mulu-g:arder 

Figure 2 shows 8 Simple span system consistmg of two curved glrden 
connecled by crosa brac1I1g and supported by bearings at their ends. Thu5 
structural system is .. table only when the bracing between girders is capable of 
prevenl1"& free rotation of the gUders. 

The girders achle\'e stability from the interaction between garden, Slll~ 
neither ",rder alone would be stable, failure of one of the girders would cause 8 

sigrnficant reduction )n thl' litabllity of the system 

v. Dendiol tren~h 

~1ost structural design specifications pro\'ide predictor equations for lilngle 
members although mOil structures are composed of many members. Honzontnlly 
curved 1 gtrders are different from most structural members 10 that their behaVior 
is dependent on the boundary conditions. Unfortunately, most tests of the curved 
girders have been performed on single elements. TranslBl10n of the results 
requires assumpl10ns about the boundary conditions, Each of thel!lC approachcs 
has led to Its own set of problems, Nevertheless, these tests have been important 
10 fonning deSign pro\·isions. 

Fwlure of a cutved 1 gmier unsupported along it.s compresSion and tension 
flanges except. at brace pomts IS characterized by several uruque phenomena The 
compression flange commences at once to bend outward between brace points, 
The distance between brace POints is always greater than the eff{'Cuve length 
TypIcally. the unbrBc('d length of a str31ght girder is equal to one (K.1.0). The 
follOWing equation gIVes an estimate of the unbraced length used m the Han. hin 
Expressway for unbraced length.IS} The effective unbraced length equals gamma 
times L, the spaCing between cross frames. 
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Web behavior 

y -1.0 - 1.97~'" .4.25~ -26.3~l 
wh~r~: 

~_ I 
R 

wher~: 

l-UnbracM lenBth 
R-Girtkr radius 

Webs of curved girders tends to bow with applied bending moment. This 
behavior has been observed to increase the flange bending stress. Interestingly, 
the Hanshm specification, like MSHTO Working Stress Design, limits transverse 
stiffener spacing to the girder depth . The AASHTO Load Factor Design provisions 
pennit transverse stiffeners to be eliminated when the web meets slenderness and 
shear stress limits. 

Nakai (9) found that attaching single-sided transverse sti ffeners to the 
compression flange is beneficial in pure bending. 

Predictor equations 

EquatIons for compact and non·compact sections are provided in the 
AASHTO GUIde Specifications.(S) A flange can be treated as compact without the 
web bemg compact. These predictOr equations are based on modifications of the 
lateral torsional buckling equations used in AASHTO at the time (197S). The 
provisions require vertical bending moments and bimoments to be detennincd. 
Bimoments need be determined only at brace points. The lateral flange stress is 
limited to .5 times the vertical bending stress. The unbraced length divided by the 
radius is limited to 0. 1. 

wh~re: 

F .. -F,(l-n') 
where; 

F7 - Yield strtSS jIIulgt 

._ I I !.J. 
.b E 
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b oo Width of comprtssioll fJanat 
R- Rodlus of curwuurt 
f .. - Lalua/ f1aI1ge bendurg stress 

f . - Vtm caJ btntlin8 stress 
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Nakai (10) developed an equation that modifies lh" equation for lateral 
buckling and web bend buckling of straight girders found In the Japanese Bndge 
Specification. Since this speafication ( 12) is based on working nrc de. ign. 
equations must be modified by 8 factor of sa.fe~t 

M. -II.92 -0.357 1M, 
Rbd 

M.-Mlntmum of 
M .. - Momtffl IUni/ed by ~'tb capacIty 

M, Momtnl lmultd by flimgt Capacity 
L - Unbraced ungrh 
R .. Radlus of Hlrdtr 

b d- Width of comp. flmo8t 

Fukumoto (3) developed nn equa tion based on 8 paramelnc study of cUr\"ed 
gtrders . This equation must be solved using an iterative procedure nnd therefore 
would be difficult for designers to manipulate. 

The Hanshm Expressway Corporation developed a curved girder 
SpecjfiCB110n that Utlllz.es an Interaction equation between vertlcnl and lateral 

p,ed t'; L1 • 1 L1 
1.'6'(( 1. )(- -)11. . 1)6 - (- )6 . 1-0 

2M, 2RbrJ 2Rb" 
w~re: 

I._1M, 
~ M, 
M. 

6-
M, 
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w~re: 

P, .. ElastJc buckling load 0/ secnon 
M,-Plasnc capacity 
d-~cnon Mpth 

'if-Comp. fiQnge Ihk~ 
b d- Wrdlh 01 compo jlang' 
L- Unbraud kngrJr. 
R-Gm:ltr radu.u: 

bending stresscs.(5) Since the Hanshm specifications are working stress 
provisions. the strength VCflilon of the equation shown here has been modified to 
remove safety factors. The required bimomenLS are computed by the V·load 
method. 

WMre: 

I. I. < 1.0 
(F,) , F .. 

f. -NormDl jluuraJ srr~ss 
(F,),-Cnncal nonMl b<trdl"ll srr= 

I. -1AJ.,al jlang. b<trdlng Slrw 
F". .. Yield strl!$S 

The unbraced length divided by the radius is hmited to 0,2. The sections 
must be compact. 

In thiS section three different predictor equations: AASHTO; Hanshin and 
Fukumoto. are compared. The comparison is made with respect to Spectmen ;\12 
whIch was ~sted by Nakai, et 81. Figure 12 shows the properties of the test 
specimen. 

Figure 13 shows a comparison plot of the predictor equnuons. The absolS8 
is taken as the unbraccd length divided by the radius (lJR). The sohd 110 plots 
vanes L while holdmg R conSlanl allhe test value. The dashed hne plot van es R 
while holdtng L constant althe lest value. Of course, the plots cross atlhe lJR 
value. The ull1mate moment capaCity is non-dimenslonalized by the plnsllc 
momenl capacity or a !OlrBlghl gtrder of the same scanthngs and strength. 

The AASHTO solid line predictor is terminated where lJR equals 0. 1. The 
laleral flnnge bending SlreSf{ i, computed by the V-load method to be 056 times 
the vertical bending !ilt~ss 10 the test specimen. ASSHTO Itmlts trus rOllO to 0.5. 
The doshed hne is terminated where the V-load lateral fl ange stress dlvlded by 
the vertica l bending st ress is 1.0. The Hanshin predictors arc terminated where 
l..JR = 0.2. The Fukumolo predictor extends over the enti re range. It. is of mlereSl 
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to note that In no case IS the strength a t.rue function of the variable UR. Howev
er. 111 all three cases the curves bc>have sImIlarly. In the lower range of l./R the 
AASiH'Q predictor WIth L varying is higher than Hanshin with R varying. In 
other casf'S, each predictor remains in a relative regime with AASHTO the lowest 
and Fukumoto the highest. They each underestimate significantly the lest. 
specimen st.rength. 

7.13" 

0472" L r---I 

t" - 0.177 in_ 

R • 11~7 .5 on. 
ryf _ 56.1 Jo:si 

r yw - 46.2 'oi 
l - 78.7 in . 

Figur e 12 Specimen M2 

Component Bendmg Tests 

Figure 14 shows a typical test 
arrangement used by :\10zer, ft . al. , 

" -.-----_:-::-:--..=:-c_-:-:1, o _ rv ~ __ .. - __ I 00 __ _ 

.. , _ '- ~_L .. ,,-._ . 
• • ,--" • • . " • • ! .. .. .. . . .. , , ... 

. " .. , --11.·0 _ .. 
•• •• ... • • • • 

~ .. . 
F igure 13 Strength predictions 
Specimen M2 

(7.8) to U!st curved glrdcrs m pure bending. Figure 15 shows a typical 
alTangcment used by Nakat , f't. al., to perform similar tests. Mozer's testa are in 
posItive bending while Nakai'~ are in negative bending, The bending span is 
longer than the torsIonal unbr3c~ length In Mozer's tests. The test fixture 
restrainS the gtrder lorsionnlly and vertically in Nakai's tests. 

of 

Table 2 glVes 3 comparison of the test results for pure bending compared t.o 
the predictor equal10ns available. The test values for the ull1mate strength are 
compared LO the predictor equatIOns. The AASHTO provisions are limited to UR 
less than 0.1 and Hanshin provisions nre limited to 0.2. It is possible that the 
Japanese tests have excessive torsional restraint. that may cause the apparent 
high vslues compared to the predictor equations. 

All but AASHTO of the predictor equations apply t.o only L'Ompact sections. 
They are all predicated on fallure of either the flange and/or web. 
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Figure 14 Culuer bendmg test arrangement 

Loodinl and ,uPportlnl deVl.,. Cor 
benchnr telL 

Figu re 15 Nakai bendmg lesl arrangement 

VI. Shear 

COI..UMN 
(10. II ~I 

There have been no umque mathematical prediclor models for shear in 
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curved girder webs. Culver and others report thnt post buckling strength can 
develop 10 curved ..... ebs. However. there is some fear that dcncctlons WlII be large 
compared to straight girders. As a result. the elastic buckling value is used in 
AASHTO and HanshlO design specifications. 

Bendlng·shear Interaction 

Interaction between shear and bending is ignored in the AASHTO curved 
girder provisions because it is ignored in the straight girder provisions when 
elastiC buckling limits are used for the web. Research (10) has shown LhM the 
typical moment-shear interaction equations seem to give rather good results for 
component tests of moment and shear. 

~t .. AASHTO HANSHlN NAKAI 
T~lt 

K-~ PRED RAT PRED RAT PRED RAT 

L1A 1830 1716 094 1107 061 1999 109 
L2A 1830 1749 096 1136 0.55 1993 109 
CI> 1371 .... 6>' 0 ... 7 1279 093 
GQ8 2120 1992 0.94 1164 055 2213 104 

M1 8098 696> 086 7509 0.93 5657 070 
M2 " .. 3708 048 4713 0.61 6>08 084 
M3 6131 2627 0.3 3504 0.57 5356 087 
M. 7203 .... '6" 0.37 7972 UI 
~15 5902 .... 2298 0.39 6790 1.15 
M6 6287 .... 2277 0.36 "49 106 
.. 7 6547 .... 2371 0.36 7176 110 
M8 2935 .... .... 1451 0.49 
M9 5548 .... .... 6934 125 

Table 2 Comparison 01 predtClOrs to pure benGlIV/ tests 

•••• -- Equation not applicable (Central angle exceeds allowable. 
Mx -~Ref. 8); Lx --(Ref. 6); Gx --(Ref. 7) 

VII . Curre nt Research 

FUKIJ" oro 

PREO RAT 

1504 082 
1533 084 
989 012 
1912 090 

8007 099 
6187 0.80 
4803 078 
4317 060 
3592 061 
3503 056 
3818 056 
10 .. 036 
3073 055 

The National Cooperative of Highway Research Program (NCHRP) of the 
Transportation Resean:h Board Initiated a proje<t (NCHRP 12-38) to update the 
present AASHTO curved girder provisions. The work involves the present slate
of-the-art. Specal emphasis is belDg placed on the construction of curved gtrder 
bridges. A survey of curved girder bridges fabricated across the United States is 
being Wldert.aken. Results will provide insight into the range of curvature 
experienced. as wen as how the bridge have been detailed. This work IS scheduled 
to be completed in 1995. 
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The Federal Highway Administration has financed a 6ve-year basic 
research effort. This work is to assist in the development of an AASHTO Load 
and Resistance Factor Design (LRFO) design code for horizontally curved bridges. 
The project includes both analytical and experimental studies. Open and closed 
sections arc included. 

The experimental work mvolves laboratory testing of components and 
testing of I girder nnd box girder bridges. The I girder bridge is planned to be a 
full-scale simple span Structure. Full-scale tests eliminate the need for 
compensatory dead loads and are able to reflect accurately fabrication influences 
such as initial distortions and residual stresses. 

The proposed steel framing for the I girder tests is shown in Figure 16. 
This frammg can be used to test girder components in pure bending and bending 
with shear. By using a bridge as a test frame for components. ideal boundary 
conditions can be obtained. Tests have been performed on pairs of curved girders 
to accomplish similar objectives. However, earlier tests always tested the entire 
frame to faIlure . In the planned tests, only the component is planned to fatl. As 
in the two-girder examples, the statical moment across the three girders IS 

predictable from the loads and span. Since the interior two girders are expected 
to remain elastic. the inelastic moment in the component can be deduced rather 
than measured directly. 

Figure 16 Plan of I girder test frame 
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Tl'Slmg of a single member that denves Its strength and loads In part from 

the enllre system is 8 complex assignment.. Analytical studle mdicate that as lhE' 
component commences to yu:!ld. Ita Stlffi'U~8S is reduced 8ufficu.'ntly to change the 
load dlhlnbutlon. The cross frames act dllferently under ttus condition. tnsl.ead of 
addmg load to the exl('rior gJrdcr. the sense of force changes and load is 
tran~rcrrcd to the intenor center girder. 

When the component tests are completed. a concrete deck WIll be placed on 
the steel frame nnd the bridge WIll be tested to failure. 

Simliar tests are bemg planned for box glrders. However, the component 
tests are expected to be leu complex than descnbed above for I girders. 

VIII. Summary 

Curved I gtrder research has been directed toward makmg adjustments to 
the straight gtrder predictor equations to predict. curvl"d glrder strength. nus 
approach has nOl been succelsful as evidenced by the WIde range of predicted 
values. There has been no theory presented to explam the melasuc behaVior of 
run·ed I girders. ~10st work bemg done at present reyolves around meiasl1c fimte 
element analyses. 

The AASHTO and Nakai predIctors mvolve the IItraighL gtrder as a basis. 
The Hanshin provisions are indirectly based on straight girder provisions but 
deViate IgruficanLly from them via the interaction equation for vertical and lateral 
bendmg stresses. 

Fukumoto's equation is mOtot unique and St'emll to predict test results rather 
well. However, It is unwieldy from a designer's \1ew. It may be more frwtful to 
develop a predictor equ8uon for curved gtrder strength that enn be reduced to that 
for a straight girder when the radiUS becomes mfimte. Such nn equation may 
include parameters such as Fukumoto's equation. 

Such an approach will penntt straight girders to be conSidered 8S Special 
run·ed girders. 
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After the Kanlo Earthquake which brought us tremendous disaster in the 
Tokyo Metropolitan lI't'a in 1923. heated debate on the seismic design philosophr of 
building structures came among leading researches. with many of their contentIons 
appearing in our proftssional journals as well as in daily newspapers. One professor 
asserted thai building structures should be rigid and sirong to resist seismic forces. 
whereas his opponent argued that building structures should be designed flexibly so 
that they can escape from earthquake forces. The debate did nOl bring a conclusion. 
however. mainly because of the lack of knowledge allhal lime on the charnelensties of 
earthquake ground molions. In 1935 and at almost the last pha.se of the debate. Dr. 
Ryo Tanabashi. a young professor of the Kyoto Uni\iersity. proposro a very advanced 
theory and contended that the earthquake resistance capacity of a structure should be 
measured by the amount of "potential energy" that the structure can absorb before 
collapse. The potential energy discussed in his theory can be interpreted as the energy 
dissipation capacity. the term often used nowadays(t.21. lIis wdl -insighted theory was 
not realized in our design practice for a long time. but advancement of earthquake 
engin~ring has finally made it possible to apply his theory in seismic design. In fact. his 
theory. now recognil.ed in the name of energy concept. has received much allention in 
the world. 

First. thi s paper overviews the seismic design based upon energy concept. 
including the procedures for estimating the energy dissipation demand and capacity of 
steel building structures. Second. present seismic design procedures are outlined. with 
the Japan's seismic design regulation as an example. and their interaction with energy 
concept is discussed. Also introduced is a seismic design procedure in which energy 
dissipation demanded to a structure is directJy compared with its energy diSSipation 
capacity. Finally. structural testing techniques are introduced in light of their roles for 
further advanctment of our seismic design. 

2 Energy Approach in Seismic Design 

2.1 Basics of Seismic Desi,n for Steel Building Structures 
In many countries With high seismic activity. a two-level seismic design 

procedure has been adopted() . 4). Levell is for minor to moderate earthquake mOl ion • 
which the structure considered sustains relatively frequently in its life time. and the 
structure should resist these motions with minimal structuraJ damage. Level II is for 
large earthquake ground motions. experienttd at most for a few times by the structure 
during its life span. Under these ground motions. structural damage. i.e. inelastic 
excursions of structural members. is penni lied as long as it docs nol cause struclUrai 
collapse or loss of lives. The major source of structural resistance under Level J J 
earlhquake ground molions is energy diSSipation supplied by hysteretic damping of the 
structure, and Ihis dJ:mping is provided by hysttresis of structural members. which is 
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generated under repeated deformations beyond yielding. Thus. a safely criterion for 
Level II design is such that the hysteretic energy dissipation demanded to the structure 
should nol be greater than its energy dissipation capacity. In the next section. 
hysteretic energy dissipation demanded to stee' building structures is outlined. 

2.2 Energy Dissipation Demanded to SDOF Systems 
For the sake of clarity in discussion. earthquake response of an SDOF system 

shown in Fig. I is introduced first. If the system is taken to be Iinear·elastic, its equation 
of motion under ground motion is given as: 

mi' + d + kx = -mi'g (I) 
where m. c. and k are the mass. damping coefficient. and stiffness of the system. x and 1: 
arc the displacement relative to the ground and ground acceleration. and the dot 
denotes differentiation with respect to time. Multiplying idt (=dx) on both sides of 
Eq. l and integrating over the entire duration of the ground motion (from t = 0 10 t = '0) 
lead Eq.1 to: 

r" r" ' r.' f." InJo,Udt+ JoX dl+k oxxdt=-m ,i,MiI (2) 

The right hand side of Eq.2 is the total energy inputted into the system by the ground 
motion, designated as E. The first and third tenns of the left hand side of Eq.2 are 
reduced to the k.inetic and strain energies stored at the end of the ground motion. 
These two terms. added logether. constitute the elastic vibration energy (Ee) at the end 
of the ground motion. The second term of the left hand side of Eq.2 shows the energy 
dissipated by viscous damping. tenned Eh. Thus. Eq.2 is rewritten as: 

E. + Eh = E (3) 
If the restoring force behavior of the system is taken to be bi · linear as shown in Fig.2. 
the equation of motion is: 

mi' + d + Fix) = -mig (4)e 
Where F(x) is the restoring force corresponding to the (relative) displacement x. Th 
equation can be converted into an energy form as: 

", C x:cdl+ J: x2
dl+Io

if

F(X)xd1 = - mJ:i,xdl 

And the energy equation is obtained as: 
E. + Eh + Ep = E 

(5) 

(6) 
in which Ep is the energy dissipated by the system's hysteresis. 

Figure 3 plots the total input energy (E) in tenns of the equivalent velocity (VE= 
V2£Jm) against the natural period of the system (1). The ploued values were computed 
by direct integration using the Newmark method (/3 = 114). and the 1940 EJ Centro 
earthquake record (N·S component) was employed for the ground motion. Other 
parameters used in the computation were: I) the natural period of the system (1). 2) the 
yield force (Fy) in the bi · linear restoring force relationship. given in terms of F I F max. 
with F max as the maximum force 10 be resisted if the system would respond only 
elastically. 3) the amount of viscous damping in tenns of the viscous damping ratio (h). 
and 4) the strain hardening stiffness in terms of its ratio (a) to the initial stiffness. 
Figure 3 indicates that the equivalent velocity corresponding to the total input energy 
(VE) remains almost unaffected by the yield force. viscous damping, or slrain hardening. 

Figure 4 shows the energy dissipated by hysteresis (Ep) against the natural 
period (n. obtained from the same analysis. Here. Ep is expressed in terms of an 
equivalent velocity (Vp)' defined as: 
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Vp=~ (7) 

This figure also exhibits that the equivalent velocity (Vp) remains relatively unchanged 
regardless of the yield force and strain hardening. although. in this case, the value of Vp 
decreases for larger viscous damping ratios. The bold line in Fig.4 shows the (pseudo) 
velocity spectrum (Sv) (5] of the corresponding linear-e lastic system. denoling that the 
equivalent velocity (Vp) is reasonably correlated with 5".[6.7]. 

The foregoing observation points out that the total input energy (E) and 
hysteretic energy dissipation (£p) are nol sensitive to either the yield force or strai n 
hardening but controlled primarily by the amount of mass (m) (as V p in Eq.7 is a 
function of the mass) and natural ptriod (7) of the system. This fact as well as a 
reasonable correlation between Vp and Sv greatly simplifies the seismic design 
procedure based upon energy concept. It should be remembered that the energy 
dissipated by hysteresis (Ep) and its equivalent velocity (Vp) discussed in thi s section 
are the ones demanded to the system. A thorough review on the energy concept is 
presented elsewhere [7). 

2.3 COfTelation Between Hysteretic Energy Dissipation and Ductility 
If the system's restoring force behavior is taken to be bi -linear (Fig.2). hysteretic 

energy dissipation demanded to the system can readily be correlated with the demand 
of plastic deformation. Considering one half cycle (cycle i) between two adjacent 
unloaded deflections (A and B in Fig.S) in a bi -Iinear restoring force vs. deformation 
relationship. The plastic deformation (Op)' defined as the distance between points A 
and B. is approximated by: 

E · 
~ - ~ . 

~ !!Pi 
~~=~-~~ ~ 

Where Epi is the hysteretic energy dissipated during this half cycle. Thus. the total 
plastic deformation <c5p .. LSp;). called the cumulative plastic deformation. is given as: 

E 
op = Eop; = l' (10) 

y 
§i~ 

Of, ~ - E~; - 0 = F 0 ( 11) 
Y Y Y 

Here. J.l (=EJ.li) is called the cumulative ductility. In this manner, hysteretic energy 

dissipation can be converted to a well-known ductility quantity (p). although. in this 
case, the ductility is given as ·cumulati\l~· rather than as "maximum". 

2.4 Energy Dissipation Demanded to MOOF Systems 
To generalize the discussion in the previous section. considered next is an n

DOF system as shown in Fig.6. which represents an n-story building structure. Let us 
consider that each story has its unique mass. stiffness, yield force. and strain hardening. 
Figure 7 illustrates the sum of the energies dissipated by hystereses of respective stories 
against the fundamental natural period of the system. Here. energy di ssipated is 
expressed again in terms of the equivalent velocity V fr defined as: 

V _ ':::.J!./ ~
r£ . 

p- Em} (12) 
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Where the subscript j denOles thai the quantity is associated with the j-th story. To 
obtain the necessary data. inelastic Lime-history analysis using direct integration was 
conducted. with the 1940 EI Cenlro earthquake record (N-S component) as the ground 
motion. Also ploued in fig.? are the equivalent velocities of the corresponding soar 
systems. This figure demonstrates that the equivaJenl velocity (Vp) is nearly the same 
between SDOF and MDOF systems, suggesting that. for MDOF systems. the energy 
dissipated by hysteresis is primarily a function of the local mass (un;) and fundamental 
natural period. Stiffness and yield force distributions over the story are other factors 
thaI may affect the equivalent velocity (Vp)' Further analysis. however. has revealed 
that V p remains relatively unchanged regardless of these distributions. and. by 
adjusting the story yield force carefully so that they start yielding approximately at the 
same time. and. particularly if some degree d strain hardening is present. the cumulative 
ductility (JJ =141i) can be maintained approximately the same for all stories. 

3 System Ductility vs. Member Ductility 

The ductility (and plastic deformation) demand discussed in the previous section 
is associated with the story of the building. In design process. this demand should 
further be decomposed into ductility demands to individual structural members such as 
beams and columns that constitute the building. To be emphasized here is that the 
value of ductility demanded to the story is not the same as the value of ductility 
demanded to individual members. and a simple e~ample is given below. 

Considered is a subassemblage shown in Fig.8{a). in which the column height 
and beam length are Land 2L and the flexural rigidities of the column and beam are £1 
and 2£/. respectively. Further. the full -plastic moment of the beam's cross-seclion is set 
at Mp. whereas the column is assumed to remain elastic throughout. The elastic 
relationship between the horizontal force F and corresponding horizontal displacement 
dare given: 

(13) 

Where .de and d8are the displacement component given by bending of the column 
and the displacement component given by rotation at the beam-to-column connection 
(Fig.8(b». Suppose that the subasscmblage remains linear-elastic until the bending 
moment al the beam-la-column connection reaches Alp. and. once this moment is 
attained. a plastic hinge is formed at the left end of the beam. At the instant of yielding. 
the horizontal displacement (.dy) and lhe rotation at the beam-to-column connection 

(By) are: 

(14) 

Now. consider that Ihe subassemblage is further deformed to a horizontal displacement 
of 3.dy (Le .• a ductility ratio of3 for the subasscmblage). Since deformation from .dy 10 

3.1y is developed solely by the rotation or the plastic hinge(8p)' the following equation 
is given: 

~2 
2t.y = lEI - 6pL (15) 

Thus. 
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This amount of rotation oo,",sponds to the ductility ratio of 5 1=(6p + 6yil6yll ro< the 
beam (Fig.8(c» . As this simple example demonstmles it. ductility demand is nOl the 
same between the story and individuaJ members and a150 varies from one member to 
another. 

4 Deformation Capacity of Steel Frames and Members 

4.1 Slability Effect in Seismic Performance of Steel Structures 
In the previous section. it was pointed out thai ener,y dissipation demand is a 

good and robust index for specifying seismic resisrancc reqUired for steel structures and 
that this energy dissipation demand can be converted to a well-known ductility 
demand. Then. in seismic design based upon the energy concept. a logical safety 
criterion is given such that ductility dema.nd of a structure be not greater than ils 
ductility capacity. Since both the demand and capacity terms can be decomposed inlo 
those of individual structural members and elements that constitule the structure. to be 
known is ductility capacities of important structural members and elements that are 
assigned to dissipate input energy by their hystereses. 

Structural steels are known to be very ductile in their stress vs. strain behavior. 
considered to possess sufficient energy dissipation capacity in themselves. 
Nevertheless. steel members made of such ductile steels often exhibil little ductility. 
The primary source for insufficient ductility capacity is "buckling and instability" 
inherent to steel members. such as local buckJing, lateral torsional buckling. and PO 
effect. Figures 9 to II show several examples of force vs. deformation behavior of steel 
members. If width-to.thickness ratios of a thin-walled cross-section are large. local 
buckling occurs in an early stage. which promotes the loss in resistance (Fig.9) l81. If. 
beam or a beam-column is slender. lateral torsional buckling takes place before it 
sustains large defonnation. which brings about decrease in ductility capacity (Fig. 10) 
[91 . Po effect is also a critical factor in controlling the ductility capacity of column 

(Fig. I I} (101· 
A countless number of studies have been made for investigating those stability 

behaviors in connection with plastic design. and many of the findings have been 
incorporated into present seismic design specificalions for steel structures. SeveraJ 
comments. however. should be addressed as to the difference in ductility consideration 
between plastic design and seismic design . first. earehquake loading. applied in the 
horizontal direction. causes beams and columns to sustain ddormations in double 
curvature. This type of deformations is normally less susceptible to lateral torsional 
buckling than deformations with single curvature when compared for the same 
slenderness. Second. lateral sway in colUmns may cause significant ptJ effect. which is 
often a major source in loss of ductility. Third and probably most important. ductility 
demanded in seismic design is generally larger than that demanded in plastic design. 
although the degree of difference varies in accordance with the relative intensities of 
earthquake forces prescribed in seismic desi,n. In other words. we generally have 10 
deal with shoner members with stcx:kier cross-sections in seismic design than in plastic 
design. 

Stability for shore members with stocky cross-sections. which involve ductile 
deformations after yielding. is influenced a great deal by the stress vs. strain relationship 
of structural steels and considered yet difficult to quantify accurately. The difficulty 
siems mainly from the fact that ductility capacity is very sensitive to the material's strain 
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hardening characteristics [II). 

4.2 Effect of Load Reversa1s on Stability of Structural Members 
Earthquake loading is characterized by forced defonnations involving load 

reversals. and these reversals should affect the ductility behavior of sleel members. 
Many findings incorporated in current seismic design. however. aTC based upon 
investigations of experiments with one-way (monotonic) loading rather than with 
loading of many reversals. One of the primary reasons is that stability behavior 
accompanied by large ductility is already difficult enough even with one-way loading. 
Second reason is that forced deformations induced in structuraJ members under 
earthquake motions vary from one member to another and aJso from one earthquake to 
another. and therefore. it is extremely difficult to select a particular defonnation time· 
hi story that can generalize the earthquake· induced deformations. In fact. to the 
writers' best knOWledge. we still do not have any well -accepted standard loading 
procedure for tests aiming at investigating the seismic resistance behavior of structural 
members. Considering those uncertainties still lying at the present time. we adopt a 
cautious approach when developing design provisions associated with member 
ductility. That is. basic information on ductility capacity of structural members is 
obtained by experiment and analysis with one-way lo.1ding. Next, ductility capacity 
thus obtained is correlated to "cumulative" ductility capacity in a conservative manner. 
and its validity is strengthened by experiment in repeated loading condition with a 
prescribed deformation history [12) . Figure 12 shows an example of tests conducted in 
repeated load condition. demonstrating that. up to a certain level of deformation. the 
hysteresis is stable without any reduction in resistance even after many cycles of load 
reversals. 

5 Seismic Design Procedure Based on Static Earthquake Forces 

5.1 Trade-OfT Between Strength and Ductility 
As indicated in Eq.ll. we have flexibility for the choice of strength and ductility 

demands in seismic design. That is. even if the energy to be dissipated by hysteresis 
(Ep> is given. we can still play with the trade-off between the strength and ductility 
demands; i.e .• a large ductility is required if a smaller strength is assigned and vice versa 
Two approaches are conceived in selecting the strength and ductility requirements. 
One is first to assign a strength capacity for the structure. then to estimate the 
associated ductility demand (Eq.II). and finally to check the demand against the 
ductility capacity of the structure. The second approach is first to assign a ductility 
capacity for the structure, then to estimate the associated strength demand. and finally 
to check the demand against the strength capacity of the structure. Most of the seismic 
design specifications in the world. including the Japan's Seismic Design Regulations 
outlined below [13), adopt the second approaCh. The first and probably strongest 
reason is that. in the second approach. seismic design is transferred to a well -established 
static strength design. and confonnity to design procedures enforced for other loading 
conditions can be achieved. The seoond reason. more implicit but equally crucial. is 
that ductility capacity of structures and struclUral members is yet very difficult to 
quantify accurately. and it is hardly possible to derive simple design equations that can 
specify member ductilities wilh reasonable accuracies. Under such circumstances, 
design provisions related to ductility demand are destined to be conservative and 
crude. and detailed checks between demand and capacity of member ductilities are no 
lon~er feasible. Difficulty in distributing the energy to be dissipated by the structure to 
individual stories is also a reason to support the second approach. If the structure is an 
SDOF system. the trade..aff between strength and ductility discussed above is very 
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straighlforward. For building Slruclures with many stories. however. distribution of 
required energy dissipation to respective stories depends a great deal on slrenglh and 
strain hardening characteristics of the stories: i.e .• energy to be dissipated lends 10 
concentrate on a story wilh a smaller strength. In Ihis condition. the profile of slrength 
capacity along Ihe story plays a critical role on energy dissipation and ductility 
demanded to individual slories. This interaction between the profile of story strength 
capacity and the ductility demanded to (he story. together with the difficulty in 
accurate estimale of ductility capacities of individual structural members. makes the 
second appt'ooch: strength design with conservatively assigned duclilily demand. more 
praclical . In what follows. the Japan's Seismic Design Regulations are introduced for 
explicating the seismic design procedure practiced at the preKnt time. 

5.2 Outline of Japan's Seismic Design Regulalions 
As discussed earlier. the most critical factor that controls the ductility capacity of 

structures and structural members is "buckling and instability", characterized by local 
buckling, lateral torsional buCkling. and PB and pjj effects. In the Japan's Umit State 
Design Specification for St~1 Building Structures (in draft form) (13). ductility capacity 
of the structure is classified intI' four categories: Category S· I 10 S·IV. in accordance 
with its vulnerability against buckling and instability. To account for local buckling 
behavior. cross· seclions are classified into four categories in accordance with Iheir 
width · t<rthickness ratios. Category P·I is for thick cross· sections that ensure large 
ductility before progress of local buckling reduces the resistance. and Calegory P·1I is 
also for compact cross·sections suslaining ductile deformation. with the degree of 
ductility capacity not so large as that expected in cross·stelions with Category p. 1. 
Category P- III is for cross· sections that can reach full -plastic momcnt without local 
buckling but cannot undertake much ductility afterward. and Category P· IV is for 
cross-sections failed by clastic local buckling. Similar categories are assigned for beams 
to account for laterallorsional buckling effect: i.e .• Categories L· llo L· IV in accordance 
with the slenderness ratio about the weak axis as well as the ratio of moment gradient . 
Finally. a structure consisting of members belonging to P· I and L· I is classified as 
Category S·I. one with a combination of P-ll and L· 1l as Category S· II. one with a 
combination of p. JII and L· III as Category 5-111, and one with a combinalion of P· IV 
and L· IV as Category S-IV. respectively (fable I). Furthennort. for columns that are 
assigned to take inelastic behavior in Categories S· I and S· II. an additional provision is 
provided to accounc for Po and fjj effects. limiting the magnitude of axial force and 
slenderness. 

A unique strength is provided for Categories S· I to S· IV. with the smallest 
strength for S-I (since il is most ductile) and the largest strength for S· IV (since it is last 
ductile). This strength (F(uq» is a strength required for the structure and is given for 
each story as: 

F("q} = Dsf-,("q} (17) 
Where F(rtq) and Ft(rtq) are the required strength for the story concerned and the 
slrength required for that story if the structure would respond only elastically. The 
tenn. Os. designated as the structural characteristic coefficient. is a factor to account for 
the ductility capacity possessed by the structure. and its values for unbraced frames are 
recommended as in Table 2. 

5.3. Dir<et Ductility Cheek Using Energy Method 
As discussed before:. the energy to be dissipated by hysleresis is primarily a 

function of the: total mass and fundamental natural period for multi -story building 
structures. but distribution of the energy 10 respective stores varies a great deal on the 



strength profile along the story. Then. the conventional seismic design procedure. 
introduced in the previous section. treats energy dissipation and ductility capacity in a 
nlther crude manner. Here. introduced is a design procedure. which is more complex 
than the convenlional procedure bUI enables us to compare the energy dissipation 
capacity of a structure directly with its energy dissipalion demand. In this procedure. 
we first assign a static seismic load profile aJong the story of the structure. The profile 
should be selected so thai the collapse mode under this profile of static loading be the 
same as the collapse mode achieved under earthquake loading. Fortunalely. we can 
find such a profile in most cases. as demonslraled by the test described below(14). 

Using the test structure shown in Fig. 13, two types of test: one loaded slalicaJly 
and monolonically wilh a load profile of I (151 $lory); 2 (2nd $lory); 3 (3rd $lory), and 
the other pseudo-dynamically. were conducted. For the latter test. the on-line computer 
control method(IS.16). whose detail will appear in the next section. was employed. 
Figure 14 is a graphical presentalion of possible collapse mechanisms of Ihe structure. 
Each plane of the polyhedron conesponds to a possible collapse mechanism. where F J. 
F2 and FJ are the horizontal forces applied to lhe firsl. second. and third stories. and a 
sel of (F/. F2. FJ) ala poin. on the plane gives a collapse load. An arrow from the 
origin. denoted by P. shows an increasing magnitude of the load combination 
employed in the monotonic loading test. where the ratio between F J. F2 and FJ is kept 
as I :2:3. At the instant when the arrow passes through plane b. collapse occurs in the 
mechanism represented by plane b (Fig. IS). The on-lute test was conducted for the 
idcnticaJ test structure for examining the earthquake response behavior of the structure 
subject to earthquake loading, In the test. the N-S component of the ground motion 
recorded in EI Centro earthquake(l940) was used. The inertial forces induced at 
respective siories. also denoted as FJ (1st story). F2 (2nd story). and f)(3rd story). arc 
the important parameten for investigating the correlation between the monotonic 
loading and earthquake response behaviors. Two figures in Fig. 16. showing the 
trajectory of inertial forces in the F J. F2 and FJ space. plot the projections of the 
trajectory with respect to the F / -F2 and F2 -Fj planes. respectively. and vector P 
defined in Fig. 14 is also projected to these planes. It is very informative that 
projections of the trajectory of inertial forces entangle around the projection of P. and 
overall. they direct to the axis of vector P. This fact suggests thai a dynamic collapse 
mode is likely to be the same as a static collapse mechanism loaded with a suitable static 
load pro/i Ie. 

lf an appropriate static load profile is given. we can also estimate whether or 
nol the struclure possesses sufficient energy dissipation capacity. This can be 
accomplished by static analysis with a given load profile. The structure is loaded 
monotonically unlilthc energy dissipaled arrives at the energy dissipation demanded 10 
the struClUre. Then, ddonnalion induced in each structural member at this instant is 
examined against its ductility capacity. A prerequisite for conducting such analysis is to 
have a tool that can simulate complex behaviors of structural members involving 
instability effects like buckling. fraclure. and others. Advanced hardware and software 
now available for numerical computation is considered to have made such analysis 
practicable. 

6 Verification d Seismic Pctformancc of Structures 

For the progress of seismic design. seismic performance of structures designed 
should always be verified. and validity of the seismic design adopted be calibrated. 
Structural testing has been recognized as the ultimate tool for such verification and 
calibration. In what follows. the writers would like to present Iheir perception about 
the objectives of structural testing. introduce the on-line computer control test. referred 
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(0 as the on-line test in this paper. which is believed to be: very useful in giving rich 
infonnation on seismic performance of structures. and discuss Its functions in light of 
the further advancement of seismic design. 

6-1 Roles of Slructurai Testing 
To the writeR' best knowledge, the experiment has two basic functions. One 

major function i. to prove the accuracy of our predictions reaardin~ the structural 
behavior. Of course. these predictions have a variety of sources like hypotheses 
developed based on previous findings and experiences, theories devised based on 
mathematical elasticity and plasticity. simulation models based on numerical analysis. 
and others. The second major function of the experiment. which is contingent to the 
first function as the proving mechanism. is to give us new learnings about1he structural 
behavior. Such new learnings can be: oblained when the results of the test reveals 
discrepancy from what had been predicted prior to the tesl These new leaminas 
encourage us to open new research subjecu. whose solutions. in tum. are to lead us to 
further advancement of structural anaJysis. These two functions of the experiment are 
also the JX>v.er 10 the progre 0( structural design. Proof tests of structures. such as 
those designed with new concepts and those incorporated with new materials. are a 
tool for judging the validity of the concepts and performance of the materials. 
Furthermore. any une~pec.ted performance observed in such proof lesU provides us 
with new incentives for advancing our structural design. 

6.2 Roles of On-Une Test 
The on-line test is an experimental technique for simulating Ihe earthquake 

response behavior of structures and slructural subassemblages with respttt to the time 
domain. bUI. unlike Ihe shaking lable tesl. the test is conducted quasi -slatically. The 
basics of the Ie t and previou applications are well documented elsewhere (15.161. To 
facilitate the discus ion on Ihe roles of the on-line lesf. the on-line test is compared with 
the most conventional quasi -s tatic loading test with a predetennined loadin& history 
(referred to simply as lhe quasi -slatic test hereinafter). 

As far as the required test facilities and procedures are concerned. the on-line test 
and quasi-slatic te I are essentially the same. In both lesls. Ihe test specimen fabricated 
is set on Ihe lest noor. attached by load applying devices and measuring sensors, 
loadt:d slowly with occa ionaJ pauses for data collection. The only difference betw«n 
the two tesU is the loading history impo$t:d in the lesl In the quasi-stalic test. the 
entire loading history is prescribed prior to the test. with its history delennined by the 
researcher's choice. where:as. in the on·line lest. the history is crealed in parallel to the 
loading ralher than prescribed a priori. with the mechanism of history creation as 
solving the associaled equations of motion. In reference to the roI~s of the nperiment. 
both quasi -stalic and on-line tests are equaJly useful in rroviding benchmark 
information for calibrating the accuracy of our predictions. I one wanls to acquire 
data on the capacily of the structure such as the maximum resistance. ductility. 
cumulative ductility. energy dissipation capacity. and olhers. the quasi -static test is no 
doubt the most effective experimentaJ 100L On the other hand. if one wants to obtain 
data on the complex hysteretic brhavior of the structure under earthquake-like loading. 
say. for the purpose of evaluating the accuracy of a numerical model. the on-line test is 
useful for generating such data. As to the fUf'lClion of the design-oriented proof teSI. 
the on-line lest is also capable when validating the performance of the structure under 
earthquake loading. 

Both the quas i-static and on-line tesls are effeclive uperimental tools by all 
means, with the quasi -static test employed more for capacity verificalion and the on
line test more fOf performance evaluation. In this regard. the qua i -static and on-line 
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tests are considered 10 be complementary. 

6.3 Design Implications of On-Une Test Results 
Based upon the discussion on the roles of experiment. par1icularly the on-line 

lest. the writers would like to view how the on-line test resuhs can contribute to 
advancing our seismic design. 
Proof Test: The on-line test is certainly a useful means for proving the earth9uake 
resisting performance of structures designed, thus enabling us to judge the validity of 
the designs adopted. As loading is made quasi -statically and can be paused any lime 
upon request. the on-line test makes possible close observation on the detailed 
behavior of the structure under earthquake loading. and capacity of thi s close 
observation is the most significant asset of the on-line tesl in its function as a proving 
1001. 
Design earthQuake force' As discussed earlier, the equivalenllateraJ force concept has 
been widely accepted in seismic design. and. using the forces. static analysis is made for 
pro5XM1ioning and sizjng structural members. Then. how effectively the equivalent 
lateral forces represe:nl the forces induced during earthquake motion is the key for the 
succc:ss of the design. Various hypotheses have been proposed to determine the 
magnitude and distribution of the equivalent lateral forces. and the on-line test results 
can serve as realistic background information for evaJuating the accuracy and limitation 
of these: hypotheses. Some such efforts have been presented 117.18J. 
Caljbratjon of Numerical MOOds llgd in Structum] [)csjQn: Recently. in the final stage 
of structural design . the structures designed are often checked for their earthquake 
resisting performance by employing numericaJ time-history analysis. In such analysis, 
numerical models that represent the restoring force characteristics of stories. elements. 
or materials are to be assigned. and the accuracies of the models employed are the key 
for Obtaining reliable results from the numerical analysis. Again. in light of the 
functions of the experiment. the on-line test is a useful me-ans for calibrating the 
efrectiveness of individual numerical mooels. and. in facl. many previous on-line tests 
were carried out ror this purpose. On recent effort along this line is introduced below. 
Developed was a database containing the results of many previous on-line tests applied 
to steel structures. calibrated the accuracies of several simple numerical models in terms 
of t~ir ability to simulate the maximum resistance . mu:imum dcnection. permanent 
(residual) deflection. cumulative ductility . energy dissipation capaci ty . etc .. and 
discussed the overall capacity as well as limitation of these numerical modelsI19) . 
Failure Crileria: We use a term "failure" quite often in our structural environment. and. 
without much doubl. we assume this term as one d'the most important indicators for 
structural design like: "we should design a structure so that it does noc fail even under 
severe earthquake loading.- But what is failure? Does this mean a complete loss in 
resi stance of the structure. or a maximum damage that can be tolerated by the society? 
Then. what is a tolerable limit of damage? This so-called "failure crit(:ria" is yel a very 
ambiguous term and has hardly been quantified . So rar. our experiences and heuristics 
seem to be the major sources that lead us to a (subjective) consensus regarding 
"fai lure". and nothing else but the detailed inrormation on structural damage is the 
resource. that can make our experiences and heuristics richer. Again. the on-line test 
can serve as a userul mechanism ror generating such detailed information. Remember 
that the on· line test can provide us with thorough data on the resistance. deneclion . 
hysteresis. stress. strain. energy dissipation. damage propagation. and others of the 
structure tested under earthquake loading. 
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SO\IE PROBLEMS OF STABILITY 
OF STEEL STRUCTURES UNDER SEISMIC LOADING 

Egor P.Popov 
Department of Civil Englrtttnng 

Uni\'C:r5II), of California. Berkeley. CA 94720 

I JS 

Stablhty of teel members dtsigned for !'ielSmic: rcqUtremcnlS F~raJly requues more mogent 
buck.llng cnlena than IS needed In design for gravity loads. Some: of the reasons for the need of a 
more conscrval.\o'c design are highlighted m this paper Specifically. the behavior of sm,lc struts 
under monotonic andcycilc loadmgs IS dc.scnbed. followed by. dl\(;u ion of con~nl11Ca1ly braced 
frames (CBFs). Some pl'OCt'dUl'C.ltofdc.slgn andspeciaJ dcVICC$ (orute-oding the life ofCBF under 
SCISnuc: con(iltlons IS mcluded Abner rdercnce to eccentncally b~d frame.s (EBFs) and their 
use In SCISrruC design foravoldma buckling IS Indicated. This i followed by a description of sel.!lnuC 
behavior of moment resi5ting frame and the measures taken to Impro .. ,c their behaVior 

Introduction 

A SCLSmic e"ent at a fauilltne can cause violent earth dlsplaamc:nt uch as shown In Fil I The 
force ge~raled by a severe earthquake may be so cnormou that no tructure can be desl,ned to 
Withstand thtm. Therefore as far as posSible tmponant facllitlcs uc:h as nuclear power plants. 
hosPitalS. poll e stallans and schools art: built away from pocenlial faullS_ For locations ...... ay from 
an active fault 11 IS possible to €k\lgn englOcc:ting structure to IUlst Imposed acce~rallons by an 
earthquake. such as hown In Fig. 2 recorded near a fault In uch cases structures rt:spond by 
vibratory motion for which measures can betaken to prt:\'t~nl scvere damage. A rt:presc.ntahve 
respoonse of. bulldlOg designed to resist SClsmlC loadmg 15 shown for • Simulated earthquake 
mcxion tn Fig_ 3. Note that beclUllC oftht Inertia of a structure fewercyclcs per unit of time occur 

FiK·l. (allAerai Fence off)(1 on t~ S;m Andteb Fault In Mann County due: to the 
1906 San FranCISCO Earthquake (POOIo by G-K Gilbcn); (b) NonnaJ Fault Scarp 
ncar Bem Ra.-.htd dunng 1980 Aigena Eanhquake (Courtesy of V V. Bertero). 
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Flg.3. Simulated Roof Displaccment ora 6-stOf)' Steel Moment Resisting BUilding 
due to the 1985 Mcxlco Earthquake. 

khavior or Struts in Compr ion and Tension 

The mechan ical behavior of a rectilintar coupon of virgin st~1 under monotonically applied tension 
orcompresslon may be approxlnl3ted by the familiarbLlinear response. The first part of this response 
can be assumed lobe linearlyelaslic. followed by plalcaucorresponding,lo an ideal plaslicbchavior. 
Calculation how thai a slender member of such an ldeahzed malenalln compression exhibits the 
behavIor first shown analytically by von Kannan (1909), Mg. 4. TbJ figure shows lhaJ: evcn an 
ideally straight strut on reaching R'UlAlmUm capacity In compression rapidly deteriorales on further 
loading or disturbance. The other cune shown in the figure iIIustrale the behavior of compression 
mrmbcrs with an Initial 001 of slraighlness e. In the U.S .. commonly wlde-nange shapes are requU"ed 
to have a maximum milial crookedness or less than UlOOO (GaJambo • 1988). where L is the length 
of a member This corresponds to the curve shown in Fig. 4 Just below the one for an IdeaUy straight 
sttut. The precipitous drop In capacity after reachmg the maximum must be clearly kcpt in mind. 
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"The Situation (Of steel struts ubJ«ted to repcated and reverse loading is much more delJlcnou • &\ 
follo-"''Ing the firsl loadlOg cycle, a dramalic decrease 10 capaclly cakes place In the subsequent 
loadir)g cycles, Fig. 5. This is caused by a large decrease in stiffness 10 the materiaJ. measured by 
E. due to the Bauschlnger cITect. during the ubstquenl cycles of loading (see Fig. 6). Therefore 
It i 10 be expected that conccntncaJly bnced steel structure dunn, cychc dynamic Joadmg uch 
.s occur In an earthquake ..... ould perform poorly. 
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It is important 10 note, as shown by lhe dashed lines 10 Fig , 7, that even a small excursion into 
tension can si$nificantJy decrease the capacity in compression. For the case illustrated. a virgin 
Specl men, sub,tected 10 a compressive force. reached a ma.gnitu~ of 20 I k.ips (894 kN): w~ras a 
Similar specimen initial ly caused to Yield a small amount 10 tenSIon, on a relurn stroke. a~lamed a 
maximum compressive force of only 152 kips (676 kN), I.e., only 75 .6% of the fLf'St specuncn. 
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• • • to 'It· 10 
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Flog. 7. A S\ee\ Strut Imtially Subjected to Yieldmg in Tension Decreases Its 
Compressive Strength Compared to hs Behavior in Virgin State. 

Concentrically Braced Frames (C8F's) 

Poor behavior of CBFs under extreme cyclic loading conditions. s imulating what may occur during 
a se\.'ere_earthquake IS Illustrated m Fig , 8 (Balbo and Plunuer. 1985). For the frame, braced bya 
smgle diagonal, Fig. 8(a). only the first excursIOn of the brace mlO the compressIon range IS 
satisfactory. The lalera] strength capacity ofllle_ frame when the diagonal is in compression during 
the subsequent cycles IS greatly reduced . The Slluallon forlhe X-braced rrame. Fig. 8(b). IS bettcr 
However the frame capacity progressively deteriorates. This type of behavior may occur in many 
CSFs. 

JL SOl8 
), _145 

(a) 

F 

, 

Fig. 8. Ca) Cyclic Beha .... IOI"ofa Panel wittoOne. ~agonal Brace. (b) Cyclic Behavior 
of a Panel With X-Bracmg (Courtesy G Ballio). 
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Examp~o(un tlSfac1OQ' behavlordunngcyclic loadmg I documc.nkd for ItlC)f'e complc~ (BInlRI 
(romlabonloryupe:nmc:ntsand fromactuaJ behaviordunngearthqua1.b_ Full- ak~ismi t ang 
of. SiA-Slory st«:1 lnk:1Ure In the cooperative US·Japan program. havlnl one CBF and moment 
connccuons lhrougOOullhc (our24 6 fi(7.S m) square bay • re 'ultcd in sc:ver-.n failure lR lhc.braccs 
""hen ub.,teeted to Imulated Mlya"ken-Oki acce.lerallolU (Foutch (I ai, 1981). Fig. 9. Shake 
table: eKpe:nmenb of. model of the same structure at the: Um\-crsIIY of Califon'll" BeiUley. by 
Vang and Bcrtcro (1986) c;dubltc:d lnular failure ofthc: chevron bra..:o 

Dunng the January 17. 1994. Northndge earthquake In Los Angeles simIlar buckhng or fractUl'e 
(allures in chevron CBF were also observed. As an (xample. several brace largely In the first 
floor of a modernlly high office bulldmg failed in the above manner. ~se braces were of 
Ir x Ir 3f8~ (30.5 305 9.5 mm) structural steeltubing. AnexamplcoffmclUred lubingisshown 
in fig. 10: several oflhc: braces fruled In buckling 

Fig.9. Buck.hng of a OIaaonaJ Brace in FulJ·Scale Tsukuba Te)t (Coun.esy RD. 
Hanson). 

Fit- 10. Fracture of. Dl8IOOaJ Brace in Full-Scale Tsubba T~ (cou~y RD 
Hanson). 
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The reason (or poor performance of steel tubular bracing can be directly attributed to madequate 
code provision . For example in the widely used Unifonn Building Code (ICBO. 1988). for 
reClan£arbox sections ofunifonn thickness it is required (orille width-thickness ratio nOC toc:xcecd 
2381"F, in US conventionaJ units. where F, is lhespecified minimum yie ld SlreSS in kips per square 
inch. 

Even before the 1994 Northridge ean.hquake the SlructUraJ Engineers Association of California 
(SEAOC) was considering adopting a more stringent requirement for the width-thickness ratio for 
rectangular lUbes per AISC (1992) Seismic Provisions: now even more stringent requirements may 
be adopted. In these provisions the width-thickness ratio for rectangular tubes Slates that a nm-width 

to wall thicknes shall nOC excoed IIOI{F, in lhe US conventional units. On this basis the 12" x 12" 
steel tubing in the building noted above, using 46 ksi (3 17 MPa) steel should have been 5/8 in . ( 15.8 
mm) thick instead of the: specified trud.:.ness of 3/8 in (9.5 nun). Most likely tubes of the Jarger 
thickness would have proven to be adequate. 

Awareness by engineers oflhe buckling problem in CBF braces, either in the Euler or loeaJ sense, 
can be resolved in different ways. The offshore industry solved this problem by employing 
X-bracing and pcrmitlingthe braces tobuckJeand carry load. Fig. 11 . Thesedrillingand production 
towers are exceptionally well constructed. The welding process is carefully monitored and 
frequently intemal diaphragms are inserted al the joints. Such an expensive method of construction 
is not favored in building work. and one must look at different methods to resolve this problem. 
Two of many possible solutions are described here. 

Fig. II. Example of Completed Test on One-Sixth Scale Model of an Offshore 
Tubular Steel Frame (V.A. Zayas, et a1.). 
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Recently NIppon Steel Corporation (Nippon. 1993) proposed to use conventIOnal teel memben 
unbedckd In concrete wtUun a lube, A booo between the force carrying steel and centrelt: IS 

prevented by painting steel with a plastic. The function of concrete in a tube is to prevent steel 
from buck.hng. A steel member havmg a cruciform cross-section (IWO ban welded 10 a larger bar) 
IS hown In Fig. 12. Excellt:nt hystcrc:lIc loops ha'¥c bttn gent.rated with a vanety of '>tccl 
CTOSstclJOflS under cyclic loads. nus proedun: has been used In severaJ large buildlQ~ . 

An w((:mativ(': means of preventJng brace buckling consists of placing calibrated slip JOInLS Bllhe 
ends of braces. Fig. 13 (Gngonan and Popov. 1993). 1bese (net.OIl JOint were demonstrated to 
bec-'cellenl e~rgydlssIPafon _ In a typIcal boiled connecuoneioftgaccd slOlS In (he mamconnectmg 
plate lie para11e:llo the hoe oflGal.hng. When bolts are tightened I predetermmed amount. the nwn 
plate i ~sandwiched" betw«n the bros! InSCrt plates and the outer steel plates _ The h Ie) In the 
sleel outer plates and the bras plate are of standard sizc. AppllcalJon of cyclic loads of magnitude 
equal co (he slip force resul~d In excdlcnt essentially rectangular hysteresIS loops . 

" .. 

Fig. 12. Example of Nippon Steel Unbonded Brace 

Fig. 13. DetaJl of a Slotted Bolted ConnectJon (SSC). 
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The behavior of the slotted boiled connections (SBCs) was verified with numerous Individual tests 
and on an experiment useing a one-bay 20-ft (6.1 m) high stec:ltest structure loaded by approximately 
30 kips (13.6 Mg) per floor. as shown in Fig. 14, to over 40 tests performed by subjectmg the loaded 
frame to Simulated strong horizonlal seismic excitations. A typical set of hysteretic loops from one 
afme twelve saCs at the flISt noordue to a strong Chilean signal (UoUeo) amplified to 0.88g peak 
shake table accelerat.aon is shown In Fig 15. The energy hIStory for the frame for the same Chilean 
signal i shown in Fig. 16. II can be noted from this figure that the friction energy dlSSlpatOrs (S BCs) 
very effectively dissipated most of the earthquake input energy. saCs can greatly reduce frame 
deflection during an earthquake. and because ofthclf slip characteristic below yield or buckling of 
braces protect them from damage 
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Fig. IS. RepresentatJve Cluster of Hysteresis Loops at one of the BoCtom Braces 
Due to the 1985 Chile L1olleo Signa1 Amplified to 0.88& Peak Table Acceleration 
(PTA) . 
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fig. 16. Comparison of Energy Input and DissipalJon Histones for 1985 Llolleo 
Signal with 0.88g PTA 

Eccentrically Braced Frames (EB"~s) 

"3 

CBFs are very effective and reliable in resisting lateral force.,. provided their behavior remains in 
the hnearlyelaslic range. This is not lhecase in seismic applications. where for reason o(economy. 
the braced (ranung systems are expected to behave meiaslically. forcin~ the cnllcal members to 
undergo cyclic plastic deformations. As discussed in the previous section, this requ ires special 
devicesandlordetails. An alternative approach to resolving this problem is 10 brace frame differently 
by deliberately Introducing braces eccentrically at se~ed JOints . Possible fnurunp ortNs type is 
shown In Fig . 17. Note that at least one end of each brace termmates In a link 0 length~ . TIle 
capacity of lhese links can be adjusted so as to have the link beha\le inelastically, before a brace 
exhausts It elastic capacity. This IS the basis for design of EBFs Such systems ~ma.m laterally 
stiff because the inclined brnces remam elastic during extreme lateral SCISnuC loads . 

In EBF design there are several problems concerned with stability. First. the hnk Itself. being 
potentiaJlycyclically deformed into the post.elastic range. requires special consideration. Analysis 
andexpc:rimenlS haveclearty shown that such Links must be made short to mduce sheardeformallon 
in the ","eb throughout a link's length. although some bendmg of the Imk at the ends is unavoidable. 
To achle\le such action. and to avoid general buckling. the .... eb must be rem forced by vertical 
stiffeners: and the web Itself must nOl buckle excessi\lely between the soffeners. An example of a 
link 36 m. (924 mm) long with two mtennedlate vertical tlffeners 10 a WI8 beam se$ment lSshown 
10 Fig. 18. Since the web buckled. either It should have been made thicker or the stiffeners spaced 
closer together. Unhke the case of the link shown in the illustration, in an EBF system. generally. 
axial forces also must be transmitted through the link 
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(0 ) ( b) (c) 

Fig. 17. Examples of Eccentrically Braced Franung. 

Fig. 18. An EBF Lmk After a Severe Cyclic Test 

1lle criteria for the maximum link length needed 10 induce shear aCllon, and the required web 
thickness, as well as the reqUired stiffener spacing 10 obviate the buckhng problem. ace given in 
the currenl codes (AISC. 1992; ICBO. 1988). Two relar.ed problems must also be considered the 
attachment of the brace to the beam II the I1nk. and the design requu-emcnts ror the floor beam 
OUlSide the link. 

If a W ·shape IS selected (or the brace, by Ahgning the: brace web With that of the beam the brace 
flMae! can be welded directly to the beam flange. Full·length vertical slJrfeners shouJd be provided 
directly above the flange ends of the bracc. 
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AttachrMnl O(the widely used structural tubes n:qu1I"r$ peciaJ attenlJon An exampleo! an Improper 
detail. first used at Tsukubaon the US-Japan coopentt\ie projeCt. IS shown In Fig. 19. Wheras this 
detail withstood the Initially decided upon simulated seismic displacements, on Increasing the 
intensity of the: eyehe testing. the gusset buclJed and the Inherent (",me lateral capacity was not 
utilized 'The reason for the failure is obvious In retrospect When a bending moment on the nght 
LS apphed to thJ connection with a clock""ise sense (negatJ\'c moment), the re i trng sectIon In 

bending con Ists ofthe W 18 x 40 beam and a thin .. ertlea] plale which umkr comp~sl\le load 
has a propensity to buckJe. Arter the (adure of this dc:lwi. the rtcomended detail (or such cases In 

EBFs became as shown In Fig.20. A detaal of this type was found to be entirely satisfactory In 
subsequent expc:nmenls (Engelhardt and Popov, 1989). 

Two add.llona] stabil ity problems arise in the design o(the beam next 10 the link. If the brace angle 
with the horizontal is small. the length of lhe panel zone between the verticaJ end sltffeners over 
the brace conneclJon becomes large. nus distance can be larger thaI the stiffener pacing In the 
Unk. and the lop beam nange has propensity to buckle. Additional inlcnnechate ,"'cruea! soffeners 
are advi.ubJe In such cases. 

WIS.40 

FI&- 19. An lmprope.r Brace-to-Beam Connection 

A 

BENT PL. 

Fig. 20. An Appropriate Connection of a Tubular Bmce to Beam 
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Lastly. LD order to prc .. 'cnt lateral ton.ionaJ buc~ing ofLhe beam, the beam must be laterally braced 
at both ends of the Lmk. and along the beam outside the hnk and the: connection panel zone, The 
Ialter requirement IS Important as In EBFs the beams along thIS length catT)' a large axial force. 
augmented by the horizontal component of the brace force and end moment (rom the link 

Moment Resisting Frames (MRFs) 

Thc most widely used steel COnstruc1Jon utilizes MRFs. Ttus type of framing provides a flWlOllm 
of unobstrucced space. Agam. forseisnuc design. several ofthestructura] design criteria (or buckling 
requirements are made more demanding than those: for canying gravity loads. A key element In 

the MRF construction is the beam~columnjoint ; a typicaJjoint in a deformed state is shown in Fig. 
21. This type of connection is largely based on the research initiated by !Iuang et al . ( 197 1) for 
slatic loads, and by Popov and Stephen (1972) for cyclic loads. 

The later reference recomend • In seismic design, that beams genernlly have thicker webs and 
nanges than in the design for SUilIC loads. The cumnt AISC (1992) SeISnuC Provisions reqUIJ'e the 
width-thickness ratios In the US customary units not to exceed s2.J{F; for nanges The 

cooresponding requirement for stalic loads for compact sections is 65/ff,. Similar increases for 
web thickness for seismic applications are gIven. 1llese more stnngent requmments are 
promulgated becawe Ul • cychc rt$Cme. if inelastIC action takes place. the Baushinger effect. 
illustrated earlJer In Fig. 6. becomes Important and ~uces the capacity of members 

TYP.! '>--7f-l 
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PLATE 

01 
0

1 0, 
0' 0' 

,0 
1 0 
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' 0 ' 0 

OPTIONAL WELDS 

)" 
FIg. 21. TypICal Beam-to-Column Range Connection for MRFs 
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It i Important to ~aJl that the 1m tests were made for. pecific proJCCt where a rrenuum was 
paJd for bolted I1Ithcr than .. dded web connections. Moreover, the number of bolts IR the hear 
tab was kept as large as possible. These connectJons with boiled webs and .... elded nangcs perfonned 
well, although they were nO{ as good as the sole all-welded connection Photograph!'! of two 
specimens With bolt~ webs at the end of each test are .. hown In Fig. 22. ~OIC that in one of these 
speamenslhe bolrmg clampmg force was moreeffectm: than In the other Un(orttlal1ately tncum:nc 
practice the number of bolts at the COnlleCtlon is usually detemuned from shear reqUirements 

Cychc hysteretic loops that were obLamed for the specmlen With. smaller bolt clamping force. as 
evidenced by less whitewash thai pealed-off. is shown in Fig. 23. The flUiure of thiS speclnlen 
occurred very abruptly With a -ban,- Subsequent ruearc:h by Tsai and Popov (1988). and 
Engelhardt and Hl4$IJn (1992). showed that with progressively slmphfied delaJls and fabricatJon 
procedures. the rehabillty of uch connechons can be q~IJonable . 

Fig. 22. Cyclic Tests of Two Beam-Io-Column Joints of W 24 x 76 Canllle\'crs 
1be 7/8 In Left Beam BoilS Provide Better Camping Force lhan (he 1 In Right 
Beam Bolts Showing Errahc Bchavior. 

Fia-lJ. Hysteretic DIagram for the Beam with Bolted Web In Fig. 22. 
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Another Important aspect associated with these connections is the continuity pl81c thac transfers 
the force developed by the beam flanges to the column web. The tendency in practtce IS to reduce 
their thickness to a minimum. and to weld them to the inside of column flanges by fillet welds. It 
is believed that such weld are satisfactory in weldmg these plates to the column web. but full 
penetration welds arc preferable for welds 10 (he msidecolumn flanges. 11lec:xtent of cyclic buckling 
activity In the continuity plale is shown in Fig. 24 by the peeled whltewash . 

The emerging technology for using nonlinear methods of buckling analysis. already in usc in aircraft 
design and offshore engineering, is beginning to be felt in the more traditional applications (Chen 
and Toma. 1994). This topic is beyond the scope of this paper. 

DUCT 5 

Fig. 24. Continuity Plate Between Column Flanges. Shear Plate for Connecting 
Beam at Righi Angles to the Test Specimen is in the Middle of the Panel Zone. 
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Connection Restraint Characteristics and tbdr lnf1uenet on Bum aod 
Frame BdI.riour aDd DtslaD 

o A Nethereot 
Department or Civil Encinftrinl. UaJnrsity or Nottlnpam. U.K. 

Abstract 

It I,argued that. with researcb LDtO the stabiliry or members proVIded With Ideal 
condluons of suppon and frames that utilise perfect forms oC jouu baVU1& reached the 
stage where - at leut In pMclple - methods (or analysiS and design based aD I 
considerab~ volume oC evidence and undmranding ~ weU established. studies of lbc 
influence of pmcucal forml of intetconnection between members on stability are likcJ.y 
to be " more cost~ffecuve tine of researcb. Progress in this area - panicu1atty that 
relaC1na: co che development of an appreciation of conooctiOD restrmlt cbat¥rerisdcs - is 
reviewed.. It is concluded that (oc the two-dimensiooaJ t'CSp?1UC of bare SICC! frames 
undcrslandinlLS now comparable to that achieved for LndiVlduaJ members and pmncd 
or rigidly connected frames. Pro&J'CSS made withiD ttus &IU dunnf the past decade bu 
bad Ibe effect of enco""""g companble srudies of other IypeS 0 COIIIlCCtIOO resII'Wlt 
problem IIId illusll'lllOftJ of ICCIIC of tbeoe ate provided. 

lDtroduction 

RescaJth in suuctunl Slability (I) hss traditionaUy been concerned willi Ibe behaVIOur 
of elemenLS - strutS. beams. beam-columns. plates - or systems - frames. plate 
assemblies.. shells. For the former. support conditions &I"'C normally assumed to be 
"ideal" i.e. each paroc:ular degree of freedom 31 a re:straincd Ct'OSS-.secuon - deflccaon or 
rotaaon - is assumed either to be prevented or to be free. For syslCms. in~<oonecQon 
berwten different elements LS sumlarty assumed to be "~ect". prDVlding either full 
conunUlty or restr.unt agllnSl deflections only with roWJon of one element reLauve to 
another being free '" lAke place. 

By emp(oYlnllhese :u.sumpuons. considenlbJe advances LR the undetstandlng of the 
bucklinS of memben due to compression. bending and combined loading as well IS of 
the compb LRtc:r:lCUve and distOrUonal buckling of suuctu.res such as sway fr.unes IUId 
Sllffened box Ilfden has been ICtueved. lndccd. when asked to prepare a state-of-the
art rev\C:w on the subjCCt of the lateral-torsional bucklinS of beams for the East 
European pan of the 2nd reponal colloquiwn on ''Stability of Sleet StructureS" in 1986. 
the author concluded (2): 

.. FulW'~ r~s~arch should be uu:r~a.slngly dir«r~d rowards th~ conslikrtJlWn of beams as 
pans ofsl1'UcrurtJ, ra.hnJ due acCOWl' oftlu \ICUt~d and complu Ioadin.& and rutrQ.UII 
condiDOtU mcowuu~d &II pracAC~ ". 

If tb.u VIew LS acc:ept.ed. then It 1$ h.ud.Jy surprising that the pa.sa.25 years have .seen such 
• JrOWth of inlef'CSt in puun, • beacr undc:rstandin, of the acnW restnJJWl,lCUons 
proVl~ by the different practtcal forms of iDter-connecuon between members and 
thcuce 1ft mlklna more realisuc allowances for these In stability analyses. Altbou&b I.bc 
toplC of major LRtereSt has been beam-to-column ConnecUODS in mullislorey frames. 
sevent other stabtli,y related topiCS may be Identified as havln, receIved SUD liar 
trc:lDnenL nus reV1CW concerur.ucs on the beam-to-column probJc:m as us dcvelopmen' 
illUSUilIeS :ill the key aspects of the subject area. Some menuon 1$ made. however. of 
relaled topICS as 11 way of LRdJc~g the polenual for sunuar advances In other subjCCt ..... 

lSI 
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Basic Problem 

The uuponance of connccuon rt:SU'IUll may be illUSU"a.led USlO.I the most basic SUUC1U1'a1 
subtlily problem: !be axWIy loaded iniDaUy perfectly sni&bL elasuc saut ofR .... I. 
When end translauon is prevented. then ~& the rotauonalstiffness of the end 
<onnecuons from zero (pinned) 10 infuUly (fixed) inc:=ses !be critical 100<1 by • factor 
of 4. In tenns of the: commonly used dr:sip concept of effecuve leDIth. !Ius is reduced 
(rom L to O.SL Thus the potential for variations in load catT)'lllg ca.pacity duc to 
changes in re5t1'ilUll conditions is enormous; to effect simllar changes by altenng the 
croSHcction would requite either large increases in area or a sigru..ficant re·ammgcmcnt 
of material into il more efficient sha{le. 

More realistic ultimate sucngth analyses foc end restn1ined struts were produced by a 
number of authors in the 1980's (3). Several of these linked column buckling to the 
charactenstics of the beam to column connections by relating thc: stiffness of the end 
restraint to the shipe of the connection's momenH'Otation (M~) curve. This led to 

detailed euminations of the results of previowl Y conducted connection M-+ tests (4-7), 

the development of methods to mathematically represent M", CW"\'e.S (8.9). the 
establi1hment of databanks of connection test results (4.6.7) and various aucmpu at 
analytical. numerical or semi-c:mpirical prediCbOftS of moment-rotation bcbaviour 
(1O.11). The subject wu thus sbown to appeal 10 • specttum of resean:h ioreteslS -
from fundamental stability studies. through laboratory testing to the inchwoo of semi
rigid joint action in design rules. 

M-. Characteristics 

The single mOSt import:lnt representation of connection resu-aint charxtcristics has been 
the M-. curve. This rci:u.cs the moment tnnsmiued by the joint M to the rolatlon of 

the beam relative to the column •. Five repn:senlati\o"e M-. curves (including the two 
axes. which conespond to the ideal cases of fued and pinned) Ilte provuied in Figure 2. 
The three tntennediate CIll'VeS correspond to a high moment C3p8Cit)' and high rolaUonaJ 
stift'nes$ connecuon. a paru.a.l strength and semi·rigId connecuon and a low strenJth and 
low stiffness (pinned) connection as illustrated in Figure 3 TYPical e:wnp1es might 
well be an e.-ttended endplate with suitable column suffeners. a moderately thick flush 
endplate Without sufferunl and a pan of web cleats. aJthougb SlDCC It Ls the relative 
suffness that is imPOfWU .• the connection must be corwdered III the context of the beam 
and column sizes as well. 

This concept has been fonn3li:z.ed in what LS arguably our most up 10 dale strUCtl1r.l1 steel 
design code - Eurocode 3 - through the notion of classUicauon of connections as 
shown In Figure 4 In pnnclple. this is similar to the separauon of members lIltO 
different classes based on the susceptibility to local buckling of thell' plate elemeots 
(flanges and webs) for the purposes of determining thell' cross-sectional flexural and 
compressive capabilities and deciding whether they may parucipate In plastic hinge 
acuon. The "classes" of connecuon an: rather different as shown lR Table I: wlt'role 
is. however. effecuvely the same In that they control the approach that should be taken 
to the detemunauon of the dismbuuon of internal forces In the structure. Thus this 
represenu a fonnalisauon 10 a quanuWl~ fasJuon of the processes ImpliCItly used by 
designers e.g. IR the UK so-called "simple construcuon" in which (he Joints arc 
assumed to behave as puu has long been an established and popular method of fr:une 
design (12l. With the Important tequuement that when connecuons fa.lllRlO the semi
ngld and/or parual strength category then the fr:une should be: desllncd rccOiRlSlOg Its 



semi-<onunuous (the equivalent term. In the AISC LRFD specification u "partially 
resuamed" ) nawre. 

Several reviews of beam to column connection resttaint characteristics - effectively 
M~ behaviour- are available (4-1 1). From these 4 approaches to the dc:tennination of 
such infonnation ilnd its presentation in a fonn that is suitable for subsequent l1Se in the 
analysis of stability problems may be identified: 

iabor.llOry tesung of jOtnts - direct determination of M ..... charactenstic(s) for 
particular joint(s) tested. 

numerical simuJation e.g. through the use of the finite element method -
replacement for physical testing. 

curve fining sets of test results - permits interpOlation over a. wider range of 
parameters. covet:lge limned by availability of test data. 

behaviour.1l models employing simplif1ed analytic:aJ. representation of key f4CCLS 
of structural behaviour plus inclusion of some coefficients whose values are 
obtained (rom comparisons with test data - can provide design equations for 
those joint types for which simple models of the behaviour of the principal 
components may be constructed.. 

Combinations of the fU'St and lhird of these are quite advanced. with a wide range of 
empirically based formulae capable of representing M-. curves with varying degrees 
of accuracy now being available. Within Europe the cooperative COsr-Cl project (13) 
is seeking through the SERlCOM computerised databank (14) to improve access to the 
many hundreds of test results that are available for use with curve fitting approaches. 
Starong from the original wort of Frye and Morris in 1976 (5), considerable advances 
have been made in improving the 3.CCW'3Cy and reliability of the prediction formulae as 
well as giving lhem a greater physical basis. 

This leads narur.illy to the so-called behavioural models. an early example of which was 
the work of Lee and Melchers in 1986 (15) on bolted endplate connections. in which an 
exponenua] equation was proposed. This employed the three physically based 
quantities; 

plastic moment capacity of the connection 
initial elasuc connection stiffness 
Straln hardentng cOnnection suffness 

each of which may be detennined from simplified analysis. plus a single coefficient 
obtained from teSt data. Several improvements and extensions 10 this approach have 
been made. notably by Chen and his associates (16-21), see Figure 5. 

An alternative. rather mgeruous approach has been used by Richard and his assocl3.teS 
(22) for fln plate and web angle deat conneroons. In thu. the dewled exammauon and 
assessment of the behaviour of the key component paru of the connecuons was 
undertaken through a cOlllbination of finite element analysIs and laboratory 1eSung of 
these component pans. This led to the establishment of a "conceptual model" of the 
connection as a set of spnngs and bars of the type illustrated in Figure 6 to model the 
main load tr.uls(er funcuons. Simuar ··concepwal models" have been used in Europe by 
Tschmemegg l23) and by Jaspan (24). In a recent development (2S) a connecuon 
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elemenL capable or rtpteSentinl all six degrees or freedom (three deflections and three 
romDons) prcmding swlabk connccuon dau. are avl1lab~. that may simply be added to 
_dan! fr.uDe analysIS packages. bas been proposed. 

Use of M'" Data in Frame Analysis 

Initil1l1y frnmc: analyses that included the effects of connection reslnlint were limiu:d to 
the studies of the enhanced strength of axially loaded columns referred to earlier. 
Moving through beam<olumns. which allowed for studies of alternate load paw some 
of which required larger connection rotabOns and thus involved the use of lower 
stiffnesses from the higher regions of the M-+ curves. on to subassemblages. whicb 
perm.iued the U2nSf'er of momenu (rom beams through connections moo columru. and 
then to both non·sway and sway frames. the subject has now matured with various 
levels of sophisticauon beina used for both the connection models and the frame 
analysis itself. Connection models coverin, behaviour under cyclic loading have 
pcnniued the exammation of frame response under complex load histories such as 
reversals of wind loads or seismic spetua. The level of maturity may belt be 
appreciated by considering something of the content of two recent (1993) research 
papers: 

"Stability Behaviour of Semi-Rigid Sway Frames" (26) 

Thi:s :srudy. which i:s althe more "academic:" end of the range. coruiders the elastic 
response under static loading of the set of 1 and 2·bay. fixed base ponal fr.unes shown 
in Figure 7 allowing for sevetal combinations of: 

various forms of connection M .... representation 
column loading only or distributed beam loads 
geomeUlc3.1 sway imperfections 
cyclic wind load 
different levels of rigour lD the frame analysis 

Much of the emphasis of the analysis i:s on bifurcation with a typical result being given 
in Figure 8. Results are compared and cfucussed and the mam conclUSion i:s thai. the 
use of:1n effecuve length form of design approach for sway frames contalrung lemi· 
rigid joints is unreliable. 

An interesting complement to this is the series of studies completed recently to provide 
justification for the usc of the: popular yet "not quite respectable" wind connccnon 
method (27). that have attempted to specify those combinauons of fr.une proportions. 
joint types. service:lbility considerations and colwnn deSign methods for which the 
approach may safely be employed.. 

··Sci.mllc Performance of Moment ReslSting Fr.uncs with AeXlbJe Joints" (28) 

This study investigated the response to sei:smic loading of a representauve 8 storey x 3 
bay x 4 bay fr.lme de.slgned to "normal" Canadian code provisions. allowing for 
vanous forms of connection behaviour. The ORAIN·2D package was used with Joint 
models devtsed from the authors' own expenmenw work on extended endplates. 
particular .:menuon bemg p41d to the separate :and combtned efforts of jOint fleAibility 
wldun the beam to column connecuon and the column panel. zone :1S 1llustr:ued ttl Figwe 
9. Five me:lSure5 of fr.une response: were compared: 



larer.tl deflecuons 
SlO~y shear 
S10tey drift 
plasuc mwions In the JOintS 
panel zone duclllil)' 

As. a resuJt recommendatIons for the most efficient destgn approach. incorporuina joint 
fleXIbility as an eJlitr:l panuneter under the conuol of the des1lner. for sway frames 
subject to seismiC loadinS we~ made. 

Many simdar invesug:l.uons could bave been cited and the reader is referred \0 the: 
recently published book: by Chen and Liu on frames (29) for:a review that is up 10 dare 
as of 1991. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that work on the two-dimerusional 
behaviour of bare steel consU'Uction has now reached a level of maturity that pennits 
considerable choice in the fonn of connection modelling. has contributed significantly 
\0 our understanding of the intel'3Ctions betweeQ joint cbaractcnStics and either member 
or frame response and has become sufficiently well accepted for it to feature in codified 
design rules. 

Extr:nsions 

Going ~nd Ille basic ... o(M,,_ in 2·0 frame analysis. !he (oUowing additional 
effectS have been swdicd: 

design oriented procedures that incorporate connection restraint as an additional 
variable to be controlled by the designer (30.31) 

separate cOn5lCierauon of the different joint fieXlbilities in connccuon restr.unt 
rnodelling (22.23) 

inchlSlon of shear and Ulal flexJbwry of connecoons in Cnuue analysu (25) 

consideration of 5Cm1-ri,id joint action in frames construCted from light gauge 
rnembeni32) 

inclUSion of joull fleXIbility effects 10 welded tubular construction for wruch 
joint flexIbility IS due to loc~ deformations of the members themselves (33) 

full 3-0 frame :uta1ysis WIth simplifying assumpuons on the diaphragm effect of 
!he floors (34) 

measurement of out-oC-plane connection resuaint charactcrutics (3$) 

analysIS of the full 3-0 response of columns in subassemblages conwning 
se.mi-ngld jointS (36.37) 

allowance when detcmlUURg connoc:uon restr.Unt chara.ctenSucs for composite 
acuon with floor slabs (38. 39) 

Conclusions 

Progress In the ate3. of research into connecuon restr:unt char.lctensucs and their 
influence on the stability of members and frames has been reviewed. For two· 
dimenslon31 ban: steel consltUCuon it is concluded that all aspects of the subject: 
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assessment of COMCCUon re5trunL modelling and representation. development of 
mclhods of stability analysIS that allow for connection effectS. production of illusaative 
results and che p~pmtion of design approaches. have been addressed - offen in 
considerable del3J..l. The success of this wort in encouraging the application of similar 
methodologies to a wide range of other stability problems in whicb connection restraint 
bas a potcnually sigruflCanl role: bas been DOled. 
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type or Iraming I ",<moo or_ gl~Dal I ypes or connections 
analysIs 

Simple Pinjoinu Nominally pU>ncd 

Continuous Easric Rigid 
Nominally oiMed 

Rigid-Pla.stic Full-streDgtb 
Nominally pinned 

Elastic-P1astic Full-,rrenglh - Rigid 
Nominall,:';;;",;.;d 

Seml-C'ontinuOU$ Elastic Semi-rigid 
Ripd 
Noounallv pU>ncd 

Rigid-Plastic Partial-strength 
Full-slI<Ilglh 
Nominally pinned 

Ela.sbC-Ptastic Pnrual-strength-Scma-rigid 
P:lru>I-s=glh-Rigid 
FuU-strcngtb-Scml-nJld 
FuU-'tre.glh-Ripd 
Noounallv pmned 

Table 1 ECJ Linkage of Conntttion Class and Frame Analysis 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Angles appear to be one of the simplest of structural elements. Connections, 
bolted or welded, are easy to make. In spite of this, angle compression members are 
among the most complex structural members to analyze and to design. This is due to 
the end eccentricities of the end connections and because the principal axes of a single 
angle do not coincide with the axis of the frame or truss of which the angle is a part 

The theme for the SSRC 50th Anniversary Technical Session is MSSRC - Link 
Between Research and Practice". Thus the author will : (1) review some of the research 
conducted at the University of Windsor and some other research to show how it relates 
to practice; and (2) some research needs will be discussed. 

DOUBLE ANGLES 
General 

Double angles possess at least one axis of symmetry. This greatly simplifies the 
analysis and design of double·angle compression members. 

There are three possible arrangements of double angles. The first is the back-to
back arrangement, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) . This still seems to be the most common 
arrangement for double angles in the United States. This is probably due to the fact that 
load tables for these angles are included in the AISC "Manual of Steel Construction, Load 
and Resistance Factor Design" (1986b). 

In 1980 when the author became interested in the interconnection of double-angle 
compression members back·to-back double angles were widely used in Canada. It now 
seems that the starred angle arrangement (Fig.1 (b)) is the one that is preferred The 
CISC "Handbook of Steel Construction" (1991) includes load tables for starred angle 
compression members. These starred angles also have several significant advantages 
over the baclHo·back arrangement. The starred angle leaves all surfaces exposed for 
maintenance. This is particularty important when you have a corrosive atmosphere, such 
as in the chemical industry, or where building hygiene is important, such as in the food 
or pharmaceutical industry. The minimum moment of inertia of Ihe starred angle cross 
section made with equal leg angles is 60% greater than when the same angles are used 
in the back..to-back arrangement. The starred angle arrangement is one that should be 
considered when double angles are used. 
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The boxed angle arrangement (Fig. 1 (e)) , although aesthetically pleasing, is not 
widely used. The inner surfaces are not accessible for maintenance and the connections 
must be welded. 

Interconnection of Starred Angles 
The first research project with regard to angles that the author supervised involved 

the interconnection of starred angles (Temple at al . 1986). The steel standards in effect 
in 1980 contained vastly different requirements for the interconnection of starred angles. 
The Canadian Standard, CAN/CSA-S1S.1-M84 "Steel structures for buildings (Urn it States 
Design)"(CSA 1984) and the American Specification , AISC "Specification for the design, 
fabrication and erection of structural steel for buildings" (1978) required the use of only 
one interconnector at mid-height of the bui lt-up member. This was based on the 
requirement that the slenderness ratio of the individual main member between paints of 
interconnection should not exceed the slenderness ratio of the bu ilt up member. The 
German Standard, DIN 4114 "German Buckling Specification" (Deutscher 
Normenausschuss 1952) required four paints of Interconnection. The British Standard, 
BS 449 "Specification for the use of structural steel in buildings" (1970) required the use 
of five interconnectors and each connector had 10 be arranged so as to form a cruciform. 
This resulted from a requirement that the slenderness ratio between points of 
interconnection could not exceed 40 nor 60% of the slenderness ralio of the built-up 
member. 

The obvious question was ''which standard is correct"? The requirements varied 
from one piece of metal at mid-height to satisfy the North American requirements to ten 
pieces of metal to satisfy the British Standard. The North American requirement seemed 
logical and British standard very conservative. The answer was that none were correct 
and as shown in Fig. 2 the number of interconnectors should be two. Wilh zero and one 
interconnector the starred angle buckled about the major principal axis but obviously not 
as an integral unit. With two or more interconnectors the starred angle buckled about tile 
minor principal axis of the cross section. This requirement is now included in the 
Canadian Standard S16.1 (1989a). 

In order to make the individual ang les of the starred angle compression member 
act as an integral unit, the individual angles must be connected together intermittently. 
The interconnectors carry the shear and moment that may develop as a result of the 
deformation of the built-up member. In addition, the interconnectors reduce the effective 
length of the individual angles between points of connection, make the angles deflect the 
same amount, and also provide some rotational restra int to the individual main members. 

When small plates are used as interconnectors in starred angles, three different 
arrangements of these inlerconnectors are possible. These may be referred to as 
aligned, alternaling or cruciform and are illustrated in Fig. 3. In the aligned arrangement 
the interconnectors lie in the same plane. In the alternating arrangement , the connectors 
alternate from one plane to another at right angles as the interconnectors are spaced 
along the member. In the last arrangement, the interconnectors are placed in pairs, in 
contact, at each point of interconnection to form a cruciform. 

A literature survey fai led to revea l any research on the effect of the arrangement 
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of interconnedors on the load carrying capaCity of starred angle compression members 
Several steel standards and specifications were examined to determine whether or not 
they contained any requirements with regard to the arrangement of the interconnectors 
The North Amencan standard and speCIfication do not provide any gUidance as to the 
preferred arrangement for the Interconnectors The Bntlsh Standard, as 449-1970 
(Bntlsh Standards InslltutlOn 1970) speCIfied that Interconnedor must be In pSlrs at points 
of Interconnection so thai they form a cruciform This standard has now been replaced 
by BS 5950·1985 (Bntlsh Standards Institution 1985) which now reqUires that the 
altematlng arrangement be used 

An experimental program was undertaken which Involved the testing of mne starred 
angle compresSion members Three speCimens were fabncated With each of the three 
arrangements of Interconnectors 

AU the speCImens were fabncated with 64 x 64 x 64 mm (2% x 2~ x %In ) angles 
The length of the speCImen, kmfe edge to kmfe edge, was 3050 mm Because of the 
prevIous research (Temple et al 1986), two points of InterconnectJon, one at each of the 
third points were used The Interconnectors were 51 x 51 x 9 5 mm plates welded to the 
angles 

The expenmental failure loads are shawn in Table 1 Except for SpeCImen No A3, 
all speCImens failed by buckltng which predominantly was one of buckhng about the weak 
aXIs of cross section From the failure loads obtained from the expenmental research It 
can be concluded that the arrangement of the interconnectors does nol have a signlficanl 
effect on the load carrying capaCIty of Ihe starred angle compression member It seems 
that as long as the indiVidual angles are firmly connected at Ihe point of Interconnection, 
the type and arrangement of the Interconnectors does not have a Significant affect on the 
load carrying capacity of the member A finite element analysis of the same speCImens 
confirmed thiS conduslon Details may ba found In a paper by Tample et al (1994) 

Design 01 Double Angles 
Most back-to-back double angles Will fall by buckling about the x axis The 

separation of the angles about the y aXIS resu1ts In a large moment of Inertia which Is 
mainly due to the product of an area times a distance squared 

The load tables In the CISC Handbook assume that a suffiCIent number of 
interconnectors are used to make the bUilt-up cross section act as an integral unit The 
AISC Handbook Indicates that when buckhng about the x aXIs Is conSidered, the number 
of Interconnectors should be detemuned from makIng the slenderness ratio of the 
indiVidual main member between poInts of connection equal to or less than the 
slenderness ralto of the bUilt-up member Since buckling about the X aXIs Involves 
movement In the plane of symmetry, thiS is Simply 8 case of flexural buckhng 

The general equation for torSional-flexural buckling indicates that when you have 
one aXIs of symmetry the section Is subject to flexural buckhng about the x aXIs or 
torSional-flexural buckling about the y aXIs It has been shown by Nuttan and Adams 
(1970) that for back-la-back double angles the effect of 10rSlonal-flexural buckling IS to 
reduce the load carrying of the double angles by five percent or less from Ihe load 
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carrying capadty of the same member predicted by considering only flexural buckling 
about the y axis. Thus It IS common practice to neglect torsional-flexural buckhng when 
the design of back-ta-back double angles is concemed. 

VV'hen flexural buckling about the y axis is considered, the member behaves much 
like a battened column Interconnectors must be used for the reasons previously 
outlined. The Canadlsn practice in the past was to simply make the slendemess ratio of 
the main member between points of connection equal to or less than the slendemess 
raUo of the built-up member. The latest edition of the Canadian Standard 5161 now 
contains an equivalent length formula which is simply the square root of the square of the 
slenderness ratio of the built-up member plus the square of the slenderness ratio of one 
of the main members between paints of connection. The CISC Handbook provides no 
guidance as to how to make back·to·back angles act as integral unit. 

Consider two 90 x 75 x 13 mm angles, long legs back..to-back with a 10 mm 
gusset plate between the angles Take an effective length of 4000 mm and consider y 
axis buckling. Compressive resistances were calculated in accordance With the Canadian 
Standard S161 . If the built-up section acts as an integral unit a compressive resistance 
of 404.5 kN is calculated If the slenderness ratio of the main member between points 
of interconnection is made equal to or less than the slenderness ratIo of the bUilt-up 
member, two interconnectors are required If it is assumed that this is sufficient to make 
the angles act as an integral umt a failure load of 404 5 kN would, of course, be obtained 
If the eqUIvalent slenderness ratiO formula is used a compreSSive resistance of 294 9 kN 
is calculated. If three interconnectors and the equivalent slenderness ratio IS used a 
compressive resistance of 333 9 kN IS determined. If three Interconnectors and the AISC 
modified slenderness ratio IS used a compressive resistance of 400.3 kN is calculated. 

The author is of the opinion that the connection of built-up members IS not well 
understood. Experimental research results for built-up members is not abundant As a 
result a research project at the University of Windsor on the connection requirements for 
built-up members has been initiated Current research involves built-up members made 
from double channels. Early results indicate that for y axis buckhng the use of the 
equivalent length formula preViously mentioned accurately predicts the load carrying 
capacity of these buitt-up members. Thus it would seem that this would also be 
applicable to back·ta·back double angles Further research on y axis buckling is required 
It is difficult, however, to gel back-to-back angles to buckle about the y axis unless 
bracing is provided to prevent buckling about the x axis. This invariably results in the 
question concerning the effect of the bracing on the y axis load carrying capacity . 

SINGLE ANGLES 
General 

Most single angle compression members are attached to another member by one 
leg only The eccentricity of the load results in a very complex analysis and design 
problem. This results in biaxial bending about both of the principal axes. The problem 
is further complicated by the fact that the pnncipal axes of the angle compression 
member do not coincide WIth the plane of the structure, often a truss. 
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Design Phllosophlel 
In North Amenca there are two approaches to the design of single angle 

compression members attached by one leg. 

The else Handbook provide no guidance as to a preferred design philosophy for 
these members Past practice Is that the eccentnoty of the load about the pnnapal axes 
IS neglected The angle IS designed as If It IS a concentncally loaded member which 
buckles about the z aXIs the minor pnnopal aXIS of the cross section (Fig 4{a» The 
effective length factor IS usually taken as 1 0 but some engineers use an effective length 
fador as low as 09 

The approach In the United States IS to account for the eccentriCity about the 
pnnapal aXIS (FlO 4(b» The Single angle IS then treated as a beam-eolumn The AISC 
Handbook provides 85 numencal example Illustrating th,s approadl 

The Canadian approach IS obviously Incorrect since an angle IS attached by one 
leg only cannot bend about the z aXIs If the angle IS welded to a structural tube, for 
example, bending Just above the weld must take place about an aXIs parallel to that leg 
as shown In Fig 5(a) Even at mid-height of the speCimen the aXIs of bending does not 
coinCide WIth the minor pnnClpal aXIs The deflections at mid-height of the speamen In 
the X direction, perpendicular to the attached leg (Fig 5(b», IS usually about 2 5 to 5 times 
the deflection In the y direction The axis of bending can be determined from these 
deflections If the aXIs of bending for an angle welded to a tee or structural tube is 
determined this axis, at a load approaching the failure load of angle, is something like 15 
to 250 from the y aXIs as shown in Fig 5(b) It must be emphasized that the Orientation 
of the axis of bending Is not preCise as thiS orientation IS dependent upon the deflection 
which is a fundlon of the load level at Which this aXIs of bending IS determined It Is, 
however, Indicative of what IS happening ThIS aXIs of bending vanes along the length 
of the member If the aXIs 01 bendlOg for the angle IS assumed to be the 8)US 01 bendlOQ 
at mid-height, the moment of Inertia about that aXIs can be determined USing thiS 
moment of inertia In a deSign procedure will result In a hIgher failure load 

Test Results 
The two North Amencan deSign philosophies for Single angles have been 

discussed The Canadian approach of Ignonng the eccentnClty of the load does not 
correspond to the behaVIour of sJOgie angles loaded by one leg as observed In the 
laboratory The Amencan approach of conSldenng the load eccentnClty seems to reflect, 
more accurately, the expected behaviour of angles It has been shown, however, that the 
Canadian approach onen gives a better estimate of the load carrying capaCity of a Single 
angle loaded by one leg than does the Amencan approach The Amencan approach IS 
very conservative This has been pointed out by Adlun and Madugula (1992) , Elgaaly et 
81 (1992) and others The author has noted that thiS approach sometimes gives values 
as low as 20% of the observed failure loads This IS partlcularty true when there IS 
conSiderable restraint at the end of the angle It IS believed that many chords of trusses 
provide considerable restraint to the ends of angles 

The problem With the American approach is thai the angle Is assumed to be 
pinned about the load point If the end restraining moments, both In-plane and out-of-
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plane, where converted to an axial load times an eccentricity and if that eccentricity were 
subtracted from the eccentricities shown in Fig. 4(b} reduced load eccentricities would 
result. The "apparent load point" would be closer to the centroid of the angle. This would 
explain why the Canadian approach often gives a better estimate of the load carrying 
capacity of an angle than the American approach. 

This phenomenon of an "apparent load point" was pointed out by Batho as early 
as 1912 Batho tested, in tension , double angles riveted to end plates. The strain was 
measured mechanically at ten pOints across the angle cross·section. From these strain 
readings an "apparent load point" was determined Fig. 6 is from Bathe's paper. It could 
be assumed that the loads were applied to the angles at points K, and~. Due to end 
restraint the eccentncities of the load were reduced and the "appar'3nt load poinls" as 
determined by Batho are L, and Lt. The same sort of thing must be occurring in single 
angles, allached by one leg, loaded in compression. 

Galambos et a1. (1969) tested a single 2 x 2 x Y. in angle attached to tee section. 
A knife edge was used parallel to the web of the tee. The maximum load determined in 
a test was 169 kips Using a numerical procedure a maximum load carrying capacity 
was calculated which varied from 15.4 to 18.2 kips depend on whether residual stresses 
and an initial out-of·stralghtness was included in the calculalions It is interesting to note 
that a finite element analysis resultes in a maximum load of 17 4 kips The beam·column 
approach results in a load of 8 0 kips. 

Effective Length 
In a previous section it was mentioned that the axis of bending for an angle 

attached by one leg just above the weld is one that is parallel to the attached leg . As 
various cross sections are examined between this section and the mid·height of the angle 
it is seen thai the axis of bending rotates towards the z axis but never coincides with that 
axis. The axis of bending IS always somewhere between an axis parallel to the attached 
leg and the z axis Thus the axis of bending rotates as various sections are examined 
along the height of the angle. 

The effective length of an angle is considered to be the unsupported length divided 
by a radiUS of gyration The SImplest of these quantities to discuss IS the unsupported 
length of the angle and yet there seems to be some disagreement as to what length to 
use In deSign it seems to be common practice to use the distance from workpoint to 
workpolnt This in a truss would be the distance between the Intersection paints of the 
centroidal axes of the chords of a truss and the centrOldal aXIs of the angle In some 
cases the unsupported length has been taken as the length of the angle while In other 
cases the length between paints of rotation, from knife edge to knife edge, have been 
used. Thus the length used as the effective length can make the Interpretation and 
comparison of results much more difficult. 

Of more concern , and something that is much more difficult to determine, is the 
rad ius of gyration that should be used when determining the slenderness ralio. It has 
been common practice to use the radius of gyration about the minor principal axis, the 
z axis , when determining the slenderness ratio It has been shown, however, that this 
is not correct as no section in a single angle attached by one leg bends about this axis. 
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In the authors opinion, however, the unsupported length, however that is defined, divided 
by the radius of gyration about the minor principal axis, the z axis, will continue 10 be 
used as the slendemess ratio of a single angle until research indIcates that there IS a 
better way of defining the slenderness ratio 

Balanced and Unbalanced Welds 
Welds are often used to attach angles to other members These welds are 

referred to as balanced or unbalanced welds. A weld is said to be balanced about the 
centroid of the angle if the weld is distributed in such 8 manner that the centre of 
resistance of the weld coincides with the projection of the centroid on the connected leg 
ThIs is illustrated in Fig 7(a) A weld IS balanced about the centre of the leg if the centre 
of resistance of the weld group coinddes with the centre of the connected leg as shown 
in Fig 7(b) , Since this results in equal length welds on each side of the connected leg, 
thiS weld IS referred to as an equal weld The third possibility is an unbalanced weld such 
as the one shown in Fig 7(c) 

A balanced weld requires approximately twice as much weld along the heel of 
angle as along the toe For this reason, the weld connecting the angles, the web 
members of a truss for example, to the chords of a truss is often a weld that Is 
unbalanced Engineers are often forced to use unbalanced welds since there Is 
insuffiCient space to place a balanced weld. ThiS is partlcular1y true when the chord is 
a structural tube, as shown In Fig. 8, and the web members are at an angle of 45° to the 
chord. A structural tube frequently used as a chord in a truss has a wall height of 76 2 
mm When the corner radii are subtracted a flat wall height of 50 mm remains If the leg 
of an angle has a 55 mm width a balanced weld cannot be achieved If the angle has 
a 65 mm leg Width , the weld can be deposited at the end and along one side of the angle 
only Thus the question arose as to the effect of balanced and unbalanced welds on the 
load carrying capaCity of single angles 

Gibson and Wake (1942) published a paper entitled "An Investigation of Welded 
Connections for Angle TenSion Members" In this Investigation fifty·four ultimate tenSion 
tests were conducted on angles welded to connector plates Fifteen different 
arrangements of the weld pattems, Including most of the common types of connections, 
were used in the tests The research program included the testIng of single as well as 
double angles The main conclUSion of the research is that the strength of the angles 
With balanced and unbalanced welds was essentially the same In other words, the 
research concluded that the accepted practice at the time of balandng the centre of 
resistance of the weld group With the projection of the centroid on the attached leg is not 
required to develop the tenSile resistance of the angle member 

The Canadian Standard, S16.1, states that "Except In members subject to 
repeated loads ., diSposition of fitlet welds to balance the forces about the neutral aXIs 
or axes for end connections of Single angle, double angle, or similar types of aXially 
loaded members is not required" The AISC Specification (AISC 1986a) and the British 
Standard have the same requ irement Although the Gibson and Wake research applies 
to angles subjected to tenSile loads, the results of this research are now being apphed 
to compressive loads as well 
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An experimental program involved the testing of 18 specimens. Each specimen 
consisted of two angles welded to a piece of structural tube at each end of the specimen. 
The two angles were not connected to each other except at the ends. The structural tube 
was not free to rotate 

As mentioned previously, eighteen specimens were tested of which nfne had 
angles which were slender and in the other nine the angles were of intermediate length. 
In each set of nine specimens, three were tested with each of the three weld patterns 
shown in Fig. 7. 

The compressIVe resistance of each angle was calculated in accordance with the 
Canadian Standard 5161 . The reslstance factor was taken as 1.0. The welds were 
designed in accordance wIth the Canadian Standard W59 (1989b). 

The expenmental failure loads for all the specimens are calculated in Table 2 for 
slender and intermediate length specimens The effect of an unbalanced weld seems to 
be detrimental to the load carrying capacity of angles of intermediate length. This is 
undoubtedly due to the eccentncity of the centre of resistance of the weld group with 
respect to the projection of the centroidal axis on the attached leg Changing the weld 
pattern from a balanced to an unbalanced weld can reduce the compressive load carrying 
capacity by as much as 10% The effect of unbalanced welds seems to be beneficial to 
the load carrying capacity of slender angles This unexpected result is probably due to 
the fact that an unbalanced weld provides more restraint to the toe of the attached leg 
of the angle than do the other two weld patterns used in this research . This, in effect, 
cuts down on the effective length of the attached leg by providing restraint at its weakest 
edge, that is, the toe of leg Most of the bending, but not all of it, takes place in a plane 
perpendicular to the attached leg. Changing the weld pattern from a balanced to an 
unbalanced weld can Increase the compressive load carrying capacity by as much as 
33%. It must be remembered that the angles In these tests were attached to a structural 
tube that was essentially fixed The results of this research are reported in a paper by 
Temple and Sakla (1994). 

RESEARCH NEEDS 

The author could point out some specific research needs but it seems to be more 
productive to lump the research needs under three categories 

In the literature the results of many isolated angle tests are reported There is a 
need for more tests where angles are part of an assemblage, for example, a truss. 
Some truss tests have been reported by Galambos et al (1969) and Elgaaly 
(1992). In Elgaaly's case the test angles were bolted in to a truss Thus after 
each test the angles could be removed and a new one inserted The problem with 
full·scale tests are that they are very expensive In terms of money and time. Tests 
where the angles are welded to the chords of trusses are needed. The problem 
is that these angles cannot readily be replaced 

2 There are a lot of excellent research papers on angles were the end result is in a 
form which is not readily useable by practicing engineers. Further research is 
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required to take these ideas and develop them into a format which can readily be 
used by designers. 

3. The complex problem of a single angle loaded by one leg requires further 
research . Such a research project is underway at the University of Windsor. It is 
essential that end restraint be estimated, even If conservatively, so that a rational 
approach to the design of single angles attached by one leg will yield a 
compressive resistance more in keeping with experimental results If a rational 
approach is not possible an empirical formula should be developed. This would 
permit the development of load tables for single angles attached by one leg and 
for cases not covered by the tables a formula could be used. 

SUMMARY 

The author has attempted to summarize some of the angle research as related to 
double and single angles and to pOint out, at least in general terms, some of the research 
needs. 
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TABLE 1. 

Type of 
Interconnection 

Aligned 

Alternating 

Cruciform 

STARRED ANGLES WITH VARIOUS INTERCONNECTOR 
ARRANGEMENTS 

Specimen Experimental Theoretical 
Number Failure Loads Failure Loads 

(kN) (kN) 

Al 176 181 
A2 195 184 
A3 177 187 

Bl 165 201 
B2 189 185 
B3 187 187 

Cl 177 184 
C2 173 189 
C3 181 188 
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TABLE Z. BALANCED AND UNBALANCED WELDS 

(a) Experimental results (or slender angles 

Compressive resistance = JO.2kN 

Specimen Type of Failure Average Average Ratio of 
No Weld Load Failure Effective average failure 

(kN) load length load to failure 
(kN) (actor load with 

balanced welds 

581 32.2 
582 Balanced 34.5 33.9 0.94 1.00 
583 35.0 

SEI 38.9 
SEZ Equal 42.2 42.6 0.83 1.25 
SEJ 46.7 

SUI 45.0 
SU2 Unbalanced 46.1 45.2 0.80 1.33 
SU3 44.5 

(b) Experimental results for intemlediate length angles 

Compressive resistance - 87.8 kN 

Specimen Type of Failure Average Average Ratio of 
No Weld Load Failure Effective average failure 

(kN) load length load to failure 
(kN) (actor load with 

balanced welds 

ILBI 107.8 
ILB2 Balanced 119.5 11 1.2 0.84 1.00 
ILB3 106.4 

ILEI 98.5 
ILE2 Equal 106.7 105.0 0.87 0.95 
ILEJ 110.0 

ILUI 98.9 
ILU2 Unbalanced 101.4 99.9 0.91 0.90 
ILU3 99.5 
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COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF BUILDING 
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS: RESEARCH TO PRACTICE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Donald W White 
School of Civil Engineering 

Purdue University 

In a recent report submitted to the National Science Foundation. a Blue Ribbon Panel on 
High·Performance Computing observed thai within four to five years, desktop workstations 
delivering up to 400 megaflopsi costing no more than S15.OOO to S20,000 should be widely 
available (NSF, 1993) Furthermore, the report states that personal computers, defined as 
machines costing S I 0,000 in conSlant 1993 dollars, will approach 200 megaflops, and that 
workstations in the $SO,OOO price range will approach one gigaflopsl in this lime frame (NSF, 
1993) Some prominent computer vendors have forecast even higher estimates than these 
Friedman (1993) predicts that by the tum of the century, desktop pes will be Hhumming along" at 
between 256 to 1000 MIPS). the average PC will hold about 4 gigabytes of data. and networked 
data access will be counted in terabytes Network data transfer bandwidths greater than \00 
megabits per second can be achieved economically at the present time, and gigabit per second 
network backbone bandwidths appear achievable with emerging Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
technology (Curry and Freeland, 1994) Local access to disk storage at 20 megabytes per second 
is now available on low·cost workstation servers with wide SCSI·2 technology (SUN. 1994) 
These and many other predictions and achieved advances punctuate an expected performance per 
dollar increase of at least 10 fold relative to 1993 technology (e g. single·processor SUN 
SPARC 10 workstations and Intel 486/OX2 based personal computers) throughout the PC and 
workstation industries by the year 2000 Furthermore. the NSF Blue Ribbon Panel has predicted 
that a teraflop capability is achievable at the highest level of national supercomputing Within this 
time frame 

What impact should these levels of computing power have on structural engineering 
research and practice, and more specifically, on the stability design of structures? The author 
would suggest that such capabilities, combined with the proper development of computational 
models and computer software, will permit assessment of structural system behavior and 
performance (e g , ductility, damage, survivability, etc) to an extent recently unimaginable This 
paper is a call for a concerted effort by the Structural Stability Research Council to help facilitate 
the achievement of this technology, and to promote the proper application of such capabilities to 
improvement of stability design practices 

Much prior research has been devoted to nonlinear analysis of building structures sub· 
jected to service and extreme loads Computational models have been developed which account 
for various aspects of the detailed behavior at structural component levels, including uncertainty 
in behavioral parameters However, up to the present time, these techniques have found only 

lOne megaflops is I million (106
) floating point operations per second 

lOne gigaflops is 10'floating point operations per second 

,lOne MIPS is one million instructions per second 
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linuted application beyond thai attempted by specialized research groups involved with their 
development, and to the author's knowledge, there has been little integration of state-of-the-an 
capabilities developed by separate researchers Little attention has been devoted to data manage
ment and computer graphics capabilities necessary to ease the creation, interpretation, and syn
thesis of the massive amounts of data required for and generated by sophisticated models of 
building structural perfonnance As a result. although computational models investigated in 
previous research have demonstrated promise for characterizmg the behavior of cenain types of 
structural components. adequate capabilities for detcnnining the aelUal overstrength. ductility, 
energy absorption capacity, Ilnd failure modes of complete building structural systems still do not 
exist 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

During the last 20 years, design codes and specifications have come a long way in 
addressing the strength, stability, ductility, and serviceability of structural components However, 
consideration of structural system behavior in desIgn is largely still implicit and semi-empirical 
This is evidenced in the use of e!feclIw! length faclors to account for system effects in rules for 
member proportioning, through devices such as the Merchalll-Ral1kme formula for assessment of 
the interaction of plasticity and stability effects at the system level, and in the defimtion of 
response modifical/o" and dIsplacement ampilficalfollfaclors which account for system inelastic 
actions in seismic design AJI of these and other approximate tools serve an important engineering 
purpose However, improvements In capabilitIes for direct assessment of the full-range 
performance of structural systems under service and extreme load conditions are needed to solve 
many of the questions still facing modern structural engineering practice 

The above deficiencies are not due to a lack of quantity of good research Much research 
has been directed at the analysis of nonlinear behavior, and recent advances have been made in 
addressing aspects such as member inelasticity. second-order effects due to changes in geometry. 
connection and joint deformability and nonlinearity, and variability ofload and resistance 
attributes A number of studies have demonstrated excellent correlation between inelastic 
transient dynamic analyses and laboratory tests or field measurements However. the models still 
require "tuning" in many cases to obtain improved accuracy oflhe predictions Also. there 
remains a need for integration of and broader application of these sophisticated techmques For 
example, there is a panicular need for this type of integration in the area of partially-restrained 
steel construction, to lake advantage of the large amount of experimental and modehng research 
which has already been performed in this area. and to achieve comprehensive capabilities for 
performance assessment 

For modem computational tools to achieve their maximum potential impact on code 
development and professional practice, improved capabilities are needed for synthesis and 
graphical presentation oflhe massive amounts of data that are generated ITom nonlinear modeling 
studies Engineers need to be able to rapidly assess the overall performance of a building 
structure subjected to muhiple loading actions. both through indicators of the net overall effect of 
a full set of relevant loading combinations, as well as through displays of detailed responses for 
each individual load case Detailed inspection of the ductility and damage within critically loaded 
components should be facilitated at a local level. but also. quantitative indices oflhe behavior 
need to be provided at a global level For large systems, present techniques found in research 
and commercial software for structural analysis and design of ftames tend to be cumbersome for 
gaining an overall view of the structural performance. or ror elCtracting detailed local component 
information from an overall representation orthe structure The engineer should be able to 
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mcludmg Indicators of the effects of variability In load and reSistance quantities 
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Lastly. future IDols such as those described above need to be appIJed 10 fac ili tate the 
innovative and ecooomical use of all typeS of bUilding materials for design, particularly where 
ducllhty and energy absorption capacity are of key importance There IS great potcntlal for 
benefits to be obtamed from research on seismic tructural performance For example. the 
responses ofbUlldmg structures 10 potenlial earthquakes wlthm the eastern and mid· ..... estern 
Uruted States hould be better quantified and compared to the responses 10 seismiC events wlthm 
the 'hcslem regions of the country This kmd of information can only be obtained 
comprehenst,,'cly based on refined compulallonal studlcs. backed by field measurements and 
specifically targeled t'Cpenlllefltal tests Both tranSient dynamiC as well as static nonlinear analYSIS 
can proVIde valuable Information about the seJsnllC characteristiCS of structural systems 

3. PRESENT TRENDS IN PRACfICE 

Of cour!.C:. lhe full-range performance assessment of building structures requires 
conSideration of overall component inelastic actions and second-order effects due to changes In 
geometry. among other Important aspects of the behavior That IS. a second-order inelastic 
analYSIS IS reqUired Although the primary short-term advantage of such techniques is in achIeVing 
and faclhtatlng a better understanding of the response characteristics of structural systems. there 
are definite trends toward the direct use of second-order Inela tic analysis methods in design 
practice 

Among the key factors driving these developments are the advent of limit states deSign 
codes. and the advancements in computing and graphiCS perfonnante of workstations and 
personal computers Ince limit states deSign procedures are based on analySiS at factored load 
I('\;els and liffilts of structural rts!stance. It is no longer possible to diSgUise the facl that systems 
bet\a\'e nonlinearly before their design conditions are reached The Increases In personal and 
workstation computing power have made dIrect analysIs of significant nonlinear acuons 
achlC'\'able 

Recent research studies have conSidered the Imphcatlons of dIrect second-order inelastiC 
analysis on deSign Within the context of the AlSC-LRFD Specification (Zlemian et 81 . 1992 a & 
b. Llew el al , 1994. I 993a-d. White, 1993. Chajcs. et 81 1992. Clarke and Bridge. 1992) Along 
tms hne of development. Task Group 29 of the SSRC recently orgamzed a workshop on the 
ut/wl/tced ullaJYfH of frames (SSRC, 1993) The tenn advanced is Intended to indicate an 
analySiS which accounts for all the Significant stablhty and plastlcuy effects for the problem at 
hand, to such an elCtent such that a member's adequacy to sustain load IS completely venfied by 
the anal) sis Thus., for eumple, if local or lateral-tOrsional buckling of cenaln frame members 
slgmficantly affects the strength andlor perfonnance of a frame for a pantcular deSlgn and 10ad1Og. 
a proper advanced analysis must capture these effects Advanced analysis models wroch can 
repr~nt faithfully all the pos ible behaVIoral effects that might Influence frame stability are slill 
not a practical reality However. advanced anaIys.IS of planar frames of compact cross-section, 
adequately braced out of plane such that out-of-plane buckling modes do IlOt Influence the 
beha,,;or. IS readily available - at least wuhln a uru\'erslty research conte.lC1. (SSRC. 1993) ThiS 
c:o\'ers many types of pracllcal situations Substanllal progress IS be10g made 10 on-going research 
toward mak.ing advanced analysis techniques even more generally applicable (McGUire, 1991 . 
Chen and Tom •• 1994) 
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The Australian Standard AS4100 (SAA, \990) and the Eurocode 3 (CEN. 1993), withm 
certain restrictions, permit the use of advanced analysis in lieu of Specific all on member capacity 
checks At the present lime, the intent of this recognition is primarily for design of special or 
unusual structures. for assessment of existmg structures whose capacities are in doubt. and for 
invesllgatlon of structural failures (Clarke. et 81 , 1993) However, with increasing computational 
power ofpersonai computers and workstations. and with improvements in computer-aided 
engmeenng procedures, these techniques have the potential for practical use whenever the 
engineer wishes to rigorously investigate Ihe structural system and component behavior of a 
design This can lead to grealer economy and more uniform safety in design for static loadings. 
but the potential benefits of these analysis techniques for seismic design are even greater Present 
U,S seismic design specifications and codes (FEMA 1988. ICBO, 1988, AISC, 1992, ASCE, 
1990. SEAOC. 1990) generally recognize inelastic transient dynamic analysis as a legitimate tool 
"to estimate the sequence in which components become inelastic and mdicate those components 
requinng strength adjustments so as to remain within the required ductility limilS" and R to 
determine a more accurate distribution of forces and deformations among the various parts ofa 
structure" (ASCE. 1990) Inelastic analysis methods have been utilized withm this context for 
design ofa number of major building structures (Amin, 1991) Nevertheless. melastic analysis 
methodologies still have not reached a state of development and general accuracy such that they 
may be utilized with complete confidence ThiS is reflected m the appropriate emphasis in code 
provisions on design and detailing of components for energy dissipation capacity. and in code 
restrictions on the reduction in design base shear obtained by use of dynamic inelastic analysis 

4. FOCUSING OF RESEARCH TOWARD COMPREllENSIVE SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

The present state of computational modeling techmques for seismic performance 
assessment is summarized well in the following statement by Galambos (1992) 

[x<:tUent models exist for predicting the inelastic behavior under cydic loads 
of mllny types of'struciural elements. sub-assemblies and even complete steel 
structures, including efT«1.5 of shear. P-delta forces, axial forces, and many 
olher phenomena. resulting in stable. predictable load-deformation palterns. 
lIowever. fundamental theories are needed so that fatalloca! and overall 
causes of damage or collapse can be calculated. 

This statement touches on whallhe aUlhor feels to be the inherent limitations of most of the 
present nonlinear frame analysis techniques the inability to capture a local failure within the 
structural system during the overall evaluation of the system performance to a loading event, due 
to the lack of~complele~ rigor or comprehensivity of the models The aUlhor agrees that there is 
a need for more fundamental research toward improvement of models for component response, 
with a goal toward comprehensive prediction of structural system behavior 

Many research studies have appeared in the recent literature involving the use of inelastic 
transient dynamic analysis 10 assess the seismic performance of various types of steel building 
structures. for example Cheng et aI (1992). Shin (1992). llwang et aJ (1991), May and Naji 
(1991). Peroni and Scarlassara (1991), Schiff. et al (1991). Goel and Chopra (I 990}, Wen et al 
(1990). Dicorso. et al (1989), Gcel and Boutros (1989). Popov et al (1989), Shing et al (1989). 
Tang and Geel (1989), Youssef-Agah et al (1989), and Krawinkler and Mohasseb (1987) among 
many others These studies have employed a wide range in type and sophistication ofst ructura] 
behaVior models and analysis techniques Also, a vast amount of structural engineering research 
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in recent years has focused on the development of more rigorous and theoretically sound 
structural models of nonlinear behavior A smaller amount of research has focused on real· tlme 
graphical simulations based on these tools Some of the nOlable fecent software development 
effons that the author is aware of include DRAJN~2DX (Allahabad. and Powell, 1988), BASVS 
(Srivasta". 1991). and IDARC (Kunnath el ai , 1992) 

A forum is nceded for discussion, evaluation. and assimilation of all the above types of 
research efTorts. and SSRC is an ideal organization for promotion of such an lellvu), These 
activities eventually need to move IOward commercial software development for the maximum 
benefit to practice to be realized Yet, there are many research issues 51illiO be investIgated In 

the understanding of fundamental behavior, In the development of appropnate computallOnal 
models, and In the utilization oflhese sophisticated modeling capabilities At the present time, It 
is difficult for researchers to compare detailed aspects of one computational model versus 
another, and there is a lack of integrated use of complete capabilities for addresSing realistically 
the full-range perfonnaoce of bUilding structural systems The commercial viablhty of these tYpes 
of software is nOt expected to be high enough to attract any major commercial effons in the 
Inunediate future HowC\o'er. commercial software vendors should have an interest In these 
developments., and need to be active panlcipants in this type of forum Possibly SSRC could be 
effective not only m proVldmg thiS forum, but also in helping to make good research software 
systems more accessible and more available 10 the structural engineering profeSSion 

5. RESEA RCH NEEDS 

The following subsections outline a number of specific research needs, the net satisfaction 
of which can help move the comprehensive modeling of building system structural performance 
forward by a significant degree These suggestions are intended just as a samplmg of topics to 
indicate the scope and slimulate the broader discussion of issues in these areas The diSCUSSions 
are targeted primarily toward structural steel behavior However, research addressmg and 
mtegrating a full range of materials and structural forms utilized in building construction should be 
encouraged Such research can truly "layout all the facts· and facilitate "optimum usage" of all 
matenals considenng strength, ductlhty, resistance to damage, etc 

S.I COMPONENT MODELS 

Computational models should be sought which have a strong fundamental mechamcs basis 
and which demonstrate good correlation with experimental test results, where such results are 
available The ultimate goal should be the mtegration ofa wide range of models for realistiC 
analysis of structural system performance A few of the imponant attributes to be considered may 
be grouped IOtO the follOWing calegones for purposes of discussion general allnbutes, aunbutes 
penatnmg to beam, beam-column, and bracing members, aunbutes of connection and jOint 
elements, and walls and infilling 

S.LI Ge.ne.ral Atlribut~s 

it is Impossible to discuss all the general attributes which can significantly influence 
structural system behavior withm the context oflhis paper A few imponant but often neglected 
attributes which may be listed are stram·hardening and cyclic-hardening of the steel, loading rate, 
variations in yield strength. local buckling and low-cycle fatigue, and inelastiC P-6 effects 
Numerous studies have demonstnted the Imponance of cyclic harderung, for example Rlcles and 
Popov (1994), Geel and Boutros (1989), Hays (1981) and Santhanam (1979) Fundamental 
cyclic plasticity relationships for slructunl steel at the stress-stram level have been formulated by 
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Lee. el 81 (1992), Dafalias (1992). and White (1988) among others Ilowever, it is necessary to 
modcllhe response in terms of generalized stress·resul1ants and generalized strains for eflicient 
analysis of structural systems The effects of loading rate have been studied experimentally by 
Chang et al (1990) and Takanashi and Udagawa (1989). and have been found to be significant 
A number of researchers have addressed loading rate In the fonnulatlon of structural finite 
element models, for example Hilmy (1984), but the author IS not aware of any system 
performance predictions in which the effect of loading rate has been included A number afrecen! 
papers have discussed thc importance of variations in yield strength on structural performance 
Kuwamura and Sasaki (1990) concluded Ihal randomness in yield strenglh has a predomlnanl 
influence on failure modes and system ductility They point out fOT instance that weak-beam 
strong-column structures can be realized only when the randomness in )'Ield strength IS reduced by 
higher quality control It IS well recognized that low-cycle fatigue may often precipitate the 
failure of elements that undergo significant inelastic local buckling and distortion (Fukumoto and 
Lee, 1992). and a number of component models have been proposed which auempt 10 

characterize these aspects. e g Krawinkler (1987). and Perotti and Scarlassara (1991) P-~ 

effects. Includmg melasllclty in members. connections. andlor panel zones can cause slgmficant 
elongation of the fundamental period. and thus can significantly influence the time-history 
response of the structural system (Krawinkler and Mohasseb. 1987. Liew and Chen. 1992) 

5. 1.2 Bums 

When composlle action is achieved. there is substanllal benefit from the slab in providing 
strength and stiffness to the beams and girders of the structural system. both for positive and 
negative bending This influence should be included in the assessment of system response 10 

laleralloads Previous research (Zaremba, 1988) has examined the formulation ofelcmcm models 
for composlle beams Ilowever. Zaremba's wor"- does not consider the beneficial composite 
action that can occur at properly detailed beam-to-column joints ThiS IS addressed below 10 the 
discussion of connection and joint effects Also. plastic-zone studies of steel moment frames with 
non-composite ftall_steelft beams indicate thai beam moments greater than the plastic moment M, 
can be achieved due to strain hardening and moment gradient effects (SSRC. 1993) Of course. 
these strengths are limited by attributes such as beam-to-column connection strength and lateral
torsional and local buckling Ho ..... ever. the key point of this discussion is that in some cases. the 
beams may be significantly stronger and stiffer than perceived based on idealized engmeenng 
models This could have beneficial as well as negative effects on system performance For 
instance, what is the effect of underestimating the actual beam strength in a ftstrong-column weak· 
beam" design? 

A more detailed issue related 10 beams is that beam element models should accommodate 
Ihe development of plastic hinges withm their length A simple element of this type is presented 
by Abdel-Ghaffar (1992) Without thiS type of capability, plastiC-hinge based programs often 
must utilize an excessive number of elements to represent the beam behavior in regions of the 
structure where gravity load effects may be significant 

5. 1.3 Bu m-Column Membcrs 

Advanced analysis concepts such as those reported in (SSRC. 1993) are directly 
applicable to the two-dimensional model1ng of beam-column members in sleel frameworks These 
concepts can be applied within the context afforce-space plasticity (Powell and Chen. 1987. 
McGUire, 1991 . Zhao. 1993) to provide an elegant and efficient basis for modeling of cyclic 
member actions. and 10 represent the interaction between axial forces and bending moments 
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Abo, researchers have demonstrlttd success with nexibility·bued approaches for analysis of 
cychc Inelastic behavior (e 8. Rlcles and Popov, 1994, Kunnath et ai, 1992. Taucer, 1991) 
Ongoing research at Cornell Untverslty (A.nalla et al , 199~) is utihl.ms th,s approach to address 
the spatial behavior ofw;de-flange beam-coiumns, Includmg inelastic lorsional·f1exural coupling 
Imphcatlons of out-of-plane lateral-torsional buckltng on advanced analySIs and dCSlgn of planar 
fTames have been discussed by White e1 al In (SSR • 1993) Accurate prediction of inelastIC 
lateral-torsional buckling and post-bucklmg performance of members loaded pnmarily In plane 
may be qUite imponant for pro~ advanced anaJYSls of some types of frame structures PI and 
Trahalf (19931 & b) have presented new finite element [annul'tlons and ImprtsSlvc predlcuons of 
this type: of behavior for isolated members subjected to SialiC loadmg These types of prediction 
generally require a large number of elements per member One possIble area of further research 
mIght be the development and use of adaptIve analYSIS techmques, where the analysis might use 
coar~ element discretizations (e g , one element per member) with plastiC hinge based 
procedures wh~e these computational models suffice. and refined dements such as that 
developed by Pi and Trahalr (1993) where more rigorous models are reqUired to capture the 
performance Existing computational models for steel and remforced concrete column behaVlor 
need to be extended to address the static and cyclic performance of composite columns and beam
columns. panlcularly concrete-filled steel tubes (CFT) and COllCrete encased steel shapes (i e • 
steel remforced concrete. or SRC) There appears to be a deanh of computatIonal research 
targeted at assess.tng the performance of these types of components U Isolated elements or as a 
pan ora structural system (Goel et ai , 1993) 

5.1.4 Bracing Elemtcnts 

Recent developments in the modehng ofbracmg members have been reponed an Abdel
Ghaffar (1992), Perotti and Scarlassara (1991). Tang and Goel (1989). and Andreaus and 
Gaudenn (1989) These formulatIOns address the degradation In sllffness and trength, and the 
detalled hysteresiS behavior of members loaded predominantly by ui.J load Modeling of damage 
accumulation and low-cycle fatigue IS panlcularly Imponant for these type of components. and 
has b«n addressed In • number of these studies There is potential for significant impro'o'ement In 

modelmg of the cycliC behavior of rmmbers loaded by bending .nd large axial compresston by 
merging concepts from these research investigations with the beam-column modehng techmque 
discussed abo'o'e 

5. 1.5 Conn«.lion and Joint [Iemuts 

A broad suite of connection models IS required to accurately characterize the behaVior of 
the many types ofFR and PR connections utilized In practice With respect to cyclic loading. 
some types of connections exhibit stable cyclic performance .1 extremely large plastic e:'tcursionJ. 
e g (Popov and Stephen. 1912). whereas other types of connection elements eJl:hibit sllffness and 
strength degradation., and pinching for all practical ranges of loading (Astaneh et aI . 1989) 
Research In connection modehng must be lied closely With the compllauon and analySIs of 
expenmental data In addition to consideralion of models for "aU-steel" connections, panicular 
attention should be given to models of column base connections such as those de'o'eloped by 
Pensen", and Colson (1991 & 1993) AJso, the usefulnes of compos lie semi-rigid connections 
has been demonstrated by Leon and his colleagues (Leon. 1992. Shin, 1992, Leon, 1990, 
Ammerman and Leon. 1987) Connections such as these should be included in comprehensi\ie 
system modehng efforts Representation of}omt sue, and modeling of panel zone actions has 
been Idenufied by a numerous researchers as having a potential major effect on analysis 
predictionS. e g , Liewand Chen (1992). GoeI and Boutros (1989) and Krawmkler and Moha.sseb 
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(1987) The full benavior within beam·to-column joints needs to be considered to achieve a true 
comprehensive modeling capability for building structures 

Goverdan (1984) collected a total of230 available experimental moment-rotation curves 
(from 1942 to 1982) and digitized them to form a database of connection behav;or Chen and 
Kishi (1989) t.'I(lended th.is system 10 303 tests This database has been utilized extensively by 
engineers interested in semi-rigid connection behavior It should be extended further to include 
the composite semi-rigid connection tests, column base connection tests, and beam-Io-column 
JOint knowledge discussed above Available cyclic test data for a wide range of connection and 
Jomt types should be gathered from researcher! throughout the world and placed wllhm the 
system At present. data on cyclic behavior of semi-rigid connections appears to be limited The 
SSRC should be active In identifYing where additional test data IS Ileeded. and the Infonnahon 
required from new tests The connection database should be integrated Wlth other software 
capablhtles developed for performance assessment such that an engineer can use connection 
models calibrated wlth the database directly In the analysis of structural sy terns 

5. 1.6 Walls and Infilling 

Structural walls and infilling can. of course. have a significant influence on the static and 
seismiC performance ofbl.llldlng structures For example. surveys of earthquake damage have 
cenalnly demonstrated cases where shear failures have occurred in reinforced concrete columns 
due to the length of the column being shonened by the existence ofa panlal wall. etc Recent 
efforts In the computational modeling of these types of components are outlined in Ahin and 
Ersoy (1992). EI Haddad (1991). and May and Naji (1991) Goel et al (1993) points out a 
specific need to address the Maccidental- composite action in older steel frames embedded in 
concrete and made Wlth semi-rigid connections Significant advantages in economy should be 
gained In certain cases by Increased attention to elements other than simply the bare frame In 

comprehensive analysis of building structural systems. even when major slruclUral walls. elc do 
not exlSI 

5,2 STRUcrU RAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE VISUALIZATION 

Research is needed to develop dala management techniques and Visualization tools to 
facilitate the definition of parameters and interpretation of results required for full-range 
perfonnance assessment Inherent In sophisticated computational models such as those discussed 
In Secllon 5 I IS the need to define properties that characterize the component aclions. and the 
need to manage and synth~ze the vast amounts of Information generated by these tools 
Techniques that ..... ork ..... ell for simple models of small to moderale size structures are In certa," 
cases Inadequate for complex models of large structural systems Two major areas of work can 
be identified and are discussed below 

Ttthniquts to racilitatt tht understanding or and definition or structural paramettrs IIInd 
proctdurn a"Ocialtd with systtm performanct ."t"mtnt. 

The amount of information needed to fully descnbe a structure for a comprehensive 
analysis can be overwhelming In addition to the definition of the overall geometry. member 
prOperties, and loadings. the various parameters necessary to describe detailed component 
responses can be large In number and difficult to understand EffiCient interaction techniques are 
needed for the engineer to define. manage, and relate this information to the physical structure 
These techniques need to be automated as much as possible - with as much of the information as 
poSSible being obtained from typical engineering drawings · while also giving Ihe engineer the 



opporturuty 10 revteW the data. helping tum or her understand the Slgruficance of complex 
parameters. and proV1dmg easy capablhlles for the engJnttr to modify the data such that the 
ph}'SIcaI structure IS appropnately modeled 
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Nonhne.tr analySis programs typically conSIder one load combination at I lime Howc:"er 
In practice, engineers u.5Ually must con Ider many load combination for .11 the hmll states under 
consideration For small to moderate size structures, the engJnter should be given Ihe cap.b.ln)' 
to define - with automated support from the software - all the load comblnltlon whIch should be 
considered for a particular structure at one lime, including real or synthetiC earthquake 
accelerallon hlstones lie or he should then be able to distribute the vinous analyses .11 al once 
Q\;tr a network ofpersonaJ computers or workstations for procesSing The soflware should be 
able to balance the compute proce5smg over a number of hecerogeneouJ selected machilles. tlkmg 
advantage of unused cpu cycles which may rost on idle madulleS wlthm I computer !lCtwor" 
1M: software should allow the engineer to monllor the suCCe!S or fadure of the multiple anaJyses., 
If so desired 1I0"e\er, for large structural system II may be d~irable to focus on I Single load 
case at one tUlle. utiliZing ICCess to speclahzed panlld computers. or po Ibly I number oftugh
perfolllW'lCe "orkst.ltOnS In paraJlel .cross I computer network. to accomplish the calcul.tlons 
On-goIMS research II Purdue Lm\erSlty is creating. softw"lfe dC\'elopment enVIronment "'Ith a 
goallo".,ard pro"'1dlna subitanllaJ suppon for comprt:hms.ve modehng ofbluldlng structural 
Sf tems (Sotehno et II. 1994) A major component oflhls research. In .ddltlon 10 prOViding an 
cxlen5:lble plltfoon for dC\-elopment .nd testing of comput.tlonal model . I attempllng to 
alle-.'1ate ponablhty problems In moVing anaJysis software between v.nous parallel hardware 
architectures 

For optimum succes of the types of 10015 diSCUSsed 1M this paper. Ihe rehablhty and 
robustness of the .nalySls computations must be high. such lhatthe engineer c.n concentrate 
pnmanl)' on the structural behlvior and the adequacy of the responses for the problem at hand 
Although there are cen.mly many pitfalls and traps In the dC\'elopment of nonlinear componenl 
models and solution procedures. the .uthor believes that thi degree ofreli.bliity and robustllCSS is 
IchlC\'eable With the present tethnology 

Comprehent iH rH ponu vit ualiulion tools th. t will help the engi neer s), nthesi.Lt. and IS est 
the behav ior a l overa ll and loeallcHI . 

ComprehenSIve analyses of re.1 bluldlng structures Will generate many sets of component 
responses The analySIs Informallon must be .vadable to the engineer In a nUlble w:ay so thlt he 
or she may as s the beha"lor at different levels of detail Usually. I summary of the o\n"an 
slructure performance 10 • Single or to 111 the multiple load combination would be nttded first 
Therd"ore. user-selcctable and definable -performance Indices- are needed at the globillevel that 
summanze the 0 ... er.1I beha\ior of the structure In. qu.ntltat .... ·e or qu.ht.'lvc way Afttr the 
ovef"1.11 response is understood, the engmeer may wish to mspect Ihe prcclse response histone! 
wlth," \anous component 

Research is needed to identify and demonstrate the use of SUitable performance IndiCes. 
and to develop effiCient mtencllon and visuaJizalion tools to acces and understand the anal)'5:ls 
results E'(amples of performance mdlces which might be conSidered lOc.lude (a) local ductlhty 
demand 10 VInous structural components (totaJ andIor plastiC rotahon . shear deformation. 
cu .... ·ltures. Indior strams), (b) cumul.tlve InelastiC deformations. (c) hlghhghlmg oflocatlons 
",here deformation or energy absorption capacltlcs have been e'(ceeded. (d) graphical displays of 
beam-column plastiC IOnes. (c) plots ofma.'(Jmum story drift aJong selected column hnes and 
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companson 10 the drift of the Ideal elastic system. (0 story lateral dIsplacement and story shear 
envelopes, (8) relationships of member forces to perfectly plastic strengths (quantification of the 
amount of stram hardenIng). (h) post-ultImate unloading charactenstlcs of the system. (i) system 
overstrength ratios. i e. reserve capacity beyond first )'leld. (j) number of plastiC hinges nUllal 
mdetemlln.cy or redundancy oCthe system. (k) other indicators o(syslcm redundancy. mcludmg 
reliability-based indicators. (1) shifts in the -effectwe centroid- ofa building system with respect to 
strength and stIffness. (m) degree or non-symmetry with respect to strength, stiffness, or mass, 
and (n) conlnbuuons to sway from panel-zones, connections. beams. beam-columns. and other 
structural or non-structural components Local behavior mformatlon should IOciude moment. 
shur. axial force and other member diagrams. as well as plots of the mtcraCllon between moment. 
shear. and axial force at selected cross-sections 

Eventually, for these types of tools to be useful m design, the engineer should be able to 
make rapid observations of the responses from multiple nonlmear analyses, make appropriate 
de5*gn changcs - perhaps Wlth suggestions from the softv....,.e based on a knowledge base \lrhlch 
captures a defined level of structural performance. and then rapidly repeat the nonlinear analYSIS 
and _ tructuraJ performance usessmcnt process until a Sill factory dcslgn IS achieved Deslgn 
.pphcatlon of these kmds offacdltlcs are cemunly an ambltlou but worthy. goal 1I0\lre\icr. long 
~fore these types oflools approach any "nwn-stream" destgn use. they should be able to prOVIde 
substantial mformatlon m research toward improvmg more conventional design practices 

With the avaliabillty of the computing po\lrer, extensIVe Monte Cark) Imulations might be 
used m rehabllity .nalyses of nonlinear structures subjected to various type ofloadlng 
Prev1ously, the compulmg reqUirements have exceeded ordmary computing capablhtles .nd hive 
prohibited the use of this type of reliability analysis Therefore. approximate methods have been 
employed predommantly in prev10US work However, advances m the computational models and 
m the computing speed and resources may pelllllt highly accurate analyses m response Slallstles 
and faIlure probabllttlcs As a result, probability-based measures of performance mIght be 
prOVIded m addition to the deterministIC mdlces These measures might mclude (I) component 
and ystem lC\iel rehablhty measures, (2) relative uncertatnty m response quantities (i e , 
coefficient of van a II on m the maximum forces and deformatIons), (3) IdentIfication of 95th 
percentile (e g) re ponse quantities for all components of the system. etc 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The Structural Stabllny Research Councd has played a ley role In the development orand 
In establishing urufornuty among contemporary procedures for stability de5*gn With the 
tremendous gro\lr1h In computational power available to practitiOners and researchers. 
computational models are certlln to become an U'lcreasmgly Important tool to support and 
enhance stablhty deSIgn practices A large number of areas ha\e b«n outlined In thl paper In 
\\, ruch further research IS needed for substantial progress to be made In the appitcatlon of 
computallonal mdhods for the realistiC assessment of building tructural system performance 
The Structural Stablhty Research Council. through its task group and other ICtlVltles. can serve as 
a catalyst for an Integrated effort among practitioners and researchers toward the achievement of 
true comprehenSIve modehng capablhtles 
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Summary 

107 

The necessity for considering plasticity and stability in steel bu ilding design is c lear. 
Assembly of slrUctural members through welding and bohing of joinu introduces mllial SIR!SSCS 
and imperfections to the structural system. It is inevitable that even under working loads. some 
local pl~t ic now will develop in the best of designs. Under increasing IOiJds, many pans of the 
SlruclUrc will deform considcrobly lind enlcr appreci3bly in/a the pl""'IC range before reachmg 
lIS load-carrying C3r"aclty. An C'lact st'cond-ortiu im-Instll: anllhsis for fmmr llulglI has been 
considered in the past to be a formidable task. and neglectlOg cuker p/tlSlUIfY t'fft'cl In :1 .second
order elastic analysis or smb.ilrv ,.!ftCr in a first-order plastic anal)'sis for the pn:scnt LRFO 
design provides II practical and simple ahem:uive. However. the advallCement 01 computer 
hardware and sortwarc In recent years has made it feasible for the engineer to adopt the ad\'(lncrtl 
anohsis hy combining the theory of plasticity with the theory of stahillty In ~uch .. way that 
scpar.nc specification member capacity checks can he avoided llus approach Will Simplify 
drastically the analysi.sldcsign procl!SS with the more u<;c of computer and provide a m(\re realistic 
prediction of load clfel.:ts and of (}\'erall slruclurnl system pcrfurmam.:..- As .. I'CIoUIt It Will Yldd 
a greater ecunomy and II. more umfnnn .. afcty Thi .. dcvdormcnt 1\ dc\4:nh..'d In thl.' pre ..... nt 
paper 

1. Introduction 

At the present time there is a two-stage process in the current design operation firstly. 
the forces aeling on the structural members are determined by conducting a structural system 
analysi!\. and .secondly, the sil.es of various structura l members .ue selected by check ing against 
!.pt:cilicatlon member capacity formulas. The hchavior :md stn!ngth of structural mem~r" have 
ht.'t!n the .. uhJCI.:t of rc ..... an:h for many years. Aeeuroll..- information regardmg their hl'havi(l .... 
throughout the enure range 01 I(ladlng up to ullimaLe \trcngth. Jnd 'Hnpl!.! pmu:durn dnd 
formulas to enJhle ~slgl\Crs to ;l.!t..'W!1,,!, ,hi" hch:lvior are readily "vJllabk 10 the opt:n lucrolture 
and well-defined in ..,arioul> design spt.'CificJtions (Chen and At~uta. 1976.1977). [)cloPIIC thiS the 
strucluml sy.\lCm analysis aspect of the design operation rcm:uns almost the same. and analySIS 
methods arc. for the most part. tlascd on the Simple fint-ordcr clalotic an:lIYlois 1'hcre CX ISLS 
therefore a fundamental inmmpmibilirv problem in the lwO-.,tJge operation the \Imple first
ord~r ~/astic oMhsir method is ulliCd to dctermu'll: the forces actIO, on eac.:h ml"mocr of the 
system (dasbcd line. Fig. I). while the advanced s~conrl-md~r m~/nHjL Imnhslf me thud IS u'iCd 
to detcrmmc the strcnt;th Jnd hchavior of eJch mcmber (.IOOlid I.:urw. pla.!illl.: Lone the('ry. Fig. It 
trcated as an isolated memt-.cr 

Ho~e\'l·r. Ihe dc,,)J!!n nf slrut·tural memhcr~ In framl· ... mu.Iot IJkl' 1011) con ... dl'rJulln Ihc 
effect of the m"muum among adjacent rraming member.<. Indudmg ..... cond-order P·dcha efl't.'\:l\. 
In the current engineering practice 10 design. this interactiOn effect is accounted for appro\LmalCly 
hy the usc of ~ffu'i\'(' It'''~'h 3.~ shown 10 Fig. 2 for a rcc.:tangul:lr ngld frame. Fur the hrat:cd 
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column the effcctlve length must always be less than the actual story height (Fig. 2b) bul that 
for Ihc unbraccd column it will always be greater (fig. 2c). Where the rcllllive stiffness of the 
beams and columns are known. the effective length con be computed din=ctly by using bifurcation 
onal,vsis and by OblalOing the clastiC C"lical load as shown by the uppcr horizontal Ime In Fig. 
1 (Chen and Lu;. 1981). 

TIle additionaJ moments rnal arise as a result of the second-ordcr P-d~/ta ~ff~ctr are taken 
into account in the currenl LRFO design bY' the usc of two tnOmtnt amplification factors 8. and 
B2_ By multiplying the maximum first -orocr elastic moment by the BI ,faclor. we can obtain the 
maximum moment in a member accounting for the P·8 effect. While multiplying the first-order 
elasuc sway moment by the BJ-faclOr. we account for the P-O effect The moment amplification 
factors are obwincd by using the sUOnl/·ordtr tlaslic analysis that mdudcs only the effect of 
change of gcomctry and Instahility (broken curve, Fig. I) (Chen and LUI. 1987). 

The picccwi_~ lint:ar curve without J dc~lendin~ hr.U\!,;h J.~ ... huwn In Fi~. t n:.pl\:.l,l.:nu. a 
jirsI·ordtr·plasl'c hmgt anal\'{is when the effects of the change of geometry or stahiluy effect 
are ignored. Its peak value is the plastic limit /OfuJ thaI can be obl.uned directly by a simp/t 
plasti<.: analysis (horizontal dashed line marked plastic mechanism load In Fig. I). The LRFD 
member capacity fonnul:l.S must still he used to ched. the caracity of cOlch member of a structure 
designed by Lhc simple plasllC .maIYM$ IIlcluding the usc of effoclI\'c length factor K and 
ampliliclltian factors B, and B!. The pil.:cewisc linear cut\·c With a dcsc.;~ndlflg branch shows the 
result of a stcond·ordtr l'Iasll("·plllJl/t. hm.t:t anlllV.fis allowlnl1- a simple plastic hln!!e analysis 
for the change of geometry which is a.\sociatcd with the increase of sway deflection (or the p . .6, 

effcct). When the spread of plasll(: l"ont.!S. n.=sidual Stresses. initial Impcrfcction~ Jnd ~train 

hardening arc all accounted for. tht: full .. moolh cu~t: i!. ohlaiOl!d h)' l 'f'nmd·un/rr 'prrad'(lf' 
pla.'itlcityanalysis. The peak load of this curve.! gives th\! (rut' ... tn!ngth and (I( I/I(d failure mode 
of the plane fr.lme. ~-

~ "_'r 
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Fig. I Load·Dcl1cction Behavior of Plan\! Frame with Different 
A.nalysis Melhods (Chen and Lui, 1991) 
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The sccond-order plasuc-hinb'C analysis or the second-order plJ:i,11C I'..one unalys~ I~ 

referred to here as the suond-ordt'r "ulos"e analJsis methods for frame design. Any analysIs 
methods that sufficiemly represent the strength and stablhty behaVior of a structural sySlCm such 
that separate specificauon member capacity checks arc nOl reqUired arc defined In Ihls paper 15 
the ad'l.'(Jnud analysis. The applications of the sccond-orocr mclUIfiIIl: Ihc(lry 10 !he dc\'CIopmcnt 
of advanced analYSIS procedures for practical design usc IS the c.:UITCnt hk:uS of iOlCno;e research 
worldwide including major contrihutions from several spccilic31ion committees such 0.5 Australia 
(AS41(K), 1990) and Europe (Ee]. 1990). as weJl as the twO lask groups In lhc U.S.: the AISC 
Technical Committee 117 on In"Jostle Analysis and Dt.fign and the SSR Task Group 29 on 
St'cond·Ordu Int!iastlc Analysis for Fmmt Dtsign. among mhers (White et al. 1991). 

2. Trends Toward Advanttd Analysis 

With the rapid advancemenlS 10 computer hardware. panicularly In the com pUling and 
graphics performancc of pl.:Nmal..:omputcf\ and WnrK\lall~m'.th..: t1lr..:r.:t oIppllr.:Jllnn, III oIt1\oIn;,:..:t1 
melhod!o. of oInalYM\ fur pr.n.:tKoIl d":.\lgn U'l: hOi"": hcr.:umc mtlre ,.!Od muf\: Ie.Nhk .. nJ .Jllr.KII\C. 
A~ a firsl step. lor cJ!:ilmpk. 1O.\tcJd of u .. mg the BlB: Jmphlu.:atJOn Iat:lor" J dlrcd ~"\:Imd·{)rdcr 
clasw • .: analysis can he u.scd cHil:lentiy. and In certain resp..'Cb mure 'Imple to pcrftlrm than B/BJ> 
10 determine lhe scl:ond·ordcr m~lmcnt for member de~ign, c\pt.."\:ially I'm the JnaIY .. I .. oInd deSign 
of il complex st'mi-rl/:td .~tru<:luraJ W'i/Cm Umkr lhe l.mIHk.\Ign c()J)t;I,.·Pl.\, .. nd t:uup/ed \ulh 
reasonable computlA!; fal:ility. direl:! \CCond·ordcr clastiC analysl~ I .. l:enalnly the cmerglng 
technology that Will hc..'Comc lhe common practice in the nOl IOU tll .. tanl:C fulul\! To thl~ end. iI 

recent book hy Chc.!n and Tuma (1991) ilo wnnh mentioning where a prar..:tl;,: .. ll,C(;\lOd·ordcrclullc 
analysilo pmgram (Chapu:r 2) and a o;;'l.ocl conncl:tion data hank program (Chapter 1) arc made 
available in lhc furm uf Ii !lurry dl'K Itll,!Clher With a u\Cr', maoual hlr cOl'y u..... Funh..:rmnrt:. 
I'Icnt:hmarl. pnlhlcm .. amund Ih~ Wtlrld w~rt: all>() colk;,:t~d In Chapl..:r 7 1m l:OlhhrOlUon Jnd 
\'erificalion 01' thc-.c computer program .... Jmnng (lIhe~ 

(0) (b) 

FiJ; 2 ElIcl:tIH! Length and Amrlifil:Juun r;Oll:wr, U<.,cd In 

the LRFD Dc.\ign (Cran,um, 1972). 
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However. it is imporulnl (0 nOte thaI through the direct second-order clastic analysis. the 
need for the calculation of B,IB, amplification factors has been eliminated. but the caicul:uion 
of effective length factor is still required 10 dctcnninc the axial resistance for design by the 
current LRFD provisions. Allhough the second·order clastic analysis program can also be used 
dircct1y to pcrfonn eigenvalue analysis (bifurcation analysis) of the slruclUral system to compute 
me cfrcellye length of ngld or semi-rigid frames. the lirnc-com.ummg pn~ of cheellng the 
second-order forces and mOrncnLS for each member ag:unst the SPCCII1c3110n member interaction 
equations is still necessary involving funhcr estimation of effective length factors. Because of 
these approximations. the maximum strength of the structural system is slill nOI detennined. The 
only way 10 llSSCSS lhe real pcrfonn:Jncc of:J siruclural syslcm is Ihrough :J dirccl second-order 
inelaslic anaJysis. 

With the availability of more powerful workstations. it is now realistic to develop 
advanced analysis method for direct frame design. All the technologies arc now in-place. the real 
I.~UC at the present tlmc IS at what level of 5l.'Cond-ordcr lOela'itlc analysis do we nt.:cd to develop 
for pracucal usc. Thl'i Will he tkM;nhcd in t~ folluwlng .....x;t)(ln. Om.:\! Ihl~ analy"', ICl:hnl4uc 
IS 10 place. the need of t.!o;tlmaung variou~ fat:tors for s["ICl:ific.£Iion In\!mocr t:i.lp.H.:lly I.:h\!l:h I.:an 
he lOudly avoided. Advaoccd anaIY'ii'i melhod. whcn coupled wilh inlcgri.llcd graphic analysi~ 
and dcsign system. allows the engmccr to exercise greater fn.'cdom 10 structuml design. lIS usc 
can assist 10 providing both emdcnt ;lOd cos t-cff~Clivc del,lgn solulion.\. 

" 
Sit ... Ull/~"""", 
WHl I .IS 

02 "1_' u.. "'''II: ... 

O~.~'--~O~,----7'.'~--~O~i--~O~'~~~'0 
Hl,/2M, 

Fig. " Notional Load Pla .... lic fhnge Analyo;i .. Applied 10 
Frame Culumns (Lu.!w et al.. It)I.)~). 
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3. Pr.llcticai Adva nced Analysis Methods for Fra me Design 

There are generally two types of inelastic analysis for frame design: 

I. The plastic :.on, or dismbutrd plasticity. and 

2. The plastic hmgr or cfJm:tntrmrd plaSfiutv. 

The clastic-plastic hinge analysis is the simplcst approach. while the plastic-zone analysis 
exhibits the greatest refinement. To develop an advanced analysis method for practical usc, an 
improvement over the elastic-plastic hinge analysis is gcncr.ally made. This will resu lt in less 
computational cffon but better accuracy that is acceptahle for actual design usc. Two ana lYSis 
methods have been developed and relined in recent years to achieve oolh simplicity 10 use and. 
as far as possible. a realistic representation of actual behavior. Extensive compansons have also 
been made with the results of plastiC-lone analysis and of the LRFO SpL'Clficatlons. providing 
the necessary confinnatl()n of the validity (If these analy~is methods. The.~ twO methods arc 
n:commcndt!d for possihic un pic mentation for generJI u-.c. Ahnet" 'ummary ut Ihc"'C twu 
.:ldvan,--cd analysis melh()d ..... , t;1\cn in the lorlhcumlllt;. 

3.1 Notional Load Plaslico llinge Method 

To improve the second-order clastic-plastic hinge analysis for frame design. arlificially 
large values of frame imperfections (i.c .. initial out·of-plumbncss) are Introduced in the frame 
ana lysis. This is the general approach adopted hy EC3 (1990) for frame design uSing second· 
order plastic-hinge analysis. In addition to accounting for standard en."Ctlon tolerance for OUI-of· 
plumbness. thcsc artificial large imperfccti()n~ are intended also to account for the effects of such 
factors as residual SIn,:S\CS. frJmc Imperfecllons. and distrihutcd pla"ticllY elc. thai arc nOl 
conslCicred in the usual plasllc ·hinge-ha\Cd frame an ... IY\1\ 

p 

PlastIC , ,. 
r ;;,; I. It, • 10 

o SOH, OM, H 

Fig. 4 Gradual Stiffness Reduction Scheme Through Tw(Y Yield-Surface 
Approach for Rdined-Pla .. ;uc -HlOge Anal), .lo is (Liew et al. 19(1). 
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Alternatively, Liew el 301. (1992) ulili7..c.s a sct of equivalent notional/aleral loads to 
account approximate ly for the innucncc of the above-mentioned factors on the overall system 
strength. These notional lateral loads are expressed as a fraction of the story gravity loads or 
member axial force. and are chosen in such a way thaI will reOccI adequately those effects thaI 
are nOI considered in the usual frame analysis. This concept is similar (0 the ~cnlargcd " 
gcomcuic imperfection approach adopted by EC3. but the aClu31 dClcnninalion of the notional 
lateral load value is achieved by the application of the notional load analysis to simple column 
case and calibrated against the currenl LRFD column cUrYl!. It i3 found that the equivalent 
notional load cOlTCSponding 10 the LRFO column curve IS approximately U.OO5P. Figure 3 
illustratcs Ihe inlcraclion strength curve ohluincd by Ihe applicalion of Ihis approuch for a simple 
frame. The resu lts are compared with the adjusted plastic-zone solutions generated by 
Kanchanlai (1977) and the conventional clastic-plastic hinge solution. This frame example is one 
of the worst cases from the more comprehensive sct of problems considered by Liew (1992). 

3.2 Refined Pl as tic- Hinge Analysis 

The hask 4uanlity re4uin:d In the industic analysil. of frame, is the value of El. which 
is the langenl sciffnt!. .. s of thl.! ero~, :.celion, or hl.!l\! (;an hi.! c(l"-~Idcn;d a .... Ihe :-Iopc (If (hI.! relallon 
between moment and curvaturt! . For a convl!Olional da!,>l1c -pla. .. tic·hlOgl! analyw~. thl!> p~nl.'. 
no difficulties, but in the case of a mOl\: relined analysis there art! problems, because the 
moment-curvature response is nonlinear reflecting a continuous smooth degradation of stiffness 
from the clastic stiffness at the initiation of yielding 10 the zero stiffness al Ihe fonnalion of 
plastic hinge . This smooth degradation of bending stin"ness is due 10 the spread of plasticity in 
the cross section as the bending increases. The gradual stiffness degration as yielding progress 
through the volume of the member can he represented hy modifying the hasic dastic-plastic 
hinge concept from section I\:sponsc 10 memhcr rc.~ponsc such lhat the member Miffncss degrades 
gradually from the s tiffness a~socialed wilh the onset of yielding. lO thai associated with the 
cross-section plastic strenglh. p, 
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Fig. 5 Rel"ined- Pias tic-HlOgc Analysis Applied to Fr.lmed Columns and 

AI .. o Compared with Other Analy .. is Melhod .. (liew ct al. 1991). 
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To this end. a gradual sllHnc.!.S rcduclion scheme wllh millal yll!ldmg i.L-'_!>umcd to o,,;ur 
at a yield surface that has the same shape of and cquallo onc-half the 'w.c of the pla.slic \In:ngth 
surface is chosen by LICw Cl al. (1991) (0 represent the ind3.SlH.: hcha\lor of hcam-cl,lumns 

UbJ«1Cd 10 a combined action of bending and axial forces. Thi~ is iliustr.lI.cd 'lChcmatically In 

Fig. 4 where the LRFD inlcraClion cqU<llionS for bcarn-(:olumn design arc used for Inc present 
refined analysl. This approach will improve significantly the accuracy of the com,cnllimal 
clastic-plaslic hinge approach whik m:l.lnlaining ilS Simplicity and WI.! !>hall call this mClhlld: th~ 
rtfintd pltu'lc-hingt analysis". 

Figure 5 compares thc in-plane Slrcnglh curve'> ohtalned by thc refined-plasm: hlllgc 
analysIs With the rcsuhs from thc conventional second-order ela~tic-plastie hinGc anal)'~i..~ and 
Kanchanlai's -euct- plastic lone anal)'si~ (Kanchanalai, 1977). The on<;ct of )'ieldlnG in the 
framed columns is secn to occur long before the ultimate strength of the columns IS I'tJ,hcd. 
This observation is true for almost all range of loadin~ except when thc frame I~ suhjCt:t 10 

~ra"lI)' load on I)'. lllc rclincd-rl~til.>hingc analy~i\ rn:dll.:h a ... mallcr luad-carrylng I.:apal.:lly 
for thiS frame compared Itl the cla..\;til;-pla..\IIl' hinge anal),,,,,,_ Thc re ... ult.;; of the rclirl(.'d .. nal)''''I~ 
are closer to the.: strength l'Uf\.C\ (lhtalncd h)' the pla.. ... tll' /tlnc anal)\I" 

4. Comparalhe Stud) of aSh-S tory T"o-- Uay Frame 

The frame as shown In the in~t of Fig. 6 was pmpo~d h)' Vogel ( 19R5) as an Eurtlpcan 
calibration frame for <;ccond-urdcr incla$tic analysi.~ (foma and Chen. 1992). Both ~ra"lIy lind 
latcral loads arc applied pn1ponillnally till failure OCCUI'\. The applied load H:rsu~ lur- and 
fourth-story lateml displacement I.:un.·cs ctlf1\!.\ponding to Ihf\.'C advanced anal),sl s mClhl)(!~ iUC 

sho""'n In Fig 6. An attempt I'" OIlso made 10 c\·aluatc the limit of f\.'\I\LaJK:e of Ihl.\ trame h) lhe 
LRFD --elastic and -plastic anal),"'ls arpmxhc... [)clal!... 01 Ihe~ analy~~ can he 111Und in the 
Ihcsl\ hy LICw (1992). 
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(LICW ct al.. 19')1). 
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4. t LRFO - Elastic Analy~i.s 

Member forces are obumcd uSing seCond-order cla.stic analysIs and all member forces 
must S3lisfy the LRFO beam-column strength interaction equations. 1llc maximum slrCnglh of 
the frnmc is reached when any mcmocr of the system reaches the limiting strength specified by 
the interaction equations_ Side-sway ImperfeCtions gi\'cn in this caht'lration frame are not used 
as nOi requIn:d in the LRFO analysIs. 

To evaluate the limn of I'CSlstJ.m;c of each mcmhcr In the "yl,tl'rn hy the LRFO method. 
thc dicCll'YC length facmr 1m each column must ~ lIl.!h:rmmct.l IIf\\ The r~uhs 01 K· fac\Or,) 
a~ dck!nnmcd by me LcMC-.\Suricr equation (1976.1977) arc shown III Fig. 7. Also Included In 

Ihis figure are the be.1.rn-column slrcn~lhs c'Y"luall!d ~d on the LRFO hcam-column interaction 
equations. 1nc mOSI Critically loaded member in Ihc fr.lme i found 10 be the roof beam shown 
In Fig. 7 and me cOlTC..spondmg load of lhis frame is defined as the maximum slrCngth of the 
~yslCm . 1nc I\!suhs su!!!!e\! that tl\c LRFD-clastic analysis pnx:cdurc is {l/W{lU conscrvatl\'c. 
<;mee mo<;t lower-noor ~am\ and culumn .. 10 the fr.&mc <;till ha\c sl~Oiricanl capacilles that havc 
nnt hc..'Cn fully dcwl(lfll.-od thrnugh the md.&st l~ fooce rcJl\tn"utl(lO ofter the <;lrCngth of lhc mOSI 
c.:ntlcally loaded mcmhcr 1\ rcJl.:h .... d Thl\ indJ<ritlc.: lurce redl\tnbutllln 1\ m Il cltphc.:llly 
wn\ldercd In thc prc.\Cnl LRFD·dJ~tll· JndlY\ls dnd d .... \lgn pnx: ...... ' 

4.2 LRFJ). pl1lSlic anal) sis 

The LRFD specilic:llion al~ pcnniLS the use uf the fj~t ·ordcr plasuc-hmge analYSIS to 
eyaluate member forces (AISC. 19S6). The member fon:e .. c(,mputed m Ihis 'W.&y 'WIll Include 
the .nelastlc redistnbution of forces m the system. and If the eyaluatlon of the .mcngth of the 
cahbr.Ulon frame i l\ascd on th. \ apJ'K'OOK:h . ~n the process Will not lead to unduly conservatl\e 
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However. In actual calculations based on the sImple pla.I'IIC anJly\l~. we tountl thai the 
procedures fot dctcnnining the moment amplic:llion faclors B/BJ and the cnt-octlve length faclors 
K for members thai are connected 10 a hinged sub35SCmblagc arc vel")' complicated and II also 
requires the information on the location of the last plastic hinge fannatinn. Although attempt wa., 
made to develop pr:K:t.ical procedures 10 overcome this difficulty (Abdcl-Gharrar and Chen. 
1992). bUI Ih~ accuracy of lhc.sc factors for representing Ihe true memocr and system behavior 
IS questionable. Clearly. a direct applictllion of the conventional firlol-ordcr elaslic-pl~llc-hlflgc 
analysis to the frame IS much simpler than the U~ of the LRFO-plasIH.: nnalysi~. or course, the 
more rational way of cstJmatmg Ihe member and system slrCnglh. which also avoids the complex 
issues of evalualing various factors for member capacity checks. I~ through the direct usc of 
advanced analysis. 

4.3 Notional Load Plastic· Binge Analysis 

A notional lateral load l."qual to O.SlJ of the tOlal grJvlty IOJd .. aCling on the .. wry 1\ 

applied :11 the lOp of the column at each noor levd. The analy~ls <ktmh oln.' the same a. .. Ihe 
dasllc·plastll,:·hinge mcthod C)I;ccpt that c)I;plicit modeling of 1000iai imrcrfl'1.:lIon .. I .. n(ll reqUIred 
in thiS approik.:h 

As shown in Fig. 6. ull the mciJStlc unaly~i .. method .. pR.'dk.:t c.~nllally the \tImc 
maJumum strength. The maxImum frame n,: .. L\taoce I .. reJl.:hed ,II J Iliad pafJmelCf 1.(1'}7 fur the 
present nOllonalload plasuc-hingc method, comparcd to 1.111 f(lr the V(lgci'\ pla\tlc'/tlfIC \ludy. 
I 118 for the refined· plastic hInge analy .. i ... Jnd 1.124 for the ela~tlc·plast'c hinge analy .. i\ (not 
shown in the figure). The maximum dllTercocc hct~\.'Cn Ihc<,c limit IOJd\ I .. less than 2<J. 
supronlng Inc conclusion IhJt when the overall nonlinear hchavlOf of the frame 1\ dominated hy 
inelastic action in the hearns. the plastic·hmge·ha<.ed methods generally g"'e ~umClent 
representatIOn of lhe overall frame hchavior (White and Chen. 19'-)1) . 
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4.4 Renne<! Plastic-Wnge Analysis 

The degradation of cflcCllVC member stiffness IS based on the langent modulus and 
parnbolic function (Liew, 1992). The same stiffness reduction scheme is used for all members 
In lhc. calibration frame. ImLial side-sway imperfcctions similar 10 lhc plastic wne analYSIS are 
e~plicltJy considered In me refined pl35tic-hingc analYSIS and the eRe tangcnI modulus column 
c'(pl'CS5ion is used for the stiffness dcg1'l1dauon. 

Figure 8 shows !he cornpanJOn of bending momcnL~ and loc;uions of plastic hinges al the 
"mil loads computed by three mcl.ulle an.1Jysis methods. The di~lrIhulion of forcc.f; predlcu:d 
by all these methods arc remarkably dose. As for the plastiC hlnCc form:llions. the firM plastic 
hmge predicted by the notional load pl::t~tic hinge analYMJo nccu~ at an load level 01 0.752. 
whereas In the prescm rdined-plastlc·hlnge :malysis. no plastiC hinge is observed until the load 
le\'cl reaches a \'a.lue of 0.873. The plaslic-hinge analysis detects a 10lal of 21 pla.stic hinges in 
compariwn wilh the.: refined·pla.o;;lI(,;·hlnge analysl .~ whl(;h dctcus only IS plastic hinge. In the 
frame. 

4.5 Plastic·Zone Anal)sis 

The plastlC-IOIle Jnalyo;;i\ 1\ c.:onsidl!rcd 10 be the ~nfl(r~ analYMs In whICh dlflcrent 
residual \trcs.scs for mcmheN of d!lfen:nt (.;m~·"'-'(:tl()n c • .hmcn\lnn~ an: comidcrcd. Jnd Inillal 
\IIJc·\wuy impcrft.'Clion.\ a ... \1X,(:lllcd hy EC.l (19')0) c.: .. n tx· l'lI:J'lhc.:uly muddl'd M • .Ilc.:rlJI \lr.llnlOg 
hardcnlng can also ~ mc.:ludl:d 10 the prc~nt anJIY'I\ 
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In COrHra5t to other Inelastic analysis methods. the plasuc-wne analysIs can abo gl\'C a 
clear picture of how the spread of yielding develops in the system, nlll; i" illustrated In Fig. 9 
at the collapse talC of the fr.lmc. The columns at lower levels arc secn 10 reach collapse by an 
almost full plasticity. and at this St.1tc, not much strenglh rem:uns to 'iusuun funhcr loadm,. 

For high-rise building frames. both plastic-hinge analyse! compare well with the plastic-
1.One method as shown previously hy the closeness of the load-displacement curves III Fig. 6 and 
the force dislnbutions in Fig. 8. The inability of the conventional cla~t ic-p lasllc hinge method 
10 represent member strength or simple structures such Wi columns or portal frame!> can be 
attributed as "local tIfters". ThaI is. the conventional pln'itic-hingc method is accurate In 

predicting the s),stem response. hut rna)' not be accurate in predicting the strength and .. tahllit), 
or isolated bcam·cotumn elemcnL~ or suhas, .. ;cmblic.~, Thi\ inad.:qu:lCY or the eta..stic· pl:l\tic hinge 
appro3Ch can be improved hy the u..c of the notional IO:ld method or th.: rclincd-pla\uc-hlnge 
method dcscnbcd prevIOus)'. 

5. Conclusions 

This slatc-cr·thc-an review of the !;Ccond-order ioei>L"lic anal)'5i ... method for frame tk51gn 
prcsenb a rew racts and ll!t:hmqucs of Immediate usc Itl the dcslgTk.'r of hulldlng \troclure~ 
Emphasis is placed on the l)'lIf"m and ,,/tutie hchavior, and nOi on the m,-",bu <Jlld ,Iastu 
behavior. hccaU5C failure of structures is generall), prcc\.'d~d by apprct:lahl.: pta.. .. tu; ddonnatlOn 
leading to s),stem In .. tilhihty. With today · ... computing ll'chnolo1!Y. a direct u'-\.' of thl' \CC\lOd 
order indasli~ anal),,,,, for fram.: de .. lgn without \P.'~.:irll . .IIIUn m.:mhcr cap.lul), ch.:d, I" tar 
Simpler than the pfC.'lCnt fi~Hlrdcr cla~11C anilly" .. \ for the \)',t.:m and dk.' ultlmat.: \tr.:ngth dc\lgn 
ror the mcmhcr as used widdy in the current enginccrin1! praCllce 

The m:.lIn ob,cctl\'l! ur th.: pafJl!r i .. 1(1 convey the \oi."ioll til' J \'Cfy bn1!hl future for the 
structural engineering prol.: ..... lon today. Basic theon.: .. of stnlclural ~tahilil)' and material 
plasticity already cstJhhshl!d analytically and vl!nl1l!d I!xpcfimentally tOi;clher wllh the rapid 
development of high pcrrorm,mce computing (Chen et al 1991) point thc wa)' 10 dlfl!cl de"lgn 
or structures a.. .. iI whole without the Ilme·cunsummg pn)(:ess uf .. pct:llkatiun memhcr capac.:lty 
check, Clo<;C CMlmalC of the load-t:arrYlng capaclly III huildlng \lrU\:lure .. hy the advan(;cd 
analy.m methods arc Ica,l,ihle OIl pre\Cnt. II enough effort 1\ expanded h) hUlh a~;ldemlc ~Illkcr, 
and con\ultln~ I!ngHk.'C .... 10 praclu..:c, eat.:h IcamLOg from the ulhl'r. mu~h nl Ihe pr.:-.cnt d~\I1!n 
art Jnd gUC"!tWOf);. can he rcplacl!d h)' a <,cienlific and ~trJightfnrward pnx:cdufe ha .. '-,!d on It'lday's 
C(lmpulLOg It.''(:hnology A." OJ C\\I1I,("qUCIl("C, ItIt: an of 'itrut:tural enl;lIllo.'CrlOg Will he \lgOlfu.:antly 
advall(;cd (Chen, 1991). 
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Ac(:(>nt ;:advanced technology In malenals sCience has made easy to respond to 

Ihf' user's needs on high performance steels In naval, offshore, cIvil and bUild ing 

st ructures Under severe natural environment, th icker steel plates of SOmm to 

l00mm for large scale structures are required to have high strength, high fraC1ure 

toughness. longer fatigue Itfe, high corroSion resistance and beller weldabi lt ty 

Such properties and high productivity are made partly possible by Introducing a new 

Thermo Mechamcal Control Process(TMCP) with cont rolled roiling and the 

accelerated cooling process Instead of the conventional normalizing process. 

TMCP may be called under the name of Thermo- Mechanical Controlled Roiling 

(TMCR) Process or Controlled ·Rolllng(CR) Process. 

Fig 1 shows the Improvement of weidablilly of TMCP In rela l lon to Ihe carbon 

eqUivalent Ceq values of SM490 and A242 steel grades(Ohashl 1990) It is 

observed that approximately 40 N/mm1 higher Yield stress is obtained by the TMCP 

method than by the normalizing process Reduction In the Ceq value Improves 

tile welded loint toughness and reduces preheating temperature and heat aHected 

zone hardness. The TMCP high strength steel can be applied to Increase effiCiency 

In welding fabrlcatton 

In buildings and bridges, the user 's needs In mechanical properties of 

constructional steels may be summarized as 

1) High strength steel with low yield to- tensile strength ratlo(LYR) to assure the 

InelastiC deformation capacity of structures under earthquake mollon. 

2) Narrow vanatlon of Yield stress which assures the des~n calculated sequence 

of plastiC hinge formatIOn In the structures. Holding a constant Yield stress level 

from medium to thick plates. 

3) LOW-Yield steel which eXhibit Yield stress less than the conventIOnal mild steel 

(SM400, A36) The low-yield stress with high ductility behaves like "fuse" 

which can dissipate seismic energy while the rest of the structure remain elastiC 

or undamaged. 

4) High Young·s modulus steel which has higher than Ihe normal value IS produced 
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experimentally by applying a cold- rolling process in manufactonng. High Young 's 

modulus provIdes great benefits in the structural functions. 

High Strength Steel with low Yield - to-Tensile Strength Ratio 

(L VR HS Sleel) 

St ress st rain curves which are cons tructed from the tensile coupon tests are 

schematically shown In Fig. 2 from mild sleel to quenched and tempered high 

strength sleel. Steel grade of SM400A is equivalent to ASTM A36, SM490A 10 

A441 SM570 10 A572 and HT780 to AS1? It is apparent for any class of steel I' Ihe 

strength increases, then the Yleld - ta- tensile strength ralio(YR) also Increases and 

the elongation decreases VRs for the above four steel grades are 0.65, 0.74, 0.86 

and 0.91. respectively from Ihe tensile coupon tests. A stress-strain curve of low

Yield stress steel IS also given for comparison. 

Fig 3 shows the plotted Yield stress Fy and tensile strength Fu from the results of 

1612 tensile coupon tests . The regression analysis gives the least squars line, 

Eq.(1), with the correlation coefficient R=0.963 as shown In Fig.3(ltoh, 1984). 

Fy 1.205F, 245.6 (MPa) (1) 

or YR is given by 

VA = Fy 1 F,- (O .83+(203 .8/Fy)) , (2) 

Honshu- Shikoku Bridge AuthOrity(HSBA) speCi fies the allowable tensile stress for 

high strength steels considering Fy and the values of YA. For quenched and 

tempered high strength steel HT780 (Fy 685MPa, Fu 780 MPa for t=8 ..... 75mm) steel, 

the allowable tensile stress Fta is given by the smaller value in Eq.(3). 

Fla = Min (Fy 1 1.7. F, / 2.2) (3) 

where material safety factor is 1.7 for Fy and 2.2 for Fu. Fy Is defined by the 0.2% 

offset yield stress for high strength steels. 

From Eq .(3), Fta IS governed by Fy/1.7 when the yield ratio IS limited by YA"- 0.77 

(- 17/2 .2) , that is. Fu "> Fy/O.77 The dotted tine in Fig. 3 represents Eq.(4) which 

connects(Fy, Fu) =(235, 400)for mild steel and (685 and 885)for new LYA HS steel . 

ThiS straight hne is given by Eq.(4). 

Fy = O.928F, 137.8 (MPa) (4) 

or the value of low yield ratiO as, 

L VA = {I .08+(148 .5/Fy)t' (5) 
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Fig 4 shows Fy VA the curves of Eqs (2) and (5) and the plotted pomts Indicate 

the values of Fy and VA usmg the minimum Yield and tensile strength both are 

specified In the IrKhcated material standards. Target values of the LYR high strength 

sleels In sleel manufacturing are ploned for comparison with Eq (5) Eq. (5) can 

serve as a target line for the fulure development of the new steels. 

Uniform strain at the tenSile strength Fu is determined by the following equallon 

conSidering the strain hardening effect(Sato, 1969). 

VA • Fy I Fu . exp en f R,tnl-4 3)) (6) 

...... here the true strain en IS expressed by the uniform strain I u as, 

en t~l ... tu) (7) 

Equating either Eqs.(2) or (5) with Eq.(6), t u' Fy relations can be obtamed for Ihe 

conventional steels and for the L YA HS steels HSBH Specificahon simply defines 

the linear relation of I u-VR relationship as 

'Uo060(1 VA) (8) 

Fig 5 shows the I u Fy relationship for the conventional and LYA HS steels with 

the tenSile coupon lest results for various sleel grades. The dolled curve shows 

the 1 u Fy relationship uSing Eq.(8) In place of Eq.(6). 

In Fig. 5. lest POints of the conventional steels are well distributed along the 

t u Fy curve showing the uniform strain l u decreases with the Increase of Fy 

Test pOints . of low Yield ratio steels which were conducted at Osaka UniverSIty are 

small In number and more test results would be needed 10 the high strength 

Fv 650MPa class steel. The present t u Fy relation will serve as a target curve In 

order to produce more reliable low YR high strength steels 

Narrow Yield Stress Range Sleets 

There eXist sufficient options In chemical compOSItions and processing methods to 

allow steel producers to meet the material requirements In the speCIfications. 

The Yield stress vanatlon depends largely on chemical compositions and on the 

rOIling conditions. and the vanatlon can be conlrolled In order to meet the required 

quality control of the product. In the matenal speCifications. only the guaranteed 

mimmUin values are speCified in the Yield stress and their actual Yield stresses are 

usually much higher than the specified values and thus the matenal ductility may 

be reduced On the other hand. Since the tensile strengths have their lower and 

upper bounds In the speclhcal1ons. the vanatlon of the tensile strength becomes 

less compared to the Yield stress The coefficients uf vanallon(COV) of Fy and Fu 
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can be listed up from the published stallstlcal data including the effects of plate 

thickness and steel grades 

cav 

F, F, 

Galambos(1978) 0.10-011 -

lIoh(1984) 01'0-0.116 0,060-0,063 

AU LSO(dratt)(I990) 0090-0103 0031-0041 

Narrow Rang. Steel o 0407, 0 0408 -
JIS(Japanese Industrial Standards) has been preparing a new matenal standard 

for bUilding structural use to specify the maximum and minimum bounds of the Yield 

stress variation and the recent draft specifies the follOWing guaranteed values for two 

steel grades SN 400B and SN 490 B. Range between the maximum and the 

minimum bounds has a constant values of 120MPa from t=12 to 40mm of the two 

steel grades as shown below: 

I(nvn) . " 12-40 40-100 

fy m,fl/fy ma~(MPII) -- 23S/355 2151355 

SN 4006 fu mlnlfu INllC(MPa) """0 
ywtid rabo("l!.l "'" ,,,. 
fy rfIfI'JFy fT\a)I(MPaj """"" 325.'445 295/415 

SN 4908 Fu mtn/Fu fTIa)[(MPa, 4901610 

'fIeId,aho(', """u 
L--

The m~XIn1Um and minimum yield stress levels shown by the solid lines are given in 

Fig. 6 and compared them with the test resulls(Ohashl 1990) of the conventional 

similar strength grade steel. The dotted line IS for 315MPa between 1=16 ....... 40mm of 

the covenllonal steeL New standard can control high yield stresses for medium plate 

thickness. 

N'IrlOw yield shess range sleel of SN 400 and SN 490 grades for plate thickness 

of 16 30mm are manufactured under carefully controlled rolling conditions. 

FollOWing slatlShcar data are obtained from the mill yield tests 

sumdard 
No 01 $pec::lmens me", 

devtabOn 
COV 

SN 400 class '" 2866 11 67 0.0407 

SN 400ckus ". 371 2 1778 00478 
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The COV values of Ihe new narrow Yield stress range steels are less than half of 

the conventional sleels The characteristIC Yield stress Fy./\ what IS defined by 5% 

probability less than Fyk can be Increased by 14% for the narrow range steel of 

cov 0,0107 compared to the conventional steel of COV 0 110. 

EUfocodcs NO.8 Structural Design In Seismic Zones states thai for diSSipative parts 

01 p.<lrtllqu.1ke resistant structures not only the lower value but also the upper value 

01 lhp ylf"lc1 strength shall be specified when the malenal IS ordered and suffICient 

wHlml must be undertaken to avoId overstrengths 

Uillmaic Pla te Strength of LYR HS Steel 

1 PICltf'!S In Compression 

In the ela::;lo plastic IIntle displacement plate analysIs. the different matenal stress

!!;U<un cUr'\les obtained from the tensile tests and the Ideahzed models as shown In 

Flqs. 7 are used to compare the ultimate strength and ductility of the ptates(Fukumoto 

and NIshimura 1992}. These curves represent 8--1 as a conventional HS steel, A-2 and 

A 3 as L YA HS steel with different Yield plateau and Yield ratlos_ Atter the onset of strain 

h;"denmg. the tlfted tor mula IS used for the strarn hardenrng range until to reach 

the uniform strain f u 

In the ilnalysls. the stlme magnitude of welded type residual stress pattern and of 

100hai deflection of plate are adopted for simply supported square plate 

Fig 6 shows an example of the analYllcal results of the plate strength for different 

matenal properlles Post Yielding ~rength IS due to the strain hardening effects. 

The maximum plate slenderness for plmax for the Yield strength Nv afe Influenced 

by the strains al the IMial str~ hardening f st and by the Yield ratIO as listed In 

the next lable In the abSCissa .. p IS defined by, 

A. J F, , Fe. • 0.526 (b 'UF, IE (9) 

.... here b lis Width-to thickness of plate 

.' 
~{" 

YR 
I 

A 2 

'66 
11~) 

,.8 
07' 

. , ., 
,5' '51 

1108"\.) 1100"') 

180 1<' 
'71 '88 

The maximum bit rallO limitation can be relaxed by 30% In low YA HS steel A-2 

compnred With the conventional HS steel In Flg_S, Ihe mean ultlmale compressille 

strcnqU, curve ts obtained analytically usmC] the measured Initial Imperfechon data 
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2) I Section In Bending 

Coupled strength of flange and web plates of I· secllon In bending IS analysed by 

til e ('1<1slo plastiC finite displacement Iheory(Fukumoto and Nishimura 1992). Stub 

bcnm IS analysed to prevent the coupled eHect With the overall instability of beam. 

In order to compare the analytical results, the same magnitude of welded residual 

;Iress p;'lllem Dnd of Inil ial distortional shape_of the c~ss sed tons IS speclfted for 

n I A 2 and A 3 Plale slendernesses A pi and A pw of flange are web are 

dt'lrllcd. r£'spcctrngly. as, 

-pi ~I 161 (b/tl) JF y/E 

- flW JFY I FCf)W 0.0463 (hI I tw) jF;E. 
(10) 

(11) 

where Fer)1 and FCf)W are elastiC plate buckling stresses of flange In compreSSion 

(the buckling coeUlcen! kf-"O.425) and web In bending. (kw',23.9), respecllvely, 

illld b Ihe ou ts land flange width MuiMy l' pw an~ Mu/Mp- I pw relations are 

dctcrnllflet\ (Of the speCified flange plate slendernesses .l. pi, tw IOmm and A!lAw -1.5. 

Fig 9 f;hows an analyllcal result of Ihe ultimate bending strength for the malenal 

properties B-1 and A2. As compared With the conventional B- 1 steel, A··2 steel 

dcmonslroles high bending capacity for the specified flange-and web-T p values. 

The maximum width to thickness ratios of cross-secllon which deliver the plastic 

Inomen! Mp are determined from the intersecting points of the strength curves and 

MtI Mp 1 as shown In Fig 9 Combrnat ons of the maximum wldth- to - thickness 

ril!ios uf the flange and web plates for My and Mp are listed In Ihe below tab le. 

Oft 
o. 

.2 

0-141 

'''7 
,66S 

Mp seclJon 

-
Pw 

A J •• 
0318 o liS 

.386 .395 .... . ... 
0591 0587 

My ~ec::t!OO 

--
'PW 

A 2 A3 •• 
.1>82 0101 0720 

.850 0811 09'" 
1 175 1 113 "3<1 

The maximum pla te slendernesses In Ihe Yield cross sec lion for the three steels 

me apparently the same ones. However, for the plastiC cross section, A- 3 and 8- 1 

give the Similar slenderness values as compared With A 2 whIch has low yield - 10' 

tenSile strength rallO and short Yield plateau 
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3) Ductility of 1-Beam In BendHlg 

Enrrgy dlsslpal10n IOdex Umax can be defined by the area under a M - 0 curve up 

10 Mmax showing a shaded area in Figs. to where M IS the equal end moments and 

tS the end slope of the stub beam Figs. 10(a), (b)and (c) show the Umax area 

lot vnnous comblnallOns of the plate slenderness 1" pi and l' pw values. Figs 10(8) 

and (b) show M {} curves of A-2. A-3 and 6-1 for A pi 04 and T pw=06 glvmg 

tu plastic moment The energy diSSipation ratIOs of Umax for B 1. A-2 and A-3 arB 

1 294 1.03 For "1 pt-Q4 and r pw 1.0. the cross-secllon of Bland A -3 are 

terminated by the coupled plate Instability before reaching Mo. The Umax ratios for 

6-1, A 2 and A-3 are 1 5.Bl 1,02. In both cases, M/Mp (J lOp curves and thus 

tile Umax valUes are similar for Bland A 3 sections. The A 2 plaslle seellon 

possesses large energy diSSipation of approx. 3 times of B· l 's fat T pi 0.4 and 

-; p"" 0 6 and of approx. 6 limes for - pI 04 and T P'I'r 1.0 

The advantage of A··2 can be obtained by the conditIOns that the steel has low Yield 

ratIO ;tr,d short Yield plateau before strain hardening set In 

4) Stiffened Plates 
Nara(1981, 1994) discussed the ultimate compressive strength and ductility of 

longitudinally stiffened plales with different mechanical properties of steel Including 

low VA HS 5leels. The numencal analyses are made for constant value of Fy 

450MPa with the Yield ratios of 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75 and 0.79 and f U' 10% and 

20% The ducl,Illy capacIty and thus the energy diSSIpation Index Umax can 

conSiderably be Increased by lowerIng the Yield· to·-lenslle strength ratio and the 

small value of A pl~0.3 for the sub panel plate when the stocky stiffeners are 

prOVided The effects of the stiffener parameters In ffexural. torsional and 

extenSional flQldltles are discussed on the ultimate strength and ductility of the 

stiffened plates 

5) Framed Structures 

Kuwamura(1989 1992) demonstrated the advantages of low VA HS steels In the 

application of earthquake resistant budding structures. The results show thai the low 

VA HS steel exhibits larger energy dlsslpalLve capacity 10 the bUlldlOgS where plastic 

deformallon IS reqUired as a source of energy disslpallon. Kuwamura(l989, 1990). 

discussed the Yield stress variation has a predominant Influence on the plasttc failure 

mechaOism of the earthquake resistant multistory structures. Sequences and 

locations of the plastiC hinge formatIons until to the failure may be changed from 

the weak beam strong column structures due to the much higher variatIon of the 

maximum Yield stresses and thus cause unexpected performances of the structures 
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Concluding Remarks 

Modern innovative technologies In steelmaking has been adding high performance 

quantities to the conventional steels. Thermo- Mechanical Control Process Method 

I!> one 01 the technologies which allows to produce easy weldable steels with good 

";IChHI~ tuughness properties and high strengths for plate thickness up to 100mm. 

The behaviour of plate elements in compression and I-sections in bending Is 

discussed to put stress on the effects of Ihe different stress-strain curves of HS steels. 

ro1rqet values of the mechanical proper1les of HS steef with low YA are established in 

Iho relations of Yield stress- VA-uniform elongation. 

Material guide to produce mechanical properties of high performance steels is 

proposed HS steels with low YR can exhibit higher ultimate strength and larger 

ductility In the plated structures as compared with the HS steel with high YA. 

Further studies should be needed on the relations of plate slenderness parameters, 

Yn and the length of Yield plateau for the plated sections. 

The COV values of the narrow Yield stress range steel are less than half of 

the conventional steel. Characteristic values of the Yield stress can be increased for the 

new steel depending on the values of the chosen probability. 

Further discussions should be needed from the user's side to propose the optimum 

mechanical properties Which are to provide the deSired high performance behaVior 

In steel structures. Advanced metallurgical technologies can respond 10 the 

requirements. 
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Design of shell \Iructure subjected to loading condition", that rc\ult 10 buelling relies 
heavily upon the application of !<.pecliicalions and dCMgn criteria. Oc\'gn rule ... for 
commercial applications are gl'vcn by the American Water Work A\\OClUllon (A WWA) 
(Ref. I). the American Petroleum Inslltute (API) (Ref 2), or the Amencan Society of 
Mechanical Engmeers (ASME) {Ref. 3).and for aero\pace "uul.:lure.., by NASA Space 
Vehicle Design Cnteria for buckling given In SPSOO7 (Ref 4), SP8(}19. (Ref. 5). and 
SP8032 (Ref 6). The finite-elemenl method is also u\ed c\lcn\,\.ely to predict ... hell 
bucl.;lmg. The fimte-element method has become the predommant de..,ign and anal) ,is 
1001 m the aerospace mduslJ). \\here vel)' large finite-elcmcnl model" arc buill v.llh lhe 
aid of preproce!.sors and solved by large general·purpose finiU.~·elemenl code~, Vl .... ual 
display of prebudde defonnalion and buckle mode: .... hape... I' made ca~) v.lth 
postprocessing soflware. 

Some complex de!.!gn "Ilualions may nol be adequately co\ered by currently Jvallable 
SpeClfic3110ns and design criteria. In thiS case. reliance mUM be placed on anal}ucul 
melhods "uch as the fimle·elemenl approach. However. a~ the .... ize of the\C anal)tlcal 
models grow#;. and the complexity of the slruclUre mcreQ'tcs. the PO~"'lbI I IlY of 
generating flawed results al<,o grows. Sole reliance on anal)IICal predlcllon" for complex 
structure may nOI be des,irable or prudent. 

An alternate approach IS to supplement anal)tical methods and de .... ign .... peCificatlon<, 
wllh test results from structuml scale models. Data from scaled IC<,I rnodel~ pro\ Ide both 
de~lgn dala and a means of venfying anal)'1ical predlCIIOn\ through correlation. This 
stUd) illustrate'! the use of !.Calc model ... to investigate the bucklmg of shelh with mllial 
Imperfections. Results of cxperiment!o. on cylindrical shells 'WIth 100tlUI Imperfection" 
subJCcted to buckling under a'<lal compression and ('(ternal h)dro..,tatlc prc\\ure are 
pre!o.enled and correlated to finite·c1emcnt code prediction ..... 

Imperfections art always present because of manufacturing tolemnce.., The prc\Cnce 
of initial Imperfection.., can greatly reduce the actual buckling load compared to that 
predicted for a shell of perfect geomctf) The pre...ent effort ic, part of a combined 
analytical and expenmental program 10 Investig:tte Ihe effect or manufactunng'lnduced 
ImperfectIOn.., on ..;hell buckling loads. Current!). lhere j\ no method of relating 
manufactunng·induced Imperfections to shell buckling correlallon (knod.down) fac· 
tors. Such a method 'Would be u!-.Cful In definIOg the mo..,t efficient I'abncntlon method 
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and least e~ptnsl\'e [oohng. and v.auld provide acceptance cntena based on the buckling 
failure mode. thereby providing guidance to engineering for evaluating discrepant 
hardware. 

BACKGROUND 

Unhl..e plate structures, cu["\-ed shells have little poslbuckhng capability. Therefore. 
buckling of the shell results In catastrophic failure. Consequently, worst·case loads are 
u d With de~ign criteria thai do not permit bucklmg. Figure la illustrates the axial 
compresMon buckling iUld postbucklmg behavior for a shell \l.lth an imperfection 
amplitude thut IS 30CK of the shell thickness and has the same shape as the classical 
bud led shape. The buckling load IS predicted to be 72,\ of the classical theoretical 
value: the poslbuckling load is only 22% of the classical value. As can be seen in Figure 
I.h. smallimptrfections lead to large reductIons 10 the buckling load for cylinders under 
axial compres'iion. The results from Budiansky (Ref 7), the BOSOR 4 code (Ref. 8) 
and from KOller (Ref 9) are for the axisymmetric imperfection: those from Yamaki 
(Ref. 10) are for an asymmetric Imperfection. For axial compre~sion, the uisymmetric 
ImperfectIon l'i the worsl shape. Current design practice (Figure I.c) uses experimen
tall} detennlned comlatlon factors. The correlation factor for axial compressl\-'e loading 
IS related to the Rlt ratio. A more useful parameter would be the Imperfection 
amplttude-to-thidness raliO (wJI). as shown in Figure I.d . Here the theoretical results 
from Yamall (Ref. 10). based on an asymmetric imperfecl1on . are used to relate 
corre lation factofii corrt~ponding to tolerances on .!.he ll geometry pennltted by the 
aero'ipace mdU'ill) and It\o<;e pennlued by the ASME Botler and Pre ure Vessel Code. 
A \Ignificant difference 10 the correlation factors exists for these specifications. For an 
Rlt :- 250. the correlation factor for aerospace tolerances is approximately twice that 
corresponding to the ASME boiler code. Since the reqUIred shelJ thickness is 
approximately a functIon of the square root of the correlatIon factor. a shell deSigned 
to the ASME boiler code tolerance will be 40Q thicker (and heavier) than a shell 
deSIgned to the aerospace tolerance. 

The obJcctl\-'e of t1us study IS to de\elop a methodology for precilctmg the buckling 
of .!.hells WIth Inillal Imperfections. The long-tenn goal IS to develop design criteria 
through analyses and tests on scale models built With Imperfections of k.nown shape and 
amplitude. 

PROGRAM PLAN AND TEST MODEL FABRICATION 

Figure 2 gl\-es the now diagram of the program plan for thiS study. Seamless 
cylindrical pla~tlc models 15 Inche~ m length and diameter With nommal wall 
thicknesses of 0.05 mches "'ere fabncated from blow-molded bottle blanks. TIle 
thicL.ness and hape of the cylmders were measured and the modulus of elasticity 
determined by compresMon leM on the cylinder. The "perfect"· cylinder was then tested 
under axial c mpression , external hydrostatic pressure. and finally under combined 
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loading Data for the "pcrfed" cylinder \!,-cre wrrelated to pre(hCIIOn~ from the 
BOSOR 4 (Ref. 8) and ABAQUS (Ref. II) compuler cOIle' , 

Upon complcllon of this leM '>erie.,. the cylinder 'Wa~ re·fomlcd on a mandrel v"llh the 
de".red Imperfection <;hapc and amplitude. Onl) the ,hapc and amplitude "ere mea,ured 
Hlce the thiclne\~ and modulu\ v.ere pre\ lou\ly detcnnlned, ~ \a1TlC budhnl le,1 

c.enes was repeated and the re'iult<; correlalN 10 predl'llon, from Ihl' comt'lll1cd 
anal) Ileal and experimental program v.e c\tabh,hed (I) a compan\On betYoeen 
e~penment~ for perfect and Imperfect cyliode", (2) Ii correlation bclYoeen expenment, 
and analytical predictions. and (3) a compan\On between 3031)IIC31 predlctlun,. 

Test cylmder\ v.ere con\lructed of Le'(an Le~an (3 General Electric brand of 
pol)'carbonate plastic) \loa. .. I,(lected as the moo<-I malenal bet:Juo,c prior c'penence "Ith 
LclCan bud.lIng mode1'i( Ref. 12) has demon'itr.lled that repeatable bud.llng load .. can 
be obtamed If deformation, art re\tricled m the po .. tbuekled \laiC to prcvcOI Ylcldlllg of 
the material The Yield "ltC"" of LelCan is high 10 relation 10 It'> mooulu .. OI~ l:ompartd 
","Ith other model mattnal .. 

The qlmdeNo ","ere thermal V3l:UUm fonnel.! on collap .. lhle mandrel, (-.ee Figure .h 
The mandrel !Jurface Y.;as mik:hmed to confonn to a ··perfect" cyllndrlc.11 'hJpc or.m 
Imperfection ... hope. One mandrel was reqlllrcd for each ~h'lpc The "pcrlcel" 
cylindrical and aXI!Jymmctnc IInpcrfectlon .,hape, ","Crt produced u ... m!! a lilthe 
operation. The as)mmelrlC ... hape In lhe fann of the budle pattern for the "perleet" 
qlmder ",as machmed into the mandrel u ... mg a "'1'( degrec-of-frecdom (001') milling 
machine, The eigenvector from the BOSOR ~ code ","3'" tran,lated Into the umgrJphlc .. 
drawmg system and then to odm~ for the mlllmg. operation 

Blanks for the C)'hndef'\ v.ere produced using blo", molding. a le~:hniquc comm(lnl~ 
used to form plastic bottle" for 'iOft dnnks and ","ater The techmquc rcqUlrc ... an 
aluminum female mold of the correct mtemal olmeo"lon, and m\ohe .. lO,I'!chng mnilcn 
Luan Into the mold U<lmg air pre .. !Iure to hold the matcrial In place until It .. ohdlhe .. 
The mold dimension ","ere ovcf"iized to allov. for m.lterlal !Ihrmkage ","hen cooled lllC 

resultmg part WM a thm-walled (0.070 to 0.100 Inche'» bottle .. hope, To producc 
"perfecc" cylindcf"i of uniform ..... all ch,dnes\. [he boule blanl.'i "'en: fil"'oc cuc [0 ren1U\C 

the top and base c1O'1u~!). The c)"laodrical blanl. .. v.cre then mounte!.l on a collap .. lble 
"perfecC manJrel Thl~ mandrel had a con .. tant "hamc:tcr and ","a.\ u.,w to anneal the 
Leun 10 a thermal \':k;uum process. The )Icld .. tre .... of the l,.e,an at c1e\Jtcd 
temperature "'a~ e~c~ded while forcing the matcnalto conform to the mJndrel ","lIh an 
IOtemal vacuum pre., .. ure. Afler coohng. ~Hh the LelCon In IOtl1nate contact ","Ith the 
mandrel. the ,~ .. n ~a, lathe madined to a "allthlCkne\'" of O~ "'001 lO~hc', A 
"-CCond mennal \acuum proce'i\ was neces ... ary to rcmove rc\lduJI "tre ... o,c .. ilftcr the 
machinIng operallon. RelUmlng 10 room tcmper.llufe. the l,.ell'an C.') I"wer \hrank. 118htl) 
10 the mandrel A ·· ... ef· bloc~ ","as remo\'ed I'rom the mandrel ",hlch allo~ed thc 
mandrel to collap-.e and rclea.-.e the LclCan 
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After testing and verifying that the cylinders were near perfect. the cylinders v.ere 
re-formed on Imperfect mandrels using the technique just descnbed. The imperfection 
amplitude was selected as 3Qq. (WJ I = 0.3) of the cylinder thickness because thiS 
amplitude. along with worst-case Imperfection spallal distributions. produces knock
down factors for axial compression. extemal hydrostatic pressure. and shear buckling 
that are near those recommended by NASA SP8007 (Ref. 4). Pretest analysis of the lest 
cylinders With axisymmetric imperfections showed that the lowe\t buckling load 
occurred when the imperfection wave length corresponded to 13 axial half waves At 
this wave length. a 30~ lin perfection still results in snap-through bud,hng. but a larger 
imperfection will resuh in axi!)ymmetric collapse. The cylinder was predicted to buckle 
into 10 circumferential waves and this buckled shape was observed in the experiment. 

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

After fabnc3110n of a cylinder was completed. the cylinder thickness was measured 
at 18 axial locations e\'ery 45 degrees for a lolal of 144 locations . Thickness 
measurements were made to determine the a\ierage thicknes~ to be used In the analytical 
predictions and also to establish that the maximum-Io-mmlmum thickness difference 
was less than 0 .003 Inches. The largest thickne~s difference determined was 0 .0028 
mches for cylinder SIN97 and the smaJlest was 0 .00 19 Inches for cylinder SlN 81. 

After the thickness of a cylmder was determined and found acceptable. the cylinder 
was then fitted with alummum load heads at each end. A 'iteel strap clamp band held 
the Lexan cylinder to each load head and restricted aJl three in-plane dlspla ement as 
well as the meridional rotation. resultmg in clamped-boundary conditions . 

The modulus of elastiCity was determined from load versus end-shonenmg data taken 
for each cylinder. Edge effects allhe cylinder ends due to clamped boundaries resulted 
m a mmor maccuracy. given a 0.4% lower modulus . The modulus data was qUite 
repeatable. having a 0.3'K variation over three tests . 

In addllion to thickness and modulus. shape data were needed to perform analytical 
predictions . Shape measurements were taken to characterize the Imperfecllon~ and to 
venfy the quality of the "perfect" cylinders . Figure 4 shows two methods that were 
used to measure the shape of the cylmders . The uiss MeMurement SYMem was Initially 
used because of Its availability and because the data could be ea!tily coO\'ened to 
computer code model mesh data. or displayed . However. thiS system IS reMricted to 
small shapes (not much larger than the test cylinders). and consequently could not be 
used for tYPical full scale hardware . Therefore. a scanning measurement system was 
de\eloped that. while only used m the: model laboratory. would be adaptable to full scale 
hardware. Both systems produce the same quality and quantity of data at about the same 
costs . 

Cylmder coord mates (R. O. Z) were measured at 96(X) locauons . Data were taken 
e\iery 0 . 188 inches down the length of the cylmders and every 3 degrees around the 
circumference. The data taken by either measurement _~yslem were processed by 'he datJl 
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FIGURE 4. Shape Measurements Taken on Forming Mandrels and SheUI 

reduction code. From the (onnnlled data file. the shape can be di~pla)'t'd In ellher a 
cylindrical coordinate hyslcm. or as a flat-pattern development: grid point model 
coordinate!. (R. 9. Z) can be created for a fintte-element mesh . Figure 5 .,howli the flow 
diagram of the procC\S for dl~pla}',"g and translating measured data 1010 the structural 
fimte.element model PATRAN (Ref. 13) IS a pre: and ~Iproceo;~r code that can be 
used with many general purpose fiOite-element code!. 

TIle shapes of the: three tco;led C) Imde~ are sho'll. n In Figure 6. These !.hapes are 
displa)ed as the: deviation of the actual shape from an Imagmary perfect cylinder. The 
radial deviation IS shown as displacement from the "perfect" hape divided by 
thickness. wjt. 
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The cylmders were tc.;;ted Ln a :,tandard hydrauhc le.,t machLne (Figure 71. A \dCUUm 
pump wa:, ulOCd 10 evacuate the cylinder so as to produce e'acmal h}dro\lall pre,\ure 
Load and end·~hor1enLng measurements are made: II ... ideo camera wa ... u ... ed 10 re,onl 
each te~1. Typically. ...erallc\ts were conducted under the ... amc loadIng COnl-lLILOI" to 
... erify re~uh\. 

ANALYTICAL METHODS AND ANALYTICAL MODELS 

The bucklmg load of the test model~ was predH;ted by \eckmg the Im-.c.,t buckling 
elge", alue from a nonlinear Mate of prebuckhng .,Ire .,. The presence of an mLllal 
LmperfectLon requires Ihe u~ of analysL" method!) that account for geometnc 
noniLneanl} The e\pcrimentaJ data were corrtlatcd to predLction" made by the 
BOSOR 4 and ABAQ 5 compu,cr code. 

The BOSOR ~ code perform.!. the .. tress. stabllLty. and \lbralLOn anal)IoLIo of ,omple, 
branched ~hell~ of re ... oluhon by the fim le·dLffcrence method The code 110 re.,triClcd to 
3"(LS}mmetnc ~hape\ and wa~ u~d here 10 predlclthe buckhng of ··pcrfecl'· cylmdcI"\ 
and those wLth axi,ymmetnc Imperfection". The buckle mode shape need nol be 
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FIGURE 6. Measured Shapes 

re • .tricted to the axisymmettlc mode "!!lOce BOSOR 4 will search ror the lowest buckling 
load o .. er a range or u~r-!lupplied clrcumferenllal hannonlcs. or buckle-wave shapes. 

ABAQUS IS a large-\Cale. general-purpose computer code that performs the statiC. 
d}namic and heat tran'lfer by the fimte-elemcnt method Because both the meridional 
and circumferential coordmJlc~ can be modeled. ABAQUS can account for both 
3'(I\ymmettlc and 3!1ymmcirtC imperfections. 

Figure 8 'ihow"!! the analytical models used 10 thi!t study and provides some model 
\tatlstICS. Two ISO-degrcc !lymmelry models were u~d with the ABAQUS code: one 
for "pc:rfect" c)lmders and ont for Imperfect cylinders. Both models had symmetry 
COOOltlon!t Im~ on the unloaded edges and clamped (all OOF fi:<cd) conditions on 
the loaded edge.!o repre ntatlve of the te~t condition.!.. The full length of the cylmder was 
modeled so as to admit both ymmetric and nonsymmetric axiaJ-mode shapes. 

The mesh spaclOg was chosen to adequately deSCtlbe the axial and circumferential 
buckle-wave lengths that were predicted. The mesh 'ipacing in the axial direction can 
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be based on the half-wave length . Ix. for the axisymmetric mode detennined by 

where R is the radius of curvature. (is cylinder thickness. and jJ. is Poisson's ratio . The 
circumferential mesh is determined by the requirement to descnbe the circumferential 
half-wave length . The circumferential mesh spacing should nOI be much larger than 5 
degrees of arc so as to adequately model the cuned surface with nat-plate elements. 
Additionally. the aspect ratio of the flat elements should nOi exceed 4. 

A finer mesh is required for the imperfect cylinder model because. in addition to 
meeting the above criteria. the mesh must adequately model the imperfection shape 
mapped on me mesh by the coord mate measuring system. The larger Imperfect shape 
model with 24,015 active DOF is considerably more computationally expensive than the 
smaller "perfect" shell model "Ith 13.845 OOF. 

The BOSOR 4 mesh used 400 finite-difference grid pomts to model the generator of 
the cylinder. Options in BOSOR 4 pennit a description of the wave length and amplitude 
of an axisymmetric imperfection . The user supplies circumferential wave numbers so 
buckling loads for asymmetric modes can be computed. 

CORRELATION OF PREDICTIONS AND EXPERIMENT 

Excellent agreement between theory and experiment for axial compression has been 
demonslnued. Table I gives analytical and experimental results for ·'perfect" and 
Imperfect cylinders under axial compression loading. MaXimum deviation of theory and 
experiment was 4.4'l-: most predictions corre lated to within 1'* or less. The 
axisymmetric imperfection results in the greatest reduction In buckling load as 
predicted. Refemng to Table I , the buckling load resulting from an axisymmetric 

TABLE 1.-Excellent Agreement Between Theory and Experiment Has Been 
Demonl trated For Axial Compression 

Axial compression 

, , Theory (Ib)(% correl.llon) 

Te~t specnnen description Experimental results (Ib) BOSOR 4 ABAOUS 
Perfect cylinders 

SIN 81 3059 3046 (0.4) :1085 (0.8) 
SIN 97 3015 30 10 (0.2) 3006 (0.3) 
SIN 78 3045 2960 (2.8) 2936 (3 6) 

Impt:rfcct cylinders 
AAlsymm~lnc lmpcrfecllon 
(",/1 - 0 .30 SIN 97) 

1183 11 8 1 (0.2) 1235 (4 4) 

AsymnYlnc lmr;;:ectlon 
(w;, • 0.30. 78) 

1656 Not applicable 1658 (0 1) --" 
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Imperfection IS (1183/3015)(100) = 39.2tl that of the perfect cylmder b3~d on a 
comparl',on of e~pcnmental data and IS predicted to be 39_2C'f: by BOSOR J and "I . I~ 
b) ABAQU Similar resullj, for lhe a ymmclnc Imperfection" at'( SJ4q. by 
e~pcnment and S4 .2ll by ABAQUS prediction 

~ccllent agreement between wary and c'(penment for e'<IC~mal h)dr~tatlc pre,~urt 
ha~ br n demonSlfiued hee Table 2) . Maximum dlscrcpanq bcl~ecn theory and 
('(penment wa~ 2.Sf'l The Imperfection shapes ,tudled ItO far are the ... arne .h tht ..e for 
the axiall) compre... d cylinder These Imperfection \hapc\ do nOI \ 'gOlficamly reduce 
the buckling load under hydrostatic pres\urt. E.'(jlCrimcnlal re ... ult .. for h)dn)\t31IC 
pressure show that Iht a.\ls)mmetnc Imperfection reduce,,> the budhng prt\\urc of the 
"pcrfect" q ' mdcr by J:ti'l: By compariron. BOSOR " prcd,eh tJ I'l- IncrCJ-.c ami 
ABAQUS a O.21l d~crea~ Th~ as)mmctm: Imperfection re~uh, In a reductuln oI6.4'l 
In buckling pre\~urt based on experimental data 

TABLE 2.-Excellent Agreement Between theory and Experiment Has Been 
Demonstrated tor External Hydrostatic Pressure 

HydrostatIC pressure 
Theory (psI) (°0 correlation) 

rost speomen de8cnptlOIl Expenmental resu~s (psI) BOSOR 4 - ABAOUS 
Pff(ttt cylml.irn 

SIN 81 
SIN 97 

Imprrfrct cy\lntkn 
A:l.1~ymmetnl.: ImptrfrctlOl\ 
, .. ,,/1 - 0 ,10, SIN 97) 
Asymmrtnc Imprrftl.:liOn 
IW,jI - 0_10. SIN 78) 

0870 

+ 
~pmmrnt 

0_857 

0816 
~ 

OM~11221 OKSOII II 
o M_'" 0"", 

o 8fo(I to 40) (I M7$ 12 ~I 

!"OO( 1J'Plu • .ahlr 1'114 cakul.1IN 

• - '.' Correlation of combln~d a\ial compression and c\lcmal h}drmlallc pre.,.,ure Ie\! data 
is ,ho" " In Figure 9. The mteraCllon data ha., been corrchllcd y,.lIh BOSOR" prc,-hction\ 
for both the "perft\:t" C)hndcr and the cylmder y,lth an a'i )mmctrK Impertecllon 
BOSOR 4 I!. not applicable to the asymrnetnc Impcrfedl n ca'le and ABAQL'S 
prediction, haH' not been completed 

The mteractlon cune for the "perfect" C) Ilnckr h~ Iv.O hral'k:hc\ Thl.' one for a 
circumferential wa\e number of - 10 IS dominated by u'tiall.:omprc",on loadll1g and 
the corre pondmg compre':lsion budJ(" mode ... hape. The hralkh for . 61\ dommated 
by external pre sure loathng 

Thc mteracllon curve for the: axisymmetric Impt"rfection 1\ compo\Cd of Ihrtt 
branches. The 10 and N= 9 branche$ cOITC!.pond to compre\\Ion-dommated 
behavior y, hlle the N 7 branch corre~ponds to the e'ttemal-pre.,~ure-donllnaled r("glon 
A comparison of the results for the "perfect"· and Imperfect cylinder again IlIu\trate ... 
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10 

the dramatic reduction in buckling load for compression loading for an imperfection 
amplitude Just 30% of the cylinder thickness . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

TIus study on the effcci of geometric Imperfections on shell bucldlng loads Illustrate 
how scale models can be used to provide deSign dam and venfy analyses through 
correlallon studies. The ability of the test models 10 be reconfigured and subjeCted to 
multiple loading condllions provided a comparison between expenments for "perfect" 
and imperfect cylinders USlOg the same model. The test data were corre lated to 
BOSOR 4 and ABAQUS computer codes. and excellent agreement (wlthan 4.4%) was 
achlc\'ed. 

Small amplitude axisymmetnc Imperfections of J()ll. of the c;hell thJckness can result 
an a 60% reduction in buckling load. This illustrates how Important Imperfection shape 
and amplitude are in reduclOg the compressive load-carrylOg capability of cylinders. and 
how Important It IS to mlOimize the effect of imperfections by controlllOg the fabrication 
and assembly process. 
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We don't need to look hick tOO many years to chart the developmtnt of structural design 
technology. because aluminum has b«n produced commm:ially only I hllie over. hundred years.. 
and mo,. structural research look place after 1930(Referencel) Commercialization occurred 
about the same time In Europe and In the Lruled Slatn and struduraJ technology dC'\-cloped In 

both areas or tile world ThiS paptr will deal WIth the development oflechnology pnmanly In the 
L ruled StatH Table I shows that only a few comparues "ere prodlk;l"I aluminum SO lear ago 
OnJy one company exl ted In the S for the first 50 yean after commerCial productIon 5taned 
r-Iow over 40 aluminum comparues arc: In the U S and l~ account for about 20'. of the total 
work force employed In all orlhc metal Industry The carhest problem thlt raced the IIldustry 
"ere those to idtTlllfy the applications for the new material being produced The que t for new 
appilcatlons continues to thiS tune So far the primary uses ha\e been In the repllc~t of 
ll'lcumbent material in C'I(istlnglpphCltlons The: world's Ilumlnum IndUstry hiS hid I rapid 
growth In production and .n use Ind continues to grow currently I illustrated In Figure I 

Some represmtltl\'e a1umlOum alloys nonnall)' used for general lructures Ind thor properties are 
81ven 11'1 Tables 2 and 3 Their strength are generally ~hat lower than those for common 
steel Alloys used In lerospace Ipplicatlons have tensile Ind )'Ield strengths o\'er tWice toose 
shown In Table 2 Aluminum allo)'s ha\e about 113 ofthc denslt)' Ind the modulus of steel They 
hav'e c'I(cellent corrosion resistance, and thenna! and electncal conductl",t)' ~ or more oftht:se 
attnbutes has been Important In the markets developed for aluminum There "'ere fe-w structural 
u for aluminum Immc(h.tel)' after commercial product ion staned The \Vnght brothers used I 
few a1ununum pan In thar first plane In 1903 'The earliest sigruficant structural ux ","as for 
framing and "'-inS for I dln8lb1e called the SMtHmutJ(lh completed In 192] for the: Navy ofa 
anay 17 Th.i alloy "'IS de-.eloped In the US ",;th much help from technology obtained b) 
analynng German alloy .• advtr1lscd 15 bemg IS strong.s steel Although there "'ere other 
strucluraiapphCltIOn5. there ",ere no structural guidelines esUJbhshed unlllabolH 1930 The first 
design ru~ "'ere developed by sctenll$lS In a nt\\ department estabhshed at the Aluminum 
Laboratones In 1929. the Engu'leenng l:>esIgn DiV;sKm Ernest C Hartman wa hired to head up 
the group 

Corrosaon of lOme of the early a1tays was a prob~ and considerable effort by the scient I IS was 
devoted 10 developing methods for measunng the relative performance of the tlllo)'s The work 
on corrostQn actually preceded Ihat for structural design Some of the earhesl truclural 
appilcallons made use of those alloy with poor corrosion resistance The baule ded floor and 
floor beams. shown In Figure 2 were made of an alloy 27S. specifically developed for thiS bndge 
application, but poor In corrOSion resistance The parts \\-ere installed on the Smithfield Street 
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Bridge, Piltsburgh. Pa in 1933 The members were Joined with steel rivets. the structure was 
painted but the faying surfaces were left bare. b«:ause of a requirement that the structure conduct 
electncity for the street cars, a feature that was not used Tht deck system was replaced with an 
unpainted aluminum onhotropic deck in 1967, and the floor beams and deck will be replaced in 
1994 The noor beams have bttn repaJred several times over lhe yean because of degradation of 
the joints due to corrosion The current deck needs a new wear surface bUI otherwise is in 
excellent condition 

The railroad bridge over the Grass River in Massena., N Y had aluminum riveted girders in one 
span(see Figure J) The alloy selected was 2014-T6. an aircraft type alloy but somewhat beuerin 
corrOsion than 27S Aluminum rivets, protected faying surfaces and painting have prevented 
deterioration due to corrosion of these girders since their erection in 1944 There v.ere more 
corrosion resistant alloys available(6061 was developed in 1934) which could have been used 
without paintmg. but the designers apparently wanted the higher strength of the 2014 Several 
other aluminum bridges have been built using modern alloys and riveting or weldmg 

By 1952 technology on alloys. finishing and structures was sufficiently developed so that 
aluminum panels wefe mstalled as the exterior face of the Alcoa BUlldmg in Pittsburgh Figure 4 
is a photo of the installation of one of the panels The panels have functioned well to the present 
without the need for maintenance or cleaning(2) 

Product forms 

The first product forms made were castings The cap installed on the Washington Monument in 
Washington D C In 1884 was a cast aluminum pyramid Flat rolled products also developed 
early. and now are available for thin household foil to thick plale(say 6to 8in) Most of the 
earliest shapes for aluminum were either formed from shee1 and plale. or rolled. which made use 
of the processes available to make steel shapes at tnat time The rorusion process was developed 
dunng the I 920's and allowed the engineer to design unique. intricate shapes that saved both 
matenal and fabrication costs Current technology for extrusions acconunodatcs sizes up to about 
JO in . although the more practical size is that which Will fit m a 15·in circle size Forgings, now 
used for aIrcraft pans and truck wheels complete the list of product forms developed over the 
years and are now available to the designer 

The People 

Some mention should be made 10 the people that \\-ere leaders m developing structural technology 
useful for general aluminum structures Figure S shows some of them Ernest C Hartman had 
the initial responsibility for developing structurallechnology at the newly created Alummum 
Research Laboratories in New Kensington, Pa He also was the author of the first Alcoa 
Siructural Handbook in 1930. the author of numerous technical papers, and contributor to most 
of the early structural specifications Hany N Hill was assistant chief oflhe Englneenng Design 
Division and performed experimental and theorcticallOvestigatlons oflateraJ buckling of various 
types of beam , beam columns and welded construction Raymond N Moore contributed in 
se ... eral areas including torsIonal behavior of stiffened and unstltfened cyhnders and fasteners 
Marshalll-ioh was moSI acli ... e to pressure vessel design. and also contnboted 10 column boclhng 
research These first four people were pan of the inllial contmgent of the Engtoeenng Design 
J)jvision and ~ere the leaders of the carJy research activity John W Clark JOined the dn.'Jsioo 
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about 17 years later with the respoMlblhty for general structural research and structural design 
code development l ie set the direction for the format of Ike current aluminum specifications 

Dftign Sc:ien(,f: for Aluminum StruC:lu m 

Table 4 presents some pertinent information Some of Ike earliest work afleetlng structural 
technolasy came from Euro~alloy development). govemmentaJ agencles(use In 

din81bleslllrcraft) and the steclmduslry(general structural behavior) Some influence of'hese 
sources contmues to thIS lime Because most oflhe researchers were Mlra,"ed~ In steel 
technology. much oflhe aluminum technology deveJopmenl was similar to thai needed for Ihe 
Irad.llonal steel produces 

Industry Rt starch-The research conducted soon after Ihe establishment of lhe En81neenng 
Design D1vision In 1929. was focused to support the development oflhe aerospace Industry This 
industry needed the low denSity. high strength matenal Many of the earhest reports of research 
by the aluminum Industry "",ere issued as governmental agency reports Structural research by the 
aluminum industry on aerospace type problems. notably stability and fatigue. continued to the 
early 1960's. and then was dlsconttnued, as the aerospace Industry matured In aluminum 
technology Subsequent research was more related to buildings, infrastructure and tran portation 
Examples of some of the programs that have contributed to currenl dCSlWl gUidelines are proVldcd 
below 

Many of the early research programs were related to structural stability As shown In Figure 6 
aluminum has a stress-strain curve that gradually bends over and thu does not have the Yield 
plateau, charactenstlc of mild steel In addition, different alloys had different shapes Oflhe tress
stram curves A )'lod strength defined to be: equal to a 0 ~/. offset strain was adopted A a 
resuh of numerous, carefully made tests of several shapes of columns, a straight line was defined 
for the inelastic ponion of the column buckling curve(see Figure 7)(3,4) The straight line closely 
appro'l(imates the tangent modulus curve The slope of the line depends on the hape of the 
stress-strain curve The straight-lane representation for the inelastiC buckling of columns was 
found subsequently to be useful for most all buckling cases, beams, plates and cyli nders(S ,6 ) 

Figure 8 shows fallures ofvanous lengths of tubes tested under torsion, an investigation 
representative of those early research programs(7) The early gUidelines for design had a great 
deal of e'l(perimental data to substantiate the proposed theoretical approach Other areas that 
received much attention "",ere lateral buckling of beams and the behavior ofbeam columns The 
results were generally pubhshed(8,9) 

The irutial design guidelines for aluminum structures did not take into account the increased 
strength ofbuclded plate elements above the buckhng value The: lJrtraft design rules did mclude 
ultimate strength provisions for thin members Research m the 1960's on building sheathmg 
products prOVided for postbuckhng behavior ofth," aluminum elements( 10) ThiS "",orlo. WlS 

incorporated mto a unified treatment for the strength of aluminum elements that Included -thick
construction cOlTesponding to that for steel covered by the AlSC SpecificatiOns to that for -thm
construction covered by the AlSI Specifications The format developed IS illustrated m Figure 9 
there IS a cut-off based on Yielding at slenderness ratios less than S I, a straight hne Inelastic 
buckhng bet~een 5 land S2, and bucidmg or post buckling strength at slendernes ratios greater 
than 2 The ronnat is used for both member and element strength 
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Compression tests of sections with stiffenmg lips as shown in Figure 10 and analysis provided the 
basis for stiftener dtslgn(11) based on buckling strength Several investigatIOns ",ere dIrected 
toward concentnlted loads on thin webs( 12. 13,14) Large deformatiOn. plastIC deformation finite 
element analysis was Ullhzed In recent papers for panmetet studies 10 extend the information 
available from tests The model for one case is given in Figure II An interaction equation was 
defined for combined concentrated lOAd on thin sections and member bending. with the end 
points bong pure bending(no concentrated loads) and concenlrated loads WIth no bendmg(see 
Figure 11) 

All of the general purpose alloys can be Joined by welding, mechanical fastemng and adhesive 
bonding Structural design of\\-elded construction, however. is somewhat different for aluminum 
than steel because most of the alloys and tempers employed have lower strength at and near the 
weld compared to base metal propenies This required the development of design procedures 
based on the welded strength(IS) 

University RtStarth-lowa State University was active in summarizing and imerpreling the 
behavior of aluminum v.eldment5 in fatigue( 16, 17) A data base was developed from information 
obtained over the: wood, and now is shared In Europe and the: U S( 18) The data base IIlcludes 
much of the informallon on fatigue generated by the aluminum industry This \loon provided the 
basis for the first specification for fatigue design of aluminum structures published in 1986(19) 

Cornell University has completed two programs that extended structural design Information on 
IwO buckling problems(20,21) The firsl program consisted of compression tests and analysis of 
columns thai failed in flexural-torsional buckling Four open shapes, three alloys and several 
lengths of columns were investigated The second program was a comprehensive analysis and test 
program to refine and improve the design guidelines for thin secllons primarily under bending, 
including effects of intermediate and flange stiffeners Two alloys, 5052 and 6061 , were used in 
the various speclRlCns employed in the investigation The results of these investigations are 
incorporated in the new AJummum AssociatK>n Specifications to be issued 10 1994 

"Fatigue of Welded Siructures" was the topic ofa program conducted al Lehigh Umversity(22) 
Large welded 81rders of alloy 5456, with stiffeners and cover plates were 1~led These tests and 
other beam tests in Europe provide the basis for impro,,'ed fatigue design prOvisions, scheduled 
for the 1994 specifications 

Research al Washington University proVIded a detailed review of the design specifications for 
aluminum structures(23) and tentative provisions for LRFD for building structures ThiS work is 
(he basis for the LRFD specifications scheduled to be published in 1994 

Sirociural Design Technology 

In order to implemenlthe results of the various research programs, the information has to be 
incorporated into ha.ndbooks and specifications thai designers use Table 5 provides a summary 
of this implementation for aluminum structural design 1be first structural de:stgn handbook by 
industry was issued in 1930 by Alcoa Many editions followed as new information became 
available Other aluminum producers developed similar handbooks as lhey began 10 market their 
products These company produced books were the primary sources of destgn information to the 
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mid 1960's AI Chal lime the IOdMdual compantes discontinued the publlshmg of these handbooks 
and the Aluminum Associallon assumed responsibility for the dlssemlOatlon of design IOformallon 

There were no text books on a1ummum slnJCIural design wmten until the mid 1980's Two ~ere 
published wlthm IWO years of each olher(24.25). one published in 19Q3(2) and one is scheduled 
to be pubhshed on 1995( 26) 

Specifications are lmponant for any material. particularly tnose used 10 buildll'lgs and 
infrastructure Speo/kallomjor .4ll1mlllll", Allo) SIruc:lurl!S was first published by the Industry 
In 1932 Leon MOIsscdf. with help from Olher bridge desIgn e1(pens developed an aluminum 
specification for bndges.nd structures in 1940(27), also published by lhe Induslry Other 
specifications follo\40ed. wnlten by the members of the Task Comminee on Light""etg.ht AIIO)'s. 
Structural DlV1slon. American Sociecy ofCivll Engmeers, and published m the Journal of the 
Structural Dtvtsion The Aluminum Association assu~ responsibihtv for structural 
speaficatJons and publi ked Its first 'VJecljicullotlsjor A/ummllm SInK/llrl!\ 10 1967 Se\.en1 
editions followed with some mmor revisions(with the exception of fatigue provtsions m 1986) A 
ffilJor upgradtng oftM speclficalton Ii, currently beang finisheeJ. and the new speCIfication IS 

scheduled to be pubhshed m 1994 

Two other pecifications are .v.ilable for the design of alum mum bridges A gUide specification 
was ISSUed by AASHTO In 1990. and LRFD provisions are to be available In 1994(28.29) 

Fufurt: Structural Ttc:hnology 

The needs will depend on the structures that will utilize aluminum in the future Two areas of 
major growth look to be possible 

Jncreased use of aluminum in mfrastruccure looks possible The deck system shown In Figure 12 
is light .... eaght and doesn't require painting ~ concept has performed ..... ell on the IllJthtield 
Street Bndge in Pittsburgh for O,"'ef 25 years Ind wlil be used on 1 bndge In Virginia thiS year 
The new look at aluminum for Infrastructure is of interest because of the retellt decreased cost of 
alummum mgot wruch makes aluminum structures more compecltlve In hfe cycle costs compared 
to pamted steel structures 

The use of alulllJnum In transponalton and Specifically the automobile has been IflCreumg A new 
concept i an aluminum space frame for an automobile Extrusions and ductile castmgs are 
.... etded toge!her In trus concept as shown in Figure 13 A plant In Germany has been constructed 
to produce pans for a vehicle to be bUilt by Audl Other automobIle manufacturers are explonng 
thi and other concepts Using aluminum The incentives are ultra-lightweaght safe vehicles that 
have excellent fuel economy and posSIble savmgs on manufactunng costs because of the use of 
the different produci forms in the frame 

The research thai IS ongoing on these applications WIll , in the long term need to be Incorporated 
into new design guides The form of these gUides will need to be changed to accommodate the 
new analytlcaltochniques available For e.xample, structural simulations by computer have 
evoo.'ed over the past 5 to 10 years so that they are commonly used for design It is now poSsible 
to do the large defonnation. plastiC deformation analyses needed to simulate comple.x behavior on 
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PC's These new capabilities somehow need to be IOtegrated 1010 future structural gUldeltnes and 
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1\lininllllll \ alun 
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6061.T6 Sheet, Plate. L'(trusions J8(extr) 35 10 
rorsmKs 42(other) 

6063·n F'(trusions 22 16 8 
3003·11 16 ShC<t 24 21 4 
S052·Hn Sheet and Plate 3 I 23 9 
5083·1111 6 Sheet and Plate 44 31 12 
A351>-T6 Casting JJ 22 ] 
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Figure 1 Fr.ming ror Smilhfit:ld SIr'f't1 Bridge DKk - 1933 

Figurf' J Gra J Ri"t:r Bridge Girdtl"J 
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"'igu~ 4 Cur1ain \\-.lIs on the Alcoa Building 

Figure S Aluminum StruClurAI Ttchnology UAdtrs 
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Figurt 10 Buckling or Lipptd FlllingH 

Figurt 11 W('b Crippling or Section 
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Figurt' 12 Bridgr D«k 
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Plate and Box girders are mostly used in bridges and industrial buildings where 
large loads andlor lon~ spans arcfrequently encountered, Recently. thin steel plate shear 
walls have been effectively used In bUildings. Such walls behave as vertical plate &Irders; 
the boundary members in this case consist of the building columns acting ns no.nge!l and 
the noor beams as imcnnediate stiffeners. This paper addresses the behnvior and strength 
of plate and box girders (mcluding steel plate shear walls). from research 10 practice. The 
paper does nOladdress girders curved in plan. 

Duckling of pi ales which are adequately supported along its boundaries is not 
synonymous wilh failure; platcs exhibit post buckling capacity whi h can be se"'eraltime 
ilS buckling strength. depending on the plate slendcrness. Nowadays. most design codes 
take POSt buckling strength into consideration. In Ihis paper aspeclS of stability and post 
buckling strength of plate and hox girders and Ihcircomponcnts will be .ddres.~d. 

The so-called diagonal tension field models as well as other approaches 10 
determine Ihe web ultimate cap::tcity in shear will be reviewed. In some cases Ihe load 
dcnection charnctcristics up to the ullimate capacity need to be determined: this issue as well 
as the POSt buckling hcha1,:ior under cyclic loading will be addre sed. Thc stability of the 
tomprc!>sion noncc in plate girders will be discussed. Additional problems In oox ~Irders 
relatcd to the compression nange. such as stability under trnnsverse and in-plane load .• and 
intcrmediate:lS well as load bearing diaphragms will be considered 

The wetl of a girder or in load bearing diaphro:agms. the plate can be subJccted to In· 
rlane compressive patch loading. The ultimat~ capacity under thiS loading condition is 
c('lntrolled by web crippling which can occur prior to or after loco:al yielding. The issue of 
web crippling will be discussed and the design of stiffeners if required will be addressed. 
The presence of openings in platcs subjectcd to in-plane loads is unavoidable In wme 
c::tscs. research work related to the statlility and ultimate strength of plates with openings 
will be considered. 

In order 10 reduce the weight of plate and oox girders and to avoid the use of 
stiffcncr~ for Ihe sake of eC('Inomy and improved faligue Hfe. the use of corrugated wctls 
had tlecn considered. Girders wilh corr\lgaled "'ehs have been used in EUf<lpe; in Germany 
nnd Sweden in huildings and In France in tlridges. Results from rescan:h work ('In the 
tlchavior of girders with corrugated webs will be discussed and design rules estahlished 
based on this re!IiCarch will be presented. 

In general. the paper will address the aforementioned issue highlighting the link 
tlelwcen rescarch and practiec. Unresolved problems which require re.o;enrch work nnd 
results of research work which did nOI make its way to proctice will he identified. 
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2. ULTIMATE SII EA R CAPACITY OF WEB PLATES: 

As stated carlier. in most design codes buckling is not used as a ba.sls for design. 
Minimum slenderness ratios, however. are specified to control out-or-plane denection of 
the web. Thc.~ ratios are derived to give a small faclor of safely against buckJing. which is 
conscrvative and in some cases extravagant 

Before the web reaches its theoretical buckling load the shear is taken by !'learn 
a(.;(ion Dod the shear stress can be resolved into diagonailCnsion and compression. After 
huckling the diagonal compression ceases to increase and any additional loads will. be 
carried hy the dUlgonaJlcnsion. In vcry thin webs with stIff boundanes. the plate buckling 
lond is very small and can be i8nored tmd the shear is carried by II complete diagonal 
tension fie ld aClion. as proposed by Wagocr (1931). In welded plate and box girders the 
web is nOt very slender and the nanges are not very stiff: in sucb a case the shear is carried 
by beam action Il5 WCIlILli; incomplete tension field action. 

Basler (196]). based on the resuhs of tests he conducted. developed the analytical 
model ~hown in figure (I) to calculate the ultimate shcarcapacity of the web of. welded 
plate gmkr. The nange'! were assumed to be too I1cltible to support the vertical component 
from the tcn,ion field. The ioclination and width of the tension field were defined by the 
angle {\. whil,;h i chosen to mllltimiu the shear "tren~th. and a formula wu derived to 
calculate the ultimate hear caraclty of the web. It was shown latcr by Gaylord (I96J) that 
B:blcr's formula gives the ~hcar strength for a complete tension field in tend of the limited 
band of figure (I). 1bercforc Basler's formula is not for a girder with flanges incapable of 
supponin~ the vertical component from the tension field. The resuhs obtained from 
Ba~ler's formula. however. were in good agreement With the test results. and the formula 
was adopacd in the AISC specifications. 

Many variations of the Basler incomplete tension rleld model have been developed: 
a review can be found in the SSRC Guide to Stability Design Criteria For Metal Structures 
(19S8). A model which gives heller results than Basler's model was dc,·elopcd by Rockey 
(1972·1975); and it has hcen adopted in codes in Europe. The model is shown in figure 
(2); ncar failure the tensile membrane stress to~ether with the blK.:kling stress causes 
Yleldin!!. and fallun: occurs when hinges form in the nanges 10 produce a combined 
mechan ism that II'Icludes the yield zone ABeD. The vertical component of the tension field 
i~ added to lhe shear at buckling and combined with the frame action shear to calculate the 
ultimate snear strength. The ultimate shear strength is given as 11 function of fl. and" is 
calculated by trial and error to give !he max.imum strength value.. 

Ret:ently. AJ8m and Ma~h (1991) developed a simple madellO calculate the ."hear 
capacity of the web. After buckling. the shear stress distribution changes to the form 
shown in figure (J). When the shear foree increases the shear stress at comers ·0" 
remain constant at the mitlal critical value. and the shear stress at the comers" A" rises 
until it rea(;hes the yield "trc~~ of the web material. In a ductile web. a further increase in 
the ~hcar force cau~s the web to dlston as It yic1d~ locally in shear. thus forcing the 
nanges to bend. If the flange has bending stIffness. It resists and stresses normal to the 
boundary are introduced. which contributes to the shear resistance. AJam and Marsh 
de,·clopcd II modcl of the collapse mechanism in which the shear capacity is due 10 
contribution by the shear in the web and by the bending of the flanges. 
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Evan! and Mokhtari (1992). based on their own test resuhs and results (rom tests 

conducted by OIhers. have concluded that unstifTcned webs possess a considerable reserve 
of post-buckling strength. TIle incomplete dIagonal tension field approach, however. is 
only reasonably DcCUrate up 10 II maximum aspe(;1 nuio (stiffeners spacing I web depth) 
equals 10 6. EV<ln5 and Mokhtari. funher. concluded that the model developed by Ilogiund 
(1971) can not predict the ultimate capacity to a good degree of accuracy and research work 
is required 10 develop an appropriate method of predicting the post-bUCkling strength of 
ul\Stifrencd girders. Ajam and Marsh (1991) stated thallhcir model can predict the ultimate 
capacity of unsliffened webs 10 a good degree of accuracy. 

3. STEEL PLATE SllEAR WALLS: 

In steel plate shear walls. the boundary members are stirr and the plate is relatively 
thin; in such 0 cose Wognc('S complete ten~ion field can be developed Thorburn, ct 01 
(1983). and limier and Kulak (1983) modeled the plate.s. series of tensile bars inclined 
at an angle 0_ The angle of inclination 0 is function of the panel length and height. the plate 
thickness. the cross-sectional areas of the surrounding beams and columns, and the 
moment of inertio of the columns, and is determined by applying the principle of least 
work_ Although thiS model can predict the ultimate capacity to a reasonable degree of 
accuracy it fails to dcpictthe load-ddlection charnclCristicsto the same degree of accuracy. 
In the aforementioned work by Thorburn et al and Timler and Kulak the material for the 
tensile baB were assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic. 

ElgaaJy, Clccese. et al (1993) based on their test results recommended the use of a 
trilinear material model in order to depict the load-dcflcction characteristics to a reasonable 
degree of accuracy. Ba.~d on the test resuhs and Finite Element Analysis conductcd by 
Elgaaly and Caccese. thc Slrc. .. se.. .. in the ioclined ICnsile plate strips are not unifonn but are 
higher near the supporting boundaries than the center of the plate and yleldmg of these 
strips startS ncar their ends and propagates towards the mid-length. Although that the 
aforementioned trilinear material model was developed empirically. Elgaaly and Liu (will be 
published) were able to develop analytically a very similar model. 

Although the post-buckling behavior of platcs under monotonic loads has been 
under investigation for more than half a century. this behavior under cyclic loading has not 
becn investigated until recently. Tromposch and Kulak (1987) tested one specimen with a 
story height of 2200 ITlro, a hay width of 2750 mm, and a plate thickness of 3.2.5 mm. It 
was Intended to load the specimcn with a gradually increasing fully reversed cyclic load to 
failure. Due to failure of some parts of the loading system, only a total of 28 cycles were 
completed and the maximum apphed load was about 67% of the ultimate load subsequently 
aU.1incd. A one third scale model of Tromposch and Kulak was tested by Elgaaly. Cacccsc. 
and Martin (to he published) and the results from the model and the prototype were in good 
agreement. 

At the University of Maine. Eigaaly. Caccese. Chen, and Martin tested a total of 18 
scaled specimenJ, ten were 1/4 scrue and eight 113 scale; in addition to the aforementioned 
scaled model of Tromposc:h and Kulak specimen. The 1/4 seale models were for three story 
single bay shear walls and the 1/3 scale models were for two story single bay shear walls; 
see figure (4). The parameters considered Included the connection between the plate and the 
beams and columns (bolted vs. welded). the effect of the column axial comrression. the 
plate thickness and column cross section, and the presence or openings in the wall. The 
specimens were loaded in a gradually increaSing fully reversed cyclic load and the tests 
were displacement COntrolled. Drifts starting with 0.25% up to 2111. in increments ofO.2S% 
and three cycles each were applied. Analytical studies were conducted which mclude, 
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studying the behavior of the leSI specimens and developing a simple model to depict the test 
results to a practiCal degree of accuracy, and studying the behavior of the shear wall as a 
component In a building. The analytical work considered equivalent sUllie loads, response 
spectra modaillnalysis. and lime-history analysis and included parametric studies. The 
rcsulL'i to dale indicate thatlhin·steel plate shelr walls are very effective in seismic <ksign. 
and in the near future the rescarch f'Csults will hc formulalCd for possible adoption by the 
applicahle spcciliclltions and codes . 

• . STAIlILlTY OF Til E C OMPRESS ION FLANGE: 

The compression flange of a plate girder subjecled to bending usually fails in lateral 
torsional buckling. local buckling. or yielding. If the web is slender the compression nangc 
can fail by vertical buckling into the web. Basler and Thlirliman (1963) developed a 
limiting value for the wet"! slenderness ratio 10 preclude this mode of fai,lure. This limiting 
value may he tOO conscrvauvi.! sillCe vertical buckling of the comrrcsslOn flange into the 
weh occurs only after general yielding of the !lance. This limlling value. howi.!vcr.l.:an tlc 
helpful to avoid fatigue cracking under repeated loading due to out-of-plane flexin!!, and It 
also facilitate fahrication. The results of Basler's work has been adoplcd by the 
spt.ocifications in the Uniled Statcs back in Ihe sixties; the author is nOl aware of further 
l'CSCarch work in this area since then. 

Lateral torsional buckling does nOI govern the design of the compression nange in a 
box girder. Unstiffened nanges of n;:lrrow hox girders can be treated as long plates 
supported along their longitudinal edges and subJccted 10 uniaxial compression, 11lc post
buckline capacity can be determined using the effective width concept develo['ICd by von 
K~nnln (19:\2). The nanges in wide box girders. which are not commonly used in the 
United Statc, . are stiffened in both Ihe longitudinal and transverse directions. Method!; to 
predict the ultimate strength of such nanges tire reviewed in chapler 7 of tbe SSRC Guide 
(1988) by Dowling. The pl\'scrn;e of the in-plane compression in thc nange magnifics the 
denection and stresses In the flange from local bending due to traffic lateral loading. The 
amplification factor I/( I-PaIPcr) can be used to increase the deflections and stresses due to 
local bending. 

5. ADD IT IONAL PROBLEMS IN BOX G IRDERS 

Cilre must be exercised in applying the tension field models devcloped primarily for 
welded platc gLrders to the wehs of a hox girder. Thc thin Oange or a hox girder can 
pro'lidc very liule or no resistance at;ainst movements in the plane of the weh. If the web or 
a hOlt girder is tran5versely stirfened then one Ciln use Basler's tension field model 10 
prcdicllhe web ultimate capacity. However. as mentioned earlier Basler's equations arc 
based on a. full tension field rather than a limited band as his model implies; in such a case 
Basler's ultimllte strength equation can over prcdiclthe web strength. Hence. illS adVisable 
to uSC Rockey's model assuming the plastic moment capacity of the nange to be negligible. 

In box girders intermediate diaphragms are provided 10 limil cross-seclional 
deformation lind load bearing diaphragms are used at the supports to tran fer loads to the 
bridge bearings. Diaphragm design is treated in the BS 5400: Part 3 (1983) and discussed 
by Dowling in Ch3pter 7 of the SSRC Guide. Local crippling or unstiffened or stiffened 
diaphrngms over the bearing pads will be addressed in the following sections of this p3l'1Cr. 
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6. IN· PLANE COMPRESS IVE EDGE LOADING 

Webs of plate and box £irders can be subjected 10 local in·plane compressive loads 
Vertical (transverse) stiffeners can be provided at the location of the load 10 prevent web 
crippling; however. this is nOI always possible such as in the case of a moving 10 d ilnd it 
Involves higher cost. During the past 60 years analytical and experimental studies of clastic 
buckling and ultimnte strength of webs subjected 10 this kind of loading were performed. a 
!f;ummary of the work performed can be found In Elgaaly (1983). 

During the lasl.seven years research work has been conducted at me University of 
Maine to study the problem of web strength when subjected to compressive edge loading 
npplicd downward at the top flange betwccn the supports or upward at (he bouom tl3nge at 
the supports. The slUdics included experimcntai:and analytical work and some or the resuhs 
were published by Elgaaly and Nunan (1989). Elgaaly. Sturgis. and Nunan (1989) . 
EI!!aaly and Salkar (1990 and 1991). Elgaaly, Salkar. and Du (1991). and Elgaaly. Salkar. 
and Eash (1992). Some limited work to examine the ratigue strength or the web when 
suhjcClCd 10 repealed loading of this type were comied out by Elgaaly and Thoral (to be 
publi~hcd). 

The results rrom the arorementioned research work lead 10 the rollowing 
conclusions. Failure or the web under this loading is always due to crippling; m thm "'-cbs 
crippling occurs berore yielding of the web and in stocky webs after yielding. see figure 
(5). The ronnula developed by RobertS (1981) predicts the crippling load to a rea5(lnable 
deGree of accuracy; this rormula was adopted by the AISC specification. It hIlS to be noted. 
however. that thiS rormula was developed from tests where the loads were applied 
downward on the top nange of the girder near mid ~pan. Applying the fonnula. by takmg 
half the ultimate cnpacity. for web crippling over the supportS will yieM conservative 
rc~uIL~. A modified formula for this case has been adopted in the new edit iOn of the AISC 
speCification to eliminate some of this conservatism. In the AISC specification twO 
formulas are given to check web crippling; one if the load is applied al a distance nOt less 
than hair the mcmhcr's depth rrom its cnd and anmher Lf the load is at a distance le,,~ than 
half the member's depth. The results from the aforementioned rc~arth indicate that this 
issue need to be addressed in a bener fashion. 

7. ECCENTRIC EDGE LOADING: 

Eccentricities in loading with respect to the plane of the web are unnvoidllblc. The 
previously mentioned research work. which was conducted at the Univcr~ily of Maine. 
included II ~tudy on the effecl of small eccentricities on the web strength. It was round thai 
there is a reduction in the web capacity due to the presence of an eccentricity; (or example. 
in one case, an eccentricity of 0.5 inch reduced the web ultimate capacity to ahout half ilS 
capacity under in·plane load. Furthermore. it was round that the effect of the load 
ttct:nlricilY in reducin~ the ultimate capacity decreases as the ratio of the nange to web 
thickness IIlcreases. A deformed beam subjected to eccentric load ncar railure is shown m 
figure (6). Web strength reduction ractor for various eccentricities as a runction of the 
nani,'C width and ror various nan~c to web IhK:kncs.~ are given in figure (7). 

The failure mechanism in the case of eccenLric loading is different from that ror in· 
plane loading. The flange twisting moment acting al the web nange intersection can cause 
failure due to bending rather than crippling of the weh. if the eccentricity is large enough. 
In most of the cases. however. the failure mode is due to a combination of web ~nding 
and crippling. Failure mcx:hanisms were developed hy Elgaaly and Salkar (10 be published) 
and fannulas 1t1 calculolc the ultimate capacity of the web undcreccentric edge loading were 
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derived. Currently, the specification$ are not addressing the effect of Ihe eccentricity on the 
reduction of the web crippling load. Eccentricilies can arise also due to moments applied to 
the lOp nange in addition 10 venic:llioads. An example would be a beam resting on the top 
nanse of another beam and the two nanges are welded together. Rotation of the supponed 
beam will impose a twisting moment in the nange of Ihe supporting beam and bending of 
its web. which will reduce its crippling load. 

8. LOAD BEAR ING STIFFENERS: 

Webs of girders are often strengthened with transverse stiffeners at points of 
concentrated loads and over intermediate and end supports. The AISC specifications 
require that these 5tirrcncrs must be double sided, extend alleas! one-half Ihe beam depth. 
and either bear on or be welded to the loaded nange. The specification. further. require that 
thcy sha!l bc designed Il~ oxially loaded members with on effective length equals 10 0.75 
times the web depth: and a stn~ of thc web. with a width equals 25 times its thickness for 
Intermediate stiffener.; and 12 times the thickness for end stIffeners. shall be considered in 
calculating the seornc'lic properties of thesliffencr. 

Analytical and experimental studies were perfonned at the University of Maine by 
Elgaaly et al. In these studies several pammeters. such IS the stiffener thickness and deplh. 
width of the loaded patch and the load eccentricity with respect to the stiffener's vertical 
centerline. were considered. The studies covered intermediate stiffeners under 3 load which 
was applied at the top nange. as well as end stiffeners over supporting pads under Ihe 
bottom flange. In the later case the load was applied at the center of the beam span. 

For intennediate stiffeners the load was applied as a concentrated or a patch load. In 
~me cases Ihe load was applied through an I-beam placed on the top nange perpendicular 
10 the loaded heam; in such case the behavior was similar to that of a concentrated load. 1lle 
failure. in casc..'i where Ihe stiffener depth is less than 75% the depth of the web. was due to 
crippling of the web below the stiffener. see figure (8). The failure. otherwise. is due to 
global buckling of the stiffener provided that the thickness of the stiffener is adequate to 
prevent local hucklin~. Based on the results from the studies. it appears that the optimum 
depth of the stiffener IS 0.75 lImes the web depth. 

Similar conclusions can be reached for end (or support) stiffeners. see figure (9). It 
appears thallhe specification requirements are not adequate and do nOI account for factors 
such as the stiffener depth and load eccentricity. The experimental and analytical results are 
heing examined :lnd failure mechanisms arc being considered with thc ultimate goal of 
ru"()vldtng dCSlgn recommendations. 

9. WEB OPENINGS: 

Openings are frequently encountered in the webs of plate and box girders. Research 
WOrk on the buckling and ultimate strength ofplatcs with rect.anJular and circular openings 
subJCCled to in-plane loads has been perfonned by many invesllgators. The researeh work: 
lllclutJcd reinforced and unreinforced openings. 

Narayanan Ilnd Ocr Avanesian (1983). de\'Cloped a theoretical method of predicting 
the ultimate capacity of slender webs containing circular and rectangular holes. and 
subjected to shear The solution is obtained by considering the equilihrium of two tension 
bands. one above and the olher below the opening. These bands have been chosen to 
conform to the failure pattern observed in the plate girders with holes tested al University 
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College. Cardiff. Experimental results showed lhallhe method gives satisfactory and safe 
predictions. The calculated val~ were found to be between Sind 30% below !he lest 
resullS. 

1be uhimate strength of plate girders with perforated webs under shear and bending 
wa investigated by Lee (1991). The girders considered were transversely stiffened with 
aspect ralios (bid) between 0.7 and 1.5. TIle holes in the webs are ccnlr.llly located lind 
they are circular. elongated circular and rectangular shapes, The uhimate strength was 
detcnnined using an analytical model developed on the basis of stress fields and load· 
carrying mechnnism observed experimentally from tests (1989) and numerically from finite 
elements analysis (1990) perfonned by Lee. The solution allows fo r the variation in panel 
and hole Si7..e and the predicted results proved 10 be accurate by comparing with the 
eXJ"Crimental (results from 70 tcsts) and numerical (using finile clements) results. ~ figure 
(10). The solution is applicable for webs with depth to thickne. ratios of 12010 :\60. panel 
aspect 1'3110 between 0.7 and 1.5. hole depth greater than 1!IOth of the web depth; and for 
Circular. elongated circular.l1nd rectangular ho1es. 

Elgaaly. et al (to be published) tested three shear wall specimens with two 
rectangular opening. per pancl; stiffened and unsliffencd openings wcre considered. 
Elgaaly and Liu (to tic published) developed an analytical modclto prcdictthc behavior of 
the shear wall with openings to a good degree of accuracy; the model is ba.~d on the 
diagonallCn~ion field theory. The rc.suhs from the aforementioned research on plate girders 
and .. hear walls arc 10 a fonn whICh can be easily Incorporated In design guides. code!>. and 
pccincations. 

10. G IRD E RS WITII CORR UGAT ED WEBS: 

Corrugated webs can be used in an effort 10 decrease the weight of sleel girders and 
reduce ilS fabrication cost. Siudies have been conducted in Europe and Japan and girders 
with corrugated webs have heen used in the$(! countries. The results of the swdics indicatc 
that the fatigue strength of girders with corrugated webs can be SO% higher compared 10 
girders with flat stiffened webs. In addition to the improved fatigue life. the weight of the 
gIrders with corrugated wehs ean be as much as 30 to 60 percenl less than the weight of 
girders with nat webs and same capacity. Due to Ihe wcight savings. larger clear spans ean 
he ac.:hievcd. A ~ummary of lhe research work conducted. and the usc of girders with 
comlgated webs can be found in a paper by Elgaaly et al (1991). 

Research work on girders with corrugated webs have been conducted by ElgaaJy. 
Smith. and Ilamiiton (1992) rtt the University of Maine. Tcsts were performed to study the 
bcha\'lor of girders with corrugated webs under unifonn shear and uniform hending. The 
~hear te~ts were pcrfonned on web panels of various aspect ratios. Four differenl 
c.:orru~ation confiJ;urations and two different lhicknes~s were considered. The web P.lllelS 
1t'~lcd under Uniform bending wcre square and four diffcrenl corrugation c.:onfigul'3tiuns 
and twO thicknessc ... were considered. Failure 10 the shear test s~ciml:n.'J were due to 
clastic buckling of the web and in the hcnding test spct.:imcns failure was due to yteldlO!! of 
the compression flange and ils vertical buckling inlO the cOrTUgated wei"! whiL'h hut.:klcd 
The test n::... .. uhs aod its correlation to results from empirical models will be discu.'i'iCd later. 

Cinite element models were developed f(lr the test specim('ns and the analytical 
results were found to he in goodagrecment with the tcst results. EI!!aaly and Seshadri (to 
he pubhshed) The program utllll..cd in thIS analysis was ABAQUS; IhlS program IS very 
cfllcient in dClcnninlOg the buckling strength of thin-plate struclures. Some of the Finite 
Element An31y~is results will be presented hHer in Ihis paper After the calibration of the 
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Finite: Element model. the model will be used 10 perfonn parametric studies considering 
different corrugation configurotions.lhicknesses. and loadi ng conditions. TIle rc.suhs from 
the parametric studies will lead to design rules and recommendations. With the 
advancements In wcldlOg technology girders with corrugated webs are possIble 10 fabncate 
and very efficient to usc. Engineers. however, will not use lhem without design rules and 
recommendations in the .3pplicablc codes and specificntions. 

11. G IRDE RS WITII CORRUGATED WEBS UNDE R UN IFO RM S II EAR, 

Elgaaly and Hllmihon (to be. published) tested 0. total of 4'2 specimens using four 
different trapeloidal cormg'Hion configu rations and twO di fferent thicknesses; namely 
O.024~. and o.or. The depths of corrugation used are 9/16M 

• • ". 21116". and 2". and the 
corresponding pilch was 2,5". 5". 5.14". and 6 R

, respectively. The panels considered 
were 12:d2 (width x depth) . 18x12. 24x12. 12x18. 18x18. and 12x24 inches. The 
specimens were fabricated hy Lincoln Electric Company in Cleveland. Ohio. In all 
specimens the load was applied over the cenLraI stiffener at mid span. thus loading the 
I":lncl~ on each .. ide III uniform .~hear. The thickness of the material on each side was 
dIfferent and the thinner panel failed first. Arter the first failure the f:liled panel was 
reinforced using cros. .. hracing and the thicker panel was tested to failure. At no time over 
the course of testing did :l weld between the IIr nanges :lnd stiffeners and the thin 
corrugated panel break. 

Failure of all specimens was due to elastic buckling of the web; the web materi:ll 
yield strength is about 90 k~i. The buckling mode was gloh:.1 for the dense corrugation. 
local for the course corrug:uion and combinations or local and global for con-ugallons in 
hl.!twccn, sec figure (II). Usually. local huckling occurs first followed by global tmckling. 
The load carrying capaCity of the srccimens dropped after bucklin!;; the pecimens. 
hnwevcr. demonstrated a rc.~idualload carrying capacity after failure. 

The ultimate capaciue .. of the specimens tested were calculated using the fcumula in 
the Swedish Code for Light Gage Metal StruCIUres (1982). The formula in the Swedish 
Code yielded results compnrnhle 10 those obtained from the tests. however. on the 
conservative side. The test ~pccimens wcre able to carry loads of 32%. on the average. 
more thun what the Swcdi .. h formula predicted. For the dense corrugations (depth of 
51l6

R

), howevcr. an orthOlroric plate solu tion developed by Easly (1975) and modified by 
Elgaaly and Hamilton yielded result .. which correlatcs beller with the tcst resull'l. 

A.~ Slated earlier Finite Element models are being used to inct'Case the data hase and 
cxamine the cffe~t of \'ariou~ parameters. When the aM!),!ica! work is comr1eICd it is hoped 
that a ~ml-em[Hncal f()rmulae will he devdopcd to predIct the shear ultImate capacIty of 
c(Jml~d'cd wch~, These formulae with dc~i,gn rccommendation~ can be employed by 
arrlu.:ahlc code ... and ~pct:lfH:atl()f1.~ thus allOWing englnCCrs to usc corruga,ed weh .. 

12. G IRD E RS WI T II CORRUGATE D WE BS UN DER PURE BEN DI NG, 

Although the hchnvior of corrugated wehs under pure shear has been examined hy 
many In\'cstigators in addition to the author; no studies were conducted to examine the 
corru~atcd web behavior under uniform (or pure) bending. Elgaaly and Hamilton (10 be 
puhlisbcd) tested SIX specimens 10 which a lrx I r panels were loaded in uniform bending 
up to failure. Four of the specimens were made of the thinner ma,erial and included the four 
corrui;Jtion conliguratinns previously tcsted in shear. The 21/16M and r deep corrugation.~ 
were tC$tcd ill~o for the thIcker mil'erial. 
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AJi specimens failed IU 3 moment exceeding the plastic moment capacity of the 
specimen ignoring the web contribution. The mode of failor'e observed WllJ ,hal of the 
compression flange yielding and vertically buckles into the web. see figure (12). It has 10 
be noted thill the failure was sudden with no appreciable residual strength. As the flange 
buckles into the web the vertical component of the nange force was resisted by the 
corruguted web. \hu~ adding to the moment cnpacily of the &irder. The final collapse otcurs 
when the web buckles under the vertical component of the flange force. Based on the test 
results. a simple .nalylieal model was developed 10 predict the mOment capacity of the LeSt 
specimens to a reasonabk: degree of accuracy. 

The results from the research work conducted in the USA and Europe are suitable 
for adoption in design guides. codes, and speCifications in the United States; European 
codes and specifications include provisions for the desi~n of girders whh cOrTUBalCd webs. 
Furthennore. due to their Ii,;hl weight and low co t of fabrication because of the IIIl.scnce of 
stiffeners. girders with cOrTUgotcd webs are recommended for use In hridgCl. Limited testS 
were conducted in Ilungary hy Korashy and Varga (1979) to examine the fatIgue strength 
of these girders and the results arc very cncounlllinll. some hmited tests will be performed 
Ily the author at Drexel Univcrsity in the ne:lr future. A comprehensive study program to 
investigate the fatigue strength of girders with corrugated webs is overdue 

13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The paper is an attempt 10 provide a summary of recent research work on problems 
related to plate and oox girders and steel plale lihear walls. The results are hrieny described 
and the tr.msfer of these results 10 practice by incorporation in design !l:uidcs. codc.~. and 
s("l«ifical1ons is addressed Since buckling of Oat plates which are adequately supported 
along their edges does not mean failure. buckling of plates was not addressed In this paper 
other than when related to the ultimate slrength. One can find in the technicallitcralUre 
many solutions for plale buckling problems. II good reference is the hook by Bulson 
(1970). 

Problems which are addressed in the specifications but the solutions need to be 
updated. new problems for which solutions nre available and nccd to be included in the 
specirications. and problems which require further research work have been idemified. 
'ew tcchnolo~ics in plate and 00'( girders arplicalions such as steel plate shear walls and 

8inkn with corrugated webs have been addrcs-o;cd. The re5C:arch in steel plate StructuT"CS in 
8cncral and plate and oox 8irdcl"$ in panicular is vcry active. The specificallons are calChlng 
up and making the results of the rc~arch availJhle for practicing engineers 
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One of the a.in activities 1n the futUre ot metal structures ~111 
be the u •• of cold-for.ed thin-walled structure. in civil and 
industrial building •• This trend justify the develop.ent in the 
last year. of aany theoretical and experi •• ntal re •• arch •• , 
together with the assea •• ent of new calculation .ethod. and design 
provision •. 
The structural behaviour ot cold-toraed st •• l .ections and 
trapezoidal ah •• tinga i. a rea.arch subject which haa been carried 
out in the last decade at the Engineering Faculty of Napl ••. Thi. 
activity i. framed into the national and international 
developaent. which are related to IMny .ubject. including the 
bending behaviour ot trapezoidal sheet., both .tandard {I to 3] 
and long-.pan {4 to 10], the diaphraga action ot cladding panel. 
[11 to 15], the tlexural collapse ot cold-tor.ed bea •• and the 
interaction between local and lateral inatability (16 to 25], 

their .ei •• ic behaviour [26], the compari.on allong the de.ign 
provi.ion. [27,28] which are recently iaaued [30,31,32), the 
de.ign aid. (33). 
The moment veraua curvature relation-ship tor a given .ection 
belonging to the.e typologies has been evaluated by means at an 
appropriate simulation prograue (17,18,19], which allow. to take 
into account all phenomenogical aspects intluencing the bending 
behaviour up to the collapse, such as the difterent mod.ls tor 
interpreting local buckling. the re.train conditions of flang •• 
and web, the pr ••• nc. of geo •• trical and mechanical impertection. 
Ca •• tig.I). 

2. 8TAMDARD SKIBTINO. (1 ,2, 3 ] 

A .yst •• atic analy.i. of the existing trapezoidal ateel aheet. 
co_unly used in the aarket has been performed in order to cOllpare 
their carrying capacity at the light of their ultiaate behaviour 
and then to optiaize the shape. 
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The coaplete study has been carried out through the fOllowing 
phases: 
a) Execution ot bending tests on selected trapezoidal sheets 

with difterent diaenaions and thicknes ••• j 

b) Interpretation of experimental results; 
c) Numerical evaluation ot the bending proc ••• of the section 

taking into account the local instability phenomena of 
compressed parts by means of the general simulation procedure; 

d) Evaluation of bending strength according to the main 
provisions and comparison with experimental and numerical 
results. 

The experimental .easurement system was designed 80 as to allow 
the evaluation of both the global response and the local behaviour 
of the aldspan section (tig.2a). 
In order to interpret the obtained test reaults, the specimena 
have been subdivided in two groups (tigs.2c and d). By inspiring 
to the behavioural classed proposed in Eel, aa clas .itication 
para.eter the bIt ratio of the compressed !langes has been assullled. 
These group. are: 
lth group, including speci.ens with b/t<41 
2th group. including specimens with b/t>41 
The Shapes belonging to the second group are certainly ot class 
4 (slender sectiona), the complete classitication ot speci •• na 
at the tirst group requires the evaluation ot the web slenderness. 
Anyhow the two groups are representative ot two dirterent bending 
behaviours due to the intluence ot local bUCkling. The experimental 
response in tera ot torce versus displacement relation-ship tor 
all specimens belonging to the tirst group emphasized an elastic 
behaviour alaoat linear until the tailure, whereas tor specimens 
of second group a decreasing stitfness is observed due to the 
spread ot local buckling phenomena. 
The moment-versus curvature behaviour i. primarily influenced by 
the value of strain in the compression flange, aince the tensile 
one virtually reaains elastic. For specbens of first group these 
curves show an initial linear trend which later on becomes non 
linear due to yielding occurring in the coapression tlange and 
local buckling in the web, the last pheno.enon occurring in case 
at d •• pest shapes. 
The second group ot specimens provided very irregular curves, 
being influenced by both local buckling of the top flange and 
yielding of the tensile one. Local buckling usually affects the 
behaviour even for low values of loads. Yielding of the bottom 
tlange affecta the behaviour tor large curvature values, 80metimes 
leading to quasi-flat branchea. 
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The comparison between experiaental and aiaulation result. 
(tig.2b) haa been done by using a scatter bend defined by two 
valu •• ot the elastic modulus: the true one tor the upper bound 
and eo conventional reduced value (15 , reduction) tort.ttary 
taking into account the lo .... ering in atittn ••• due to initial 
geo •• trical iapertection.. This approach allowed a good 
interpretation ot the experimental aoaent versus curvature 
r.sult •. 

The scatters between the ultiaate aoment given by test "exp and 
by aiaulation M.la have been evaluated, considering both the 
no.lnal value ot the yield stre.. and the experi •• ntal one 
(tig.2t): the simulation give always a good agr •• ment. The a.me 
ratio Mexp/Kcl haa been evaluated by •• an. ot the italian (CNR 
10022 [31]), aaerican (AISI [32J) and european (Eel-part.l.l 
[29]) codea. The reco_ended value. are very ai.ilar and they 
are alway. on the .ate aide, ranging the .catter troa 1.1 to 1.5 
(fig.2o) . 

3 . LOMO-.PAM aBBITINGS ( 4, 5 ,1, 7 ,8,9,10 ] 

The development ot ateel aheetinga over the pa.t year. has been 
characterized by three generation. ot .hape., according to their 
capacity to cover aore and aore large apan •. 
To the third generation belongs the trapezoidal unit with both 
longitudinal and transversal stittners, which privides suitable 
solution for .pan. up to 12 m without purlins. The so-called TRP 
200 i. one out.tanding exponent at this cla •• (tig.la). It i. 
designed by Planija in Sweden and recently experienced al.o in 
Italy in the tield ot both industrial and multi.tory building.; 
in the last ca.e the croee-section ie completed with caated 
concrete and with appropriate types at connectors (tig.lb). 
Several .eriee at te.t. have been carried out at the Univeraity 
at Naples, by considering dirterent loading conditions 
(concentrated and diatribuited) tor ditterent apans (tigs.1C and 
d). The considerable number ot experi.ental data allowed tor a 
stati.tical interpetation and the characteriatic value. at 
ulti.ate bending .oments have been compared with the nominal 
on •• , which are in most cases on the eate .ide. 
The pertorated type with •• all hole. tor approxi.atively 17\ at 
the .urtace at the protile tor i.proving acouatic pertoraance 
has exhibited a small reduction ot bending capacity. 
approxiaatively 5'. 
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The behaviour ot TRP20D aa a coaposit. structure haa been a180 
analysed by •• an. of experi .. ntal t.at on aimply supported bea •• 
(fig.3e). by considering three type ot ayat ••• : 

type A obtained by aimply caating concrete inside the •• ction 
up to 4 ca of slab above; 
type B including two at •• l reinforce.ent bars at the bottom 
of the section betore caating; 
type C using special tastnera (auch as Hilti), connected by 
rlvet. at the batto. tlanqe. 

The three Byat ••• exhibit very dirterent behaviours. It i. brittle 
tor type A, where the collapse occurred becau.e of the toraation 
of a plastic hinge at aidspan . Higher strength and more ductile 
behaviour have been shown by type 8, certainly due to the 
reitorc •• ent •. The behaviour ot type C 1. quite si.ilar to type 
A. but the collapse .. chan i •• was ditterent due to the tor.ation 
ot three plastic hing •• in .ections equally apaced ot L/4. 
The numerical resulta by uaing the general ai.ulation progra .. e 
have been in good agreement with the corre.ponding experimental 
ones (fig.3.). Th. analytical _odel has contiraed al.o in thi. 
cae. to be a suitable tool to i.prove the knowledge at the bending 
behaviour at this kind of etructure •. 
A different .i.ulation prograame has been u.ed for the co.poeite 
.y.t •••. The nu.erical .odel has been calibrated on the ba •• of 
the experimental re.ult., leading to a good approxiaation in 
interpreting both elastic and collapse behaviour (tig.3t). 

4. DIAPHRAGM ACTIOM (11,12,13,14,15) 

The diaphraqa action due to the interaction ot cladding panel. 
and fra.ed. .tructure i. u.ually considered in the well knolffl 
.ethodology so-called "stressed skin design". 
The eff.ct due to cladding becomes particularly important when 
analy.ing the seisalc behaviour at steel .tructure •. The degree 
of collaboration between cladding panele and the .ain structur. 
can be used to cla •• ify the structure. as tollows: 
a. The a.in etructure is designed to re.ist vertical and .ei •• ic 

loads, while the panel cooperation i. taken into account in 
the .erviceability Uait state only, when checking the aaxiaua 
sways and story drift •. In this case rigid beaa-to-coluan 
joint. are required. 

b. The whole structure i. designed .0 that panel. and fra.e. 
together have to resi.t vertical and .eis.ic load •. se.i-rigid 
connections can be, therefore, accepted. 
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c. The trame has the task to resist vertical loads only, while 
horizontal forces due to earthquake or wind are supported by 
cladding panels, which play the role of bracings. In this 
case pin-ended connections can be used, providing the maxiaum 
economy in reducing both structural weight and manufacturing 
cost. 

The definition of the analytical model to be considered in the 
stressed skin design requires particular attention to the type 
of panel and ita connecting system. 
The shear forces can be trasferred from the frame to the panel 
by means of a continuous connection along the perimeter or by 
means of a limited number of connections generally placed at the 
corners of the supporting structure. Each panel itself i. composed 
by a given number of sub-panels which are connected together. 
Theae connections can be aade using bolts, rivets, screws or 
welds. 
There is therefore a wide range of cases which behaviour has to 
be studied in experimental way by sub-aitting the panel. to shear 
forces both in monotonic and cyclic range (fi9.4a). In this field 
is very important to underline the need to codify testing 
procedures for panels in order to allow an unified interpretation 
of the results. 
The present knowledge in test results (13) shows that there is 
a wide difference of behaviour mainly due to the type of fasteners 
connecting the sub-panels each other. 
Riveted connections cause a very brittle behaviour. The hysteresis 
loops are in general unsy.,aetric due to large slips and the energy 
dissipation capacity is very low. 
A little improvement can be obtained by using screwed connections 
with a sensible increase of ductility and energy dissipation. 
The use of spot welds for connecting sub-panels and the insertion 
of the cODlplete panel into a periaetral frame provide an important 
increase of strength, ductility and energy dissipation. 
These results have shown the importance to calibrate numerical 
models on experimental data in order to analyse structures 
completely braced by claddings. 
Fro. exhiating test results, two type of simplified analytical 
models have been set-up, according to the different types ot 
fasteners connecting sub-panels: 

one for riveted and screwed connections (fig.4C); 
one for spot welded connections (tig.4d). 
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Both are based on an increasing branch described by means of a 
curve of Ramberg-osgood type . 
From the dynamic analysis of a given four story building (fig.4b) I 

interesting behavioural aspects have been observed. For a 
pin-ended structure the bracing effect can be obtained in two 
ways: traditionally. by means of X-bracings, or, in a more advanced 
concept, by means of claddings. 
The seismic response of this building is quite different according 
to the two solutions. The co.pari son between the time history of 
the inters tory drift at the first floor shows that in case of 
panel the drift values are quite symmetrical (f19.48), but on 
the contrary in case of X-bracing the response is strongly 
unsymmetrical (fiq.4f). The second behaviour is, obviously, 
unsatisfactory due to the worsening of the ductility demand for 
a fixed amount of energy dissipation. 
For three different seismic zones, the maximum required interstory 
drift for a given structure has been evaluated (fig.4h). It 
represents also the required ductility, which has to be compared 
with the available one which i s strictly dependant on the 
connecting system both for diagonals and panels. 
In case of X-braced structure the ductility demand is considerably 
high for all seismic zones, so that the choice of the connecting 
system of bracing members is determinant and welded connections 
only seem to be suitable from the experimental evidence. 
From these results the use of panel bracing for pin-ended 
structures in low sismicity zones at a first glance seems therefore 
to be convenient, due to the good dynamic performance and the 
reduction in structural weight, which can reach 20-25 " according 
to the different typologies. 
The second aspect to be analysed is the influence of the type of 
connecting system in bUilding-up each panel from the point of 
view of ductility demand, because the available ductility is 
strictly dependant on the behaviour of panels. The above analytical 
models (figs.4c and d) have been used to give an answer to the 
last question. 
The comparison between the consequences of the use of rivets and 
of weld (fig. 4g) immediately shows that panels composed by riveting 
per forme a required ductility in term of interstory drift much 
more higher than in case of welding. As a conclusion, in case of 
structure braced by means of cladding panels, in low seismicity 
zones both panels with riveted and screwed connE"ctions can be 

used; on the contrary in higher seismicity zone only panels with 
welded connections and inserted into a perimetr.l frame are able 
to provide the required ductility. 
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5. COLD-PORXBD PROFILES (16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,21] 

The European cod •• greatly penalize thin-gauge •• ction. beeau •• 
ot their thickn •••. The Eurocode J (29] aubdivide. the at •• l 
cro •• - •• ctiona into 4 classes depending on the bIt ratio of 
co.pr •••• d flange and web; the European Recomaendatlona tor St •• l 
Structure. in Sai •• le Zon •• [301 allow their U •• 1n di •• ipative 
zon •• only tor low values of such ratio. In thia way, cold-tormed 
protil •• ara aainly included in cIa •• 4 (slander •• ctiona) and 
their di •• ipative capacity ia consequently not considered, their 
u •• being practically not allowed in •• b.le re.istant structure •. 
Ho .... ver, the cla •• ification ot cross-•• ctiona in behavioural 
cl..... does"' t aee. to be completely a ••••• ed, as being not 
contir.ed by a sutticient nuaber ot theor.tical and experi •• ntal 
inve.tigationa. 
The ai. ot the research activity was to contribute to achi.ve a 
bett.r co.prehension and a 8ysteaatical arrange.ent ot this topic. 
The .ain purpose ot the investigation waa to study the flexural 
behaviour ot cold-torlled thin-gauge open cross-sectiona, in order 
to contribute to reduce the actual lack ot knowledge. 
Such an objective has been pursued both in theoretical and 
experi.ental way. In the tirst case the study conaiated in 
ai.ulatinq the flexural elasto-pla.tic behaviour ot a .ection, 
by d.veloping a numerical procedure able to tollow it. detor.ation 
history, taking into account local buckling phenomena (a.e tig .1) . 
The experi.ental tests are also tinalh.d to calibrate the propo.ed 
model, in order to .ake it available tor extrapolation to aimulate 
the behaviour ot other sections ot the sa •• type, with difterent 
geo.etrical and •• chanical charact.ristics. 
Consequently the intorllations to get through experi •• ntal teats 
have to deal both with the overall behaviour para.eters ot the 
.. mber (ulti.ate .oment, rotational capacity, vertical 
diaplace.ent) and the local behaviour para.eter., •••• ured in 
the .oat atres.ed section. 
In order to obtain a signiticant description ot the disaipative 
behaviour, it haa been necessary to t.st the speci.ens alao in 
the poat-critical tield, until the overall collapa.. The 
monitoring ot characteristics was continuous until the .nd ot 
teat. In order to avoid sudden increase. ot d.torllation due to 
buckling ph.nomena, teats were pertormed imposing diaplacement. 
and measuring the corresponding forces. 
The experi.ental inve.tigation has been carried out on 10 specimena 
{fig. 58) , aade ot Fe360 steel, composed by two coupled cold-fonled 
channel. (with or without edge stitfeners). Croa •• ectiona were 
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de.igned to cover a wide range at bIt ratio value. and then to 
repres.nt all the behavioural cIa •••• provided by ECl, according 
to which they can be clas.itied as tollow.: 
1.t class (pla.tic .ection): 
2nd cia •• (compact section): .peciaen P5 
lrd class (semi-compact .ection): specimen. P8 and P9 
4th class (slender .ection): speci.ens P1,P2,PJ,P.,P6, P1. 
Monotonic tests were pertomred on simply supported beams, 3.00 
• at .pan; two concentrated load. were applied in two point., 
1.00 a distant, aero •• the midspan (tig.5b). 
In cas. ot stittened sections the moment-curvature curve. (tig.5c) 
appeared to be generally in a reaarkable agree •• nt with the 
experi.ental data both tor the aaxiaua .o •• nt value and tor the 
shape at the decreasing branch. 
On the contrary the experimental behaviour ot .ome unstittened 
speciaen. was attected by their tlexural-tor.ional buckling. In 
tact the ari.ing ot local buckling in the compre.sed tlange gave 
rise to a lateral diaplaceasnt which gradually increa •• d together 
with the i.po.ed vertical displace.ent. 
Pigure 5d show. the tields ot local, lateral and coupled buckling 
tor the li.it Llh ratio equal to 5, which corre.ponds the Llh 
ratio ot the central unrestrained part at the tested bea ••. The 
location ot the experimental point. indicate. that only the case 
C exhibit. a coupled behaviour, a •• mpha.ized by te.t, 
Yro. the coditication point of view, the three codes european 
(29], italian (31] and american [32] have been compared with the 
experimental result •. 
The ratio. My,r.d/Mexp are also plotted in tigs. 5e and t, tor 
stittened and un.tittened sections, respectively. Design values 
tor stittened .ections .how a substantial agree.ent among 
ditterent codes, while the reduced .tre.s approach ot the italian 
code CNR tor un.titten.d .ection ...... too .uch con.ervative in 
co.parison with ECl and AISI. Only tor two .peci.en (P3 and P5) 
the de.ign .o •• nt. are .lightly unsate with re.pect to experi.ental 
valuesj however th ••• ditter.nc ••• ay be cover.d by the partial 
.atety tactor VH tor .teel, which in the laat ver.ion at EC3 is 
taken equal to 1.1. For .very other protile the de.ign ao.ent. 
are alway ••• aller then the experi.ental one •. 

• , CODIFICATIONS (27,28,29,30,31,32,33) 

The recent approval at part I.) "Cold-tormed thin-gauge .. ahara 
and sheeting" at EC) stimulated the preparation ot an ad hoc 
progra ... to help the deaigners in their practical activiti •• 
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[33J. 
It allows the comparison of Eel provisions with the ones from 
the application of italian CNR and american AISI code •• The rules 
supplied for the analysis of each element in the section and tor 
the evaluation of the load bearing capacity of meabers in bending 
(fig.6&), in compression (flq.6b) and under combined axial force 
plus bending (flg.6C) are discussed and compared . 
Some differences between Eel and AISI relating to webs and lipped 
flanges show the need for further investigations in order to 
assess the best way to model the actual behaviour of these 
elements. 
The wider gap ...,as observed in checking aeat>era subjected to 
coupled buckling and even aore in ca •• of combined axial force 
and bending . 

7. APPLI CATIOll8 

Third generation profiles have been used in Italy for roofing in 
the field of industrial buildings (fig.7a) and in floor structures 
of aultistory buildings by completing its cross section with 
casted concrete (fig. 7b). Some applications have been also 
proposed for the rehabilitation of old roofs and floor structures. 
The constructional metasystelll nallled BASIS (Building Activities 
Steel Integrated systea) was presented in 1982, as a proposal in 
the field of industrialized buildings based on the use of steel 
elements. The main components of this system are (tig.7c): 

one type of colUmn, made of HEB 140 rolled section, single 
for buildings of up to 4 stories and double for those up to ., 
cold-formed steel sections for the main and secondary bea •• 
made of bacK-to-back channel in r anges of thickness from 4 to 
8 mm and depth frOm 120 to 280 mm; 
corrugated steel sheets integrated with reinforced concrete 
slab for deck. 

This constructional system can be used to resist horizontal loads 
both with steel bracing structures and with concrete core (fig. 7d). 
The BASIS has been used in Italy and abroad for apartment buildings. 
In order to avoid the typical box-shape of the prefabricated 
buildings, sOllie variations have been introduced to the syste., 
giving a better architectural look. It is the case of the civic 
Center of civitavecchia (fig.7e), where the feature of the facade 
is characterized by curved balconies (fig. 7f). 
Many applications of this system have been done in seis.ic zones 
in the new settlements after the earthquake of 1980. 
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A new i.portent activity i. devoted in Italy to reirore. and to 
upgrade the hystorical heritage of aa.onry buildings, continuously 
det eriorated by earthquake •. With this pur pos., the cor r •• ponding 
r e search activity haa been sponsored by the Ministr y of Rea.arch 
a nd Un iversity in order to rind out the 8uitable way ot application 
of at •• l...,or ks in the refurbish.ent operations. Cold-tor.ed shapes 
and trapezoidal sh •• ts have been considered aa new llIaterials . 
which can be convenient l y used i nstead of the traditional 
technologies to give i ntegrated structural .y.t •••. 
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The investigation of shell buckling will always have an appeal to 
researchers in solid mechanics. Not only are shell structure used 
in many fields, but their analysis brings one to the foretront of 
nonlinear analysis and sophisticated constitutive equations. Most 
research work in shell theory has been carried out in the aerospace 
industry. This is quite natural when one considers the necessity 
of using thin shells in flight vehicles. This paper will consider 
the problems involved in the transfer of this work to Civil 
Engineering structures. 

BUCKLING OF SPHERICAL SHELLS UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE 

The field of shell stability is so broad t.hat. one must focus on 
some standard problem if one is to demonstrate the physical 
principles involved. Since the author is more familiar with the 
investigation of spherical shells, this problem will be reviewed. 
Buckling of spherical shells may be said to be the vogue topic in 
Solid Mechanics during the years between 1950 and 1970. Numerous 
papers were written on the topic; an excellent review of this 
research is presented in (16). 

The basic problem may be stated simply. Zoelly's linear buckling 
analysis of a complete sphere under uniform internal pressure is 
described 1n T1moshenko and Gere (23). This analYSis yields the 
buckling pressure 

(1) Per -
2E (1O)' 

b (1-~1) R 

In addition, it is found that the shell buckles in a large number 
or waves such that the wave length number can be approximated by 
the equation 

(2) n - 1.8 ~ 

Therefore, if the length of the shell's meridian is large enough 
for the buckled wave length to develop, the boundary conditions at 
the support of a spherical shell segment should not affect the 
buckling pressure. 
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unfortunately. tests on spherical shells under internal pressure do 
not come even close to the classical buckling pressure presented in 
Eq (1). Figure 1 presents some of the experimental results. As 
can be seen, most experimental values are very low when compared to 
the linear buckling value for a complete sphere. 

A similar problem exists in the investigation of a cylinder under 
longitudinal compression (7). There, it was f ound necessary to 
apply nonlinear shell theory. The same approach was taken for the 
spherical shell problem. Most researchers investigated the 
buckling of shallow spherical caps because the shallow shell 
equations were a little easier to solve. (It might be mentioned in 
passing that this problem was investigated in the early days of 
computer applications and tested the capacities of the then 
existing computers . ) In addition, since the boundary conditions 
were not expected to play a critical role , only a shallow portion 
of the shell was expected to control stability . A typical nonlinear 
load-deflection is shown in Figure 2. Symmetric buckling occurs at 
the horizontal tangent at point 5 ; such a point is called a limit 
point. 

The results of Budiansky's symmetric nonlinear analysis (5) are 
shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, except for small values ot l, 
the analytical results obtained deviate even further from the 
experimental values. Budiansky also introduced symmetric 
imperfections into his shell equations, but their inclusion in the 
analysis did not reduce the buckling pressure very much. 

Huang (14) solved the problem as a nonlinear bifurcation problem. 
That is , the nonlinear symmetric equations were solved and used to 
form eigenvalue problems for infinitesimal asymmetric deflections 
at selected points along the load-deflection curve. A typical 
bifurcation point is point B in Figure 2. If a bifurcation point 
occurs prior to a limit point, the corresponding load is taken as 
the buckling load . The results of this nonlinear asymmetric 
analysis are also shown in Figure 1. There is fair agreement 
between Huang'S results and the experiments of Krenzke and Kiernan 
(18) on shells fabricated to a great degree of precision. 
Therefore, Huang's analysis can be considered as valid. 
Nonetheless, it does not explain the large scatter in experimental 
results . 

Three reasons can be given for the poor correlation between theory 
and experiment: the effect of the boundary conditions, the effect 
of a plastic zone in the bending area around the shell support, and 
the effect of initial imperfections. Litle (19) carried out a 
systematic series of experiments on shallow shells. He came to the 
conclusion that the support conditions do affect the buckling 
pressures found. This is due to the large bending zones in shallow 
shells. Galletta (11) solved the asymmetric elastic-plastic problem 
using deep shell theory. While yielding in the bending zone does 
reduce the buckling stress somewhat, this effect is not large, 
particularly for the thin shells used in most experiments. 

----------- -----------------
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The main reason for the poor agreement between theory and 
experiment is the existence of asymmetric imperfections which 
trigger the asymmetric bifurcation load at lower pressures then 
those followed by Huang .This is made plausible by the postbuckling 
analysis due to Koiter (15 ). If one starts at an asymmetric 
bifurcation point B shown in Figure 2 , one can attempt to follow 
the new equilibrium path by using a perturbation theory. Let the 
buckled displacements and loading be written as (22) 

(3) p - Po (1 • a A .b A2 + ••.•• ) ; U - Uo +uJ 

where Po is the buckling pressure corresponding to point B on the 
load deflection curve and U. is the displacement vector at this 
point. a and b are the constants to be determined; they describe 
the postbuckling behavior of the shell. u1 is an infinitesimal 
displacement vector which can be written as the tollowing series 

(') U;I - A t, ·A (p - Po ) Ut 1 • A (1' - Po> Z u t :I 

+ ........ AI Uz 0" A2 (p - Po> Uz t •••• • • 

A is an infinitesimal amplitude, +1 is the asymmetric mode shape, 
and ull are displacement vectors to be computed. Their computation 
requires solution ot the general linear shell equations subjected 
to progressively more complicated loadings . The factors a and b 
require knowledge of these functions : to compute a one must know 
un while to compute b one must know Ull' and U20' 

The value of a for a spherical shell is zero while b is negative. 
Therefore the postbuckling load - deflection curve is curve I in 
Figure 2 . There is a tall off in load as the curve is followed. 

This analysis is exact and gives some reason for the experimental 
results. One can surmise that if.1 already exists even in an 
infinitesimal form t the load-deflection curve can tollow the curve 
II shown in Figure 2. The postbuckling analysis can be extended to 
demonstrate this. Instead of the displacement vector given by 
Eq(3), u is assumed to be 

(5) U-Uo "U1.C:V1 

where c is an infinitesimal imperfection amplitude and VI is the 
imperfection pattern , taken in the same form. as the asymmetric 
buckling mode, .1 . u, again describes the postbuckling path. A 
similar perturbation analysis gives the relationships between the 
buckling load and the imperfection (22) 
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As can be seen it a is negative there is a decrease in critical 
load with imperfection amplitude . It a - 0 , which is the case 
with spherical shella under a uniform pressure, the imperfection 
sensitivity occurs it the b term is negative . It is negative for 
spherical shells under internal pressure (8). 

The application ot Koiter's imperfection sensitive theory leaves 
open the problem of what happens when the asymmetric response 
becomes large; the higher order perturbation terms may stabili%e 
the system Therefore, the analysis tends to give conservative 
results. Another detect in the procedure is the way 1n which 
asymmetric imperfections are brought into the analysis,eq(5). 
Since ut and VI are considered to be infinitesimal, they do not 
affect the symmetric response. This cannot be true; the response 
must be asymmetric from the start since Vi exists before load is 
applied. A different approach to the problem of buckling of a 
spherical shell was carried out by Freskakis (9). It is interesting 
because it is not restricted to small imperfections. 

Freskakis used a nonlinear deep shell theory and incorporated 
initial imperfections of the form shown in Figure 3. The integer 
j was taken to correspond to the nonlinear asymmetric buckling mode 
for perfect shells. Freskakis's equations are too complicated to 
present here. Suffice to say, the shell response is governed by 
three simultaneous nonlinear partial differential equations. What 
is distinctive about the equations is the incorporation of terms 
arising from the nonlinear geometry due to both the elastic 
deformations and the initial imperfections; it is not assumed that 
the imperfections are infinitesimal. Therefore, the symmetric and 
asymmetric responses are not uncoupled as they are in Koiter's 
theory. 

Freskakis solved his equations by using Fourier series expansions 
in the circumferential direction. In order to make the 
computations tractable, in addition to the symmetric response 
terms, he described the asymmetric response by only a single term 
in the series, usinq the same triqonometric term as used in 
defininq the imperfection. This is an approximation because all 
the asymmetric Fourier series terms are coupled by the nonlinear 
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terms. However, since the equations are coupled and the buckling 
load must be found by solving the complete load-deflection curve, 
this assumption does seem reasonable. No attempt was made to 
tollow the declining path of the load detlection. Buckling was 
take n to occur at the horizontal tangent of the curve. Hence 
Freskakis' work is not a post-buckling analysis. 

A typical set ot Freskakis's results is shown in Figure 4 where the 
results using different size imperfections is superimposed on the 
experimental results. The imperfection pattern of any spherical 
shell can be expanded 1n a Fourier series. It the term 
corresponding to the asymmetric buckling mode is large, the 
buckling pressure can be reduced drastically. The question, 
however , is whether shells are fabricated to this degree of 
tolerance. There are two ways of looking at the problem. One can 
adopt the viewpoint taken by most design codes. The tests depicted 
in Figure 1 were carried out under controlled conditions in 
laboratories. One cannot expect that fabricated shells will be 
more perfect than those built in testing laboratories. Therefore, 
one should base estimates of buckling load on the lower bounds of 
these test results . Note that if this approach is adopted there is 
no need for nonlinear analyses at all. One is rejecting all such 
theory. A second approach is to point out that laboratory shells 
are , of necessity, very thin, much thinner then would occur in 
Civil Engineering structures. Therefore, very small geometric 
imperfections in these shells are large when compared to the shell 
thickness , but this would not necessarily be the case for actual 
shell structures. Adoption of this approach makes nonlinear 
analysis worthwhile, but it also requires data on shell 
imperfections. In addition, elastic-plastic effects will be more 
important and should be included in the analysis. 

CURRENT STATUS 

Some other recent work on spherical shell theory is important for 
the designer. Yamada (24) carried out an extensive series of tests 
on stiffened spherical shells under uniform pressure. He also 
solved the nonlinear equations considering imperfections, somewhat 
in the manner of Huang.Design equations tor stiffened and 
orthotropic spherical shells under internal pressure are presented 
in (2 4 ) . 

An interesting conjecture concerning the loss of stability for 
shells is that it is due to loss of membrane stiffness . Acting on 
this assumption , one can compute lower bounds to buckling loads for 
spheres and cylinders (2). The conjecture cannot be completely true 
because it will lead to absurdly low buckling values in some cases 
, but it does seem to agree with experiments for a large range of 
shell geometries . 

There has been a great deal of development in procedures for the 
nonlinear analysis of shell structures (6,11,20). Nonetheless, much 
of this work is of very little direct use to the designer. Some 
available computer codes do provide for a Koiter analysis of 
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postbucklinq response (21) so one can use them to determine if 
imperfection sensitivity is a problem . If it is , and if some data 
on imperfections is available , a nonlinear analysis using these 
imperfections can be made to determine the buckling load . These 
analyses are, however, very time consuming Examples of this 
approach are given in the work of Arbocz on cylindrical shells (1) 
and Galletty on torispherical shells (10). 

USE OF DESIGN CODES 

The writer can describe some of the difficulties faced by the 
designer of shell structures He served as a consultant to 
Harstead Engineering Associates in their investigation of the 
stability of the Catawba Containment Shell, shown in Figure 5. 
This work is reported in detail in (13) so only a sketch of some 
problems encountered will be presented here. The first questions 
to be decided on was what approach should be taken to the stability 
analysis. The ASHE Code Case N284 for the design of shells had 
been published and was available for use. Should it be used, or 
would it be better to attempt more refined nonlinear analysis based 
on assumed imperfections similar to a Koiter-type analysis? While 
the latter approach is more attractive to the theoretician, and 
could have been done at the time, it is not one which should be 
taken in a design such as this. Even though the equations for 
imperfect shells can be solved, the assumption of any imperfections 
is always open to question. There is the problem of the reviewing 
agency, or anyone else, questioning the assumed imperfection 
pattern and propOSing new ones. The review process could then 
become open-ended. To avoid this prospect, the designer had to use 
whatever code was available; the ASHE Code Case was chosen. 

The Code Case essentially requires the designer to compute the 
linear bifurcation loads for the membrane states due to various 
service load combinations. A nuclear containment shell is subjected 
to various thermal , static and dynamic loadings . The membrane 
stress states found are not symmetric . However, it is the practice 
to treat the asymmetric stress states as if the maximum stresses 
were distributed uniformly around the shell. This permits one to 
employ shell of revolution computer codes which are usually 
restricted to computing asymmetric buckling modes due to symmetric 
membrane states. It is of interest to note in passing that many 
different compressive states arise during a dynamic shell analysis 
and it is sometimes not possible to know which will yield the 
lowest buckling load . Therefore, a large number of stress states 
must be analyzed for stability. This is another reason why 
nonlinear analyses were impractical. 

The linear bifurcation load, Perl is reduced by plasticity reduction 
factors, ~, and capacity reduction factors, a , so that the 
buckling load is taken as follows 

(8) 
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• depends on the shell geometry and the type of loading . As an 
example , for a spherical shell under uniform internal pressure, 

where N

design so 

,,-0 . 837-0.14 M if 1.5 (N< 1.73 

« 0.826 if 1.73 (M < 23.6 -1iOT 

a. • 0.126 if H> 23.6 

~ .The value of ~ less than 1.00 did not arise in the 

~iS not relevant to the discussion to follow . 

It must be emphasized that no factor of safety has been applied to 
Eq (3). The capacity reduction factor is not a factor of safety. 
It is more in line with a reliability factor such as used in load 
and resistance factor design. Eq (3) represents the actual 
buckling capacity of the shell. 

The load capacity reduction factors are based on shell buckling 
experiments 80, if experiments are not available, the values do not 
exist. This difficulty is shown by the investigation of the 
spherical dome of the containment shell. There were two critical 
membrane stress states for the dome (1) N • • He· 0.641 K/in, 
(2)N.· 1. 88 X/in; He· -1. 88 K/in. The bifurcation buckling values, 
~, for the case of equal unit membrane forces is 11.50 kips/in. 
for this shell , 1n agreement with Eq (1). Since the capacity 
reduction factor is 0.126, the actual buckling value for case 1 is 
1.449 k/in. The factor of safety is, therefore, 1.449/0.641 • 
2.26. The linear bifurcation value for equal and opposite unit 
membrane forces is 12 . 55 kips/in for the shell. This result is, at 
first glance, surprisingly low in view of the fact that the 
influence of the tension force is so small. The question, however , 
is what should the capacity reduction factor be for this case? One 
would not expect this stress state to be as imperfection-sensitive 
as the state due to uniform internal pressure. Therefore, the 
capacity reduction factor should not be as small. However, no value 
is available . The decision was made to choose the factor by analogy 
to the case of a cylinder under shear, ,, - 0 . 60. If this is the 
factor used, the actual buckling value for case 2 is 0.60 (12 . 554) 
- 7.53 k/in. The factor of safety· 7 . 53/1.88 - 4.00. 

The difficulty that arose in this dome analysis occurs quite often. 
It can arise in the case of thermal buckling where a compressive 
stress acts in one direction while tension acts in the other. If 
the capacity reduction factor based on internal pressure is used, 
the conclusion is reached that even very thick shells can buckle 
under slight changes in temperature. 
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It the spherical dome were stiffened with meridional stringers 
spaced so close together that the shell plate cannot buckle, the 
designer would again be laced with the problem ot choosing the 
capacity reduction tactor. This fact has lead some workers in the 
field to introduce the split rigidity concept (3,4). Buchert 
represents the stiffness and shell plate combination by equivalent 
bend!ng and membrane thicknesses, t. and t.. These are then used 
to describe available data trom shell buckling experiments. 

A more direct approach to stiffened shells is presented 1n Yamada's 
work mentioned ahove. However, unlike Buchert's work, Yamada's 
analysis is only valid for spheres under uniform pressure. 

RETICULATED SHELLS 

Reticulated shells are widely used. Although ,in the past,it was 
necessary to use a shell analogy to compute the stresses in such 
structures, it is now possible to carry out complete nonlinear 
analyses of these structures using available space frame programs 
(12). Nonetheless, one can expect some problems to arise in their 
design. The basic problem is that of initial imperfections. 

If one did not have knowledge of previous work on shell stability, 
one might think that design could be carried out by insuring that 
the individual members of • lattice dome satisfy appropriate design 
codes for member buckling, and ,in addition, by insuring an 
adequate factor of safety against overall frame stability. However, 
if the discrete shell really does behave like a continuous shell, 
this approach to design is not adequate. The structure might be 
sensitive to initial imperfections If this is so, nonlinear 
analyses will not be sufficient to insure a satisfactory factor of 
safety against shell buckling. 

The basic stability problem in the design of reticulated shells is 
their imperfection sensitivity. Not all discrete curved domes 
behave like continuous shells. Therefore the designer must be able 
to determine when his or her dome does so. Some discussion of this 
problem is presented in (3); Buchert claims that a reticulated 
frame behaves like a shell when several members fall inside a wave 
of the buckling mode shape.This seems to be reasonable. However, 
more work must be done in this area. 

If the discrete system is truly shell-like , it will be sensitive 
to initial imperfections and the designer must employ capacity 
reduction factors. There is little published experimental data to 
go on, so the only available recourse is to employ analogy with the 
known continuous shell experiments. This approach may lead to very 
conservative designs. 

Another problem which may arise in design of reticulated structures 
is the need for elastic-plastic analyses if one is to obtain the 
correct factor of safety. 
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CONCLUSION 

Shell stability is a field of endeavor where sophi sticated theories 
are described by complicated mathematical equations. Yet, for the 
designer , much of this analysis provides little help. The field is 
largely semi-empirical. Shell structures do not seem to satisfy our 
intuition because slight changes in input data cause large changes 
in output. It might be the only type of structural system where 
this is the case. However, engineers who work in shell theory are 
familiar with similar problems. Almost all problems concerning flow 
1n pipes or channels are such that small changes in channel or pipe 
roughness cause large changes in the flow characteristics. This is 
usually accepted without question because the empirical results are 
learned prior to study of the Navier-Stokes equations. 

It can be expected that the current trend t oward sophisticated 
analyses procedures tor shells will continue. This will be very 
useful tor engineers who have a firm grasp ot bo th theory and 
experiment. However, if the user lacks either aspect, these 
computer codes will be ot little use and may even be dangerous. 
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The paper summan.zed the hlstoncaJ background of the Internabona! colloquia of 
stabilIty, the development of the general pnnclples of structural safety and the applicatIOn of 
general pnnctples of safety to members In danger of mstalJlhty 

thiS work was partially supponed by Hunganan NabonaJ SCience Foundation (OTKA), 
research grant No 598 

t. lJislOr')' of International Colloquia on Sta bility 

The hlstoncaJ reVIew beginS Wlth year 1944, when the Column Research CounCil was 
orgaRized In the United States of Amenca and 1955 when the European Conventlon for 
Steelwork (feeS) was founded Professor H Beer, from Austna was, at thai time, Chanman of 
the Committee 8 (Instability) orECCS 

In Commission 8, Professor J Duthell was very mfluenual by LnSisung with tenacIty that 
the CommISSIon had to abandon dt:5lgn formulae based on the theory of Instablht)' by blfurcatJon 
of Ideally perfect llXIally compressed bars and could nOI continue to correct thIS approach by 
-varying senbmenta1ly~ the safety factor WIth the value of the slenderness rallO K l l r, but had, on 
the contrary, to take Into account the random IfTIperfectlOns of these bars and Include them In 
the des:agn formulae 

Two Subcommittees were formed In Commission 8 The first (Buckhng expe:nments) 
under the leadersrup of Dr Sfinlcsco, launched an extremely large senes of expenments on 
llXIally loaded columns Seven countnes were Involved and about thousand buckbng tests have 
been performed The second subcommittee, (Theory of buckling) under the leadenhlp of 
Professor Ch Massonnel. discussed several years aboul the possibility 10 develop analytical 
computatIons laking account oflhe elasto-plastic behaVIour of straIght columns haVIng a certam 
crookedness and vanous dlstnbutlons of residual stresses The answer came when uSing the 
electroniC computer 10 solve above problem 

Professor Beer and G Schulz developed at Ihe Technical University ofGraz a computer 
program that was effiCient In giVIng the collapse load The many (ocr.).,) curves at Om were 
compared With the expenmental results obtamed by the first Subcommltlee and became the baSIS 
of the S<KaJled -European buckling curves- These curves were then very slightly modified to 
take accounl of some new information prOVIded by Dr B W Young In the United Kingdom 
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Professor Bm had the Idea to orgaruze In 1971 an mternatlonal Colloquium In order to 
compare the ECCS approach of buckling CI.IIVeS With those prcVlJilng In Eastern Europe.. 
United States of Amenca and Japan After the sudden death of Professor Beer. In 1972, It was 
dCClded to hold above ColloqUium In Pans () I 

In 1973, as a result of the 1mb of some of lIS members with the Column Research 
Council of the United States. CommiSSion 8 was reorgamzed and diVIded In nmc task groups 

With the graduaJ development of rules for dCSlgnmg agamst LnslablhlY emerged. In 

London, In 1974, the Idea to hold an Intem.bonal ColloqUium treatmg every aspect of structural 
InstAblhty of steel structures Dr Sfintesco and Professor L S Beedle proposed to enlarge the 
geographical scope of the ColloqUium and transfonn It tRto a "Travelhng ColloqUIum-

Startmg With the fiN one In Pans In 1972, and With the last one In Istanbul In 1991, 
there have been IJ IntemlbOnal COlloqUll Stability Sessaons around the world Each SCSSIon 
was organtzed locaUy With co-sponsonng organtUbons from other countnes ptnlclpAbng 

Table I proVides a summll)' of these I3 5eS$1ons wuh refer~ces (11-(211 documcobng 
the associated pubbcauons resultmg from the conferences 

It IS interesting to note that these conferences resulted In 29 volumes of technical papers 
contnbutlng to substantIal technology transfer around the world 

In 1982 the first edItion of the ~World View· ,221 and In 1991 the second edlbon of the 
-World View· (23) evaluated specIfications and codes, compared and contrasted them, and 
explored some of the major reasons for their dIfferences 

In 1995 and 1996 the next 5eSSIons of the -Travelling ColloqUia- Will focUJ on · The 
Furure Dlrecuon for Stabil,ty Research and Deslgn- Th,s FIfth ColloqUIum IS Intended to 
culminate to work of the first Four ColloqUIa. compnslng 29 ses5jons The goals of the 
ColloqUium are to consolidate the status of available knowledge and 10 plane and pnonllu the 
need for future research 

2. wnt-raJ Principles or StruclUnll Sart-ty 

The increasingly powerful txpenmental and computatJonal tools of structural dCSlgn 
mtUlre well-defined desIgn philosophy As Its blSlS seenllngly the concept of limit states IS 
accepted In many countnQ., reqUlnng the check of the (small enough) ns,," that the 8l\len 
structure be brought In Its ultImate state (flliure) and the (somewhat bIgger) nsk of the 
occulTence of phenomena restnctlng Its regular use (sel"Vlceablitty) 

The design methods may be dIstinguIshed by the type of safety condluons dduminislic 
dt!Siglf mdhods, In whIch the bastc parameters are treated as non-random. I'robabilij/ic design 
mnhoJs, where basiC parameters are cOllSldered as Illndom 
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2.1. Jljstoriul rtmarks 

The Safety Concept, as adopted by most East European countries was onglnally worked 
out and formulated firstly In Gennany al 1926 by Mayer and mostly by SOVIet experts In the 30's 
and 40's of this century (see Ba1dm 1951) It was offiCially Introduced first by the SOVIet Budding 
Code In 1946 Similar concepts were adopted In Hungary and Poland around 1950. ThiS 
mitlatlves had great mfluence on the work of other mtemallonal orgamzatlons (ISO, CEB) m 
their standardlZlng actiVIty as well 

A governing Idea of the above mentJoned specifications was to modify the mam features 
of design philosophy common for structures of different materials (remforced and prestressed 
concrete, steel, aluminIUm, bnck, timber), ensunng thus a umform attitude m formulating their 
dCSlgn rules 

The background. development and detalls of thiS process are summanzed In several 
monograph! (Mayer 1926. Gvozdev 1949, Baldln 1951. Broude 1953, StreJecklJ 1952. Korin)'l 
1952, Bolotin 1965, Murzewskl 1970) 

The Safety Concept - called by different names as -limit states approach", -method of 
diVided safety factors-, '"senll-probabIIIStlC method- and lately as ·'evel I method m a 
probabilistiC approach", Indlcatmg thus the different stages of It's developmcnt - was Originally 
offered as an alternative Instead of the preVIously generally adopted · allowable stress approach" 
and was motivated by II'S CritiCiSm Based on contemporary comments (Baldln 1951) Ihls can be 
summanzed as follows 

2.2. Limit stattS 

With broadening knowledge about performance of steel structures In the inelastiC range 
and remforced concrete elements In theu different working stages, II seemed necessary to re
Interpret the ongtnal and newly accumulated Ideas hidden behind the destgn formulae of the 
allowable stress approach 

e (F,)<e. (I) 

(a) 0'.= a ,I n, . (b) 0'.= a,. I n, . (c) a.- a, I n,. (2) 

expressing companson of stresses (and deflectJons) due to code-specified loads Fie to thetr 
allowable values 0 .... (and e,.), the former one denved from }'Ield stress or cntJcal stre53 0c:r and 
fatigue strength 0, by safety factors n1, n2> n3 respecuvely First of all Eq 2b proved to be 
problematIC, as It represents m some cases the requirement of elastiC behaVIour under nonnatJve 
loads - gtvlng thus but an indirect and often Irrelevant Infonnallon about margtn of safety 
(Kaztnczy 1914) and beanng hule relevance upon actual behaVIour of retnforced concrete 
elements (Gvozdev, 1949). - lit other casu (beanng m mtnd the design pracllce of trusses, 
connecttons and alike) tt Includes at least quantttauvely the consequences of ductile behaVIour 
and refers directly to failure To aVOId ambiguities and unreasonable differences tn actual safety 
II was suggested 
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- to take systemallcally mto account all known phenomena rc:ndenng the structure 
unSlutable to sallSfy anticipated dCS1gn requIrements.. bnngmg 11 thus to • "limIt statc-. 

- to select param~~ <I)' (loads. load-effttts, stresses. deflections and so on), suitable for 
quantitative descnpllon of the limIt states by thor values 4>ll depending on geometncal. 
strength and stIffness charactenSllc:.s of the structure, 

_ to adopt adequate computational methods to momtor the chlngl.ng values of Cl>fl of 
thlS parameters In the loading process, and 

- to Judge safety by comparuon of the most unf.voum,le value of <J)F1 dunns erection 
and br~ltme to ¢ILl, consldenng the consequences ofreachmg the limn statcs 

Two catc:gones ofhmlt states were suggested (for steel) 

A. Ultlmale /",111 Stales (rendenng the structure unfit for further use), caused by phenomena as 
- loss of cqulhbnum as I whole. 
- mstablhty, 
- fracture (bnttle or due to fabgue) , 
- fonnaboR of. collapse mechanISm. 
- substantlaJ change In geometry, 
- other phenomena (excessive )'leiding, slip m connections. and alike) makmg funher 

functlonmg Impossible 

B_ &n·Ice.ablllty limit slates (restnctmg regular use of the structure), caused by phenomena as 
- excessIVe deformations, deflections, 
- excesstve Vlbrauon 

Most attentton wu pAId to category A., v.-here In general the load F and CIlT)'Ing 
capactty R can be regarded as parameter /l)FI and /l)ll respecttvely 

2.3. Di\'idtd u rety ractors 

Progress In undentandlng structural behaVIour and In rehabillty of matenal WI5 

manifested by a SUccessive Increase ofallowable stresses (as for Instance the ral~ of aw for mild 
steel from 140 MPa to 160 MPa dunng the second world war In the S01,1ct Union) It wu of 
common Gplmon that funher general Increase ~ould Jeopardize safety and funhcr progress can 
be achieved by dlfferenuatlnj among structures and loading cases only As nwn l,'~-POlnt of 
dlfferentlltlOn (W$thln a certain class of structures and matmals ) differences In vanab'hty of 
loads offered themselves, reflecting the general expenence, that structures WIth high proponlon 
of (unchanging) se1fwetght are less wlnerable and supenor in longe .. 1ty. than hght structures 
W$th high proponlon of strongly varying hve or climatiC loads ThIs motivated the early SOVIet 
spectfiClllons for reinforced concrete 10 apply different safety factors depending on the ratio of 
dead load to hve loads, and subsequently to the sphttlng up general safety facton In Eqs 2 mlo 
two pans 

n - r,1. (3) 

the tint one c:xpressmg uncertalnttes due 10 loads, the second one those due to rCSlSlance 
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2.4. Semi-probabilistic approach 

In this relatIon H was necessary to clear up the actual meaning of traditional terms as 
"charaetenstlc" (normative, code-specIfied, nommal, guaranteed) values of load (FJ and 
resistance CRtJ This brought about the concept (Mayer, 1926; Choclalov 1929, StrelecklJ 1935, 
1947, Wierzbicki 1936), that they can be mterpreted by regarding load and resistance as random 
vanables, charactensed by a probability density function, mean values (F maJm> Rm. standard 
deviatJon s,.~, and coefficient ofvanatlon bF• OR. respectively (FIg \) 

FolloWing the interpretation of Rzamcm (1947, 1949, 1954), the nsk of failure (PI) can 
be expressed by the probability 

(4) 

(shadowed area In Fig 1 b), which - In case of Gaussian dlstnbutlon - depends on safety mdex 

p _CR-Fmax).: R.-CFmax). 

S., J[RmXOR]\[CF max)mXOFr 
(5) 

a1lowmg to establish COrrelation between nsk offaJlure and -central- safety factor 

(6) 

'_. • 

). ?' Fd ... ~FI( 
R, 

R4 - R", ' . 
FI( "'(F~.) .. 

.. , 
0 

I, "~I,I.rq 

This can be· somewhat arbitrarily and approximately - split up 

n. I-P 15.' 
(7) 
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and thus • 1M case of arbltranly chosen charactensllc values - by 

Y n 
{Fmax\ 

, , FA. . • 
R. 

Y. n. R. (8) 

the basic dCSlgn formula can be established 

Y Fe< R •. or Y Fe F,. 
, Y. ' 

'&' R,.F R , < , 
Y. 

(9) 

In case of combined loading - adoPbng dIfferent YFj vaJues according 10 different 
coeffiCients of vanallon of the components 

ry F < R~ 
I '" ~ Y. 

or more generally 

( 10) 

(II) 

where m represents correction factor for SpecIal circumstances 1M fabncatlon, tolerances, 
structural behaVIour and A stands for geometncaJ quantities 

l .S. Rtfistanct raclon 

On&1nally (Baldln. 195 I) P 3 was suggested For charactenstlc value of Yield stress 
usually 

Il chosen, equal appro'I(JmateJy to trachtlonal -guaranteed- minimum value Thus for most steel 
grades 

(I J) 

For ulttmate terwle stress Ym - I 45 - I 6 

2.6. Load rltton 

The characlenstlc vaJue of loads IS chosen IS the mean vaJue of maxima 

( 14) 
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F _ being the greatest load on mdlVldual structures of the populallon or samllar structures, or 
the m&XJmum load Within certam charactensllc lime mterval (for Instance one year for snow 
load) HaVIng very few data about6F• (Karman, 1965), load factors were mamly estimated USlng 
as measure data of preVIous specificatIOns and exlstmg structures Recently most specifications 
adopt 

(15) 

or In case of non-Gaussian dlstnbubon the value F d YF FK characterized by bemg surpassed 
With probablhty less than 5 % 

Examples for YF values for hmlt states A 
~ Dead load 
• Live load. If mtenslty q N/m2 

- Snow load 

- Wind load 

For limit Siaies B 

1.7. Load combinations 

q S 2000 

2000 < q S SOOO 
q > 5000 

y~ I 1 (0.9), exceptionally 1 :2 

YF- 1 4, 

y~ 13. 
YF- 1 2 

YF- I 4 

YF= 1 2 

y," 1 

To express the reduced probability of colnodence of maxima of more components In a 
loading process., loads are categonzed as 

- Permanent loads (self-weight. earth pressure). 
- Vanable loads and actions (live load, climatiC loads, Imposed deformatIOn), subdiVIded 

wholly are partIally to 
- sustained (long-term) loads or load-parts, 
- Instantaneous (skort-term) loads or load-parts 

- Catastrophe loads (seISmic loads and alike) 

Two load combinations are suggested 
- Regular combm811on conslslmg of permanent and hve loads Including more tkan one 

short-term load, combmatJon factors Yc 09 (three short-term loads) or Yc - 08 
(more than three short-term loads) are to be applied 

- Irregular comblnatJon, mcludmg one catastrophe load Combmatlon factol" Yc - 0 8 to 
all shon-term loads can be applied 

2.S. Struclural safely of slandards and codes 

There are many approaches to the probability-based methods of evaluating the reliability 
of structures, and these are discussed In a number of textbooks (see, e g , BolotlO, 1965; 
BenJamm and Cornell, 1970. Hart, 1982. and others) The most useful of these methods are 
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those which use only the mean and standard deV18tlon of the random parameten of desagn (Ana 
and Cornell. 1974) These are called ~first-order second moment- (FOSM) methods The FOSM 
methodology lS very useful In structural apphcatlons because complete mformallon on the 
dlstnbuuon propenles of the structural design vanables I not usually ayallable Such methods 
are apphed extensively to develop a new generallon of structunl design specifications (CEB. 
1978, RaVlndra and Galambos. 1978. Galambos. 1978, AI C. 1986, C A. 1914) These new 
specifications retain the tradItional format of hmll slates design (LSD) with resistance faclors 
and load factors., but these factors are determined by probablhstlc principles (Galambos et 81 . 
1982, ANSI, 1982) 

EUROCODE 3 adopts modern pnnclples In matter of structural safety based on 
probabilistiC concepts of safety Wlthm the framework of a level 1 rehabl'lty code format through 
the use of panlal safety factors applied to the load effects demed from a proper structural 
anafysls and to the design resistance The method of checking structural safcty enVisaged In EeJ 
refeB to hmlt Siaies Ind does not anymore refers to the traditIOnal allowable stresses concept 
(BrolZettl and Janss. 1992) 

2.9. T rends in researth 

Above speclflcallons Illow WIthout giVing detailed rules - to use probablhstlc desIgn 
procedures ThiS means I return to the baStc Idea outlined In conn«tlon 10 Eqs 4, S. 6, 10 check 
safety directly by the nsk of failure P" safety Index P , or uSing limiting values for central safety 
factor"c (Sulal. 1914). or prescnblng limIting valu~ <l>li depending on cocfliclcnlJ5 ofvanatlOn 
both ofre51stance and loads AcrualappllC8llon need> further research . for Instance 

- To find theorellcally well-founded probabIlity denSity functions for dIfferent steel
grades {Misteth. (9]) and for toads 

-To find appropnate probabilIstiC procedures for non-hnear (instability) problems 
(Muf2ews)u, 18 J. Bololln 1972). and gather statistIcal mformatlon about Imperfccllons 

- To complete probablitstlc approach by regardmg the structure as an assemblage of 
elements and concentrate on safety of the whole mstead of that u's separated parts (whIch can 
differ substantially In both safe Ind unsafe sense) (Bolotin 1965) 

- To find comprOlmsc between requirements of safety and economy In the chOIce of nsk 
of failure , or safety mdex (Rzamcm 1961, Murze\\, !>kl 1970, Mlsteth 1974) 

2. 10. Reliab ili ty considerations 

The hmlt states approach IS - In IIJ5 traditIOnal fonn • mamly concerned with fadure due 
to exceptionally high loads Ind for thiS sake It suffices to ·condense" the loading hIStory Into a 
probablhty denSity function (FIg 2 a), containing no information about actual number of load
cycles or Ilm~ffect (exceplthat longer hfe-tlme Involves unfavourable FIMI( dlstnbutlon) 

Some hmlt states - as those caused by fatIgue, accumulation of damages. r~dual 
deformations· are closely connected to actualloadtng hIStOry, and so tnstead of "safety" rather 
"rehablhty" should be mentioned. tnterpreted as probabIlity of sufVIval of Ihe structure P(t). 
dependtng on requITed tmle of operation (Fig 2b) (Boloun, 1965) 
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The way of thmklng can be charactenzed - following Bolot1O'S (1972) Interpretauon by 
Flgl from the (stochastic) 1oadm8 history - descnbed by f{t) - we conclude to structural 
response u(t) and funher to quality parameten v(1), and reliability IS given by the probabilIty. 
that v(t) stays In the region marked out by the ~hmlt surface- r 

In thiS sense the procedure of fatIgue analystS according to the specifications - using 
mostly a load combmatlon of -service loads· and bmltlng stresses for fatigue dependmg on load
cycles - needs funher refinement 
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figure'l 

EconomIcal consideratIOns - as the choice of safety mdex fl- can be based on reliabIlity 
as well, contaIning tlmc-dependent elements (as amomZ3tlon) In thiS sense optimizatIOn usmg 
cost-function of the form (Bolotm 1965) 

c -c..c.( P)( I - P) (16) 

may gIVe answet, establishing an Important correlation between operational bfe and reqUired 
safety 

3. Applica tion or the General Principles or Sa rely to Members or Steel Structures 

In case of steel structures the designed Ideal structure differs from the one completed 
accordln8 to the plans. and thiS difference can be char8ctenzed by numerous larger and smaller 
defect!, Irre8ulantles, lmperfecoons 
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The equlhbnum of the designed structure: IS stable If small Imperfections and defects 
cause sufficiently small differences with respec110 the Ideal operational conditions 

If small Imperfections cause disproportionately blS differences the equlhbnum IS 
unstable 

The lenn stablhty (lOswuhty) represents the relauon between disturbing factors and the 
requirement due to them 

Stability condition In case of structures can be expressed as follows the equlhbnum 
condluon of Ideal structure - dunng operatIon - must be stable agamst all these d,slurbanc6 that 
d,fferenuate the Ideal structure from the real onc ThIS way stability hll5 a close relation with the 
chOIce of the calculatIOn method, the calculatJon model 

(A) The traditional stability analysis methods assume Ideal models and determanate 
blfurcallon (eqUivaJenl effeetlve length) 

Let's assume that the ca1culauon model IS homogeneous, perfectJy strlJght. 
concentncally loaded bar (Figure 4 a) 

The Ideal model differs from the real one In the Initial out-of-stralghtness and the 
eccentnclty of the compressaon force The statement, that strlJghtness of bar (Ideal model) IS 
stable In regard With the above differences (dISturbances), lS eqUivalent to the statement. that by 
limiting the Inlllal out-of-stralghtness and eccentricities under adequately small value of 
displacements perpendicular to the IXIS of bar be less than a Slven value If compression force N 
IS smaller than the Euler force NE the straight bar IS stable IfN>NE the least disturbances might 
cause mfimte displacements 

(8) Tnals With the goals to demonstrate the loss of stability With bifurcation (buckling, 
lateral buckJlng, plate buckhng) have the information that theoretically assumed behaViour 
(bIfurcatIOn) can be achieved only with specimen (perfecliy straight bar, perfect cyhnder or 
sphere, etc) made With extreme care, behaViour of CIVIl englneenng structures might be 
signtficantly different Inverse of this basiC statement hints that In cases where anal)'Sls of model 
for such exaggerated abstracllons (slmphficatlons In structural geometry, conditions refernng to 
the symmetry of arrangement and loading), from which the least deViation (small gcometnc 
defects of structure, small asymmetry, etc) - al least In certaJn load spectrum - can lead to a 
szgOlficanl deViatIOn In the assumed and real behaViour of the structure 10 be modelled Aim of 
the up-to-date stability analysts - uSlOg the before mentioned lerm for stability of equllibnum - IS 
the hmltatlon of application of the above menlloned. too much szmpllfied Ideal models and the 
searchmg for such - real models (so-called Imperjf!t:1 models) thai can reflect Ihe generally 
negligible., but 10 Slven cases (so-called disturbing) effects ofszgmficanl consequences 

Therefore lip-to IIUlI! tmalys;s specifications are based on the anal~ls of real models In 
case of buckling and lateral buckJlOg analYSIs slightly crooked and eccenlncally loaded bars With 
restdual stresses. while at buckling of plates and shells surfaces with geometncal ImperfectIon 
are to be taken IOto consld~ratlon 

Let's assume thai IOlllal crookedness and eccentnclty are given and caicuiaiion IS camed 
oul on the model of crooked and eccentncally loaded bar (Figure 4b) If Ihe problem IS 



expressed this way Slabillty problems of the stnught bar In respect with the iI"en disturbances 
are eltmlnated and are replaced by ddc:munatwn of stress and deformation states by • more 
accurate calculation model (Ho\.\c\'er. In thiS case such. new problem may occur that analyzes 
the stablhty of this stale 10 respect Wlth certain new classes of dlsturbane ) 

ApphClllon of the genenl pnnclples of safety WIll next be Illustrated as It applies to 
axially loaded columns to demonstrate Its use In the development of design cnlena for 
Instablhty 

N ~ NI (0) N (b) 

Nt --- Nt., 
Nk I 

\ ~t.~_ I \ 
0 OJ \ . f 

L f ( 
I I I I 

0 • 
N BIFURCA liON OF DIVERGEI'CE OF Nl EOULIBRIUM EOULIBRIUM 

l.l . EIptnmenlal Data-Dase Approach for Column Curns 

For the prepantlon of design codes and for the venficlllon of new theoretical 
approaches for predicting the resistance of strUcture, test data relatmg to the behaVIour of steel 
structures and structural components throughout the entire range of loading up to ultimate load 
are an essential requirement 

Prof Y Fukumoto and Y Itoh (1983) have been developing a numerical data-base for 
the ultimate strength of steel structures FollOWing lhls Prof Fukumoto and Itoh Inlllated an 
extensive survey of column tests and stored the test data on a Numerical Data-Base for Steel 
Structures (NDSS) After vanous computallonal and statIStical mampulallons. the mfonnabon 
on steel column te5LS have been evaluated and compansons made statistically between the 
sur.'e)ed test data and the EC and SSRC muluple column curves 

The bwc column strength ronnula In the EUROCODE 3 and Ilunganan Code (MSZ) 15 
compared graphically With the expenmental curve (Figure S) 



The hmlt lo.d Nc of • ~tr.Uy compressed steel member of uniform cross section 
governed by flexural budJmg IS gIVen In the form 

N
o', 

= Al' ~ 
• Y. 

(17) 

A denoting the cros,s..sectlonal area. X buckling factor for column and oylYm the 
specified )'Ield stress 

3.2 1. th em. lic.1 .:.preS!Jion of the IJuckiing CUI"Vt! (M' qtl oi. R .• nd Rond. I, J .• 1978) 

A two-pIOned member possessang • slI1usoldal Imperfection of amplitude eo and 
subjected to. normal load N, IS deflected halfway .Iong by. moment of the second order gIVen 
by the relauon 

... Ne 
MIN / 

(11) 

where 1/(I-NINa') represents the coefficient ampllficauon of the deflection Co. No bong the 
Eulman buckhng load of the member The ultimate load Ie of such • column IS reached when 
the normal stress 0' 1M the most loaded fibre reaches a mlXlmum value O'max. ",hlch 15 wnuen 

(19) 

where A and Ware respectively the area and the section modulus of the cross--secllon of the 
member Assumll1g that the maximum stress CJmax IS equal to the Yield stress 0y of the matenal, 
Ind dcsignatlllg by Ole and O'cr, respectively, the ultlmlte stress and the Eulen.n buckling strca . 
the relation (19) IS wntten 

Ch+ gte 
1 o;/a. W 

A a, (~O) 

or, 111 • different fonn 

(a, 0'.)(0'. 0;) /]0;0'. (21) 

where the parameter '1 CO A/W represents the effect of the only geometnc Imperfection of the 
member 

One can Imagll1e for the sake of S!mpliclty. keepll1g the general expre5S.1on above but 
representmg by the flctor '1 . not only the effect of I geometnc Imperfeclion but also thlt of the 
dlstnbutlon of residual stresses - due to any rolling, cold straightening. welding and flame 
curung which might have occurred - and the spreading of the values 111 the seeMn 
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By setting '1 - a( 1 - 0 2), the mathernabeal expre:won 

where <1> -05(1 +1l(I-02)+I2) 

Ip 

0,5 

In Figure 5 the column curve b (a - 035) Lsshowed 
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Figure 5 

3.3 Reliability of Axially Loadtd Columns 

3.31 Lood and Resislance Foclor DrSIS" Cil/W 

A3 a result, the AlSC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Specification adopu 
the following curve 

L={exp [-041~XI 
P, ° 877 A., 

A., < 15 

A., > ( 5 
(23) 



to represent column strength Note that only one curve IS recommended for the whole ranae of 
possable column strengths In the development of thIS curve, the follow1Og assumptions were 
made 

I The column has small end restramts correspondmg to an end·restralnt parameter G 
- 10 or an effective length factor K . 0 96 

2 The column has In mllla1 crookedness Slnusoldal In shape and has In amplitude of 
CI/ISOO)L at mldhelght 

3 The 1)(111 force IS applied It the ce(ltrold of the column end cross sections 

thiS LRFD curve IS p\oned 10 Fig 6 together wlth other curves 
Note that the LRDF column curve as represented by Eq (23) IS comparable to SSRC Curve 2, 
espec~Jly In the range OSks 1 0 The LRFD format IS 

<I> R. ' L.y,Q. 
,,' 

where Rn - nommal resistance 
Qn - nominal load effects 
+ - rCSlstance factor 
y - load factor 

(24) 

ate thai the LRFO format has the features In that factors of safety are applied to both 
the load and rlCSlstance terms to account for the Vlnabtll1les and uncertamtles 10 predicting these 
values Furthermore, these load and resistance factors C+, y) are evaluated based onfinl.order 
probab'''.Jllc approach tOce different types of loads have different degrees of uncertamtles., 
different load factors are used for different typeS of loads (e g , I 6 for Itve load. I 2 for dead 
load, etc ). therefore. the LRFO formal represents I more rational design Ipproach 
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J. J.1 Quasl·ProbabllrsIU: Formulae of Bucklmg Cun't's 

Formulle of that kmd Ire sometJmes ItlObuted to Rankme and Merchant Some hlstoncal 
remarks may help to follow the development of the Idea of I Uniform Ipproach 10 ellStlc·pllSllc 
bueldlng 



a) W J Rankine In 1858 gave an emplneal formula for slrength Ru of real columns 

! / R. =! / R.+ ! /R. (25) 

b) W Merchant proved hundred yean later that the formula (25) may be applied to frames and 
It IS a1ways eonservllive In companson Wlth the known expenmc:ntal results In this case Ra- IS 
the cntlcal carrymg capacity of • perfectly elastic frame and Rp IS relative to the ngad-plastlc 
frame orlhe same configurlbon 

c) Murzc:wskl has considered. random ultimate compresslvc load ora column 

R. min ( R •. R.) (26) 

lie assumed the Gauss probability dIStributIOns for Rpl and Rer In 1973 and one year later - the 
Wobull dlstnbutlons So a fonnula for the charaaenstlc minimum Ru IS denved 

(27) 

where v - the WClbull coefficient of vanatlon The Rankme- Merchant formula (25) IS • 
particular case of (27) when v J BUI statlstlcal tests mdlcate that v IS less than I and It 

depends on sJendemC$S raoo A. oflhe member The formula (27) With v v(A) has been taken 
mto conSIderatIOn recently for the level':! probability-based dCSlgn 

d) The formula (27) IS transformed as follows 

(28) 

where 1 R~ I R .. and n - IIv - const 

The formula (28) may be conSidered as an extended Rankine-Merchant formula It was 
recommended 10 checkln~ of lateral buckling of beams by ECCS recommendations (1975) The 
relabve slenderness ratio A. In formula (28) IS mo(hfied so that both Rpl and Rer are taken ..!"th 
equal values of centr.1 safety factors r R' I e safety factors rdatlVe to the mean values R ph R cr 

e) Z Mendera (20) (Vol I, pp 33-42) extends the qUISI-probablhsuc formula (28) to the cases 
when the ctilical resistance Rer of. structural member (a bar or shell) IS defmed by either 
theoretical or empltlcal formula for slender memben 

3.4. A lInifitd View on the Strength or Columns through Ca tas l ro l.he ·' htory 

lwa, Y , Watanabe. Isaml. H (1983) (13) presenled a pnnclple 10 determme the 
realistiC Joad-carrylOS capacity of sleel columns. beams and plates as related to the structural 
stablhtyon the basIS of catastrophe theory (fhom 197:!) and diSCUsses the effect of the IRilial 
out-or-plane denCCllon It IS poSSIble to present the ulbmate strength or the Imperfection 
seMlU VIty on the blSls of the -fold- blfurcauon set 
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U1cun.te strength of the actual members 15 affected nor onl) b)' the d.su~plaslJC 
budding load and the clasto-plastJc postbuckhng path. but by the IIUlIaJ Imperfections. and IS 
controlled by the plastic unloading curve correspondmg to the failure mechanism 

Now. the equivalent bifurcation point may be defined by the intersection (w·,o·) of the 
elasu~plastlc postoocl.hng eqUlhbnum path With the plastiC unloadmg curve, that IS, the failure 
mechanism (FIgure 7 ) 

0y 

0' 

B 

drop due to 
t.perfectlon 

D 

deflection \II 

Figure 7 EqU/vaJeof blfurc.lJon pOint 

Figure 8 Illustrates the eqUlhbnum space MV In )-(hmenS10nal space (w-w·.wo • a). 
and Its projection to three onhogonal planes 

a, o 

bif~ation •• t-
o 0 C 

, , 0 

a, 

Figure 8 EqUlhbnum space My and smgul.r bifurcation set 
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Therefore, the ultimate strength am of the Imperfect member can be evaluated In terms 
of the btfurcallon set The blfurcahon set can be defined graphically by the curve a2c2 In the (1 -

wO space. proJectJng vertically the Singular fold lme AC on the equlhbnum surface MV It takes 
the folloWIng fonn of the II2-power of the Imperfection 

0; • J' . ~c I + a Wo- 2a w .(I+ a W./2) (29) 

a 
Several numencal examples are demonstrated to evaluate the strengths of columns, 

beams, and the compressed plates From these examples, the ultImate strengths are found to be 
reasonably well expressed In terms of the blfurcauon set charactenzed by the In-power of the 
Imperfections 

Fig 9 compares the proposed bIfurcation set WIth several column strength curves such 
as the elasto-plastJc buckling, the ECCS, Perry-Robertson and the Interuhon curves for weak
IXlS buckling of columns 
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Figure 9 Weak-lXJs column strength curves 

4. Final remarkJ 

It seems to be a common attItude of modem specifications to set growing reqUirements 
for the designer to look at hiS structure more and more In Its real complexity - startIng Wlth the 
way and unaVOidable tolerances and defects of fabncatlon. gomg through the mode of erechon 
WIth Its Inherent Imperfections, ending With the performance under regular and exceptJOnal 
loading condilions, thus accountJng for I senes of factors of random character, governed by 
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CIrcumstances beyond his authonty So he has to regard his structure on the draWing table IS • 
member of • multitude of Similar structures dlffcnng slightly In form. strength. loading. - not 
Identified In the stage of destgn - and so defining safety supposes the usc: of statistics and the 
taws of the theory of probablhty and reilaMlty 

Additionally analYSIS of structural response IS growtng more sophl tIC'ted, specificatiOns 
have 10 Incorporate an Increasmg number of design rules. sometimes In form of tables and 
diagrams (often dem'ed directly from expenments). mums specifications voluminous, the 
number of theIr appendiCes increasing 

Although we are In possession of all faclhtles 10 carry through any complicated 
caJculauonl, It seems necessary to regard th~ mamly as I tool for research and to fand • good 
balance between the real needs of. safe and economic everyday design praxis and the way of 
reechng baclc the accumulating mformatlon gamed by research 
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Ilf'l'RODtJC'l'ION 

Over the paat three decadea composite and hybrid structural ayatems 
have provided the lateral stability tor many tall landaark 
.tructures such .s the Bank at China in Hong Kong [1], Two Union 
Square in Seattle, First City Tower in Houston, and Horwest Center 
in Minneapolis. Composite systems incorporate membera in which 
ste.l and concrete act together through aechanical interlock, 
friction and adhe.ion. Hybrid structures, on the other hand, 
contain coahinations at steel, concrete and composite members as 
part ot their aain lateral load resisting sy.t.... In the rest ot 
this paper both hybrid and composite system. will be rererred to a. 
"composite" since their design shares .. ny .iailaritie •. 

Composite construction is an area where practice has consistently 
progressed taster than research and code writing, and where the 
designer'. ingenuity and structural concept. are at the toretront 
in the design proce... This is particularly true tor high rise 
construction in areas where large seismic load. or hurricane winds 
govern the design. The design approach i. based on viaualizing 
alternate load paths, providing ample strength capacity in both key 
aember. and connections, and caretul detailing to insure ductile 
behavior. 

Most of the use ot composite structural systems has been in 
.ituations where the lateral stiffness ot the building is provided 
by a rew large meaher.. A typical example i. the .tructural .yatea 
ror the 60-story NONest Center in Minneapolh d.signed by CllK 
Engine.rs (Pig. 1). The lateral load resisting syste. consiats of 
tour very large composite columns tied together by 5-story 
Vireendel tru •••• in the North-South directIon and by concentric 
braces in the East-We.t direction [2]. This .ystem was dictated by 
the large number ot changes in tloor plan and the resulting need to 
concentrate the lateral load resisting sy.te. in the tallest part 
ot the building. 

Because (1) there is little analytical and experi.ental data on 
which to base the de.ign ot structures with very large coapo.ita 
aeaber. and connections, and (2) the design is generally governed 
by drifts at the service loads, these building are consistently 
overdesigned for strength. Huch of the conservatisa .t.... in 
addition. fro. the need to provide siaultaneously ductility and 
toughness to resist large, not well-characterized sei •• ic and wind 
torces. 
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The de.ign of both co.posita .eMbers and syat... hae reached the 
atag. where they are recognized as •• parate froa at •• l and concrete 
.yet... . There are currently two set. ot model code. tor 
building5, the NEHRP f3} and the Eurocode " (4). which treat 
composite de.ign separately. The documents ofter ao •• atrUdng 
si.ilariti.. and ditterences. The NEHRP docuaent, which ia 
strictly apeaking a "r •• ource docwoent" and not a model cod., 
deals primarily with structural systems and connection.. It i. a 
short document intended to highlight structural system. for us. in 
zon •• where •• i •• ie loads govern the design. It concentrate. on 
describing the distribution of torces and aakea reterence for aoat 
of the detailing to existing provisions in the ACI [5] and the AISC 
new LRFD specification for saiaaic design (6]. 

The Eurocode, on the other hand, is auch longer, lIIore detailed, and 
concentrates on .ember design for the usual gravity and lateral 
load.. The Eurocode • does not deal with seismic design .ince that 
i. part of Eurocode 7. 80th docWlents, however, are aimed at 
pro.oting the use of composite systems in both low- and high-ri.e 
construction. Thi. paper su_arize. the NEHRP provhion. for 
stability while the Eurocode. approach to thi. problem i. de.cribed 
in another paper in th •• e proceeding. (7). 

BACKGROUND TO HBKRP 

There i. a wid. array of codes currently used for .eismic de.ign in 
the United States. This situation i. a direct conaequence of the 
progres.ive recognition of the seislllic risk in different area. of 
the country. In the west coast, and particularly California, 
seis.ic design regulations have been in effect since the early 
1930'. when the 1933 Long Beach earthquake seriously damaged ~any 
school buildings. For this area both the Structural Engine.r.' 
Association of California (8] and the Uniform Building Code (9] 
have provided since the 1960s strict guideline. for the design and 
detailing of buildings to insure good performance during 
earthquake.. In the Eastern part of the United State., where other 
code •• uch as the BOCA [10] and SBCCI [11] are used, i. has not 
been until recently (late 1980.) that seis.ic provi.ion. have been 
put into effect. It is interesting to note that while all these 
codes agree in the fundamentals, their design forces and levels of 
detailing vary widely. particularly for area. of low to moderate 
sei •• icity. 

All the current code. for seismic design .hare three important 
proble.s: 

(a) Our knowledge of the •• ismic perforaance of structures 
increases with every new .ajor earthquake and ".,ith 
experi.ental and analytical research. Codes have become 
reactive document. that incorporate this knowledge. Thu. new 
provision. are brought in haphazardly, when portions of the 
existing code are deemed unsafe. There has not been a major 
rewriting or restructuring of these codes for many year. and 
thus the level of safety implied varies with the type ot 
member and structural system being designed. 
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(b) Hany ot the codes were originally conceived in allowable 
stre.s terlls because that was the prevailing design .ethod 
tro. the early 1900's through 1950's. When ulti.ate strength 
methods became popular, they were calibrated to the allowable 
stre •• provisions. Thus several ot the codes remain a hybrid 
between ultimate strength and allowable stress design 
irrespective ot the tact that seismic design has traditionally 
been treated as an ultimate limit state. 

ec) Current codes purport to address only the lite satety ot the 
occupants and do not intend to deal with limiting structural 
damage. Both the 1989 Loma Prieta and the 1994 Northridge 
earthquakes have shown that while the structural damage that 
occurred was primarily to older, brittle structures, the costs 
due to non-structural damage tar exceeded those tor structural 
damage in most newer construction. Thus limiting damage has 
arisen as a new challenge for code writer., a challenge that 
will not be easily met. 

Following the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the government 
recognized on that there should be some unitor1llity on codes and 
that a single entity should serve as a clearinghouse tor processing 
damage intoraation and new research. This led the Federal 
E'IIergency Hanagement Agency (FEMA) to award a contract to the 
Applied Technology Council (ATe) in the early 1970s to develop a 
resource document that could serve as the toundation tor a nation
wide seismic code. ATC assembled a large number at designers and 
researchers with the objective at developing a new, mar. consistent 
model code based on ultimate strength design (items (a) and (b) 
above). The result was the ATe 3-76 document L12] which became the 
basis tor today's National Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Prograa 
(NEHRP) Recommended Provisions tor the Development at Seismic 
Regulations tor New Buildings (3]. In 1979 FEHA gave the Building 
Seismic Safety Council (BSSe) , and arm of the National Institute ot 
Building Sciences, the task of maintaining and developing these 
provisions. Hajor new editions ot the NEHRP provisions were 
published in 1985 and 1988, and revised in 1991. A new edition, 
incorporating a separate chapter on composite construction, is 
slated to appear in September 1994 (3]. BSSC is hard at work on a 
new vera ion that .ay address the issue of non-structural da.age 
scheduled to be released in the late 1990s. 

The major differences between the way NEHRP provisions and other 
classify atructures are that NEHRP uses the concepts at Seismic 
Pertoraance Categories (SPC) and velocity-related acceleration. 
The latter is an equivalent acceleration derived from velocity mapa 
and intends to account for the better correlation observed between 
peak ground velocities and damage as the distance from the 
earthquake source increaes. This effect is ascribed to filtering 
ot ditterent trequency components of the earthquake with distance 
and soil profile. Depending on the use ot the structure and the 
level of velocity-related acceleration, NEHRP classities structures 
as SPC A through E, with SPC A requiring basically no seismic 
design and SPC E requiring a great deal at seismic detailing. The 
level at analysis required (equivalent lateral load, modal 
analysia, or other) is also based on the SPC and the presence ot 
discontinuities in both vertical stiffness and horizontal plan. 
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STRUCTURAL 8Y8TEKB POR HYBRID AND COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION 

One ot the .ajor ditterences between the 1991 and 1994 edition ot 
NEHRP t. the incorporation of a new chapter dealing with compoaite 
construction. I n developing the recommendation. tor the NEHRP 1994 
edition , BSSC Taak Group 12 - Composite Construction att •• pted not 
only to develop provisions for existing system. but alao to 
encou r age the development of new system. t hat promote structural 
efficiency. The idea i. that many of the newer system could be 
alternatives to all ateel or concrete syste •• in low to .oderate 
height buildings (4 to 30 stories). The new NE HRP p rovision. 
recognize seven types of composite structural syatema . Si nce ma ny 
of the. have a counterpart in ateel and concrete the pretix "C- " 
has been used t o name the corresponding composite syete.: 

Ca) co.posit. partially Re.train.d Fr .... (C-PRP): C-PRF consist 
ot .teel coluans and composite beaa. joined by coaposite .e.1-
rigid connections [13J. This is a very interesting system 
tro. the •• i •• ic standpoint because the flexibility ot t he 
connections can be used to adjust the natural period ot the 
structure and thus reduce seia.ic de.and. In addition, the 
connections provide a "tuse- since they are weaker than either 
bea.s or columns, and thus a true capacity design approach can 
be used in th.ir design [14J . Because at this tlexibility. 
however, these structures would also aeea to be stability CP-
4) critical, at least under a siaplitied equivalent lateral 
load de.ign .pproach . On the other hand, because the joint 
.trength ia predictable .nd capped, the stability ot the 
individual members can be predicted better. 

eb) co_po. i te Ordi nary Mo •• nt Fr .... CC-OU) : C-OHF i nclud •• 
variet y ot contigurations where steel or co.posite b •••• are 
combined with .teel, composite or r.intorced concrete columns. 
The tara ordinary is used to indicate that little at the 
de t ailing required for critical structure. (SPC 0 and E in 
NEHRP) i. envisioned in this type of structure . 

ec) Co.posit. Special Mo •• nt Fraae. (C-SKP) : C-SHrs are aiail.r to 
C-OMFs except t hat much more stringent detailing is required 
in order to provide behavior simil.r to th.t ot a steel SHY. 
In this case t he columns, it composite, are required to both 
.eet all AISC r.quire •• nts tor bIt .nd hIt ratios and have all 
the transverse reintorcement required tor columna by Chapter 
26 ot ACt. As in .oat ductile trames, the columns .nd joints 
.re required to develop the full strength ot the b.am. so t hat 
• st.ble strong coluan-weak mechanis. develops. Clearly the 
design of the connections is a key element in this syste., .nd 
recently detailed provisions tor a ayst •• incorpor.ting ateel 
bea.s and concrete coluans has been proposed [15J. Fig . 2 
s how. a typical connection in the Norweat Center building 
which were deaigned basing on extrapolating fro. this 
research . C-SHF are very etficient in resisting earthquake 
loada as shown by Japanes. SRC (steel-r.inforced concrete) 
s ystem i n which an entire steel skeleton ia covered .., ith 
reinforcing cages containing large amounts of transverae 
r.inforcement. 
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Fig. 2 - C-SHF connection. 

(d) Coapos i t. Concentrically Brac ed Pr .... . (C-CBP ) : C-CBPs are 
siailar to their at •• l counterpart. except that 80.. of the 
a.ahara (bea •• , columna, and bracea) are composite. There is 
considerable debate on the applicability of braced fraae. in 
are •• of high •• i •• icity because the tendency of the braces to 
buckle results in poor energy-disaipation characteristics it 
the structure 90.s inelastic. To alleviate the buckling 
problem several researchers have proposed to utilize composi t e 
braces (either encased shapes or concrete-tilled tubes) where 
the atiffening effect of the concrete prevents local buckling. 
In aany case. the composite action i. required only within the 
brace and present. a problem at the connections since ideally 
they should act as truss .eabers. In this case caretul 
detailing is required at the ends ot the braces to insure that 
ductile yielding in the .eaber and not a tracture at the 
connection is the tailure mode. 

<e) Composit. Ecc .ntri cal l y Braced Pr .... (C- EOP) : C-EBFs, as t he 
name implies, are analogous to the usual eccentrically braced 
traa. except that aome ot the memb.rs are composite. When the 
EOF concept was originally developed there was 80 •• concern as 
to whether the tloor beams, which are in ettect composite 
beaas, could acco_odate the large rotational ductilities 
deaanded by the sy.tea without causing local failures. 
Extensive research has been carried out in this area 
indicating that the floor ele.ents are capable ot withstanding 
the very large shear deformations required by ahort links 
(16J. 
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(t) RC •• lla co.posi ta wi th st •• l Bl • • • Dta: At least thr •• 
po •• ible variations ot this system exist, and they correspond 
to cases of hybrid structures. The tirat utilizes concrete 
panels as 1nt1118 in steel or composite frames. The second is 
where large ste.l sections are used as boundary element. in 
concrete shear walls. The third one is where steal or encased 
composite beams are used to tie two reinforced concrete shear 
walls (11,18]. 

(9) St •• l Pl.t. Rei nf orced Sh •• r •• lla : Since th_ early 1980'. the 
concept of utilizing steel plate shear walls haa been popular 
(19). The concept is very similar to the us. of plate girders 
1n bridges , except that the main element i. vertical rather 
than horizontal. These systems have been used successfully as 
retrofit. in critical steel structures (hospitals) where 
access to the structure was severely li.ited by the need to 
keep it operating during the retrofit . The sy.tea basically 
behaves as a CSP with the tension field action taking the 
lateral loads . Composite steel shear walla, in which the 
steel plate is covered .... ith concrete and composite action 
activated by aechanical connectors, have been postulated as a 
syate. with better energy dissipation capacity. Another 
variation could be a sandwich configuration where the space 
between two thin steel plates containing studs is filled with 
concrete. In this case the steel plates act as the formwork 
and could be welded directly to an existing steel frame. 
Great care is needed in connecting the plates to the boundary 
elementa aince the shear .... all is such an efficient structural 
element that it can easily overstress the ad j acent columns and 
beams . 

HEHRP STABILITY PROVISIONS 

Stability provisions for application in seismic areas are generally 
of two types, local and global. Local failures are controlled by 
requiring SOme minimum member dimensions to insure that member. can 
reach their plastic capacity and rotate sufficiently to allow for 
force redistribution. Insofar as steel section. are concerned, 
local stability is enforced by limiting the bi t and hi t ratios for 
the elements making up the steel shape. For concrete membera local 
buckling is generally not a problem because of the large moment. of 
inertia involved. On the other hand, local buckling of bars is a 
co .. on failure mode observed in both past earthquakes and 
laboratory tests to large deformations. Hinimum requirements for 
cover and transverse reinforcement are used to control this 
phenomena and delay it until large rotations have been achieved . 

Host of the data used to derive local buckling provisions was 
developed from laboratory tests on steel and reinforced concrete 
members. Relatively tew tests for local buckling are available tor 
encased or concrete-filled members although it could be argued that 
any strength test for these members is also a local buckling test. 
I n developing the new NEHRP recommendation BSSC Task Group 12 chose 
to use the existing A1SC (Section B.5, (6), and ACI (Chapter 26, 
(5) provisions as they were seen as a conservative estimate . Thi. 
decision .... 0. reinforced by the fact that only a scant amount ot 
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this data .... as obtained under strain rates similar to those that 
occur in a major earthquake. Past performance and our 
understanding of strain rate effects lead us to believe that static 
tests constitute a safe lower bound insofar as local buckling. In 
composite systems, due to the reliance on tlexible mechanical 
connectors, this may not necessarily be the case. Crushing of the 
concrete could lead to larger slips between the steel and concrete 
portions than in the static case and losses of strength at 
comparable deformations. 

Overall or global stability failures are prevented by requiring 
that p-~ forces be properly accounted for in the analysis. Several 
methods, including those in Chapter B of the recent editions of the 
AISC Specifications [6], can be used to check this condition. The 
NEHRP provisions separate the required analysis according to the 
height of the structure and the regularity of the structure with 
respect to vertical stiffness and plan geometry. For most oftice 
low-rise buildings, it is likely that only an equivalent lateral 
force (ELF) analysis will be required. In this case the NEHRP 
provisions require that a more thorough analysis be done it the P-O 
moments exceed one-tenth of the overturning moments at any story. 
This is expressed as: 

8 s 0 . 10 (1) 

where, 

(2) 

In this equation p. is the axial force in the columns in the story 
above, 0 is the story drift, v .. is the story shear, h is the story 
height and C is the displacement amplification tact~r. Cd is the 
ratio of inelastic to elastic displacement, and its is given by the 
provisions tor different structural systems. It appears in this 
equation because A. is equal to Cd6. t , where 6.1 is the drift 
calculated form an elastic analysis. 

To limit the overall P-O effects, the NEHRP provisions also require 
that: 

8 s 8 ... . ~ s 0.25 (3) 

where ~ is the ratio of the story s hear demand to the story shear 
capacity at that story. ~ can be taken as 1.0. It 9 is greater 
than 0.10 and less than e • P-A effects must be checked by other 
rational analysis. The NEHRP commentary suggests that a rational 
analysis can be carried out by increasing the lateral loads at at 
floor by (Had)' where: 

ad ·~ 1 •• 
(4) 

Note that this multilplier is really the summation of the series: 
so that successive increments in 4 are included. It 9 is greater 
than 9.u' the structure must be redesigned . If the structure is 
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(1 • a,,) • 1+ 8 • &f • 6J •••• (5) 

aodal analysis is required to obtain forces and 
After these have been obtained, the P-O effects can 

the same procedure as tor ELL 

It should be understood that the code-type provisions tor checking 
stability are a considerable simplification of a very complex 
prebl... The seismic demand is not 'Jell known, our ability to 
calculate delormations is poor, and the use of factors to convert 
from elastic to inelastic deflections is questionable for this 
application. On the other hand, the alternative ia to conduct a 
series of full non-linear dynamic analysis that includes both P-O 
and P-6 effects, member plastlflcation, panel zone deformations, 
and the effect of non-structural element a . This analyais ..,ould 
have to be run tor several input motions, including probably some 
white noise ones. While this option may be acceptable tor a .ajor 
structure, it will certainly not be so tor a low or moderate height 
ottice building. 

SEMI-RIGID COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION 

To llustrate the stability provisions ot the NEHRP document, a 
design example ot a composite partially restrained trame will be 
discussed. The example trame is a tour-story, three bay C-PRF 
designed tor an area with velocity-related accelerations ot 0.15g. 
In this region wind loads tor 90 mph and Exposure 8 by ASCE 7-88 
governed the design and only the detailing ot the connections and 
columns waa done tor NERPH SPC C. 

The design torces and members selected are shown in Fig. J. A 
companion rigid frame was also analyzed. This rigid frame had the 
same members as the C-PRF, but the connections were much stiffer. 
The moment-rotation curves for the two cases are ahown in Fig. 4 
for the upper stories (W21x44 beams). The curves for the first two 
stories (W24xSS beams) are similar but the strengths are about 15' 
higers. 

It should be noted that the rigid frame i8 probably not a 
particular good deaign since the columns are ..,eaker than the beams. 
On the other hand the frames are controlled by drift, and thus have 
a substantial overstrength (by a factor of J to 4) over the deaign 
strength. The size of the composite beams in the first two tloor 
were increased to help control drift in the C-PRF case so that the 
colUmn sizes remained reasonable for a four-story frame. 

The frames were analyzed for the load case 1.20 + 0.5L + X.X (W or 
), where X.X is the load tactor plotted i n Figs. 5 and 6 against 
the inter.tory drifts for the four levels. The 1. 3W combi nation 
that governed this design for lateral loads corresponds to a total 
lateral load of 60.2 kips. 
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Stability checks for individual members were carried out by 
assuming that the effective length factor should include the effect 
of the spring. This can be accomplished by assuming a modified I.ff 
for the girder given by: 

(11) 

• • (12) 

where L is the length of the beam, E is the modulus of elasticity 
ot the ~teel beam, and ~lt is the secant connection stiffness at 
ultimate. The choice or a secant stiffness, as opposed to a 
tangent stiffness is justified on the basis of some research on 
SDOF inelastic systems (20) . 

For the C-PRF the hinges began to form at the base of the columns 
at a total load of 180 kips or a load factor close to J. All four 
hinges at the base had formed by the time the total load reached 
201 kips. At this stage most of the connections had rotated at 
least through 10 mRad, and were softening considerably. While the 
columns had been designed under a strong column-weak beam 
philosophy with an overstrength factor of 1.25 over the beams, the 
P-.1. effects soon became important, leading to hinging in the 
columns. This hinging occurred at the bottom of the second and 
third story interior columns and on right exterior column (the one 
with the most compression). At this stage the left exterior column 
(the one with less compression), was stabilizing the whole 
structure . The collapse occurred when the first interior column 
hinged at its top at a total load of 225 kips or 3.72 times the 
design load . The sway at this point was very large (about 4t) 
indicating that the ratio of gravity/lateral loads was low. 

For the rigid frame the sequence of hinge formation was different . 
A story sway mechanism formed at the bottom story at relatively low 
deformations due to the overstrength of the beams. The hinges 
began to form at the bottom of the columns at a total load of lSq 
kips (L.r. = 3.0) and drift of about 0 . 6t. The hinges at the top of 
the columns began forming at a load of 260 kips and an inters tory 
drift of 0.7t, with collapse occurring at a load factor of 4 . 43 and 
drift of 1 . 6t in the bottom story. 

Figure 7 shows a plot of the value of 9 (Eq. (2» against the 
interstory drift for the C-PRF case. As can be seen e is small 
from the beginning of the loading, with a value of 0 . 04 at the 
design load (60.2 kips). The value of e does not indicate that 
this is a P-.1. sensitive structure. The correction factor a~ at the 
design load level resulted in a series of new lateral loads which 
increased e to O. 05. The fac t that this structure was able to 
remain stable through very large deformations (up to 4\ interstory 
drift) indicates that e may be a good indicator of s tability under 
an equivalent lateral load. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper discussed the new proposed NEHRP provisions with respect 
to local and global stability of composite frames. The provisions 
are very approximate, but seem to give a good index ot the 
stability problems even tor partially restrained frames. The 
global stability of structures in areas of high seismicity is 
definetely an area where much research is needed in order to 
develop simple but reliable provisions. 

Figure 7 - Value of 9 with increasing drift. 
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COMPOSITE CO N TRUCTION RES EA RCII NO PRACTICE: 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EURO PE 

Riccardo Zandonina 
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ABSTRACT 

The first I't'COrded examples of steel .. concrete composite construction date bKk to the end 
of the 19th century, ..... hen bridges and buildings appeared , conCtwed and designed so that 
the t ..... o materials \4-'ere acting together .. Despite the immediate Interest men among 
practitioners because of the appartnt advantages (including the Improved fire resistance), 
It was only rather recently that composite construction became a popular and successful 
form of con.struction .. Among variOUS factors, some have to be mentioned , which may be 
conSidered of prime importance in the successful development of composite construction: 
(A) the technological advances (basIcally the meta] sheet decking and shear connectors 
like the siuds weldable through the sheeting) , (8) the recrnt trend towards larger open 
areas with increasing intensity of serviCing requirements. (C) the signaficant importance 
of the construction speed on the total cost of the project, (0) the development of 
increasingly compeutlve and structurally effective composite systems. and the availability 
of new and improved materials .. 

The geographlca1 area where composite construction was tta<iltionaJly very strong is 
North America. The tendency towards a growing market fo r composite sy terns is now 
reported as a worldwide phenomenon for both bridge and bUilding structures .. 
The number of research Studies. the proposal of novel structural solutions and the 
acUvitles for updating andlor developing new Codes (I · 6) can be assumed as indexes 
of the importance of a - matenal- related type of construction . As to the last paramet«. 
and to buildings, It should be noted that . in the vast majority of countries. recommenda 
lions related to the design and analysis of composite members (nwnly beams and slabs) 
were included 10 Stee:l Codes. Besides, no .specification wu proVIded for the desiCn of 
systems. The Importance of composite conSl.rUC1ion IS now demanding for a sptcifie and 
-dedicated- Code, deaJing consistently with all the major aspects of the desiCn of 
composite members and systems .. The Eurocode 4 represents the European response 10 
this new requirement [7] . 



This paper intends to review shortly the main European activities and deve10pments in 
the last decade in the fields of research, practice and Codes, Although it is recognized 
that the developments in construction practice, research activity and Codes are deeply 
interrelated , a separate treatment of these aspects was adopted as being the most effective 
approach to an overall survey. Construction practice is reviewed first , which represents 
the starting point of many investigations, Code -advances-are then considered. and finally 
research studies are presented and discussed . Different aspects of composite construction 
will be treated further to component and system stability, It is opinion of the Author that 
focu sing the attentIon on the sole stability aspects would seriously reduce the scope and 
the interest of the report 
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STABILITY: DIRECTIONS IN EX PERIMENTAL RESEA RCII 

Peter C. Birkemoe' 

INTROPUCTION 

The use of experiments in $lrUctural engineering predates computers, fini te element analysis, 
limit states design, and Euler's column. The building or construction site was often the 
experimentaJ laboratory where concepts were tried and retried. designs were modified and 
engineering practice improved Incrementally. (n this paper a capsule view of the 
development of ·classic· and -leading edge- testing equipment and techniques is presented. 
The changing test environment is described in light of the changmg roles of analytical and 
experimental research . 

Problem.s with interpreting experimental data and those of evaluating analyticaJ results have 
many parallels; neither can claim to be universally supenor to the other and each possesses 
inherent strengths and weaknesses. It is important 10 realize thai the experiment is often the 
object on which analyses are evaluated for qualification or validity; Ihe qualllY and 
limitations of the experiment must be understood to jusufy this obJcctlve. The experimwt as 
addressed here. relates to structural engineering and the stability of metal structures; some 
points have general application to all structural experimentation and to any material . 

Good expenmentation on topics of structural stability must include extenSIve measurements 
of the geometry and matenal properties of the structure being studied , and since the 
structural behavior is so liod to these parameters, full or large scale testing is often favored 
to bring realistic values into the test. Of equal weight, in crcallng useable results from 
experimentation is knowledge of the behavior of the test equipment; stiffness, restraint, 
friction etc. effccts can be dealt with if they have been measured a part of the parametnc 
data. The order of the following discussion does not presume any relative importance; the 
relative order could only be judged for a specific case. Referred examples deal With 
experimentation on structural members and assemblies and the author's own experience, but 
the concepts apply to the broader area of experimental stability . 

ANAl ITICAL YS EXPERIMENTAL MODELLING 

When the value of an analysis versus an experiment is raised today, the extreme points of 
view which suggest either as categorical1y superior to the other. can rarely be defended ; the 
purpose for diSCUSSing them here is rather to show their similarilles and a potenllaJ for a 
symbiotic relallOflshlp. With the emphasis on eXperiments related to stability of metals. the 
growth of both analytical and experimental capabilllles in research has emphasized the need 
to recognize this relationship. The -value- here is that associated With learning, discovery . 
and improvement of engineering practice: no cost factors are addressed. 

I Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Toronto 
35 St. George Street. Galbraith Bldg. 213. Toronto, Ontario M5S IA4 CANADA 
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Although one strives for truth in studying a phenomenon such as stability . experimental and 
analytical models are both approximations of reality in structural behavior. Classic analytical 
models deal with linear elastic material , perfectly straight columns, frictionless bearings, 
concentric loads , zero self weight and infinite rigidity . And many examples of classical 
experimental research sought to recreate the mathematical ideals (eg. careful fabrication of 
models, elaborate lubricated bearings, etc .) . The modem trends in analysis and experiment, 
while using the classical methods for landmarks, are moving closer to reality and the symbiotic 
nature inferred earlier. An analytical model should ideally be able to include the effect of any 
measured parameter in an experiment and thus be able to address the importance assignable to 
it. 

Analytical modelling using finite element methods can now solve problems involving large 
displacements and incorporate non-linear material and geometric behavior; some software is 
particularly useful for studying post-buckling structural behavior. Large displacements although 
achieved in structural experiments have presented challenges in measurement, control, and 
experimentaJ design which strongly parallel the analytical developments . Experience with 
analytical techniques and limitations can be useful in designing an experiment. 

OVERVIEW OF Till EOUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 

Most of the early development of experimental equipment in the form of ·stand alone- test 
machines or frames was strictly mechanical, using screws and levers to move the parts and 
ioouce loads; the load measurement was also -mechanical- in the form of force measurement 
using the ·weighbar·. This reflection on early mechanical developments dating back more than 
a century, is important because the wealth of research information that we use in our retenl 

literature has been influenced by the characteristics and limitations of the equipment. Also, 
although recently produced , many testing machines and measurement devices retain the 
characteristics and limitations. 

A brief discussion of the universal test frame, still the most popular source of information on 
material and SltUctural behavior under load , illustrates the legacy and state of the an in 
experimental structural laboratories. An early test frame had the ability of applying and 
measuring a self-reacted force in a nearly static ("ery low rate) to an object positioned to accept 
the loading . Tensile and compressive coupons or samples are still tested in this fashion for 
simple mechanical properties evalualJon . The universal test frame was and is described first by 
the maximum force that it is designed to apply and measure and by the size (height/width/depth) 
of the sample thai it can accommodate. With this fundamental definition , the following sequence 
of developments added an array of capabilities that describe the experimental potentia1 as it IS 

today: 

• Hydraulics replaced the mechanically driven screws as an alternative loading method 

• Development of the electrical resistance strain gauge brought electronic load sensing 
which was quicker in response and provided a signal which could be used for control. 

• Electronic displacement devices replaced mechanical ones for further improvement in 
measurement and control. 
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• Separate and two-way hydraulics provided a ~y 10 remove or reverse loading. 

• Screws used for control of head posillon and application of load were replaced with 
mechanica11y clamped heads which transferred the force by fnction and provided a more 
rigid frame and a precise means of positioning. 

• Hydraulic capabilities were enhanced with the advent of the Oil-hydraulic servo-valve 
used to conlrollhe now of oil under pressure. When combined with two-way hydraulic 
-actuators- the hean of -servo-controlled closed-loop· tesung emerged 

The: servo-controllcd closccHoop UniVersal tesllng machine which began to appear In the 1950's 
is now commonplace in ttsllng and research facilities . This equipment opcrates with the 
simpliCity of the older equipment or with a sophistication often limited only by the re$UJ'Che.r 
At the same lime thai servo-hydraulic testing was emerging. the use of the structural test floor 
as an lntecral part of structural testing faciliucs emerged IS a popular means of testing more 
complex and reahslIc structural elements and assemblies. No lonler centered on the unr .. ersa1 
test frame but rather on • more \lersatile system. majOr structural research laboratones have 
servo-oontrolled hydraulic actuators capable of being controlled by the requu-emenLJ of force , 
displacement or stnIn , and many are integrating computers Into the control aspectS as a 
complement to computer based data acquisition. Test walls have been added to test floors to 
pemut ad(lIuonal )oachn, dlrecuons. 

Electronics have, over the same period of time, become miniaturized and the dramatic 
improvement In speed and reliability of computmg has brou&ht about the most slcmficanl 
development in the form of the computer control of experiments. The first regular use of 
computers in the lab was for the acquIsition and processing of data; now, real time processing 
of data combined with direct feedback control enables experimentation which can simulate 
changmg boundary conditions as they might be mfluenced by the measured response of the 
element under test. 

A specific example of this process although outside the scope of thiS paper is found 10 pseudo
dynamic method whIch IS used to simulate the dynamic loadm& and response associated With 
earthquakes Here the loadm&ldlsplacement is incrementaJly calculated on the basis of an 
analysis of the dynamiC response of • larger structure of which the test piece or subassembly 
structure IS a pan. The lime scale IS thus changed to permit the computations and 100<110& to be 
completed wlthm the hmltations of the equipment. In this case, a dynamiC event has had the 
rate reduced and permits laree scale structures to be tested for dynamic effects that could only 
have been Simulated prevIC)usly by high rate tests of small scaJe models . 

This «ample IS presented here because it combines use of state of the art equipment and 
redefines the specllllen archetype 50 that through the U5C: of non ·lmcar modelling control of the 
test has been achieved dunn, specimen degeneration . TIle f;ulure modes 10 the structure 
subjected to earthquake motion may well be limited by loca.J or global Instabllny , but the method 
and equipment can be focused 10 deal with more subtle aspects of struclural stability involVing 
boundary conditIons and the response of a structure contaln,"& the teSled sut>.use:mbly or 
element. 
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Two goals are satisfied by material properties tests in experimental research : 
(I) identification and measurement of the performance material to calibrate test results, 
(2) information on the elastic and plastic performance of a material for the purposes of 
further experimental investigation and for analytical modelling . 

The tensile coupon is aJways used to satisfy the first goal and is a requirement for most metal 
material standards such as those of ASTM and CSA in North America; when stability is the 
objective, one is looking for compression properties, but most materials standards tests for 
metaJs are only amenable 10 tensile testing. If compression properties are likely to be different, 
alternative tests can be performed on specialized coupons. 

Data on yield stress, ultimate stress and elongation at rupture help to identify a material type or 
product but, in general , do not provide for the second goal . These fundamental tensile 
parameters define a -box- which contains the desired information, but tell little about what is 
inside the box . The SSRC Guide l provides SSRC Technical Memorandum No 7' Tensjon 
I.cs1in&. which contains procedures to obtain and report more extensive material properties. It 
goes farther than most specification requirements for tensile mechanical properties . 

The ability to provide complete stress vs. strain behavior from tensile coupons has been available 
for many years. The use of tangent offset techniques to define yield for matenals without a 
yield plateau may require continuous strain measurement through the defined yield strain bUI 
nothing afterward . Researchers should use the capabilities, characteristic of most modem test 
equipment . to provide a complete documentation of coupon performance. Some additional 
considerations beyond those generally provided in standards are given here: 

• Many clip gauges used to measure strain over a specific standard gauge length do nOI 
have sufficient range to measure the elongation at rupture. Two different gauges can 
be employed simultaneously or the stroke-output of servo-hydraulic machines can be used 
to calculate the larger strains, approximately , once the elongation at rupture is measured 
at the completion of the test. 

• Care of removal and handling during fabrication cannot be emphasized enough . The 
removal of a coupon from a larger metal section may be compromised by the presence 
of residuaJ stresses which cause cutting and machining difficulties. Special care must be 
taken to prevent the common occurrence of permanent straining the material . Carefully 
fabricated coupons taken from regions of high residuaJ stress must be clamped Oat to 
perform the coupon machimng. and the resulting coupon may be far from flat or straight. 
Further care must be taken in mounling and aligOlng the coupon in the testing machine. 
Once again the independently powered h)draulic grips of modem equipment permit 
mslallation of the coupon with the machine load maintamed at zero. The resulting stress 
vs. strain will closely approximate the insitu properues. 

• Variation in physical properties of the materials throughout the volume of the a structure 
or member is generally established through coupon tesllOg. While recognition of this 
can lead 10 many tests, a Judicious sample to establish the bounds of the variation and 
direct correlation with average properties from full section tenSile or full section 
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compreul\le tests (stulH:olumns) can be used to esQblish representatl\lC properties 

• The stram rate vanes widely from productionlmanufactunn& 10 research facihty; the rate 
ranges established In mitenal standards give pracucal rates for production (.cllltle but 
often cannot and should not be apphed to tensile coupons used for research purposes. 
I r both are reqUIT<d they should be performed scpanitcly. 

• Zero stram rate tests ha"e been reported in the hterature and modem servo-cootrolled test 
equipment permits measurement at a strain held constant according to a sprcifie stram 
signal; In a tensile test thiS signal is usually pfO\llded by a chp gauge, but could be (rom 
another source. Af\e.r a finite ume (usually a few minutes) all parameters such as load 
become constant and the usocialed \lalues are those at ·zero strain rate-. If. test had 
been done .t • strain rate approaching uro, In theory, the vaJues obwned would be 
bounded by those performed at zero strain rate. In large scale testmg which is conducted 
at a low rate or where the strain rate is zero at the lime of failure the -zero stram rate· 
parameters lNIy offer. more meaningfuJ calibration of the reJulls. 

• Controlling a test on the basiS of SU'a!n has been done cauUou Iy because of the 
potentially dangerous consequences if the senSIng gauge was to slip. Later servo
controlled equipment capable of mode swuchlng can mlugale thiS problem by only 
re.nwmng in straln control for the required mea.su~menLs and then returnmg to load or 
displacement control as appropnate. 

The st u~olurnn lest is a compression lest of an entire cross section that IS used to obtain the 
nominal stress vs . strain properties of an entire cross section except that length e(fects asSOCiated 
with column Slibility are ,\lolded through appropnatt selection o( specimen length . The SSRC 
GUldel provides Tecbnlcal Mcmooodllm No 3 Stub-Column Ic;st Procedure containing 
extensive description of equipmenl and measurement techOlques . A Similar test procedure, SWb: 
Column Test Method for Effectiye An;.a or Cold-Formed SIeel Colymns IS Included In the AISI 
LRFD Cold-Formed Design Spcc:ificatlon1

• nus document deals with sectionS likely 10 have 
their local strength governed by bucklin, and the sections may be non-Uniform, ego per(orated: 
calculation techniques (or Interpretation of data (or use In desi&n are IOciuded. nus 5pCCialized 
test IS an example of a formal test to evaluate performance of products which may be too 
complex to rely on established empmcaJ or analytical methods. 

Early resc:arch, which estabhshed the stub-<:olumn testin& techmques. used equipment tbat did 
not have the nCldllY or control mechamsms available on modem test frames u mg With $Cr.-o
controlled closed-loop systems. Specimen alignment for the purpose of nwntaimn, unjform 
application o( stram is now easier and generally IS accomphshed al lower load levels because 
of the ngid attachment of the crosshe:ads to the columns. As buckling load are reached the 
rigorous control of total displacement and the impfO\.ed "gldity permit slow development of the 
buckling of the cross 5CCbon whether before or after Yielding . When local postbuckhn& of the 
cross seclJon IS of Interest , the behavIor can generally be observed and recorded Without any 
difficulty imposed by lesting machine response. 
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GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES · IMPERFECTIONS - RESIDUAL STRESS 

The actual dimensions of structural assemblies and members can be established through du'tct 
physical length measurement which will show deviations from specificauons and permit 
calculatJon of -measured- aeometric propenies such as area and moments of inertia of cros 
sections. Measurement techniques generally have to be tailored to the particular geometry that 
is being established, but today, all have the common capability of electromc senSlOg, reco«hng 
and reduction of the data through the use of computer driven data acquisition equipment. 
Tochniques imilar to those of topographic mapping the complete geometry of parts can be 
established and the nature of the deviation from -perfect- or -specified- can be dctermlOed . An 
example of thiS mapplOg and a detailed procedure for fabricated tubular members are presented 
by Prion and BlrkcmoeH

. 

For more regular and -constant- cross sectional shapes produced by hot or cold roll·formlOg 
local shape dimenSions can be mapped from a sampled ·slice.- of the cross section using 
technlqut"$ which cmploy scales and micrometer calipers or computer SC3nnlOg and quantJtatlve 
graphical IITlaglng of the area. Often the Simple techniqut of weigh 109 a measured lcngth 
provides the most direct determlOatlOl'l of area; thiS can be comblOed With buoyant welghlOg If 
the density of the material is not known . 

Residual stresses lie part of the imperfection reality that occurs in of the manufac:lUnng and 
fabrication process of metal plates and shapes. Their presence is nol necessarily negative; 
recognition of the effect on compressive behavior in columns has resulted in techmques of 
manufacture to use the residual effects to improve stability. Knowledge of the presence of 
residual stresses is essenllal to quantify buckling behavior that involves any observed yielding 
Techniques for mcasurin& residuaJ strains through mechanical release or removal of the stresses 
using electnc resistance gauges or mechanical measurements are well documc(ltoo m the SSRC 
Guidel TechnjcaJ Memorandym No 6' Determination of ReSidual Stccsses. The relationship 
betwccn elastic SlJ'lUns and stresses often requires an assumption about the origmal state of the 
dislributJon of stresJ. If the heat or forming history is known this assumption can be made With 
the help of analysIs. Tensile coupon and stub-column tests cited earlier can yield some 
knowledge about the: reslduaJ stress magnitude if carefully conducted. 

BOUNDARY CONPITIONS 

Problems wilh boundary errects rank very high in frequency of use to expilln unanticipated 
behavior associated With buckling . Most are attributable to an assumed -Ideal- behaVior which 
is not reahz.ed . The SSRC Guidel TcchojcaJ Memorandum Np 4 PrprcdY[C (or resun, 
C(DlnJly I nadcsi Columns presents a diSCUSSion of common ·pmoed end- fixtures used for 
column testing . Tbese mechamcal · pinned end- devices all have Inherent resiStance to rotation 
when subJocted to pial load, and none provides the perfection that IS so eaSily found IR an 
analytical model. Also rollers, bearings, knife-edges, linkages provide a theoretical freedom m 
one or morc directionS and theoretical restraint in others (eg. a one-way roller theoretically 
provides full fixity about one axis and zero about the other). The -zero- filllY should receive 
most attention and when possible should be measured under load in an independent experiment. 
In all cases the performance of a boundary condition during an experiment must be monitored 
to measure its mechanical function and, when feasible , the associated force components. 



In most expenments the -Ideal- passive boundary condltlOO provides a tempting slmpilfialJoo 
In an already complex tc:stJng environment. When buckhn, IS the behaVior studied. the mall 
errors usociated with the ldealizatioo can cause significantly erroneous results unless the 
boundary behavior 15 Identified. This 15 particularly true when the buckling IS a departure from 
an unmoving state. Here, a very small amount of restraInt can ha\le a major effect. 

An experiment which, because of the slight misalignment or imperfeclJOfl In shape. tends to 
molnlise the boundary condition onen leads to a more realistic result . Some analytical 
procedures exhibit similar behavior; the solution to obtaining the buckling result IS to provide 
a small perturbation in the form of a geometnc Imperfection or a small force to create 
deformalJon not generated by the primary forces. A parallel approach works expenmentaJly in 
some sltualJons; a dithering force applied to the test specimen or test hardware during a tesl can 
cause the test structure and boundary conditions to act In the Intended manner. These techniques 
are difficult to quantify and must be determined -by expe.nmentauon-

Invariably, restraints with numbers like 0 and CD describing their behavior do not perform In thiS 
-ideal- fashion . Preferably, Icnown stiffnesses occurring IJ a result of a connection or 
attachment can be quanlJfied through analysis or experiment and used in the structura.! 
experiment. Dunn, experimentation, monitoring of translational and rotational sensors al points 
of restralnl can identify the functiomn& of the passive restraJnts. Use of mstrumentatJon to sense 
force can further evaluate the restraJnt performance and through careful design. the ambl, ulty 
about the performance of boundary coo<htions is remo\led . 

THE FUTURE WHAT NEW 

An expenment l.~ which was part of an ongoing study of the behaVior of tubular members at the 
Umverslty of Toronto is PictUred at the close of this paper, Figure I. This study contains many 
examples of auempts al the techniques discussed here and the practical limits that remain a 
challenge for the experimental researcher. As an example of a computer controlled expenmenl 
wlthm the last decade , II 1hould be. noted that much of the computer eqUlpmet\l and U\terfacc. 
have been superseded as a result of a rapidly e,;panding technology in computing. Many other 
examples of current e,;perimentaltechnlques are found in the lalest edition of the GUide' , a new 
book by Singer and Arbocz j compiles extensive information on buckling expenments. 

The presence of the computer In the expenmental scene Will conllnue to enhance and provoke 
the development of experimental technique and capabilities. High speed and high quality data 
acquisllJon combined with on-line Ule of the data for control of the loachng and/or the response 
of a boundary condition present a framework for Improved experimental demonslr.ltlons of 
stablhty hmlts In structures. ImprovemenlJ in user software for the test environment continue 
to make the access to computer control easier. 

In the ullJmate test environment , the performance of restraints or boundary conditions will be 
modelled by defined performance cnteria (a hinge will be a place where the measured moment 
is nwnta.med at uro) or the boundary may be the: computed response of an analytically modelled 
structure which In fact depends on the perfOrTTWlCe of the test piece. DI&itaJ controllers now 
In use for complex dynamic applications may offer velUlJllty and Impro"ed performance In 

mulu-uls quas.i· st.atic IesUng. 
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The growing analytical capabilities in the rea1m of nonlinear behavior and large displacements. 
combmed with the sophisticauon of «periments whIch can be performed In COI1JUncUon with 
anal)1.lcal models offer many potential improvements to buclding experimentation Evaluation 
of buckling and postbucklitl& behavior in a more realistic and known environmenl will go far 
beyond the common comparisons of ultimale loads by -analysis versus expe:nment. • 

As one dreams. it is prudent to remember that a n experiment is ollly as good as: 
(I) the knowledge of the parameters describing the spet:llnen, 
(2) the cap.1bilitles of the experimental equipment for measurement and control, 
(3) the completeness of the selection of sensors mOflllored during the test, 
(4) the reponing. 
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Honzontal utal loading of the member IS reacted through the test noor while gravity load 
simulators are used to apply and react vertical loads cauSln, nexure. 11\1s test used phcncal 
end beanngs with known ctwxtenstics whICh ..... ere estabhshed by Itsung. Although 
conceptually simple, thiS research was the first at Toronto to use computer control for 
structural testing. 

AIU", I Beam-a>lumn testing or. 10 melre tubular member (Rer.J ,4) 
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ABSTRACT 
1 t data an' ill\'a.luablf' rftOurcE' for Itructural f'n~n('("ring rf"&('arrh. In this paper, a lIulIlf'ricaJ 
datab~ ~·.If'1Il i~ built for matrrial properties of 5tC('fs, ueel columnll. 1I1N'1 bf'amll and unstilTrllf'd 

tf'll'l plat . ric. Thl" da,.baM' is u«'il to ciaJ'iry thE' 5tr('n~th nrialillnli of rarh IIlructural mrmlK"r 
In addition. thE' 1('11 data in the dalababt' are compared with ('l(illtinA d~ign formulas. The databaM 
is furlhf'r df'\"f'loprd in thE' Ihape of IlructuraJl('Il information-b~ ,ystl.'lll. Thill ,y.tt'1ll Inrludf'l 
datab~ ruoTtion., test data ('nluation rUDelionl. referenct' (etrie\'a] functionl and tt'Chnicaltl'rnli 
I"xplanalion funeltons. Thf' ult'fulnf'U of thf' knowlr-dgl' ba./it' appr~h for r('prf'S('ntin~ tht' t('tll 
data ill pro\'f'd and lht' potl'nliaJ and probll'ms of lht' system art' clarifit>d 

I. INTRODUCTION 

( 1) Hi5lori~1 Review of Steel Members Teat. 

Structural elemf'nLs such aJl columns. b('ams and piatt'S alwa)'s ha~l' a "umbf'r of illll>C'rff'("liollll. 
!ouch t\.) i) variationll in CfOSS' tional PfOPl'ftit'S. ii) initial oulof 'traightlll"U. iii) r iduaJ Itr 
i\-') \'~iation of mall'riaJ proPf'Tli{'ll. and \I) load f'{"cf'lIlririt)'. h j~ diffiruh 10 Iilk€' armunl of all 
thf' ;t.bon· impt'rff'<"tionl in thf' formulation of dl'lIign rull'S. Thill facl ht\.) IOcrl'aM'd tht' n('('d for a 
lar~l' \"olullu' of good qulliilY tl.'lots sinc(' such information is ('II~('ntial for til(' satilifa("lOf_V calihration 
w-hieh in~uu" an approprial(' 1,,\"('1 of Itructural ((,liability. Th" lar,;"r dalilbU(' nn jUlllify a mor" 
T('liahlf' (' I~lanc(' factor, 

I xp4'rilll"nts art' g('nerally upenlli\"(' and rt>quirl' much l'trorl and «()(Mi 4'quipml'llt to obtain 
accuratf' data. Outing the put fo rty ~'eal"3 a largt' \"oIUI11l' of strurturalll'ftlll bavt' b('f'n conductl'd 
in lIlan)" countt; 1I0",('\·er. mOlt t"ts hl.\·t' ~n per(ormro for U(IOIII purpOM" u~ing thl' df'tf'r· 
miDlstic apptoa.ch. a.nd (l'port. of tht'l>e w'orb al"f' (r~mentrd and oftl'n publi~hf'd P.Pf'r-I do nOI 
proqclf' lufficil'nt data. Collt'Ctinr; dt'ta..iled 1f'S1 data and f'filabli~hin« lhi8 d.tahaM' on a worldwidt' 
b ... i. is rt'quirt'd . 

Somf' f'xpt'riml'n1, on Itf"C'1 columns h.\·e beton (arrird out (rom a "tati tical \'Il'wpnint and a 
fompuatiVf'ly largf' \·oIumt' of tf'fill for pin·t'ndt'd. cE'ntraJly IcwWt'<i column i anilablf'. ('amput"r 
ilOulillionll tin It('('1 column. wert' al~ pt'rformt'd. Th(' Europe-an ('on\'f'n1ioll for ('onstrucllonaJ 

SI Iwork (f.C(·S {2}) and thf' Structural 5tahilit), Rt'Sf'areh Cuuncil (SSR(", [I~)) ha\f' both indf-
pf'ndrntly rf'("ommf'ndf'd thl' mUlliplf' column cur\'es to accurat('ly f(.rmulatf' th" column 'trl'lIlth. 

( 2) Requirement of NumeriCAl DAtabase of Steel Structure. 

\ dalab~ may bf' df'finrd as a collection of interr('latM data stored l~('th('r without harmful 
or unnl'C at)" rl'dundanry to 6('r\"(' multiple applications. The computrf lndU!M~' is imllrO\'lIlg ita 
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fi(U11' A: Ttlt Rt"IIult .• and P,OPOK'd De!iiign Curvet! without R~idual Slreu 

platf's ""lb rt'AlduaJ ItrnM'l, a nonlinear ~reNtoll anal)' is with a uniform vananct' wu used to 

df'\'t'lop tht followin& l11t'an function' 

(1 ... /U, =< U33/). _ O.3R4/~2 +O.046R/),3 lor), > O.G.SA 

(J~/tI, = 1.0 for ). < O.6;\R 

",ilh tltr "andud df'viatioo .r; = 0.104 The M - 25 cunt' is: 

(1,./(1,. -O,20R + 1.133/). - 0.384/),1 + 0.016AI).' lor). ~ 0.337 

tI,'T/a,. 1.0 for). < 0.337 

«) 

(5) 

A hown in fi,.R. the At Function is d06e to tbt' ,-on Karman (un't'. when). bt'romH lar&,... 
I ht' pml)(lM'd formula (£q. (.I) ~r quilt' ""t'iI .... ilh thr 1n("lln nJul' of tltt' l{'~t points (or 
,\ "J> Au • O.6~"! fhl''' - 2S Funrtion und{'reitiIllJot~ tht' if'lll poin" (or lar.:e' A. ain«' lhf" uniform 
variance' ~ ...... umNl for much of 'he ran~. 
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capablhty, and lb. cOlt of dac.a .total" h..,d.,.-ue i. droppiDfI; more rapidly thu other rOll' In data 
PfO("E' inl. It bf(Om8 cbe.l.~r to ItO~ data on compUlf:r tilt'. than to . ton" thf'm on pap., 

T t data Il:'latm& to thf' behav ior of .1('("1 .tructures I.Ild .true-tura! COlllp(ln('Dt. throu~hout tbf 
foli", ran,. of 10AdinS up to uhimate load alE' an et;J>('ntial rf'quirt'mf'nl both (or lhf' prf'llaration 
of detlln codes and (or tht' verification of new thooreticalal'pro&ch.-. (or prf"d ictins thf' l1"'IiRtaMt' 

of .lructU(N. 
The rf'quirt'ment for ,000 quality tNt data is abo txPf"C1M to innf'a&4' with lhf> (On lllluin~ 

.~h'UlCemf'Dt of powfr(ul, compult'rizfii a.nalytical m£'lhod •• io('(' the .. «'qulrf' rArt'ful rhKkins 
a~ain51 ... ~U docUnlfnlf'd tNt (('Iuh .. if they are lubwquently to b. uttd with (ootid"nc •. 

Durin, the pa.' (orty yun.l. lars" volume of .tructurallf' tI hu bl'<'n conductt'il in laboraloriN 
both In Japan &tid OVf'rseu, lI owf'ver. T("portmg or thil work II frapMn lrd and ofltn publl~h('d 
~pt'r' do not provid" .ufficjf'JlI data fOT tht' pUTpoM' oulli"fOd abO\'f', It i, f,1I that Ibf' .,JJuJifln 
to lhll ""ould be tht labu,bmf'nl on a .,.'orld •• idf! bui. of a rompute'rili'd databaM' rolltainin~ 
df'talltd resuitl of 1h~ 1N1I Tht" 'pKific ben("fitl tbat "'ould df'n~ (rom tbi indudf'. (a) 
p",,\ ollOn o( f'Xp«'rimf'l!laJ data (rom beil!, lCa.tltl't'd a.nd 10.1. (b) lfff'('tlvf' u of data tbrough 
thf' idt'ntica.J t\"aluahon. Ie) Rapid ""trie\"&!. tuy proc inc and craphic pr nlahon (.( nH'dt'd 
data.. (d) Availability to 'pec:ificalion writi ng bod i" of a.J1 rf'if'\1I.nl I I data. (t) A\"Oiducf' o( 
UPf'lIsj~,. duplirallon of INtins ,,"on, (f) Availability to r.-.,rhf'n f'nla«Pd 011 lhf'Or('\Jra.J work 
of .,.~ll documf'nltel IHt hillori (e) Encoura,;emtnl to r archf'rl ellgacffl on ulM'rimf'nla! work 
to prMf'nl IhelT l'f'Iull. in a con~l.tfnl mannN, 

Thi papf'T aim. at providlD, a baaic fr&lOf'wOfi (or thfl dalabaaf' NOSS (Sum"ical Databa.w (or 
Stf'f'1 StructuTft) "'Iardin, the ultimatf' 'Irt'nglh or.t~I.1ructur" and ttructural componf'ntl. and 
pr f'ntt appllcationl of SDSS and ntw approach" for dulin, ""ilh Ie I information and nUUlf'neal 
anal;t'Ri. information P 10, 12·14]. 

2. 0 TLI NE OF NDSS 

( 1) In . lrume nlalton and Data Preceuing Flowchart orthe OS Sys te m 

In~lrumf'ntatiol\ f r thf' SUSS lyl1 m i. div id~ into thrf'(' blockt u fol1()'A": la) Data ..outen 
from J.lboratorit'l and avajlab~ dO('umt'nu. (b) lnslromrntat/lm fliT dala (tmvt'TMon and fllr inpul 
and output of data Inltall~ in lhf' Civil Enpnf't'rin, D('partl1lt'll t. ecl A la.r~1' romplllN Iptf'm 
al Ihf' l'ni\'t'Tkity Computation Cflntf'r for lOuree data filin,. arrhin«. relflf'val, and PfU<' in«.,( 
datA. 

Data ItditiDK. archiD,. retrif'nl .... d man&«f'llIf'nl can bto doof' on Ihf' unl~·f'r. ill compute'r 
\ If'm_ A pari of proc ing 0( oripnal data can bf' ptrformtd by u.ln& p4'nona.J con'lputf'n and 

"'''r.~taUo.,. 
F,&urt' 1 .howl a ftowchart of the data procf'lfiin, on lhf' NOSS IYllf'm, Data collK"tion for 

ori';lnal dala til", may rf'qui~ di~t contact witb rMf'arthf'n to obtllln oripnal 1"1 data (tir><t 
malf'rial) , I&chlllf' rf'adable dala can hfo (tel directly iolo Ih" computf't and Ihf' data al'1' theo tort"d 
In ()ri~Dal data filet throu,b ~iting provatnS, Data which may hfo fQund In publi~hf'd d<xumtntl 
(M'<"ond matt'rial) ran bt' con\'t'rlf'd into mKbint' I'f"adablfl dalA and rt'd into Ihfl romputf'r for 
on~lnal data til 

OatabUi> fil ... for tht NDSS Iyltem consist of, (I) mllln data tilt' for indiVidual ilf'ml. i.fI,. 
llIM"hanica.J propertif'l of 11et'1 •• columna. btamlJ. piatf'l ltnd (2) it. ~:rOUI) of branch filt"l undrr t'ach 
flf ilrnt •. Thf' Ihl data I'f"lalin, 10 plalf' ,irden. wclded joint. for faliguf'. bt'am·roillmni subj«"tf'd 
to cyclic loadinlt haW' b{'('n a110 df'a1t with aftcr 19~5. I)('tallf'd contf'n" (If databMfO tilt'l will lit' 
f'Xplainf'd latf'r. In thf' numf'ricaI databue. uwn may oflfln _'i~h 10 vif'w If'lt data not onl~' in i'~ 
or'linal formal but al., in a pracribtd formatlC that u,..-r can comp.,.. tNt data ",ilh lb('ir own 
tbt'orfllira.i pr.dictioDI or with proJK*'d d8ign forrnulu. 
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Figure I: Flowchart of Data Procetl~ln« in NDSS 

Various computational and statistical manipulation programs must b(' availabtf' and th('/i(' pro. 
grams may b(' rffluired for U/if' whb allY docum('nl in the IYltE"m that contain numerical data 
ThesE" includf' a graphics package that permits thf' prt'5l'ntatioll of certain data in th~ form of plots 
eitht"r from a plottt'r or on scr('(>n. 

Program packal!;('!i for output data tilt'l prt"s<'ntly a\·a..ilabl(' in the KOSS 6Y5(>1II are as follows: 

i) Stali~tica.l Analy"is 

(a) .talisliral assessments of data: lIlean, standard deviation, corfficit'nl of variation, ftC., (b) 
con truction of histOlf:rams. (c) t'lttirnation of probability di5tribution functions and goodn('s .of 
fit t('~l$ f\ ~·tf'llt. Ko/mogorO\··Smirnov tfSt). (d) tt"gres"ion analy,i and (f') OCCutrE"nc(' of random 
\71riab/f'1i, 

ii) .\nal:-'tical lnlerpretalion: 

(a) calculation of Clm. sectional "ropNti.,. of telil spl'Cimens, (b) data con\'('uion to specified I'll.. 

ramf't('rr. huch as buckling param(>ter. non dimensional burkling IiIrength. (c) strurluraj analY5is. 
and (d\ rt'f("rt"nc(" loads cakulatt'd b)· d('",i~n rormul~. 

Ill) (;raphiu: 

Ca) histOftram~. cumulali,'e distribution ("U(\'('5 and filted probabilit.\, distribution cut\·f'~. (b) 
.rattrr~rlUllli. (c) dala plot on varioug probabilil~· papers. Cd) ,;raphicaJ prt'S('ntalion or load. 
di"placellwllt rdation.hip~. initial crook('(lneliS('I. r('5idua/ Ilr I distributions, riC., and C .. ) plot 
of t('~t data on \'arioul specifird buckling Slf('ngth cun'es. 
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IDfofQI"-lion rf'tnf'\..l .y~lt'm of thl' 'OSS .plrm j~ df'\ InpNt Ilrilll~rily (or on JIIlt' Iln~ IIt-. 
Off lin" batch proct' ins i at ... , pOlo ibl,. 1ft th ... ) tCOnl_ Thruu .. h tlllljO."harin&. Ih. on Iinl' "., ~I"m 
"~A b- rur :arcbts in w.hich u ,.. n~ data infutmatioa immffliatf'l) al .J. If'rmlual In .lI 

fun\l"uatitlflaJ .tylf'. 

(2)Jnatall d Test Data in the NDSS 

I~~ I'rop4'rlif1l or Stf'f'1 '4 ~! 

\t..If'tI&.I propf'rlif.t at .. w'o- important ~rJmf'tf'n 10 ,,\&Jut" Ihf' tr,.n!!:th '"&rIal Inn u( lfOft 
lrurtuf .. II iJ· rolJowin~ mf"t'hanical pmpt-tli". obta.in~ (N'JIII I""hll,. ('Clupon tr .. l. arf' "'vfNl In 

Ilu·fJld.lndatab&M'filfo; (a)upp<-f.\'if'ld ''''''''0', ... {b)lov. r.\lf'ld Irj. or talir~·14.'Id If "!Jl.(r) 

ullllll'.I4" tf"n~ilf' tll'Sl ",. Cd) ~"If'ld IIr&.in f,. (,.) modulv or f'1""llcin" f. (0 imlla! train h'lITdj'lIin~ 
,nod.lv f.r. IS) initial ~\rain hard""lnll>lraJO (,t. Ill) VOl .n'. (lAlio II. and ti) I'lonll:.ttlon ~1. 
Oril(inaJ d.na uored in tht> datAbaM' ar!, Ii.trd in Tabll' I. 

St",,1 ('olulllnl16.ij 

, W , 

" •• 1 !. ,,, I Jt4 0111 
••• 1 f. ,." "" 0110 
•• IF. 161' JO" '.OIA 
f.ff,. '" Illl 0.11l 
£/1.". It)H "" OOH 
E,. '" G Gl~ 0.011 

'. '" lOGJO .... 
":I~~ ". o tJl . ... 
~I ~I .. . " " .. • .Il 

, ..... '<>1." d.lnMho. 
Lo& • L.oc ...... &1 d.lnb.lIo. 
Iku. • )kl .. d_lnb.lot>. 
G.,lIb • G ... ~ d.-trob,I,CIIO 

\\flb. \\<!tdb,U ""nIMoI",. 

- r=" !.>i_I""'", •• 
til III (ll 

0113 I ('.mb. 1..(11 
, III Ci •• b \\db .... .... 'u, .... \\nb 
OUI .... (;.,"b .. " .... \'" 
o JJl9 Nw \\ .. ,b 
o U$ \\",b ' ... r 

'09' (.i .... b, .... 
l)1t1 ,., ~h_ 

\ tOl&l o( 166,5 individual t!'flt rt ultl is cal!'&onzt>d by rtOU- {'Cllon lypl' and countrJ o( un"in 
.., ~\I'. in lab~ 2. 

Thl' 1!'tIi data on I'ach Ipt"Clmen con.in or tht> (ollowin~ ilf'nu: <al mu.imum load. ''-.Ibl 
nl""urM rrod M't"tionaJ a""a. (.t) •• (c) nominal rro.. INtlno&! ana. ( ..... , ... (d) m .. aturl'd ~If'ld 
In • la,) •• 1f'1 nominaJ ~'if'ld .II"f'U, (a,).. and (fl Nl'odl'rn ralio aboul Ihl' I I axil. Tbf" 

("U(.,..IO, 11'111 information .·bich b!'lunp 10 thl' indi\'iduaJ rulumn i. al-o lort"d ID Ihf' dalabur 
1\1 v.:itb i"'m' (a) 10 te) ab""I" 

ii) T~pl' o( profill': J. haPf'. box .hapl', cirrular lubt- .hapt>. quul'luhf' hap'", IOlid round 
hAJW". T hapf'. Daml' o( profilf' I.\PI,')(), AWFll, etc PI nall1l'1). (Ii) Fabrication prIOr 

b .. rurl' uIOf'mbl.v flame -CU I, .h ~·at-CU I • IIniv{'ru.llllill; during IUsl'mb!y rollrd, weld!'d. drawn , 
rUI out (ormin,; afll'r USot'mbly ... ·d~Ii\·~nod, annl'aJed, cold .trai~hll'nl'd, (iii) Gf'OlIlrtn·. ordinal 
~ti,'n, hl'a\'y tion: hei.ht h I I'o'idlh b: n06l clionaJ dinlf'n\IQII' (\\,) Yif'!d f'n" I I ~radl' 
tl 11I1( ml'thod . tub column ,,,,1, tf'n.ilf' coupon If'll! (\.) llurklin" &x.i~: majur axl~. minor 
.... lU , ('Oi l ~~!urf' mod~: fiuur.a burklin", li>l"Siooal bucklin ... locaJ bUl.""klill". (\"ii) Sou,", ",f r!'nrt'" 



Tabl~ 2: Numb~r or Column Data 

lIod w ...... '" :; ,;; ~:~ " 0, .. ", , • • ... "dd~ ,. ,. .. n. 
Squn ........ " " 1 ... \\eldf'd '10 · ,., 
('Lfnlar Rolled .. · • 101 

T ... \\ddecl .. · '" ". 
Clrul., t;ohd " II 
T SII.p" Rolkd " " RLO'dtod ,. · ,. 

I Com_n, 0 0 , , 
Table 3: Number of Beam Data in !\J)SS 

.... - Wddecl 
_. 

1 .. ~Glnkn ,," 
I J .. pa. '" '" " UO 

l'l\ " 
, ,. .. 

U.s.A JI , , II 

Well ~r""', " , , " A_.ual,. " 
, , " .. , .. , .. U ... 

oriKinal paprr: country in which lestin& ..... u conducted. (viii) Initial crookedntu. fix) Column 
run? arcordins to: ECrS column curves (Go). (a), {b}, (c) and Cd): SSR(' column cu(\'" (I), (2) 
and (3). (x) Idenhfication: column t61 IOdex: sequential data number. 

Tabl. 4: Number of Plate Data 

T),p" 0 Pl .. t. I t;IL'Ope • Notlh I J.pall Tou.1 
AIII"nr::a 

~.ln,l. Pl.te '" .. 4IT 
"tided Sq"f. 80s ,. • " I7S 
Sq •• ,. 1'1 be .. .. 
"dd~ ReculI,.I .. Bo. 10 • " RflMu,.lu 1'1"" " " c •• oruna " " " ,0< 

0 .,. 
" '" '" 

Stf'P1 Ut'aml for Lateral Torsional 8uckhns 18) 

.\ total of 5-4-1 iodi\"iduaJ test mult. is CAtqoriZed by fabrication prOCell. cl'OII·te(tiona! type 
and country of Ori&iD U &in'n in Table 3. from a determini.nic approach. a .mall number of bum. 
was t tNt in ~a.cb inr,titutt' t'xct'pt tht' autbors' test •. A bundrt"d and rorty·thrt"f' bnnu .. ~rt' tflled 
rrum a Ilandpoint of .tatiatical (onlidt'rationl by the authora. 

1 hf' l t data on nch lPf"Cimen con ill or the foUowin& it~ml: (a) muimum mom~nt. AI •• (b) 
full)' plutic momf'nt. M~. (c) yi~ld moment. M" a.nd (d) elastic critical mom~Dt. Mt· Tht'rollowin,; 
tMot information which belonsa to an individual Ix>am II a110 Itored in database fil with item. (a) 
to (d) abovf'. I) T)'JM' or profile: monOlymmetric ere. Retion. doubly Iymmetric CroM IKtion, 
with or Wilhout \"(>rtical .tatrener. with or without horilOnta!ltiff'enrr; name or profile 25OU83;.2. 
IPE200. ('tc. (5R namel). 2) Gt'Ometry: mt'Aluf"t':d and nominal crOllJ-lH'ClionaJ dimen~lon. luch AI 
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bf'iUll ht'ighl h. flan&~ ..... idth 6. flangf' thicknE'fS 'I and .... 'rb thirknf'~~'. 3) Fabrication pr<K 
dunn& USf'mbly ro.!ltd and "fOlded; .fter aat'mbly &6·d('ljH·r~. anllt'~rd. I) Yif'ld .lr 
1Ilf'<Uiurt'd and nominal yif'ld 5t~ . 5) Loading and boundary rondjtion~. 6) Inllial imp('r(~ti()n~: 
rHidua.l ItreQN and initial trookf'dn('" 7) Sourrt' f('('rencr: ori.r;inal Ilapr(. rountr.v in whirh 
thllllg ..... as conducted. ~) Identification: beam test indl'x and M'quf'lltial numh(>r. Th4' ("ill tic 
(ri~icM 1I\0l\\el\t, ME. of the latt'rally supported btam i, calful<'l\\"d by lilt I\\('lhod of Rrf. \1\ 
",hE'O nUL Mii i. not .,'ail.blt'. Load dt'fiKtion (un'('I,load·strain run' . mat .. riaJ propf'fli a.nd 
ulilia.! impf'rfection. which .... 't!n! obtainrd by Iht' authon'lf>!iili (,\ = if H) arf' (Ompit'lt'ly t<.n-d in 
databaM' files. 

SIft'1 Platf~. 19.10] 

The test data of uniformly compressed plates with rlurly dl'fined lupport condition. rna;.' hI' 
catf"gorizt>d by the croaa.·&e£tional Ihapf'S and tht' IUpport conditions aJ (a) tin~11' plat • (b) squar" 
bmcei and (c) cruciform Ihapet. Te t data fot r('(tangular box all' abo lon>d rOt compari!>On ",ith 
th ... quar" box t 1 multi. Tubular bOJ[ tectiont ar ... allO ,urw·\'t>d atld indudt>d in th" data~. 
I hI' data for th" comprt'5.<;ion flange of II and box b"ams u" not includNi b('('au"," of tht" mall 
number of test data and unidentified lupporL conditions. 

Tablt' 1 sbo"", a total of 793 individual lest re!>uit. whirh h calt'gorizNl by crOlil· lional 
hapE's. fabrication process, m('thod of testing and country of origin. In Europe. -176 tt"~t arl' 

further dUbified IOto 323 of U.h., 14~ of \\'est Germany a.nd .oj of SwNi('n. 
Th .. databa.e of platN conllists of a) (I.". = maximum a'·('ragt' cornpr 1\. itt • b) a~ _ YI"ld 

.tre . c) widththidmea rabo with the following additional itt'1lI : Ca) Ctou· I'('lionai .hapf' 
lingl(' platt'. quare box column. rectangular box &eClion and cruciform ctiOIL (b) Dimf'n iOIl 
of plate thickne. width, length. upect ratiO and crot.~·wctional ar"a, (el hbricali(ln method 

w('lded built UI), cold formed. mechanical cutting, gat cutting; After trt'atlltl'llt a6. deli \'('rf'<1 , 

annealt>d and gu heated. (d) Yield 5trt'U nominal yirld Itt II, meaaurNi yidd 6lrl"M. mrlhod 
or tHt (compr ion or teMion). ee) Support condition unloadNi and loadNi ed~ (aimplf' 
clampf'd. fr~ and other.). (f) Initial imperfections meuurt'd rt'sidual Slrrs 5 and lIlei\Surrd 
initial out-o£-flatn . eS) Other meaaurf'd item.& load·&\'er~ Itrajn eUf\'(' and aW'raJ.r ,train 
at lhe maximum load_ (h) Refert'ncel refer('ncf' number, referrnce and the countr)' whert' th" 
tf' t was conducted. (i) Identification name of tpecimrnl and sequential numb('r. 

3. APPLIC AT IONS OF N OSS (4,51 

(I) Mate.r ia.1 Prope.rtie. in N DSS 

Table I allO summarizer; tht' Itatillieal information on mat('rial properti of all the tNI data 
and t;oodne ·offil di.tribution curves in delcending ord('r aa tf'llll('d by thf' KoIlIl08orov-Smirnm 
tnf'tbod. 
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T~bl~ 5: ('ompuilan of Tell Results ud SS RC Muhiplf' Column ('un' ... 

' _YJIf' or Svmbol ~.ItP).!~..,ItC{I) 
P,oii" III S.~fO.p SSRCII) , ~ \I-! ... 

R<>IlfiI H l> IJ 1,079 O,~06 

Wrldf'd H • " 1,054 O,AJl 

"dded Bol • JI I,O.H .. 
Circular Box 0 100 1,018 0,116 
Square TUM C .. 0_99~ 0. 06 
CII('lIlar Solid • " 0.997 O,AIL' 
Total 174 J.Oll 0.775 

T!Pl' or Symbol ElIP)~tSSI{c(2) 
Profile In S"b,ro;>up S..,RCll) 

,,:; , \I-JS 
Rollfd II l> I Iqlt 0,1170 
\\dd~ II • .. I ,O~4 0"10 
Wfldf'd 80. 0 " I,UI 07 I 
Orc"J., Tlltw 0 .. I 192 O_~71 

Total ". 1,179 o,.IIn 
~vpt'o' Symbo{ !;Ilp)./SS~~.~JI 
Profile In Sab,roup SSRC(J) , 

" \I_JS ..,"". l> " I lO6 0,6 1 

\\"Idrd " • " 1.lll 0714 
TSIlapt' T .. 1 n, 0.!!4J 

TOil' lIS I lli 0.14,11 

The ~lalisti("a1 distribution of O'r" which is "ery dOM' to lht' statiC" yidd nrt'lll • mao"~ bt' b("fo\ 
fittf'd to 1) Cumbr!. 2) Weibull and theu 3) Log·nonnal dil.itribution~, The t1rt hi~t~ram i~ in good 
agN't'mrnt .... ith Gumb('1'1I in tht' pt'a.k rangt' and with Weibull\ at botll tail~ 

SU'(' I ~ ran b(' toughl)' divid('d into three groups (rom th(' Japallt·~t' Industrial Standard (JIS). 
1.1' .• (a) SS (strurtural It("('II). (b) SM (weldablc 5\.('cl'l) ud (c) III' (high 11t('ngth &trela), Figut(' 
"1 !lhows II hi~logram of lest data (or lowcr yi('ld slr(,58 Owl lIon·duJlcnsionaliz"d by nominal \'I\.IU('5 
guarantef'd for ('ach atCt'1 gradt'o Tlu' histogram is (or thref' dHf('r('nt slef'I •. In FL(t:, 2, a \'('flical 
doUrd lint' t"prt'M'nt5 tht' mean value and a fitted norlnal distribution cun'" is also gi\"f'1I (or all 
til" tt'5t data. Thc m('3.11 valu(' of iow('t yield atr('sses {o-~,) ... is: 

(0-,,),,, = 1.16QF, and CO l ' w = 0.111 (I) 

for all tht' t('t;t data. 
l'h('t(' an' 7'X of thc spt'ciOlcnl which ha\"e 1(J'II.'et \"<l.lu('1 than the minimum Ipccilird \,,,Iur, This 

ma.\ bt" dut' to lh(' diffcrt'nct' of tf1il m('thods. Since the data in th,. XDSS .... eA' ~ath('rPd (tom 
structural l.bor.Uori('s. th(' atrain ralc of loading rna) bt' alm()!;t zcro. Minimum 5p('("ifit'd valuC'fl 
in till' JIS may guarantee UPPN yield atrt"S5t'S, 

(2) Steel Columna (8,7] 

('ompariloOn bt't .. ·t"t'n Iht' SSR(' Multiplc Column Curv@land Tl"lit Il('fiuha 

Tht' SS RC multipi(' rolumn run'e. ha\'c bffn calegorizt'd into threc groul" de~ignatcd as (I). 
(2) and (3) in thc third edition o( the Guide (1976). 

Thc following Are results of comparisons between thc tests iwd till;' approprillt(' SS RC column 
curVt'b. 
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F."ur. -t- 1' .... 1 Rrault. Compared with SSItC ('unr (ll 

'.7 

ssH(' column run"" (I): FiAur .. :) .how. 271 of th~ If'~t that 10\(1111,1 bf' allocalrd to tht SSKC' 
CIIlumn cun.., (I). Thr 1"1 r!'tult. art' non dimf'n~jonaJjz('d u~ln« aclua) .nrld load. Thf'llall lira] 
rf'~ult of Ih ratio of lltt t('ht rr.ull. to IIII" SSRC' column run'(' (I) ar,. Iillllilnarizffl in Tablt" 5. 
hclt!! • wDlparilOn bfol .. ~n H«_ .1 and T.blfo .,}, Ihf' SSR(, rulumr. run ... (1) df'arl~' ",p~nls 
Ih .. mnn .. alut' of .hflo \f"t\ p~nt. fot murh of lh" ru~(' of >.. TaM" ~ indicat that ,-..tialiom in 
crny..<;f'("tional profilf' appf'ar. to hnr Iiltl .. etrf'C"t on tbt' lIl"all rolumn "upo«,h. (M 2S) \"&Iu" 
of &.II Ibf' I I POlOt OW" u("h 0.1 intt'rvaJ of ~ aJmorot cotnrid" .. ith th .. minimum f'nwic')H' of 
Ih.tf'$1 puinll, 

SSIIC colullln cun't' (2): Fi.;urr·1 IhO'ou RS2 of Ihl! t{'lts that .... ould be> .11()('a'f'd to thE' SSRC 
(ofumn (ur". (2). From .. compatiM1n b"IIU"'f'n rif!:. ~ and bblf'~. Ihf' It'lt ..... ul" t('ad 10 lit' 
.abU\~ Ihf' SSRC (olumn (un (2). Thr rp ult. from rollNl II Iof'("IIOnl arid (ir(ul~r tub art'tht' 
hill;hf' 1 of aU tht' 1f'S1 point., 

II I ob'·lnuli (rom th" abo,·" romparilOn. thai SSRC rolumn (un·p (I) ill d(N' 10 thf' m"a" of 
tilt< II I data aJlO<'ilMd to cur .... (I). ud SSRC (')UI\\I\ CUt\('~ (1) and (J}art'. lIo .... ('\·t'('. cI~ to 
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Table 6: ComparilOD btt~ .. ~~n Tnt Res-ulu and Various Dft;.sn Fonnulu 

, 
~ 
,,; 

oJ 

, ..• f--~~ 

D.' 

.. 
; 

Fi«tJrt" S: Tt5' Rf"Iult. witb R~jdual Siren and Variou. Design ('urve 

tht lowrr bound of tht 1(",1 data a1loealN! to curve. (2) &lid (3). resp«'clively. 

(3) Stee l Plate. (9, 101 

("omparison bttwf'("n Varioul Oeiip Formulu and Tell llHult. 

Th .. Ie t data for .in&l(' platH and ~quart' boul are calf'gorizf(i into two ,roup' drpendLn3 
Ull thr pr nrf' 0( Ihe r"iduaJ .trl"S5t"l. Fi&UrN.') and 6 ahow Ihfo t~t r uh. aJld lhe \'uiOUI 

df'lii&" formulu. Tabl" 6 lumma.rizf'1 5t&hllical result. for mean (.\1), .tandard df'vjatlon (S) and 
(Of'ffirif'nt of n.rialion (w) of (.atiat of tbe I~I TesuJU for ins)t pJall"Jl and Nluue boxe. to I~IOU' 
dt" ign formulas. In Tabl .. 6. the upper line indicat" the result. obt&.lned ~ .. hf'n only the lesl data 
eX ill ~i\f'n in Iht table) .. hleh fall into lh~ ran,~ of A ~ Ao ar~ uaNI wh~r~ Ao if thf' limiti~ 
I«'ndl'rneu p ... ramf't~r for whirh (J~ = (7~ accordinc to each formula. Th~ lower lint' jndicatet the 

""ult obtaJnNi u in, all thf' data 
Tht" m('an ratiOt of At > 1 for 8S5400/3 and Eurorode No.3 Indicate thal tht' l"'O formulu 

rf'prf'lol'nt ~Ime,..-hat lD"'er cunet "'hen compand with the t t data with and without r",dual 
Itre>;Sf't. Tht' [DIN I.RJIDO/3 formula allO locates by the lowf'r bound of tett data Without reaidual 
.t~. On tht' other hand. AI < I for SIA 161 , indicate that the formula Il'p~nts the upper 
bound for tht" t«'8t data. Thr ED IN 1.'l~00/3 formula (or th€' data with ll'aidua.lIlTftIfll and the 
O.\St RiOl2 ror tht' data without tf'sidual 'tr~r;eI an~ clearly dOle to tht' mf'an \'alut'S. 
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FiZUN! 6: Test Resuh. without RniduaJ Streu and Various Of'Si," Curve 

Sughlion of N~ ... Delip Formulu 

Since there were liznific&JIt IONeI and variations in .t~n,th due to the pre.ence of r idual 
Ii tA' ,platt ttrenstha a.re catt'gorized into two groupi depending on th(' pr('~t'nc(' of r('sidual 
Ilrt" ('I, Ultimate platl! strengths (or IUIpect ratio (t < I art' not ana.ly~ed hen'arter bN'aul(" of 
in.ufficif'Dl teft data. 

Figure 7 showl 1'\'6ult. o(3~3 plate telll with residulll ....... Jding strKl('f;. Ten data in thil cal('gory 
are for .insle plate with weld bead. aJon& the unloaded edgt'S. and for u··.relded box columns. In 
Fig. 7, the nearly NJ.uaJ lensth of the 25 arrow. in the rangf' of ). > 0.5 may MItUlIle uniform 
variance of the tell data throuSh thi, ran~. A nonlinear rq~lon anaJYlis with an UliulIled 
uniform va.tlance wu therefoR' perrorm~ to obtajn~ a mea.n (un' .. of the test poinlt, Thi. mf'an 
(u r\'f' i. 

acr/a, = 0,008/..\ - 0.2R6/"l + 0.0338/'" lor" ~ 0.571 
(2) 

lor" < 0.571 

and tht" .tandard deviation which il a root of conditional variance il S = 0.OR71 . Tht' Ifl('an minu8 
t.,..o t&lldard dniation cun'e i. exp~ u, 

Cfer/a, = -0,174 + 0.968/..\ - 0.286/~'l + 0.OJ3R/'" lor" ~ 0.389 

Cf.,.,/Cf, = 1.0 lor" < O,3R9 
(3) 

The dathed curvel in Fi&, 7 represf'nt the mean cun'f' (Eq, (2)) and tht' ffit'an minul 1\\,0 
.tandard dt'viationl curve, (Eq, (3)). From Fig. 7, lh(' prop()8('d formula (Eq. (2)) agrf'('11 quitt' 
Wf'1l with the mean ,-a)ue of the t8t poiolt for .\ > Ao for aU th(' l .. b·r,MUPI t'xcellt for Ih(' .inIt1f' 
platt' Of .. ith Ibe unl~ed ciampt'd edl: ,The AI - 2S Function i. ciOlif' to the 10'A('r bound of lht' 
If' t data and t'\'en cJCR to tht' Euler curve aa/a, = 1/,,1 wh('n .\ mOnlt'1 lartE', 1 hE' Iimitinr; 
I~hdf'rn paramt'ter Ao = O.JR9 for Iht' AI - 2S runction (orf'ftpondl c106f'ly to th!" 1000rr bound 

of lht' acatlf' rt'd lest points in th(' vicinity of (ler/a, _ I. 
Filtu~ ~ .hows results of 172 plait' IHtl without rt"~idual 'Irf'IIM'tt. AI·cut and annnlf"lf .jn~lf' 

plat!". alld annt'aJed square bOll It'('tionl art' included in thi. catt'fC,ory. III tht' samf' way U ror Iht' 
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Table 7: Comparison b('lween Conventional Computation and Knowlt'dge-l1ased Techniques 

ColiventlOnal CompII1&hOIl ; K.owl~lf'-alM<l Tf't"hlltqllet 
Tedlluqu» 

Mo. mplilaliOIi "od IImerical ComplilUio .. ,,,,,I omp.lallon. 
t..:.OW-HOw Ikprnell'l.holl 'oc'&m· K.ow\NII" " .... 

(AI,Orllhml) IIC-tllen nln. I'tc) 
Dah. I,;.d In 'a. I'roc_n, Nnmbe ... ~un'hcal )\nOwledit 

(Tut. ~ymbol.) 

~lforl I't~~ i. Ue ~~'I' Small 
5,.tern Updulnl (P ' (Ift.am Moddie.'loOn) (AddIRIO' ConKlin, I\l\0wl«lle) 
l'roce.llI, J)'pe BaWl t'roce-i., IIltraCIIVI' ,octwilll 

(L.". Volume or (QuC'lllon·An~wtl Loop) 
~lIml'ncai Computahon.) 

4. NEW APPROACH FOR TEST IN FORMATION 

( I ) Knowledge-Based Syste m for Information Dis tributio n Usi ng PC [12 ,13J 

M~t of thE' data in NDSS. except the referent and saint> other data. ha\'(' a &pf'Cific rormal. 
Thhf data art' o!,!anized in a relational datab&&e. HO'o\·~\~r. lht" relalional databast> can not r~p",· 
~enl tht' larget of the te lor Ihe test method. In addition, tht' te tl related to earthquakt> re ('arch 
~uch as th4" cyclic bucklin& tl"til and hybrid test have a la.rg(' number of param('tera for nch test 
and it is difficult to reprE'Sent th('!jot' data in a relational data bAM'. Ther~fort'. the knowledge and ex · 
perience of th~ spe(ialists ue included in three protQtyp(' knowledge-base .ystema that arl' easy to 
maintain. Thete sYltems can be cOMidered as intelligent datab&bf' sy51t'ml. Table i compare~ the 
charactNiuics of thl' conventional computation techniquel and the knowJt'dr;e-bast"d techniques. 

Figu",9: Multi-Window SYltem 

Rf'(au!if' personal computt'u (PC) are becoming widelv ava.ilabl~·, tht're i, an increasing demand 
of acct'~~in,; tht' structure tPllts data directly using tht' Pc. TheN'fort'. th .. datab~t' alrl'a.dy ('II. 

labli~hf'd for tht' main·frame il transf~rred to the PC. In addition. tht' knO'o\'lrdlCe ba.. .... a.pproach 
i~ t>xpioited not only to Tt'present the numerical data. bUI &!so thl' largt't of Ihe lelil. Ihl' refer
"11ft'. the bl.bif N'si~la.nct' of differenlspecitications. the t>xplanatiton of t('<hnic&! terml. aJld other 
knowll'dgt> relatrd to tht" test. Tht" new system can be cOIIsidrrPd L'I a 5ub'~~'51l'm of NDSS and it 
i~ called h:noll'kdge·BaMd SY"'tm /01' Sled Struduru (KUSS) .. ·\hhou,;h many comnl(>Tfialshells 
can b" uSf'(! to facilitale Ihe dp\'elopmt'1I1 of knowledge-based ~ntf'm ... the" slwlls do not ~ati~f~' 

tile da\aba.M' retrienJ and graphical pr~sentatioll requirements of I-iBSS. Th('refor('. thi~ system is 
d('W'lop('d mainly u~ing Prolor, language. Graphics proc('l ing and pro('C'dural (unrtioM arC' imple· 
l1)('nted in (' languagt'. Figure 9 shows the muJti-window and lI1enu-dri\'l'n tlcrt't'n of th .. sy5tt'm. 
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Fisurf' 10 \(m lin"a, Anal)' .1 of Stffi PIlll" ,,-jlh R .dual Sir 

(2) Int~sr.t~ Syatem (or Numerical Analyai. Data and 'r~ 1 Data (14J 

1"1 

Thi )" ("m baa, in addili,." to Ih" kno,.,If'd&f' about th .. tN'n.;th. th .. df'(ormatiem Ilf'havior. 
and (hI' durtillt~· of 1t('('l l truelu", • thf' numf'ricaJ analYli data thai un b" u~f'(ul ((It t"ducationaJ 
ud pr~tical purpollf'S . Tht' rt' ult. h( FBf analYll,i, df'JH'nd on 'Nhf'lhf'r Ihl' anaJ.\·.i~ i5 "lNlle or 
non Jill"." The p\'&luatic>n of Ih(' prf'<'ision of Ihf' tHull . i. difficult and nf'f'd~ df'f'p undt'n.landin" 
(If I'ItruClural f'ngillt't'rinll and non ·li,t"..., anal)"i" In (hill ',nINn . mall.V \<lluablc- I t data and 
lil" ",huNt numf'r;cal analy.i. ''''uJu art' indudt'd In Iht' knowlf'd,ltf' balif' . In addition, non.linf'.r 
anah I' nsu\h or tandud ,'rurtu,al mf'mot'n and ItructUlf'l a,f' orKallllf'd In au, f,H-ndl .v form . 
f l«U1"f' 10 ho",. lhf' IIlf'Omf' t riuJ non lin ...... analy. III and compound non linf'", anaJY~1 , ult. or. 
~tN>l plaIt' ",jlh r idual t.\Tf'IM'&. 

(l) Processing System ror Earthquake Tellt Data and Other Test s {:t,IO) 

••• 0 
! 

.. 

. . 
J 

hlllUtf' II : 1 t &lid ."iumf'ricaJ ('alrulatlon 

In ~dltlDn to thf' unitlt'd (ormat databw of tPit data of ttru(1uuJ hlf'mbf'l1I. a prototypf' 



knowlrogE"-ba..M>d lyllE"m for E"U"thquake telt and other individual cyclic loading tests il developro. 
In this 'ylitem. image proc('t.sing iI uied to show the polition of the meUurement point •. Figure II 
"hows the cyclic loading of II. lower and Fig. 12 shows the hybrid test rrsulU of the local buckling 
Illu'nolll(,lIon of II. bridg(' pi('r 

All of th(' previous Syst('lIl1 ar(' d('\'('lop('(\ on II. p('rsonaJ computE"r. IIOW('\'('r, a new liylitt'1ll that 
will intt>grale lht's(' systE"m. is being devE"]opE"d on a workstalion. 
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Fi~re 12: AD Example of Hybrid Terot Result 

i) A numeriuJ databUf' IYltem was built for matf'rial properties of 1~11.llee) colunlnl •• t~1 beam. 
and unsliffened It('('1 plat('l, E"tc. A ImaJl databasf' managemE"nt IYltem of the reJationaJ database 
was also den' loped . 

ii) Strength variatiOn! of materiaJ properties. columns, beams and plates were made clear from the 
database approach. The mean value and the CO('fficient of variation of each member were obtained 
hom \('st data and compared with existing design formulas. 

iii) A Itructural telit information-based Iystt'm was dE"\'tloped that included database functions, test 
data ('valuation func\iolll. rt'f('rence retrieval functions and technical terms explanation function s. 
The ullf'fulness of the knowledge ba.se approach for rE"presenting the tl'lt data was proved. 

iv) An intt'lligent da.tabase prototype syl tE"m for thE" ultimatE" loading teat Wall dE"vE"lopt'd using the 
kno\l'l..dge E"npneering approach. The potential and probleml of thi. IYltem w('re clarified. 
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Introdyctioo 

\\1 NTER'S BRACING APPROACH REVISITED 

Joseph A. Yura 
Department or Civil Engineering 

The nhersity of Texas at Austin 
Austin, Ttxas 78727 

Most practical brncing formulations used in design of columns and beams are based 
on the principles developed by Winter (1958). He developed a simple rigid link model with 
fictitious hinges at the brace joint to calculate the bracing stiHness and strength 
requirements for columns and beams. The purpose of his development was, and 1 quote 
from his paper, 

·to dev~ a slngl~ m~llJ(xJ .... hich peffllits: 
(I) To calculate a safe lower limit (rmller than an aact value) 0/ the 

necessary rigidity of tile bracing such 'hat rI,t! ttrength of tile broud 
memMr ..... ;1/ altain ilS marimuIJI possible value, and 

(2) For a bracing of rigidit), equal 10 or lurger ,hall 010 calculated, 10 det~nn;"e 
a sale, lowrr limif (mtller tllan an exact value) o/III~ stre,rgtJr requirm 0/ 
such bracing. ~ 

J lis paper concemrated on requiremems for "full bracing" which was defined or imerpreted 
as 

1. Buckling is forced to occur between braces 
2. The brace is equivalent 10 an unyielding support 

In this paper Wimer's approach (0 design of equally spaced beams is reviewed and 
his methods are extended 10 cases when less than full bracing is provided and when braces 
have unequal spacing. Full bracing will also be redefined, 

Basic Concepts P, 

I ""-The exact relationship between column p .. p 
load and brace sliffne\S for the case of a • 
uniform straight column with a brace at mid· ' I 
height (Timoshenko. 1961) is shown in Fig. 1. 

i- alEI ~ 
The column buckles between braces when 6. = P·-7 
2PcfL where 6 is the brace stiffness, L is the t 
distance between braces and P - :r 2EI/ L2, the 0 2 • load corresponding to buckling between the ~ li p, 
braces. At brace stiffnesiles less than the ideal Figure Effect of Brace Stiffness 
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value. 6
" 

buckling will occur with lateral 
movement at tne brace point. f fowever. the 
buckling load. P n increase almost linearly with 
increases in brace stiffness until full bracing is 
reached. For B ~ B,• the column will buckle 
between the suppons. The exact relationship 
between P nand B for 0 ~ B < 6, is a tJ. 
trigonometric function that is tOO complex for 
gene ral design purposes (Timoshenko. 1961). 
Since the brace stiffness requirements for full 
bracing 3re small, Winter concentrated only on 
this parlicular bracing tiffness. To c:alaliate 
the ideal stiffness. Winter developed a rigid
link model with a fictitiou hinges at the brace 

-
Figure 2 

PA 
P£\ - T L 

I P, " 2( I 
Winter'S Model 

points as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of a single brace. Multiple braces will be 
discussed later. Displacing the tructure with the axial load P an amount .6., cutting the 
structure at the hinge at mid-height and satisfying equilibrium gives P6 - LB6J2. The 6 
cancel and taking P • P, at full bracing. the B = B, - 2P.JL which correspond to the B. 
shown in Fig. I. Winter credits Fr. Bleich with introducing the concept of the use of 
fictitious hinges to calculate the ideal stiffness. This approach is applicable to any numbe r 
or equally spaced braces. The number of braces does affect the value of B (Timoshe nko. 
1961: Winter. 1958). 

Prior to the publication of his 1958 paper. Winter and his students conducted 
e~tensj\le studies on the bracing problem. both ex~"menlal and theoretical (Green el al .. 
1947; Zuk. 1956). Since the test columns were not perfectly straight, the theoretical work 
concentrated on membe~ with initial out-of·straightness. With this background of 
expe riment and exact elastic theory, Winter observed that braces with 6 • B, were not 
adequate for real columns. lie noted that for perfectly straight columns with full bracing 
there is no force in the brace even at buckling 
because there is no displacement at the brace 
point. Tests showed that brace forces develop so 
he extended the rigid link model with fictitious 
hmges to case with column out-of-suaightness. 

For the column sho ..... n in Fig. 3 with an 
initial out-of-straightness. 6 00 there will be 
additional denection as load P is applied which can 
be determined by taking moments about point n 

LP '" I 2 " P ( "' •• '" ) ( I) 

and 

2P ( ""J P" T)'7 
(2) 

L 

p 

p 

-~ 2 

-F. 

Figure 3 Imperfect Column 
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Substituting the total deflection 6 T • .1.0 + A into Eq. (I) and noting that 0, • 2Pt/ L gives 

(3) 

If A •• 0 and P - Pel Eq. (I) gives B • 6, the ideal stiffness. If 6 - 6, and 6 . is not zero, 
the heavy solid line in Fig. 4(a) shows the relationship between 4T and P ~iven by Eq. (3). 
For P • 0, AT - 4 •. When P jncrea~s and approaches the buckling load. , EI/Ll, the total 
deflection .6T becomes very large. for example, ..... hen the applied load is within 5% of the 
buckling load. AT - 2040" If a brace 'ilirrnc.ss twice the value of the ideal stiffness is used. 
Eq. (3) gives much smaller deflections.. as shown in Figure 4(a). When the load Just reaches 
the buckling load. the 4, .240" For a.... - 36, and P • PI' AT • 1540- The larger the 
brace tiffness, the smaller a T-

For Fig. 3 and Eqs. (2) and (3), the force in the brace, F.". is 

2P ( ) 2P 6, 2P 6, 
F "~6" - 6 • 6 "- --" - --
.. L ' L PL ~ 

I ~ - 1 -....! 
p. ~ 

(4) 

which sh~ that the brace force is directly related to the magnitude of the initial 
imperfection. If a member i fairly straight. the brace force .... .;11 be mall. Conversely, 
members with large initial oUI-or-straightness will require larger braces. A plot of Eq. (4) 
for an initial imperfection .6 0 • L" / 500 is shown in Fig. 4(b). If the brace stiffnc)5 is equal 
to the ideal stiffness. then the brace force gels very large as the buckling load is approached 

.-. 
'. ", oa oa 

p p 

~ oe P; De, .. '/ 
o. O. 

0' 0' 
A •• O~ 

00 • a 20 00 

,oe,.,. 
, .. '" ... .. 

(.) (0) 
F",{" 01 p. 

Figure 4 
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because aT gels very large. as shown in Fig. 4(3). For example, al P = O.95Pc' Eq. (4) gives 
a brace force of 7.6% of Pc' Winter noted thai a brace system will not be satisfactory if the 
theoretical ideal required stiffness is provided because the brace forces get too large. If the 
brace stiffness is "over designed.~ as presented by the OL = 26, and 3~ curves in Fig. 4(b), 
then the brace forces will be more reasonable. For a brace stiffness twice the ideal value 
and a .6 0 = I; / 500, Eq. (4) gives a brace force of only 0.8% Pc at P = pc. not infinity as 
in the ideal brace stiffness case. 

Winter's major contribution was his development of the interrelationship between 
brace stiffness and brace force. His emphasis on the importance of both properties is still 
widely ignored. Practicing engineers generally use strength alone, like a 2% rule, and 
researchers tend to examine perfect systems which give only stiffness criteria. 

Expanded Winter Model 

p 
j 

' ( ~ 

+ 
06 

' I O. 

02 ,~ 
0' 

pt 
0 2 3 " ~lo/p' 

Winter developed the rigid-link 
fictitious-hinge model to calculate the 
ideal brace stiffness for full bracing. Le. 
the bracing necessary to force the 
column to buckle between brace points. 
However, the model can also be used to 
determine the critical load on the 
column if the brace stiffness is less thun 
the full bracing value. As an example. 
the P-B relationship will be derived for 
a column with three intermediate 
braces. 

Figure 5 Column with Three Supports 

The exact solution given in Fig. 5 was 
developed using a finite element program. It 
checks with the energy solution developed ~ 
Green (1947). With no bracing. Prt "" ,..2EI/(4 L) . 
At low brace stiffness, the column buckles into a 
single (1st mode) wave. As the brace stiffness is 0 B 
increased, the buckled shape changes and 
additional brace stiffness becomes less effective. 
Full bracing occurs at Prr "" lI"2EI/Ll when BL/Pe 
"" 3.41 which compares exactly with the value c 
given by Timoshenko (196 1). 

D 

E 

L 

L 

The rigid-link model shown in Fig. 6 has 
three unknown displacement. Au. Ac and .6 1) at 
each of the brace locations where fictitious hinges 
are shown. Taking summation of moments about 
point E gives FA :: (6/4) (3.6 n + 2.6c + A[); 
similarly. Fo :: (13/4) (An + 2Ac + 3A[). Cutting 
the structure at B and summing moments gives 

p 

Figure 6 Winter Model - Three 
Supports 

• 
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(S) 

Similarly. cuts at C and 0 give 

Plde • \P (26 B + 46c t 2.6 D) 

(7) 

Defining XI • de / 6 11 and Xl • .6 0 / A8 and solving Eq ... (S), (6) and (7) simultancou Iy 
I'\C three ~Iutions: 

1. X, Ii ; X, • I and PL I P, 0.586 

• 7076 
2. X, o ; X:. I and PL I P, 2.000 

3. X, ./2; X, I and PL I P, 3.414 • • 
Case 3 conlrols sinct il requires the largest brace 
stiffness. 7076 

o 
The buckled "ihape\ correliponding to the 

three solutions arc shown in fig. 7. They 3rc 
similar 10 the three mode\ hown in Fig. 5 before 
full bracing is rcached. Wimer only utilized the 
root that gave the required hrace "'iffne s for full 
bracing. J lowc\'cr. all the rontS ("'.In bC' utilized to 
appro:timatc the complete .. uluuon for <lny brace 
tiffne <:;, The approach i illu'Mated in Fig. 

Figure 7 Three Roots · Wimer 
Model 

8 in which the ((act \()Iuuon from Fig. 5 is 
shown as the solid Ilnc, The ~lid line can 
~ approximated as foll~ .. wuh no braCing 
the column can support a load of Pe I 16 ~ 
so P fT I Pc • 0.625 (point 1). The brace ~ 
stiffness required for Ihe fir't mode ~hape 
is obtained from Case I. i.e BL/Pc ~ O.:'i86 
al P« I Pc • 1.0 (point 2). A \Iraighl hne 
is constructed. \h,",n c.Ia,hed. ~t .... een 
poin" and 1 and 2. AllCro hrace 'IInne~ 
the second mode slam at Peo ,. .. ~n/(2L)2 
or p" / P, • 0.25 (point 3) and the C.", 2 
stiffne i BLIP, • 2.000 (point 4). A 

A! 

01· I 
@.;"j. 

00 

, • 
---

"\ /~T PI 
O'OOL'NK :1 

~/J IL 

Pt 
2 

Figure 8 Winter Model Approximauon 
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straight line connects poinls 3 and 4. For the third mode and no bracing, p" .... 2EI / 
(4L/3)2 and P~r / pc . 0.5625 (point 5) is connected to the Case 3 stiffness, BLIP. - 3.414. 
The lower bound of the dashed lines defines the response which is a good approximation 
of the exact theory. 

The rigid link model which has been used only to determine the full bracing stiffness 
requirement can also be used to construct the complete P-B relationship for any value of 
brace stiffness. 

Unequal Bracing Spacing 

The examples and illustrations used by Winter (1958) were all associated with 
members that had equally c;paced braces. BUI this was done for simplicity. Lesser known 
are the following '","0 SCnlences in his paper. 

"By tlte somc simple means of writing moment ~utions about the jidi/ious 
hinges at the braces it is also possible to analyu the required bracing for columns 
kiith unequally spaeed supporu and/or .... ith cross-s~lions """hieh differ in the 
individual spans. /" this case it is merely necessary to introduce fOr each portion 
bel""~en braces irs appropriate P.J. depending on length and cross-s«t;on of thai 
portion. ~ 

Plaut (1993) hus ~olved the problem of a 
column with a single brace ut any location, us shown 
in Fig. 93. The lengths are chosen to be consistent 
with the Plaut presentation. The column is divided 
into two segments, a l and all with L defined as Ihe 
lotal length. For a typical brace location. a. / L = 
0.4, the Winter model is shown in Fig. 9(b). External 
equilibrium gives the external reaction at A and C as l 
0.666 and 0.46.6, respectively. Cutting the structure 
at the hinge gives 

P6 0 O.6~6(.4L) (8) 

or 

!P 

10) Ib) 
~ o 4.16P/L (9) 

Figure 9 Unequal Brace Spacing 

For Ihis case Pc • Jl'
l EI/0.6Ll which would cause buckling in the longest segment. 

Substituting P, ror P in Eq. (9) gives the ideal B, : 4.167(.'EI/(O.6L)') - 114.2 EI/L'. 
Results for other values of a l / L are given in Table I. The Winter results are exactly the 
same as those presented by Plaut for the brace stiffness required for column load to reach 
a level corresponding to Euler buckling of the longest unbraced segment. It may be 
surprising that Winter'S solution is exact for this complex prOblem SO some further 
comments are needed. 



Ta ble I Comparison or Winter and Plaut 

a, /L 
Wimer Plaut 
BL'/ EI II. 

0.1 135.4 135.4 

0.2 96.4 96.4 

0.3 95.9 95.9 

0.4 114.2 114.2 

05 157.9 157.9 

, • ~. m 

f 
I 

t 1.l4ii , 
, EI : 1 

I! 
EICENVALUl 

Figure 10 Buckled Shape 

Concluding Remarks 

l8J 

The Winter solution is exact only 
for the load level corresponding to an 
assumed Euler buckling load controlled 
by the longest segment. Of course this i 
exactly the maximum load that would 
usually be ~ in de ign. The 
column can $Upport loads higher than this 
segmental Euler load because the shorter 
segment can provide some rotational 
restraint to the longer segmem but this is 
usually ignored in design. If load levels 
higher than the Euler segment load are 
desired. greater bracing will be required 
as derived by Plaut (1993). 

I f the B. as derived above is used, 
there will be movement at the brace 
point at the Euler load, as shown by the 
buckled shape in Fig. 10. The Winter 
model does not give results that 
correspond to a column load with an 
immovable support in this case. Winter'S 
"full bracing" comments should more 
correctly be defined as the bracing to 
reach a load corresponding to an 
effecti .... e length factor of 1.0. If the 
support was immovable. the column 
could support n load 20% higher than 
the Euler load (Plaut. 1993) but the 
bracing req uirement would be 
substantially increased. 

Winter's melhod was shown 10 provide a very general solution. It i important to 
note that the bracing requirements derived by the Winter approach are only equivalent to 
immovable supports when the problem is symmetric and the unbraced segments want to 
buck.le simultaneously. However. Winter's solution is valid for all cases in which K • 1.0 
is used in design,even when the bracing spacing is not uniform. Use of the Win ter solution 
will enable critical column segments to reach the Euler load. 
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EUROCODE 3 • THE EUROPEAN CODE FOR STEEL STRUCTURES 

Pau"ick J Dowhn, 
Imperial College of Sctence. Technology and Mc(hcmc 

J Colin Taylor 

The Steel Construction Institute 

Il\TRODUCTION 

Perhaps the mO\ltmponant aspect of Eurocode 3 'Design of Steel Strucrurcs·(I) IS lh.al II IS but 
one of the SCI of nille 'Structural Eurocodes' that between them co~er Sleel. Concrete, 
Composite Steel-Concrete. Timber. Masonry and Alummium Alloy structures. FoundallOrb. 
loading and Earthquakes thiS serves to illustrate the underlying VISion of harmoniZing 

structul'1l design not only between different counlnes but equally bet ...... een different matena)s and 
hopefully betw«,n different I)pc,s of structures. TradJuons a.OO customs vary In all these three 
dlJtleflSlOns. so harmonizatIOn offers benefits In ease of understanding. eros fcrtlliz.allon of HJeas 
and reduction of errors due to miSinterpretation. 

Reviewing the: many papers wolten on EC 3 O\lef the IISI 1 S years. II IS lutary to find that 
\lrhercas the admml tratlvc. political and legal framework within whteh \I has been ponrayed has 
gone through several metamorphoses, the philosophical and techmcal aspects have mcan",hlle 
progressed calmly from aspiration to ImplementallOn and the: underlYing .... ISlon. whilst wmetunes 
bruised by e .... ents, has remlule<! unchanged 

Eurocode 3 is undoubtedly the offspring of the ECCS 'Recommcndauons for Steel 
Construction,(21, the midwife being the Commis ion of the Luropcan Commumtles (CFC) 
ISSISted In the later stages by the General Secretariat of the European Free Trade A sociaiion 
(EFTA) The principal difference is thaI the ECCS document 15 a "code for code writers" 
wherea EC 3 has to be capable of superseding existing national design standards 

The: whole Eurocode family has now been adopted by CEN. the Eurorean CommIttee for 
Standanhutlon, the members of which compnse the 18 national standard boches for all the 
counlne In EFTA and the European UntOn (EU). Initially. the Eurocode take the fonn of 
European Pre·. tandards (ENV). ~hich means they can be used as optIOnal alternatives to 
e:ustml natIOnal tandards, Feedback IS encouraged so that they can later be wued a full 
European tandards (EN) to supersede existing nJlional standard after a SUitable O\erlap period. 
details of whICh are yet 10 be decided 

The: Innucnce of the: Structunl Eurocodes extends further. several other countnes In ccntnl and 
eastern Europe, including some from the former SO .... iet Union and In South Amenca, etc ha .... lng 
expressed Interest m one fonn or another. and a number of those countnes ha\'e jOule<! the 
relevant CEN sub-commlltees IS sociate mcmben, There has also been.n mtenetlon between 
EC 3 .nd the draft mternallonal standard for steel strucrurt5U1 , recently released by ISO for 
discussion 
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AIMS AND SCOPE 

TIle main aim of EC 3 is to provide rules for the design of structural steelwork that produce safe 
and economical structures for the purpose and lifespan for which they are intended . This aim 
has remained from the beginning, but originally also encompassed rules for fabrication and 
erection. that have now been transferred to a separate: standard for "execution" . 

1be scope of EC 3 is buildings and civil engineering Slructures. the basic principles for which 
apply to steel structures of all types. At the time the work staned there was much debate about 
the ronn of codes. including whether they should be general and all-embracing or whether there 
should be separate (though compatible) specialist codes. for example. for buildings and bridges. 
Whilst the intention remained to cover all but the most specialised structures in due course, 
drafting concentnted irulially on a documemthat would fully cover the needs of building design. 
Its provisions would also be of general application for other types of structure. but not 
necessarily sufficient. and would need to be supplemented by auxiliary documents specific for 
bridges. masts and towers, etc. 

The intention was to permit and encourage the use of all methods of design likely to lead to 
economies of material or of effort. whist retaining a form familiar to steel designers . Insofar 
as this Itself varied between the traditions of the countries concerned. this required the synthesis 
of a new common European approach. that draws on the experiences of several countries but 
in some cases differs from all of them 

The decision to base all Structural Eurocodes on the principles of Limit States Design (which 
was new to designers In most of the countries concerned) provided both an imperative and an 
opportunity to introduce a harmonized approach. 

It was also necessary to accommodate the needs of the drafters of EC 4 for composite 
steel-concretc design which had to draw upon. and link into. both EC 2 for concrete and EC 3 
for steelwork , a process demanding strong technical co-ordination when the three documents 
were being drafted concurrent ly by three independem learns of experts with differing 
backgrounds and interests . 

FORMAT 

By the tune the onginal EC 3 document( t) reached publication as ENV 1993-1-1 it had become 
Part 1.1 of a Eurocode 3 planned to have up to 7 parts and several sub-parts. but for 
convenience it is stili generally called EC 3 

The contents as published are listed in table I and include 9 chapters plus 9 annexes Table 2 
lists 7 new or revised annexes currently in preparation for Part 1.1 and table 3 lists the 3 further 
sub-parts of Part I also at various stages of preparation . The further parts of EC 3 that are 
either under preparation or are planned for the future appear in table 4 . 

The safety format is that of limit states design using partial safety factors . It differs from 
American ~Load and Resistance Factor Design~ (LRFD) only in that. whereas LRFD multiplies 
resistances by factors less than unity. Eurocodes divide resistances by factors grealer than unilY. 
in accordarx:e with ISO 2394(4). 



Table I: 

Chapter I 

Chapter 2 

Chapler 3 

Chapler 4 

Chapler 5 
Chapter 6 
Chapter 7 

Chapter 8 

Chap",r 9 

Annc:x B 

AnnexC 

Annex E 
Annc:xF 
AnnexJ 

AnnexK 

Annc:xL 
Annex M 
Annex Y 

Table 2: 

AnnexO 

Annex G 

Annex 11 

AnnexJ 

AnncxK 

Annex N 

AnnexZ 

Table 3: 

Pan I 2 

Pan 1.3 

Pan 1.4 

Contents of Eurocode 3: Part 1.1 

Introduction; 

Basis of deslgn~ 

Materials; 

Serviceability limit states: 

UltImate limit stales; 

Connections subject to static loading, 

Fabrication and erection; 

Design assisted by testing: 
Fatigue. 

Reference standards; 
Design against brittle fracture; 

Buckling length of a compression member: 
Lateral-torsional buckJmg. 

Beam-to-column connections; 

Hollow section lattice girder connections; 
Column bases; 

AlternatIVe method (or fillet welds , 

GUldeimes for loadmg tests. 

New or revised annexes for EC 3: Part 1. t 

The use of steel grades S 460 and S 420; 
Design for torsion resistance; 
Modelling of building structures for analysis; 

Beam-to-column connections - extended verstOn, 

Hollow section lattice girder connecuons 

- revised version including multi-planar Joints; 

Opemngs in webs; 

J)etennmatlon of design resistance from tests 

Further sub-pans ror EC 3: Part 1 

Strucrural fire design; 

Cold fonned thin gauge members and sheeting; 

Supplementary rules for stamless steels . 
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Table 4: 

Pan 2 

Pan 3 
Pan 4 

Pan S 

Pan 6 

Pan 7 

Pan 8 

Further parts or EC 3 

Bndges and plated structures; 

Towers. masts and chimneys; 

Tanks. silos and plpehnes; 

Pllmg; 

Crane structures; 

Manne and maritime structures; 

Agricultural structures. 

Arismg from debates on the nature and formal of codes, such as the lABSE Colloqulum(5). all 
the Structural Eurocodes distinguish between wPriociples" and "AppHcalion Rules" 

Due to the: need to estabhsh Icchrucally equivalent versions in each rekvant language. IUentaon 
had to be paid 10 expressmg proVISions in "clear, unambiguous, InnsJatable English" (CUTE) . 
Producing the: defimtlve lUI an English has obvious advantages for native English-speakers. but 
also some drawbacks . So thai the code can be understood by designers 001 Involved in Its 
prepanllOn, the sort of "International English" (OlhcrwlSC: known as "Eum-speak") used in 
commutec has to be: ehmmated AI the same time the document has (0 remam clear to 
non-nali\'C: English readers and thiS can lead to apparent wordmtss. More particularly. clear and 
precise defimtlons are demanded (or technical (enns commonly used In a loose and Imprecise 
manner A whole new meaning has comequendy had to be added to the English language (or 
"Action" (load or imposed de(onnaUon) 

Most controversially. 10 order to harmonize member ues (or .11 5UUctural matenals. the 
convention commonJy (ound In computerised structural analysis ha been adopted (or all 
Structural Eurocodes. With x along the member and y and ;: for cross· section axes. despite 
the long tradition o( using x and y (or the cross-section axes o( steel sections 

CONTENT 

General 

Chapter I concerns the scope. definitiOns. symbols and axes 1be usc o( symbols will be 
diSCussed later 

Basis of design 

Chapter 2 IS Intended to be baSically Similar ID all Structural Eurocodes and concerns the safety 
(onnat. load cases. load combinations. q(elY factors. etc . IIlcludlllg some SImplificatiOns 
applicable only for buildings. The design philosophy 1m!. hmit stale principles. including the 
derivation of partial safety factors. IS diSCUSsed by Dowling and Chryssanthopoulos(6l. 



Materials 

Chapter 3 coven materials Steel grades S 235. S 275 and S 355 are covered (the numerical 
reference is the yaeld strength in MPa) and steel grades S 420 and S 460 will be added In 

Annex D. This Chapter also refers to Annex C for design agamst brittle fracture 

Serviceability limit states 

Chapter 4 considers venical and horizontal deflection limits. which are treated as adVISOry rather 
than mandatory. and also g ives rules intended to lim it the effects of rainwater pondlng on roofs 
and the effects of vibratiOns on floors . 

Ultimate limit states 

Chapter 5 covers both the design of complete frames and the design of individual memben for 
the ultlmale limit states of stalic strength and suuctural stability . 

Methods or analysis 

Elastic or plasttc global analysis may be: used to calculate the internal forces and moments In a 
statically uxletermlnate structure A distinction is made between first-order methods using the 
initial geometry of the structure and second-order methods that account for changes m shape: of 
the struCture: under load First-order methods may be used for braced frames and non-sway 
frames. and also when methods are used that make lIl(lirect allowances for second-order effects. 
such as amplified sway moment or Mercham-Rankine methods Full second-order methods may 
be used in all cases. but of course. are not normally required except for sway frames. 

Methods for plastic global analysis range from the commonly adopted ngld-plast lc method to 
advanced computer-based elastic-plastic methods . Two forms of elastlc-plasllc analysis are 
distinguished, In the elastic/perfectly plastic method the members remain elastiC until a plastic 
hinge has fully fonned . whereas in the elasto-plastic method the spread of plasticity through the 
depth and along the length of a member is followed in an incremental computer-based analysis 

A special feature of the code is the trealmCm of semi-cQminuous frames as well as the more 
usual Simple and continuous frames In addition to the more widely known elastic global 
analysis of semi-contluous fmmes With semi-rigid COnnectiOns. Eurocode 3 covers the use of 
plastiC global analysis for semi-contlnuous frames m bluldlng structures This invol\'es the 
consideration of partial -strength Joints lhat can develop piasttc hmges with I smaller plastic 
moment resistance than the members that they connect. yet with suffiCient rotational stiffness 
to satisfy serviceability criteria an suffiCient rotation capacity It the uitllnate limit stale to Justify 
the use of plastiC analy is . 

The use of such joints can lead to wonhwhile economiCS in consuuctlon. compared to Simple 
COnnectiOns . TIle JOint!. themselves are mtroduced m the: connections chapter and detailed deSign 
procedures Ire gi"'en In an annex 
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Structural stability 

lbe effects of Imperfections are reqUired to be taken into account In global analysIs, beam 
bracing systems and members. Only geometric imperfecttOllS are 81\1en, but their values have 
been ampllrted to cover resKlual stresses. lack of fit and other practical Imperfections 

Nonnally, the effects of Imperfccllons on members are accounted for within the buck.hng 
strength fonnulae given to the code In beam bracing systems. allowance is made for an initial 
bow imperfection . or imlial lack-of-slraightness. in the members to be restrained, 

The effects of imperfections are dealt with in the global analysis of building frames by means 
of an initial sway imperfection that is a function of the number of columru and storeys These 
sway defannatlOns can be represented by equivalent horizonlal forces . Allowance for their 
effects must be made In III load combinations including those Involvin& wind forces . 

Clear definitions of sway and non-sway frames are given in the code A non-sway frame is one 
that is suffM:~ntly sllfr for It to be acceptably accurate to neglect any ackhllonal internal forces 
or moments arISing from honzontal displacements of its nOOc:s . 1be simple cnterion "eI tM: 
crmcal load factor at least 10" i used to define: "non-sway" frames 

A distinction IS also made between braced and unbraced frames . A rrame is said to be braced 
by another pan of the: structure. referred to as the "brac ing system". if the bracing system 
reduces its horizontal dl placements by at least 80% . This usage of the term "braced frame" 
means mat I frame with cross-braCing has to be referred to as "triangulated" 

All braced frames can be treated as non-sway frames, but some unbraced frames may turn out 
to be non-sway frames using the foregoing criterion. whereas a frame with a relatively narrow 
bay of cross-bracing may tum out to be so flexible that it has to be treated as a sway frame . 

The code allows the use of simple rigKl-plastic analysis for braced fn.mes .nd for unbrac:ed 
frames of up (0 two storeys In height . with Merchant-Rankine amplifICation If they are sway 
frames Sway frames may be designed usmg rigid-plastic analysl . pro .... ided that a specifIC 
model (a more conservalive .... ariant of that proposed by R }-) Wood) 1.5 used and the related 
condujons are SBllsfied Otherwise a second-order elastic-plastIC sway analYSIS must be used 

Design of members 

In the design of structural members. consKienl.lion needs to be gi .... en to cross-section resistance. 
buclding reslSUnce of the: member and where appropriate. shear buckling resistance and web 
crushIng. buckhng or crippling . 

Cross-sectiOns are di .... ided mto four classes. Class I cros.s-sec1101lS are ones for whM:h It IS 

possible to take ad .... antage of the full plasttc cross-sectional resistance and use ngld-plasuc 
analysis With full moment redistnbutlon. Class 2 CrosS-sectiOns are ones that can de .... elop their 
plastic resistance but ha .... e hmlted rotation capacity Class 3 cross-5eClJOns are ones that can 
reach Yield ID their extreme compression fibre. but ID which local buckling pre .... ents the 
attAinment of the full plastiC resistance . Class 4 cross-sections art ones where appropriate 
allowances must be made for lilt effects of local buckling when decennining lheir resistance. 
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The: Iimi131ions on slenderness of the various clements of the crQS5-SCCllOn have been selected 
from the best available data for which 5ufficiem suppon could be found, but may be rather 
conservative In some cases The concept of effectJve width is used to reduce the section 
propenies of class 4 sectiOns whilst using the full Yield strength to calculate the elastiC reSistance 
of the effectIVe cross-seclion. When applying Inlcractlon formulae for buckling to members WIth 
class 4 cross-sections. the effective cross-section can be delermlllcd separately for re Istance to 
aJClal forte and for resistance to bending about each of the principal axes, provided that the 
effective widths of the elements in compression in each case are based on the attamment of the 
yield strength in the effective cross-section. In addition the possible extra moments due to 
eccentricity of the axial force arising from any shift of the neutral axis of the effective cross
sectional area, relative to the neutral axis of the gross cross-section, must be taken Into account 

Fastener holes in compression zones of the: cross-section are neglected whereas the tension 
resistance is taken as the smaller of the: plastic resistance of the gross cross-section and about 
80% of the ultunate resistance of the net area . The shear resistance of a web need not be: 
reduced due to bolt holes unless the ratio of net to gross area IS less than the ratio of )'lCld to 
ultimate strength . It is, howe\ler. necessary to check for block shear at the ends of I beam 

The effects of shear on the plastic moment resistance must be: accounted for when thc: shear 
exceeds SO~ of the plastIC shear resistance; an appropriate expression is given for the reduced 
plastic moment of resistance 

Similarl)" the effects of axial force on the plastic moment resistance must be accounted for when 
the axial fort:e exceeds 2.s~ of the axial resistance of the full cross-section or 50% of that of 
the web; again appropriate expressions are given for the reduced plastic moment of resistance . 

Buckling resistance or members 

The bas\s (or the checks on bockting tes\staoce of columns is the European Column Buckting 
Curves contained In the ECCS Recommendations(l) which have been derived from the statisLical 
evaluation of test results of a large number of expenments on columns with different sections, 
production methods and teel grades Four column curves 0, b, c and d are given In Pan I I 
and a fifth 00 curve IS Introduced in Annex D for grade S 460 steel ani), . The selection of the 
appropriate curve is based on the type of cross-section and axis of bending. 

A geoenJised slenderness is calculated using the -OOclding length .. otherwise known as the 
effective length. For rigid-Jointed frames this can be obtained from Annex E. From the 
geoeraJised slenderness. the appropnate column curve gives a reduction factor which is applied 
to the compression resistance of the cross-section to get the buckling resistance of the member 

Lateral-torsional buckling resistance is calculated b)' a metOOd that also refers to the same 
buckling curves, using an appropriate equivalent slenderness to determine the. buckJing resistance 
moment. Annex F may be used to arrive at this equivalent slenderness. wttich is a function of 
the elastic critical moment for lateral-torsional buckling of the beam, taking account of the t)'pe 
and level of the loading and the degree of end flXit)' and warping restr.lint, as well IS the cross
sectional parameters , If the generalised equivalent slenderness is less than 0.4 no redocllon 10 

the resistance need be made to account for lateral-torsional buckling. 
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Shear buckling resistance 

Unstiffencd webs with depth-to--ihtCkness ratios less than given values (eg. 69 for grade S 235 
steel) need not be chc:cled for shear buck,1Lng. Where these limJts are: exceeded two methods 
may be: used to check the shear buckling resistance 'The first IS I simple post<ritlCll buckhng 
approach and the second 15 a (onn of the ·Car<Hff method .. ",hich allows explicitly for tension 
field action Both may be used for transversely stiffened wcbs and rulcs are also given for the 
design of the Stiffeners. Includmg checks on theU' compre ive bucklmg strength and their 
nexural stiffness . 

Built-up members 

Built-up compression members such as laced or battened struts Ire treated in some detail Rule! 
are glvcn for the design of the: chords, lacing members and banens. based upon an analogou 
model of a member SUbjected to finite shear deformatiOns, allOWing for the: e(fects of an overall 
lrulli) bow Imperfection In Jddllion to the usual imperfections in the: IIldividual comronents 

Design of connections 

Chapter 6 contamS an extensIVe: treatment of connection de ign for statICally loaded struCtures 
because of the Importance of thiS topIC in relation to economical design. 1bese proVision dl'1w 
heavily on the work of ECCS committee TC to . Further details are given by Startm. 

Bolted connections are dIVided into five categories that distinguish between connections loaded 
in shear and tension. and COnnectiOns with preloaded bolts that are designed to re ist slip. 
Advantage is taken of the larger deformations that can be allowed to occur in connections where 
rotatio n is required at the ends of beams. In the case of welded connections. advantage ha been 
taken of the best mformat lon available for the design of fillet welds. both side and end. long lap 
JOints and InlenmUcnl welds 

Bcam-to<olumnJomts. both With welded connections and With bolted end-plate connect ions. are 
treated in Annex J nlls also contall\'; mformation for the calculation of prying forces. A 
pedal feature of the code IS the treatmem given to semi·rigtd and partial strength connccuons(7). 

These methods have the: potential to produce more economIC design of fl'2JlleS by avoidi ng 
expensive stiffening of jOints Annex J provtdes methods for desigmng such connections 

Fabrication and erection 

Chapler 7 now covers fabrication and erection only to the ex:lentlhat such infonnalion IS needed 
by the designer nus Includes such practica1 matters 15 IlCS of bolt holes. the tolerances 
assumed In developing the design rules and the points on wh ich the designer may need to 
provide SpecifIC mformaltOn In the ProJCCt SpeclflClttOn. such as areas where plaslJC hmges arc 
expected 10 form and so peelal fabrication restrictions apply. for example to punched holes 

The actual fabrication and erection rules applicable in the: workshop and on Site, whteh appeared 
in early drafts, have now been tnnsferred to a separate dnft standard pr EN 1090 on 'Execution 
of Steel Structures,(I). 
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Design Isttd by testing 

Chapler 8 now covers the COlxhlions under which lestmg may be used 10 obtain Infonnallon for 
the design process Recommendations for testing are given in the associated Annu Y 

Design against fatigue 

11le inclusion in Pan I 1 of chapler 9 covering fatigue is not meant to Imply that ordinary 
building structures need to be: checked for fatigue. Rather it appears In Pan 1. 1 as pan of the 
general rules for design of steel structures thai can be referred 10 from other future pans, but, 
of course, can also be used for those special cases in bUilding deSign where fatigue is an issue. 
11le rules are based on those produced by ECCS ComrOluee TC 6(9) 

Joints in hollow section lallice girders 

Annex K has been produced In parallel with the recent recommendations of the Internauonal 
organisation for tubular construction CIDECT<IO) and similar provisions related 10 Nonh 
American practICe have been given by Packer and Henderson(II ). 

Cold fonned steelwork 

The usc of cold formed hollow sectiOns, both circular and rectangular , IS covered 10 Pan 1 
by slight variatiOns in the n.lles for hOI rolled hollow secllOns. Cold fonned thm gauge members 
and profiled sheeting are the subject of a separate Pan 1.3 due for Issue this year. The draft 
for thiS was produced 10 parallel With the correspondmg draft ISO standard and makes use of 
the work of ECCS committee TC 7 as well as that of AISI 

Fire resistance 

Provisions for structural fire deSign are g iven in Pan 1.2 which IS also due for issue thiS year. 
11ley are based on the recommendations produced by ECCS committee TC 3(12). 

SOME FEATURES 

Principles and appUcation rules 

In adopting a harmomsed presentation for SlruCtural design standard, lalong account of the wKk 
differences between current styles in various European countries, but aVOIdtng copying anyone 
of them, pan of the solution has been to disttnguish clearly between two types of paragraphs, 
lhose staling the fundamental requirements (MPnnclplcs·) and those provldmg an acceptable 
means to satISfy these requirements ( .. Application Rule .). Roughly half the paragraphs are of 
each type, in contrast to Darush codes, which also make the same dlsllnctlon but consist matnly 
of PTinclples The opposite ex.treme is represenled by British codes (for eumple) whICh 
basically comprise Application Rules . The resulung clarity of expression ID the Eurocodes, 
avoids the need for a separale "commentaryM stating the reasons for the rules. though 
background documents indicatlDg their derivatIOns art: still appropriate . 
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Symbols 

Symbols have not only been harmonised around the: ISO r-ecommcndlltlons(I3), the consistent use 
of descriptive subscripts has been developed to the extent thai. once familianty has been gamed, 
the meaning of any panlcular symbol in a given expression can generally be detennmed by 
inspection. without the need for a complcle key listing the symbols which II uses . These 
sc:lf~xplanatory symbols do, in effect. approach the concepc of "ideograms" . 

For example. all internal forces and moments are distinguished by the: subSCript S whilst the 
correspond ina resistance have the subscript R and all design (factored) values l iso acquire the 
SUbscript d Thus knoWing that M rep~nts a moment, the exprc ion 

represents the requirement that the design value of the mlCmaJ moment (due: to the applied loads) 
must not exceed the desian value of the resistance of the component intended (0 cany it 
In the case of a Class t or Cia 2 (·Compact") secttOn litis can be amplined to : 

MSd:!i;; Mpt/IJI 

to clanfy that It IS the plastIC re5lStance moment that LS relevant. and to: 

M,.Sd S; Mpl.1- Rd 

10 clarify thai II is the momem about the y-y axis that is of concern. 

This system 15 nol completely novel. but is of sufficient mterest to deserve memion here. 1lJe 
authors first learnt of it from proposals attached to commentS from the Netherlands on the draft 
of EC 3. but are uncertain of Its origin . After initial reluctance. familiarity seems to convert 
most users to enthu ia m (or the system, because II largely eliminates the need for explanatory 
words in calculations, such as "faclOrtd". "furnished" or "reqUired" . 

Beam bracing S}stem! 

By cODSldenna an lllJIJ11 deformal.ion in the bracing thai provKk:s lateral restramt 10 beams, as 
well as 10 the beams themselves, a simple model has been liven 10 EC 3 whtch allows the: 
restnmt forces to be: detennllled taking account of the fleXibility of the brxing system and of 
Its dc:formauon under any IIldependeru transverse forces . such as those due to wmd loads 

CALIBRATION 

Statistical calibration studies have been carried out for many of the rules 10 Eurocode 3. Details 
are conta ined 10 Background Documents{14). 1besc studies anned 10 ensure that a uru(onn safety 
level, defined by a safety Index fJ .. 3.8 . was achieved throughout the code The procedure 
follOWed 15 defined 10 a jomt report(l.5) from TNO Delft, TV Eindhoven and RWTlI Aachen . 
Subsequently, a' SS Work.mg Documen~16) has also proposed essentially the same procedures . 



Calibrations carned out In the course of developing and edllJn& Eurocode 3 included amongst 
o\he .. 

• re istance moments of unrestrained beams 

• Slaue strength of bolts 

statIC strength of v.elds 

buckling of struts 

lateral-torsional budding 

failure of columns with bi-axial moments 

• effective section properties of cold-rolled sections 

• use of bigb strength steel 

JOints between slrUCtunl hollow sections 

fatigue design rules 

In hart . every rule for whICh an adequate database of test results could be assembled has been 
submllted to the same: procedure 1be programme of calibration stud.es was orgarused by 
Professor G Sedlacek of RWTI-I Aachen In what is believed to be the most e"tensl'ie exertl5e 
of its lype 10 far earned out 1be srudteS themselves were earned out In vanous centres 
mcludlOg Delft. Liege, St Remy and Aachen. Similar procedure were also a~hed In the: 
development of Eurocode 4 ' Deslgn of composite steel and concrete structures'fl " 

In Eurocodc: 3. in order to avold having a large vanety of value of the partial safety factor for 
rt5ISlancc YU' two representatIve categories were selected IS followl 

1) Cases where faIlure IS related to YIeld Strength, Including buckhng phenomena 

2) Cases where ultimate tensIle uength governs, Includlllg net section faHurt and the 
slrerllths of bolts and welds 

Fixed representative values of I I and I 25, respeclh'c:ly. were selected for these two categorle 
Where necessary, the coeffiCients 1R the design expressions were then adjusted slightly to 
compensate for variation from the optimum values , 

TRIAL CALCULATIONS 

Usablhty aspects of EC 3 were checked by toal ealculallOn5 Some "'ere ad-hoc , but at the 
pubhe enquiry stage some counlnes earned out complete desIgn examples wh"h ,,"'ere also 
compared to the use of their national codes 

ConsideratIOns of completeness and useability were the: pnncipal tapa for complete design 
studies carrted out as lhe Onal editing of EC 3 progressed, by CEDl011), the organisation of 
Consultm& Engllleering for the: EEC countries. now superseded by EFCA whIch also coven the 
EFTA countnes A number of recentJy completed buildmg m a vanety of countnes were 
chosen and the design was re-checked according to Ee 3 These txuldlRgs were selected so IS 

to be reasonably challengmg m tenus of teSling the availability of appropnate code proVISions, 
whilst also being reasonably representative of best modem practice 
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1be development of CEDIC's reports on these sNdIeS mteracted with the development of the 
final e<hlmg of EC 3. SO that corrunents made in lhelr Imtial repon. were found to have already 
been acted upon. in lerms of code Improvemeru. by the time the final report was prepared 
Thus the final conclUSIOn could be reached that EC 3 is "sutrtCtentJy clear. transparent and 
comprehensible (or practising engmeers" . 

SIMPLIFIED VERSIONS 

Several people. including the wrilers of the CEDIC report. have identified the need (or measures 
to assist the introduction and acceptance of the Eurocodes into everyday deSign practice: . Whilst 
the comprehensiveness and freedom of cboice for the designer are welcomed, the need is secn 
10 give sunple guidance on the appropriate: methods to adopt in common cases, al least until 
designers become more familiar with those options and (ealUres thai are 00\'(1 (or them 

Essentials of Eurocode J 

The ECCS Iw published a shortened version of EC 3 "Essentials of Eurocode )"(19) (E-EC 3) 
It is Intended as a design aid to facilitate the use of EC 3 Pan I dUring the ENV period. and 
conlalnS only those rules "that are li.kely to be needed for daily practical design work" nus 
has led to the omISSion of plashC anaJ),sis. second-order analysis and semi-rigid JOints 

TIle E-EC 3 i Imended to be used by deSigners who ha .... e studied at least the relevant portiOns 
of EC 3. It is IDtended to serve as an aide-memOire both for the essenllals of the Eurocode 
provisions themselves. and for other necessary design infonnauon. Includmg tables and figures 
whteh can be treated as "deemed to satisfy" the rules of EC3 . In all cases of doubt. or for 
Hems nol covered. EC 3 and the relevant NAD must be consulted E-EC 3 IS not Intended 10 
be used independently of the Eurocode itself. 

Coocise Eurocode 3 

'"The Concise EC r (C· EC 3)(20) is a different type of Simplified version published by the SCI. 
It has a number of features m common with E-EC 3 and the twO drafting groups worked m close 
collaboration The empha i i however different. in that C-EC 3 i a shoned .... erslon of EC 3. 
limited In Its scope to cover only those types ofbuildmg structUres that can cumnlly be de Igned 
using a modem national code . It excludes frames where sccond-order analYSIS is necessary and 
does not cover elastic-plastic analysis for semi-rigid jomts 

The C·EC 3 IS a self-contained. stand-alone design code Its purpose: IS to mtroduce designers 
to the proVISIOns of EC 3 by bI.llldmg on familiar ground Withm Its own mon: limned scope 
it can be used Independently of EC 3. yet It will produce designs that also comply fully With the 
Eurocode Itself. Howe .... er. It IS not mtended as a complete substitute for EC 3 and direct 
reference to the Eurocode Will be more appropnate In cases when: the need for maximum 
economy warrants the use: of the most refined available approach 
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DEVELOPMENTS 

TIle planned penod for tnal usc of ENV 1993-1-1 is three years. tan1n& from the (bIt of ISSUe 

by CEN In May 1992 . Dunng the: ENV phase of the Structunl Eurocodcs. they In: 

accompamed 10 each of the countnes concerned by a National AppllcaltOn Document (NAD) for 
that country . whJc.h II\'es national values for the safety factors 'YF .nd "'f", for load and 
reslsunccs respet:u\lely that are ,Iven In boxes ID the ENV Ic:<1 of EC 3 The NADs also 
IIlcludc temporary national recommendauons on loads and load combination factors These will 
eventually be superseded by Eurocode I 'Basis of de Ign and IK:lions on structures ' 

In addlttOn, the NADs state the current national supporung standards for malenals etc to be used 
pendmg the completion of the proposed CEN standards referred to 10 EC 3 In some cases 
national luthorUles have .Iso ulCluded vatlations 10 the ENV provISIOns whICh they require as 
a 000011100 for usc dunng the ENV period 

These aspects of NADs will natunlly be amongst the ISsues to be taken Into account by the 
maintenance: group set up to momtor use of EC 3 Ind &Ive prehmmary COfl.laderaltOn 10 any 
mo(hflClllOns that may be needed for the EN version 

Meanwhile work is In full wlna on Pan 2 Bridges and Plated Structure Work has liso mned 
on Pan 3 Towers. MISts and Chunneys and IS upected 10 wn 500n on ttuu other parts 

Design aids 

It IS • clear sign that • new code is being taken seriou Iy when telCtbooks lin to be based upon 
II Thl has already mrted to 1993 With the publk:Jtlon In Ireland of an EC 3 version of the 
textbook MStructural Steelwork" by Joannides. Weller and Gwynn(2l), 

tn addition. a remarkable entt:llInse is about to come to frull10nJust a week after lhl conference. 
With the launch of the European Steel Design Education Programme whICh provides authorll.auve 
lecture material for use In Umversltles across Europe and uses IX: 3 as Us technical basis 

In France a serie of detailed authontalJ\le paper5 on the various topa co ... ered lR EC 3 ha ... e 
been published by CTlCM to their JOUrnal "Construcuon MeUilliquc" and comparable efforts 
ha,'c been made in the appropnate techmcal journals In various other countncs 

Explanatory documenUitlOn and published worked uamples to EC 3 ha ... c liread} come 10 the 
attt:nllon of the IUthors from the Czech RqJUblic and Romama as well IS the more expected 
SOlJftes such as the ECCS and the SCI De ign software to EC 3 IS liso Widely advenlsed 

Although. as already sUiled . the Eurocode format has been planned to aVOid the need for an 
tntegral or other duetlly related Commentary. cxplanatlOns ofthc: proVISIOns from the: drafters 
will lllevitably ha ... e their own value for educational Ind other purposes Reference has already 
been made 10 the Background Oocul1YnlS prepared to JustJfy the: code proVISIOns a they were 
drafted 11lese have been made aVlllable to the nauonal standards bodlCS who are CEN 
members. bul \I is far rrom clear how • or cven whether more wtdespread publication can be: 
achelvcd A series of Eurocode Design Handbooks has therefore been Introduced by 1nomas 
Telford to meet such needs and this will of course Include one on EC 3(221 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Papers on code developments are given at many conferences. but one might wonder why one 
IS II'Icluded 10 this 50th Anniversary Conference of SSRC. The: authors would like to think that 
the answer IS lies In the theme. "SSRC·Link between research and practlCe-. for they truly 
believe that codes like EC 3 do form the vital fmal link: In thai cham 

Within the sections of EC 3 on stNChJral stability are to be found many of the crucial themes 
of the: Structural Stability Research Council. as a witness to IlS Influence on a worldwide scale. 
albeit in this case With a European rather than an American flavour due to the: intervening 
deliberations of the ECCS 10 Its committee TC 8. 

Eurocode 3 has been produced by the combined efforts o( a large number of Engmeers 
throughout the EEC and EFTA countries It has also bad a not Inconsiderable Input from 
colleagues In central and eastern Europe as well as from the United States. Canada. Japan and 
elsewhere around the globe One of the most rewardmg aspects of Involvement In such work 
IS find in, that It not oo1y bnngs together the research and the thlnling of Engineers from 
different backgrounds. It also brings them together as people both 10 stlmulallng techrucal 
diSCUSSion and In mutual regard and fnendshlp 
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